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For people passionate about great sound

'Boy does
that single
12AX7 valve
serve up a
fine helping
of slam!'
p33

'Box is hardly an accurate
name for something that
Salvador Dali might have
sketched in between
doodling melting clocks'
p34

'With the The Ballad
of the Green Berets',
the sound was open
and massive, making
me want to `chute into
Eye-rack and dust
some Taliban'
p20
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WELCOME

To our new style HiFi News

It was asearch that
began last year in
China, extended
to Las Vegas, then
Holland ( acertain
Dutch magazine got
afrighteningly early
review of some of the
new Quad speakers)
and finally ended
in Ken Kessler's
listening room. I'm
referring to chasing
a review of the Quad
2905 electrostatic
speakers. The day
before Itook my
summer break Dave
Patching from Quad
called me and said:
'There's a pair of
2905s sitting in the
corner here with
your name on them'.
Iwon't spoil the
review by giving it
away here suffice
to say that it would
appear that the
legacy of Quad
is firmly intact
with these latest
additions to its
speaker range.
So much so that
instead of our
usual 75-100 word
conclusions on hi-fi
equipment, Ken
Kessler only took
seven words.
Want to know what
they are? Turn to
page 42 now!

that's full of audio advice, top
tests and great photography!
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The new HiFi News test ratings
and awards explained...

20

Continuum Caliburn
Is this the most advanced vinyl
replay system ever? KK thinks so

26

Consonance Droplet
David Allcock on an eye-catching
player that excels with pop

30

Ml Acoustics S1R
Sub manufacturer' first speaker
leaves Steve Harris impressed

33

Bellari VP129
Tube phono pre- amp is aboon to
m- m cart users, says Patrick Fraser

34

Vivid Audio V1
Baby brother for K1 sounds clean
and lean, reckons Andrew Harrison

38

Arcam DV137
Paul Miller enjoys great sound and
pictures from this universal player

42

Quad ESL-2905
Beefed-up panel beater has KK
reaching for the superlatives

50

Isotek Sigmas
Hybrid of Isotek's top conditioners
is awinner, says David Allcock

54

MBL 1521
David Allcock enjoys aGerman CD
player that's aseeker of the truth

59

Acoustic Solid Machine
Baby in Machine range has abig,
bold- sound, says Tony Bolton
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AcuHorn of Gdansk has some unusual new horn loudspeakers.
Standing 5ft 9in tall ( 175cm), these tall slim models from Poland
feature forward and rear-firing fi

Iull -range

drivers in adipole

arrangement. Each speaker has two Tesla SR200 units with

VIE
THINK

neodymium magnets. Quoted sensitivity is 97dB and
recommended amplifier power is 3-30W. Price is € 7800.
www.acuhorn.pl

Cet double the
fun from your
lovy output SET
valve amp

WE
THINK

Clean, clean power
amplification from
the land down under

RIFte

Said to be ' the finest amplification technology ever offered to the
world's audio connoisseurs', these new monoblocks now boast
270W continuous into 8 ohms, with distortion at less than - 126dB
-without using bags of negative feedback. It has four selectable
inputs, including current- mode à la Krell. It looks quite special too,
standing 790mm ( 31 in) tall on its solid mahogany feet. They're
priced at atowering £ 36,950 a pair.
www.halcro.com
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Okay, let's redefine desire here: if old- school boxes
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with aswitch filling every inch floats your boat,
then feel the love with this hot box. Promising
stellar performance, as it ought to at around

(‘.
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£12,000, this valve pre-amp and phono stage,
Curve Tube Stereo Control Center,
aka, the Variohas EQ for stereo, mono and 78rpm records and
adjustable scratch filters.
www.emt-studiotechnik.de

AVANTGARDE ACOUSTI'

FERGUSON HILL FH007

MEZZO DUO PU

While £ 20,000 buys you the full-size

Avantgarde Acoustic of German is noted for

FH001 transparent horn with globular

its flamboyant horns, offering jaw-dropping

subs and an amp, this 430mm-liiigh mini

dynamics to wake music into life. Billed

version called the FH007 will sit on your

as the most intense way to experience

desk for a more modest £ 599. And once

the Duo, the new Mezzo has the two-way

it's there, its transparent design ' creates

horn satellite of the Duo Omega with a

the allusion of space thereby preventing

powerful ADRIC horn subwoofer. Cost is

rooms and desktops looking cluttered'.

£22,000, in a range of colours - we quite

No illusions here then...

like cybergrün metallic and cremweig.

www.tergusonhill.co.uk

WE
THINK

Desk-top totty? Well
this is aspeaker
clearly worth
looking into

www.avantgarde-acoustic.de

WE
THINK

Satellites of love?
Teutonic horns with
plenty to trumpet
about

c

•
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TUBE TECHNOLOGY FL

TX24

,D TRANSPORT AND DAC64
Beneath the eye-catching design of Tube
Tech's two- box CD player hides some
interesting digital trickery. Like the Chord
DAC 64, its converter's heart beats to the
timing of a64- bit DSP, with the WTA
filter, developed by Rob Watts of
DPA. Add in avalve output stage
and you have acanny blend of
old and new. HFN's test soon.
www.tubetechnology

WE
THINK

Th

Clever- clever digital
manipulation and tube
output promises
somethieg
different..
OCTOBER 2006
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VINCENT HYBRID STEREO RANGE
Two- channel reproduction is the basis of this new range of electronics,
hybrid in design with its application of valves and solid-state technology.

The pick of the very latest and greatest
kit that's about to come your way...

The CD- S6 is an HDCD-enabled CD player, priced at E899; for amplification
there's the SA- T1 stereo pre- amp at £ 799 and SP- T100 monoblocks at
E749/pair. Other components in the range include a matching FM/AM
tuner and headphone amplifier.
Ruark, 01702 601410
www.vincent-tac.de

Retro
touch

BELOW: Vincent's
system line-up
includes CD player
with HDCD decoder

GENUS DIGITAL TYPE R
For those who rank style
alongside sound quality,
Genus Digital has announced
its flagship touch-controlled
portable DAB receiver.
Offering DAB band Ill and
FM reception, the battery and
mains operated 'Type- R' model
sports walnut end panels, handembossed leather, brushed
aluminium finish and atouch
sensitive top- mounted panel
combining a retro LED display
with all controls bar the power
button. Stylish and practical for
greasy kitchen fingers.
A line- in connection is
provided for external sources
and sound delivery is handled
by acombination of two fullrange drivers and ' maxxbass'
sound enhancing technology
which the manufacturer claims
uses harmonics to deliver ' high-

when theType Rgoes on sale

Head Statement

later this month for £ 149.95.

GRADO GS1000

fidelity audio performance'.
You can decide for yourself

Genus Digital 020 7575 3298
www.genusdigital.com

Topping Grado's previous Reference Series
of headphones is the new Statement Series,
represented by the new top- of-the- range
GS1000. These open-air headphones
incorporate a redesigned drive unit, new
and larger wooden housing and larger foam
cushions, said to be extremely comfortable.
Company President John Grado reveals that
eThe new cushion design on the GS1000
actually creates a glistening room hfor

BELOW:
Wood- capped
statement
product

the ears, creating a larger soundstage and
greater experience for the user f.
The GS1000 is said to retain asound
that is pure Grado, rich full-bodied vocals,
excellent dynamics and an ultra smooth
top end.
Armour Home Electronics, 01279
501111 www.gradolabs.com

p
co
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Dylan Debate

Chinese triodes

BADA INVOLVED IN QUALITY DISCUSSION

OK DESIGN VS.1 Mk III

The British Audio-Visual Dealers Association ( BADA) has

Boasting up to 800W into 1.3 ohms before clipping, the VS.1 Mk III is

welcomed adebate started by Bob Dylan in arecent
interview in Rolling Stone magazine in the US, regarding
the eatrocious fquality of modern recordings.

aUS/Chinese dual mono integrated amplifier offered at a ' relatively

Peter Thomas, founder of PMC Loudspeakers and
BADA Associate member, spoke to international news
agency Reuters on the topic.
'Bob's comments could be taken in several ways
and it seems that each strand of the media has steered
the debate in asingle direction,' commented Thomas.

inexpensive price' of E2500. DK Design is based in Nashville, Tennessee
and has its designs manufactured in China to keep costs low. The
amplifier is adual- mono design using 6922 triodes in its pre- amp
section and bi-polar Sankeni devices in the power amp's output stage,
using a ' unique topology to deliver high linearity similar to that of a
traditional class A circuit '. It's rated at 150VV/8 ohm and 320VV/z1 ohm.
Metropolis Music, 01435 867438 www.thelsagroup.com

'It certainly brings in to question whether on simple
acoustic works the recording professionals should
avoid the vast range of tools open to them and
go back to basics. As we know that acomplicated
path can only degrade the fragile signal whether it
is in digital or analogue form.'
BADA is keen to point out that no matter how
well recorded and mastered an album is, it is the
system used to reproduce the recorded signal that
has the greatest effect on the musical experience.
All BADA dealers are trained in the art of putting
systems together
which maximise the
musical enjoyment.
BADA, 020 8150 6741
www.bada.co.uk

LEFT: Peter Thomas, MD
of PMC loudspeakers, is
interviewed by Reuters

Naim Gain

Dive Debut
BLACK RHODIUM DIVA

NAIM NAC122X

Said to be aptly- name, Diva is anew
loudspeaker cable from Black Rhodium,

Naim Audio has upgraded

previously multiplexed, and two of
the unit's six inputs are doubled up
with phono sockets. Additionally,

evolved from the brand fs T90 cable.

its entry-level pre-amp, the
NAC112x, adding amotorised

It uses silver-plated conductors with a
low- loss PTFE insulation, tightly twisted

volume pot, relays and extra RCA
phono sockets.

apair of RCA phono sockets are
included for audio output, and these
are said to be optimised for use with

in abid to reduce the effects of RFI. It

Promising vastly improved

fs terminated with the new Eichmann

performance over the NAC112x

active subwoofers.
The Naim Audio NAC122x is

BELOW: Black

it replaces, the NAC122x now

priced at £ 750.

Rhodium's cable
uses Eichmann

uses an Alps volume control
potentiometer instead of a

Naim Audio, 01722 332266
www.naim-audio.com

plugs

resistor ladder. Inputs are now
relay-switched, where they were

Bayonet 4mm loudspeaker plug. A 3m
terminated pair is priced at ' 345.
Black Rhodium, 01332 342233 www.
blackrhodium.co.uk
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for the
love of
music...
Avalon Acoustics

Karan Acoustics
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Tri Planar
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Avalon Music Systems

finite elemente

Zanden Audio
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Cardas

...visit our
website
or call us
for more
details
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conrad-johnson

Esopower

Avalon Acoustics
finite elemente
McCormack

Benz- Micro

Avalon Music Systems
Karan Acoustics

Tri Planar

Benz- Micro

Kuzma

Magnum Dynalab

Zanden Audio

Distributed Exclusively by

AUDIOFREAKS
DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO + HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT

tel: 020 8948 4153 fax: 020 8948 4250 email: infol@audiofreaks.co.uk

www.audiofreaks.co.uk
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Concert Cued
JAMO'S NEW C 80 RANGE
Jamo has announced anew range within its Concert range, the C 80
series. W;th prices spanning £640 to
£1600 for its stereo speakers.
Each model has adecoupled
tweeter on a ' waveguide' faceplate
for better HF reproduction; hard
conical cones that claim to be free of
break-up within their working range;
and active impedance correction, to
eenhance midrange clarity so voices
sound clearer'.
The £640 C 803 is asmall tw
way design, ' expected to set new
standards' within its
bookshelf category.
Next are three
floorstanders, the C
805, C 807 and C809,
the latter afull threeway with double bass reflex port with two
180mm bass drivers,
180mm midrange and
silk- dome tweeter,

EVEN«
NEW

El- CONFIDENTIAL
JANINE ELLIOT TAKES YOU BEHIND THE SCENES OF HI-FI

10-12 NOV
Hazi Mozi HiFi
Slow
Hilton Budapest
Westend,
Hungary

COMING ZUNE?
Word has been flying around that Microsoft will have its own
long-awaited rival to the iPod, codenamed the Zune, the closest its
boffins could get to the name ilimes. However, some contacts at MS
still seem to be keeping quiet about it all, despite new internet sites

11-12 NOV
Audio Show 06
Hotel Sobieskie,
Warsaw, Poland

set up to talk about the product, and even photos of it, too. Talk is that
it'll be in the shops around November. Guess we'll just have to wait

8-11 JAN 07
CES Consumer
Electronics
Show,
Las Vegas, USA

people know there is anew product to be revealed when it sends

27-28 JAN
Northern Sound
& Vision Show
Radisson SAS,
Manchester
Airport,
Manchester, UK

and see. This ' wait and see' approach is something we have become
accustomed to with both these giants, with Apple usually letting
out apostcard with apicture of astage curtain ' hiding' something
behind it. The Bill Gates outfit certainly needs to produce aMicropod
if it wants to achieve full integration with its i
audio store Urge.
Whatever happens, any attempt will probably do little to dent Apple's
stranglehold of the market. Insiders are claiming that the expected
product will offer Wi-Fi wireless internet connection (though probably
only to send music from one Zune to another), something that the
iPod presently lacks. There are rumours, too, that Microsoft will even
pay for music it removes from iPods onto its players; undoubtedly a
program that scans Mines and replaces songs in WMA format. Also,
that Microsoft will allow third- party licensing of Zune technology,
which should keep the prices down. As Isay, let's wait and see..

priced at £1600. A
centre, surround and
sub are available for

TOILET TUNES
Product of the month is the new iPod accessory by iCarta; the £ 54

surround sound systems

iPod Dock, basically amusical loo roll holder. Yes, Isuppose it had to

BBC, 01923 205605

happen some time, and since we spend more than ayear of our life
sitting in this room it probably isn't such abad idea after all! Perhaps
it'll sound best playing Rock and Roll!

www.jamo.com

Denon Micro

SLEE ON UP
Now more on that megabucks phono stage Ialluded to last month;

Not just another system, but real hi-fi

Graham Slee has set himself the task of creating something that
will surpass even his best so far! At around £4000 it'll be alot more
expensive, too. The single box design, plus adual power supply - one

that's smaller and cuter than the norm.

for each channel - will be aradical rethink in terms of design. This

That's how Denon would describe its

includes where exactly in the audio chain the RIAA EQ is placed - if it

new D-F102DAB micro system, atwopiece system comprising aCD player

is at the end of the amplification rather than in the

DENON D-F102DAB

and areceiver amplifier. The DCD-F102

midst of the circuitry then that saves having 2
separate amplification stages either side,

CD player component uses a24/192
Burr- Brown DAC, offers two TosLink
digital outputs and will also play MP3
files recorded to CD- R. With 35W into
4 ohm ( albeit with 0.7% distortion),

and this improves headroom. It is also
true class-A, and should appear next

the DRA F102DAB amplifier includes
athree- band tuner/FM/AM/DAB, a

BEERING AID

phono turntable input, and integration

Denmark have found that
beer tastes best when drunk to

with the iPod via an ASD-1R terminal
(£80). Priced at £ 500 for the pair with
matching speakers (£ 400 without), a
cassette deck is also offered for £ 150.
Denon UK, 01234 741200

spring. He claims it'll beat Manley
and ($ 29,000) Boulder!

Finally, researchers in

the accompaniment of acertain
musical tone, and that the optimal
frequency is different for each beer.
The correct harmonious tone for
Carlsberg lager, for example, is 510520Hz. Just thought you'd like to know...

ete )

NEW REVOLUTION
REVOLVER CYGNIS SPEAKERS

SOLO
DESIGN

From Revolver in Cornwal

Arcam has

comes the new Cygnis, athree-

won its second

way floorstanding loudspeaker

award for the

promising agood sensitivity of

Solo combined

91dB and a benign 8 ohm load.

CD/radio amp

The crossover network is mounted
in an acousticallyisolated enclosure,
using air- core
inductors, while
the midrange

unit -this

From French specialist EERA comes a range of
three CD players, now distributed in the UK by

Award from

GT Audio. If the exterior design looks familiar, it's

The Industrial

because they are from the same drawing board

Designers of

as the Helios brand of the 1990s, namely that of

America ( IDSA)

designer Didier De Luca. Details are scant, but the
range comprises the DL . 5 at £ 1250, the DL 1at

isolated in its
enclosure. The
bass section
comprises a
254mm doped
paper driver with
cast aluminium
chassis. Price is
£599 a pair.
The Acoustic
Partnership,
087 0047 0047

EERA CD PLAYERS

time the IDEA

unit is likewise
own 50 litre

NEW EERA FOR
COM

KEF
DOCK

To integrate
with its KIT100
system, KEF has
created the
KEFDock, allowing the user to
scroll through
music on aTV
screen. Price is
around £ 150.

£1800 and the flagship DL 2 at £ 2999, the latter

BELOW: Echoes of

said by importer Graham Tricker to be

the sun - EERA is

one of the

best sounding CD players Ihave heard irrespective

based on Helios

of price'.
CT Audio, 01895 833099
www.eera.fr

www.
revolveraudio.
corn

PINK CLEAN THING
HANNL MICRO CLEANER

NEW BEGINNING
PLINIUS KORU PHONO STAGE

Hannl is aGerman specialist in the
art of vacuum record cleaning, and

Translated from the Maori for ' beginning', Plinius'

has several models in its range,

new phono stage boasts avirtual battery power

including the Micro model pictured,

supply in aseparate section within its Ross Stevens-

available in arange of colours.

inspired chassis. It uses acombination of passive

It sells in the UK for £ 999.

and active equalisation for RIM correction: passive

A dual-arm Mera model is also

for HF and active in the bass.

offered, at £ 1499.

A full range of user adjustment options are

The Pleasure Home,

included, allowing it to be used with anything from

020 8420 4333

low- output m- cto high output m- m cartridges

www.thepleasurehome.com

T Source, 01803 226104
www.tsource.co.uk
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BELOW: Solid
curved casework
is the hallmark of
Plinius

The new Artikulat Loudspeaker System. Gorgeous.

* le*
.• .11, 11

Linn Products Limited.
For more information or ademonstration call 0500 888 909

www.linn-co.uk

LINN

•

Polished
Performance

Chord DAC64 Mk9
Jet Black Finish
High-end Digital to
Analogue Converter

The gorgeous, polished, jet black
finish isn't the only difference you'll
notice with our new generation DAC64.
It's also the most significant improvement
you will ever make to your system.
Hear for yourself at one of our
selected retailers.
Please contact us to find out more about
our hand-crafted audiophile products
NuE

and details of your nearest dealer.

O

CHORDO)

Chord Electronics Limited
For more information
T 01622 721444
E salesa ,)chordelectronics.co.uk
W •Avvi.chordelectronics.co.uk

I-- -I
Hi-fi news

One brand has bucked the trend of aslowdown in the sales of audio
equipment, achieved massive inception into the consumer electronics
market and established anew product category. The brand is Apple, and
the product is the iPod. Is the high- end ready to embrace it?

T

MP3, it is still the dominant format

he concept and success of
this portable music player is
all tied inexorably with the

for music file sharing on the net.

rise of the internet. Sony's

portable digital music player, with
ahuge song capacity compared

widely successful Walkman cassette
player dominated portable audio
through the 1980s and ' 90s, but
the CD- playing Discman never had
the same impact, in part due to
the larger size of the medium and
the unsuitability of sensitive laser
pick-ups in aportable player. As
Discman and Walkman sales started
to wind down in the mid-' 90s,
another phenomenon was building:

In 2001 Apple announced anew

to the flash memory players of the
time. It used asmall 1.8in (45mm)
hard- drive with arelatively vast
5GB of storage space, mated with
custom ICs and aWolfson DACI
headphone chip.
Most important

the compact size, ease of use and
portability of the iPod to be a
winning combination.

The integration of the iPod
with high- end hi-fi has so far been

iPod was later made compatible

virtually nonexistent, with the lack

$3800 Goldster
Concertino iPod

with Microsoft Windows after the

of ahigh- quality line- level output
and adigital output limiting -0

docking station
uses only valves

to operate and
load with music,

the MP3 format forward in the
public consciousness and, despite
determined efforts by the music
industry to thwart the passage of

full-size audio components, finding

reliable in use.
Initially only designed to work
on Apple Macintosh computers, the

downloaded from websites.

Napster file sharing software and
service in May 1999 that brought

new generation of music lovers
who rarely use physical media,
and indeed no longer even use

the iPod was
user-friendly and

players had

But it was the introduction of the

2001. What this has meant is a

there are quite afew CD
players out there that are a
bloody sight worse than the
iPod, provided you use it
with Apple Lossless'
Ashley James, AVI

was the ease
of use: where
many flash- based

MP3 digital music files, increasingly
being traded on the Internet and

NAPSTER GOES LIVE

published financial results, since
its introduction in late October

been tiresome

introduction of aPC version of
the vital iTunes software, used to

BELOW: The

transfer music from CDs to the
computer and then to the player.
The iPod jukebox allowed people to
take huge amounts of music on the
move in an ultra- compact package.
Needless to say this subsequently
revolutionised portable audio. A
total of nearly 59 million iPods of
various descriptions have been sold
up to this year, according to Apple's

lag
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its value as ahigh- end source. Yet
it appears that it is the perception

sight worse than the iPod,' he
declares, ' provided you use it with

among some in the industry that

Apple Lossless, although some music
is perfectly OK at 256kbis MP3 or

the iPod is incapable of playing
uncompressed music that is a
barrier to due respect.
Mallory Nicholls of Leema

MC'. He goes on: 'What comes from
the iPod is very pleasant to listen to

Acoustics said: 'As an enthusiast,

in sound in absolute terms, it has
an ease of use that fits in extremely
well with many people's lives these

Idon't want to see the iPod in
high-end systems, it's acompressed
source that throws away the
information we work hard to keep.'
This was echoed by Steven Riddick
of Select Audio: ' None of the
companies Irepresent is working
on iPod integration products. In my
opinion Ithink the iPod is fine for
background listening or when you're
travelling, but when you're just
listening it's not as good as vinyl or
CD. The compression system loses
the micro dynamics and imaging
information we depend on'.

and, while not offering the very best

days. What's more, its existence
doesn't mean that people won't
buy aCD player. Clients tell me
they still want aCD player as
"something for best", but not
something they will listen to
all the time.'
Nigel Crump of Symmetry
agrees: ' The business should
see it as an opportunity
we should not miss; it's not
should be afraid of.'
The view from the AV world
is somewhat different. A cursory

Yet while it is true that most
digital tracks downloaded from

glance at the specification of many
mid- to high- end AV receivers and

the internet, and all those from
the iTunes store, are compressed,

processors will show aport for
an iPod docking station, with
the likes of Denon, Marantz,
Pioneer, Harman Kardon
and Yamaha all offering
iPod docking ports that

or uncompressed audio files.
Indeed, many of the sonic problems
believed to be inherent to the iPod
are actually resolved once lossless
formats are utilised; yet the vast
majority of iPod owners have never
heard their iPod working with these.
One industry figure who
recognises this is Ashley James
of AVI. `There are quite afew CD
players out there that are abloody

was 58,900,000
units to end of
Q3 2006

something audio companies

FAR BETTER SOUND

the fact is that the iPod is capable
of far better sound when used
with either lossless compression

Combined sales
of all iPod models

fully integrate with the AV
receivers. Meanwhile, Arcam's
Solo optionally features
the R- Lead which allows full
communication between the
Solo and the iPod.
It would appear that there is

their home systems than those
who champion pure stereo.
Despite the lack of interest in
the iPod shown by parts of the
high-end industry, some
innovative companies
have come up with their

iTunes Music
Store's 1billion
track download
mark passed on
23rd February
2006

own solutions. There's
Monitor Audio with
its iDock system, the
TLAudio Fatman iTube
valve docking station,
Psiber Audio's PAS 1, 2
and 3 audiophile docking
stations, and the $ 3800
Goldster Concertino.

amuch higher percentage of AV

In many ways the iPod is not
an obvious partner for ahigh-

receiver owners who use iPods and
want to see them integrated with

end audio system: it spends
most of its time being fed
lossy, sonically- limited
compression systems, it

iTunes sales
predicted to

BELOW: AVI
makes no bones

surpass 1.3 billion
tracks by the end
of 2006

from acomponent
produced by ahighend manufacturer, and
sound quality is not its
first priority. Yet it is in the

about embracing

interest of the hi-fi industry to
capture the hearts and wallets of
iPod users today if it is to secure
the sector's long-term viability.

the iPod, making
active speakers
like the Amp- Pak
with it in mind

employs audio output
circuits that are, through
necessity, not as capable
as you would expect

NEXT

With the adoption of
lossless compression formats or

DAB's dwindling

MONTH
quality: is it

uncompressed (WAV/AIF) files,
plus the possibility of lossless
downloads from iTunes, the iPod

only going to
get worse? We

of the future may represent a
more formidable competitor to

investigate...

traditional audio sources than is
currently envisaged. (I.)
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VILLETRI

The eternal classic for true audiophiles...
Bolzano Villetri stunning new loudspeakers
re-write the rules through cutting edge
technology.
The unique construction of Bolzano Villetri
radiates sound through 360° using counteraperture principles; this patented technology is called ` RoundStream®Tehnology'.
Unlike conventional speakers,
RoundStream®Tehnology' emulates the
true acoustic essence of real instruments
—the result is quite breathtaking!

BOLZANO

7

VILLETR1

Holding sacred the tradition of counteraperture, Bolzano Villetri is proud to
present their stunning new range ` Bellagio'
Patented technology has been passed down
from the 3000 series to make Bellagio a
serious contender for anyone who is
passionate about music and home cinema.

To experience the Bolzano Villetri
sound visit wwvv.holzanovilletri.com,
locate the dealer nearest to
you and hook ademonstration.

...and the contemporary
YBI Distributions Ltd

Exclusive Distributors for Europe

Tel + 44(0) 207 2448240 / email bv@ybidistributions corn

classic for music lovers

Minimalist masterpieces!

STUNNING SOUND QUALITY AND CAPTIVATING GOOD LOOKS
CREATE A STRIKING IMPRESSION IN ANY ENVIRONMENT.
W HEN YOU STRIVE FOR PERFECTION IN YOUR WORK,
WHY ACCEPT ANYTHING LESS IN YOUR HOME?
SIMPLE TO USE AND DESIGNED WITH THE FUTURE IN MIND
ONLY THROUGH HEARING WILL YOU TRULY BELIEVE. To LOCATE YOUR
NEAREST DEALER CALL ACTIV DISTRIBUTION ON 01635 291357
OR LOG ON TO VVWW.LEEMA-ACOUSTICS.COM

Visit:

lalea

LEENIA ACOUSTICS

BEAUTIFULLY

\ I

SINGE E CHANNEL AMPLE IL lí

IIv( Ira

SLAVE AMPLIFIER

www.leema-acoustics.com

Phone: + 44 (0)1938 811900
Email:

info@leema-acoustics.com

ENGINEERED

Tiluz111;1 STEREO AMPLIFIER

SOUND

:ygrItis ADVANCED PRE- AMPLIFIER

THIS MONTH: Exclusive EISA Award winners unveiled as we bring you
all the top audio and AV products of 2006-2007, plus...
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OUR RATINGS
EXPLAINED
THE HI-FI NEWS
TEST REGIME

Hi Fi News scores all audio
equipment by four key

parameters:
Hi Fi News has the most
comprehensive and trusted
SPEC/FEATURES
out of 5
tests of any hi-fi magazine
SOUND QUALITY
out of 5
in the world. Each month
BUILD
QUALITY
out of 5
we offer aclear evaluation
of all types of audio
VALUE FOR MONEY
out of 5
equipment - two- channel
Acoustic Solid Small
audio from turntables to
Hi Fi News
amplifiers and CD players
OVERALL RATING out of 20
through to multi- channel
DVD-A and SACD players.
Hi Fi News' lab tests are
conducted using the six- channel QC Suite
testing station developed by Hi Fi News'
SPEC IFEATURES
Technical Director, Paul Miller, and now the
Results are combined to
audio industry standard test equipment.
'lull
give atotal HI- Fl NEWS
It gives Hi Fi News apowerful edge in its
RATING out of 20. Our
testing of all stereo and multi- channel kit so
SOUND QUALITY
OVERALL RATINGS mean
our tests are respected around the world.
the following:
'lull
su
e resu
10 8. below = Don't listen!
BUILD QUALITY
jazz and classical t
11-12 = Below average
13-14 = Average
Hi Fi News Golden
15-16 = Very good
Milli
Star speaker delivers
17-18 = Excellent
authority, grip and
VALUE FOR MONEY
19-20 = Pure Audio Gold
smoothness in spades.
11111/

Hi-fi news
OVERALL RATING
1

•
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BEST
SOUND

BEST
BUY

Hi-fi news
OUR AWARDS EXPLAINED
In our group tests of equipment - the best
of the equipment reviewed for overall
performance, spec and price will be awarded
a ' BEST BUY' whilst the best sounding product
will receive the ' BEST SOUND' award. When a
product reviewed is absolutely one of the best
in its field, regardless of cost, it will receive a
coveted

News ' GOLD AWARD'.

REVEAL OUR 2006 AWARD WINNERS, 48 PRODUCTS IN 16

CATEGORIES, PLUS ALL YOUR USUAL FAVOURITE FEATUF ES, ADVICE AND TIPS PAGES
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Arcam DV137
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This super deck from down under marries
cutting edge science with ahuge helping of
style. With its dedicated tonearm and stand,
could it be the most advanced vinyl replay
system ever made?

Tested by Ken Kessler

S

pecifications have never impressed me,
especially when it comes to turntables. Three
numbers, however, tell you more about the
Continuum Caliburn than is possible in amere

2000 words. First is the price: this Australian LP spinner,
with matching Cobra arm and dedicated Castellon

stand, sells for $ 90,000 in the USA. Iwon't bother to
translate that into pounds, because most UK importers
somehow manage to ignore exchange rates. Hell, there
is no UK importer.
Now that's out of the way, the two most revealing
numbers of all: the set-up manual for the Caliburn runs
to 48 pages, while the Cobra weighs in at 33. Icite

'Its retrieval of the finest details and its
arch transparency allowed us to hear
differences in VTA and azimuth, to say
nothing of the vivid way it portrayed the
discrepancies between two pressings'
pump having to run during extended playback. The
Continuum's system suffers no need for vacuum pump

them to illustrate the complexity of the Continuum LP
playback system. You can get no further from abasic

isolation, no pulsing vibration caused by pumps, and
no lengthy hoses or adjustment mechanisms. Pump
pressure using ' Iossy' bearing designs also meant the

Pro-Ject or Rega.
So, however much brevity Iexercise in this review

spindle shape and size were influenced.
To achieve this, Continuum's engineers designed a

in describing the actual workings of the system, let me
assure you it's no reflection on the achievement that
is the Continuum Caliburn, Cobra and Castellon. They
deserve 10 pages. Each. I'm here primarily to deal with

miniature rotary seal, 'which creates avacuum tight
low-friction seal in asize not much bigger than aroll of

sonic performance; to learn the full details regarding its

without the pump running. Sensors and complex

design - metallurgy, design team background, damping
methods, isolation, etc - visit www.continuumaudiolabs.

computer logic monitors the pressure and delivers
additional vacuum in controlled " doses" to maintain the

corn; for information about the computer modelling and
casting techniques employed by the company, go to
www.ausbelLcom/New%20tech./new%20tech.html

hold down. The pressure settings are very low, as the
bearing does not lose pressure during playback.'
Most emphatically, Continuum can boast that,
'Pulsing vibration is also removed as the system is quiet

STEALTH MODE

-there's no pump like no pump!'

Briefly, the turntable itself consists of three units. The
bottom of the stack is the Caliburn's Vacuum Unit, ' a
super quiet pump with a " stealth- mode" operation
during playback': its positioning at the bottom is for
obvious reasons of isolation. And it is quiet. At no time
did any noises intrude into the room, unlike vacuum
systems, which must be housed outside of the listening
environment. Computer controlled, it's a ' negative
pressure' mechanism that maintains correct vacuum
for LP hold-down, as well also providing the positive
pressure required to lubricate the bearing.
In the middle is the similarly- sized Control Unit, fully
computerised for managing all operations including
speed, vacuum operation and hydrostatic bearing
management. 33, 45 and 78rpm are available, the latter

35mm film. This option for sealing allows for vacuum
pressure to be held whilst the turntable is in operation

One of the deck's neat party tricks is the switch- on,
when you observe the lack of melodrama as it sucks
down the record. To ensure no damage to the LP, the
mat is awashable, ultrathin ( 0.30mm) layer of damping
material developed to prevent dust impregnation.

FOUR FEET UNDER
For the chassis, the Caliburn employs magnesium
alloy, with the feet positioned to allow the bearing to
dissipate energy. Their computer modelling predicted
that placing the feet at the edge of the plinth would
encourage severe vibrational modes to propagate
through the chassis. By placing the feet under the

BELOW: Arm is
made from fibreand-tubulesimpregnated
resin finished in
glossy black

variable from 68 to 84rpm. An advanced motion control
computer system monitors motor spindle velocity, to
maintain ' the platter speed constant per revolution and
ensure(s) there is no jitter between each revolution. This
inter- revolution jitter is the cause of sonic anomalies
such as an overly etched/analytical reproduction.'
For the deck itself, Continuum opted for abelt- drive
system via amilspec motor used by the US military for
select advanced motion control systems. It was chosen
because it rendered the playback immune to sonic
degradation due to cogging or hysteresis. To reduce
mechanical and RF noise to aminimum, the motor is
housed in asolid block of damped alloy. Key features
include enough power to drive the 801b platter and
bearing, smooth launch from start-up, and battery
power with trickle charge during down cycle times.
Its bearing design ' operates on ahydrostatic principle
where oil provides the interface between bearing
surfaces for ultra- low friction and high damping.' It
features afully sealed vacuum rotary feed-through, so
the LP mates to the platter under vacuum without the
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Wiza rd
of Oz
chassis to support the bearing,

with lowest mass.' It looks

they were able ' to minimise the
spring force being reflected back

disconcertingly large
and heavy, but

into the platter from the chassis.'
A see-through window at the front
presents the Caliburn's next party
trick: aglimpse at this Byzantine

it's actually
quite light
at 35g;

internal suspension.

the size
and shape

Uniquely ( Ithink!) the Caliburn
uses a ` nested platter' design,

confirm the basic
tenet that ' every increase in width

arrived at through more intense

or height increases stiffness by a

computer modelling, for superior
isolation from external and internal

factor of close to 8times,' which
thus renders the size of the arm as a

provides interface between surfaces

benefit. The designers also wanted a

fashioned from precision- machined
in aircraft-grade aluminium, the

resonant modes of vibration at the
surface of the platter in the critical
area adjacent to the record.

one-piece assembly from headshell
to counterweight.
Styled as cod retro as the deck

ABOVE: Bearing operates on a
hydrostatic principle where oil

Castellon uses anautical turnbuckle
system to cross- brace the vertical

COBRA AND CASTELLON

-which looks like something nicked

Continuum's Cobra looks like no
arm I've seen, at least, not since

legs and resist rocking motions.

from the Futurama exhibit at the

The rear of the stand is braced to
resist sideways movement, and

the late 1940s/early 1950s Zenith

1964 World's Fair - the Cobra is
made from acomposite material

BELOW: Deck

arm, coincidentally of the same

that mixes resin- impregnated

and stand with
control unit

name. Its unusual shape and
choice of materials are the result of

centre shelf
above the
vacuum unit

Continuum's pure research, the goal
being 'to achieve
infinite stiffness

fibre and tubules woven onto an
'aerocell' core. Pivot to spindle
distance is 224.5mm. The arm will
accommodate any cartridge you

a1661.16.

each shelf is structurally braced to
resist torsional and buckling modes.
Lastly, the top shelf ' is an overdamped magnetic spring where the

can name, thanks to the addition or

magnetic field is constrained close
to apoint of collapse, resulting in a
very low resonant frequency ideally

subtraction of weights at the back
of the arm, keeping the effective

focussed to work in harmony with
the Caliburn.'

mass at the optimum for the arm.
Ajewel pivot is said to offer

While shiny, 1958 Buick bumper
chrome finishing seems the order
of the day, anumber of finishes
are offered, applicable to both the

the lowest friction possible via
mechanical means. A second
'outrigger' pivot provides

stand and the deck. The Castellon

stabilisation; this allows for dynamic

shelves are made from alaminated

azimuth adjustment. VTA and antiskate are also adjustable on the fly,

core of MDF capped in real wood
veneers, including birdseye maple,

so you genuinely can tune this by
ear while it's playing. The anti- skate

burr walnut, macassar ebony or

mechanism, currently undergoing
patent application, increases the
tracking force from 8% at the start

piano black, as are the top and sides
of the turntable. An optional drawer
mechanism is available to store all
your LP- set- up- related tchatchkes.

to12% at the finish of the arc.
If you can afford the Continuum
and Cobra, you can probably
afford the Castellon stand, which
accounts for S25,000 of the
S90k. It optimises performance by
rendering the system immune to
external vibration and resonance. It
is, effectively, a 'floating platform'

THE SESSION
Given the rarity of this turntable,
the easiest way for me to review
it was to fly to sunny New Jersey,
to the home of Mikey Fremer. ( See
HFN Sept 2006, p71.) Mikey has
more experience of the system than

which uses acombination of
magnetic and pneumatic isolation
technologies. A pair of heavy
opposing magnetic plates isolate
the Caliburn from external vibrations
with no hard flanking paths.
Continuum's goal was to isolate
the Caliburn motor and chassis
from external sources of vibration
while keeping them on the same
plane. ' This stops bobbing, twisting,
yawing, pitching and flexural modes
visible under the Finite Element
Method and audible to experienced
audiophiles.'
Designed as acomplete system
for housing the three elements,
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BELOW: Motor
is mil-spec and
promises no
cogging

anyone outside of the Continuum
Audio Labs: he bought the review

recovered from its illness...) to walk
me through the deck. Iarrived with

sample. Which kinda put me on my
guard, as it is only human nature to
defend one's purchases. Even if you

aClearaudio Goldfinger and afew
LPs that Ithought Mikey might
not have in his library of, what?

bought aSsangYong Rodius.

15,000? We spent the first day just

Iwas aware, too, of another
dynamic. Mikey is so in love with the

acclimatising me to the system,
easy because his room is very similar

Caliburn, and he finds no greater

in size to mine, equally solid, and I

pleasure than tweaking tonearms
and cartridges, that Ihad to filter

'know' the Wilsons and the Manley

out his insistence that it's easy to
set up. We changed cartridges a
couple of times. Because he insists
on using the aptly- named Wally
Tools, Ifound myself dreaming
about my SME V, which Ican set up

Steelhead very well.
What was new to the mix was
the ASR Emitter II multi- chassis amp,

fine-sounding that Iwon't name it
for fear of causing an eBay frenzy.

which proved to be exceptionally

Mikey did not have to say aword.
The most immediate impression is

fast, open and neutral.

adouble-edged attack: inky- black

REVIEWER MODE

background silences, allied to a
dynamic span that borders on the

to perfection, with any cartridge, in

Having come from Clearaudio in

under 10 minutes. Be that as it may,
Mikey is the most fastidious LP user

Germany the week before, Iwas in
full- on ' reviewer mode' from the

I've ever seen, and his desire to set
the azimuth, VTA and overhang to

outset. Mikey sat me down in his
comfy recliner, and we wandered
through the popular music of the

molecular levels was admirable, if
not quite certifiable.
A note about the Wally Tools:

'With the ' The Ballad of the
Green Berets', the sound was
open and massive, making
me want to 'chute into Eye rack and dust some Taliban'

second- half of the 20th Century.

impossible. The Continuum package
has alock on control that I've only
heard in three other systems: the
Clearaudio Statement, the Basis
Debut and the SME 30 II. While
you can hear the very last evidence
of vinyl tracing - nothing beyond
the old dbx system can

Wally Malewicz worked closely with
Continuum's Chief Designer Mark

Mono and stereo, UK and US
pressings, lacquers, cornball
novelty records, most of

Doehmann in producing the Cobra
set-up mechanisms. Therefore, the

the great Italians of the
1950s, Motown and

Wally Tools are, by default, the
devices of choice for this system.

Stax, C&W - we even

any digital

played some Yiddish

devotees

platter, and

melodies off a
record so

who defend
their choice

chassis made of

Mikey took two days out of his
very busy life ( Ihope his dog has

••••,..

completely eradicate
that - the noise
floor is so low
that it disarms
BELOW: Nested

magnesium alloy

TURNTABLE TEST

Wizard
of Oz

CALIBURN TURNTABLE

$90,000

on the grounds of noise-free

The proof is in the pudding: I

SPEC/FEATURES

playback.

calculate that we spent 14 hours

Within this envelope, the
grounds are established for

over the two days, and my ears
never suffered atwinge.
Eventually, Ireached the Mr.

or Clearaudio?', you're missing the
point: they're not mutually exclusive.

Big track, 'To Be With You', with

The Continuum is ahighly-strung

its glorious acoustic guitar break.
Atrack with real 'feel' as far as the

Ferrari Enzo to Clearaudio's Teutonic
Mercedes McLaren SLR. The Caliburn

recording space goes, it possesses
an in-your-face element when the

just may be the most complex,

dynamic sweeps and crescendos
that challenge the rest of the
system. Here we have aturntable
that demands speakers of the
Wilson ilk. Iwould not even
want to hear this through small
monitors, which would truncate
its performance. It is as wideband
asource as I've heard this side
of 15ips tape, LP pressing and
cartridge allowing.
ARCH TRANSPARENCY
Which brings me to Mikey's main
rationale for buying the thing. As
areviewer's tool, especially for
one who reviews afew cartridges

solo comes through: in front of the
speaks, vibrant and natural and
resonant. Using the Goldfinger, the
Continuum freed the performer
from any constraints, revealing the
power of an unpluggea instrument,
astrong voice, athunderous
foundation. In essence, all artifice
vanished completely.

Sam & Dave. Intense? Irate the

Its retrieval of the finest details
and its arch transparency allowed

session only slightly below driving
aFerrari at Monza. Well, alot

us to hear, with minimal effort,

below driving aFerrari at Monza,
but still worthy of inclusion in the

example, different releases
of Roy Orbison's
Greatest Hits and
other selected
originals-vsreissues.
Mikey allowed
me to indulge in
Peter & Gordon's
A World Without
Love - the

same paragraph nonetheless. The
Continuum presents aslightly
different approach to music to that
of the Clearaudio, the

FO R:
Twea ker's
and vinyl
fan's dream

system opened
up the murk of the
US pressing to reveal

latter having amore
crystal- cut way with
transients, and

AGAINST: Atad
overwhelming?

producer George Martin's
artistry and to focus the blending

drier bottom
octaves. I
suspect that
Mikey might
be right in
assuming that
the Continuum

better to lo-o-o-ng
listening sessions.

of the two voices.
With the militaristic percussion
of 'The Ballad of the Green Berets',

My own 'village idiot' technical
competence makes neither

the sound was open and massive,

as much apart of my lifetime
'wants list' as, say, afew cases of
Tignanello; I'm happy with the

Airy, spacious and with cavernously

no- muss- no-fuss genius of the SME

deep underpinning, it exhibited all
of the virtues of mid- 1960s vinyl,

30. But then, I'm alazy son-ofa- bitch, and Iam the type who

confirmed as well with the
not- dissimilar martial sound of
Johnny Horton.

would rather eat than cook, read
than write. If, though, you want
hands-on involvement, rewarded

Louis Prima and Buddy Holly

with performance that can only

showed the efficacy of the
Continuum 'table with mono as

be described as scintillating, the
Continuum is for you.

well as perfectly-miked voices:

Which makes me realise

no sibilance at all, sweet, treble

something else: the arm's name

tapering off rather than dropping
out abruptly, confirming Mikey's

is also the same as that of a
celebrated nut-job sportscar of the

warning that the sound was utterly
fatigue-free, and conducive to long
listening sessions.

1960s, an icon that has never been
knocked off its perch. How utterly
appropriate. (5
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SOUND QUALITY
EIMER
BUILD QUALITY
MIMEO

made. However - unlike the relatively VALUE FOR MONEY

fuss-free ' classic' construction of the
Clearaudio ( arm notwithstanding)
or the engineering clarity of the
SME 30 - some might find it too
overwhelming. But sonically? I
understand clearly why Mikey
went into debt for one. It is that
astounding.

16 20

news
OVERALL RATING

Manufacturer's specifications
DESIGN TYPE

suspensionless turntable with 0- ring drive:
cogless. battery- powered DC motor:
vacuum hold-down system

SPEEDS

33.33, 45, 78 rpm, adjustable

DIMENSIONS (T/T)

615x205x400mm

WEIGHT

73kg, not including motor

CARTRIDGE WEIGHT
RANGE

0-20gm

TONEARM
DIMENSIONS

Effective length: 239mm
Overhang: 17.3mm

CASTELLON
TURNTABLE STAND

1025x640x500mm ( hwd)

WEIGHT

80kg

FINISHES

black lacquer, various wood veneers

will lend itself

Choosing between them
is academic. Looks alone will force
some one way or the other.

making me want to ' chute into
Eye- rack and dust some Taliban.

radical and advanced turntable ever

We must have played 50 or
60 tracks. Louis Armstrong, Peter
Case, The Association, Brenda Lee,

or phono stages every month,
this playback system is invaluable.

differences in VTA and azimuth,
to say nothing of the vivid way
it portrayed the discrepancies
between two pressings, for

If the burning question is ' Continuum

Contact numbers
EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTOR: OLS Audiotechnology
TEL: +31 ( 0)76571 5010 WEB: www.continuumaudiolabs.com

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Graham Engineering Phantom tonearm; mono and stereo
Lyra Titans, ClearAudio Goldfinger cartridges.
AMPLIFIERS ASR Emitter Il integrated multi- chassis amp: Manley
Steelhead phono amp
LOUDSPEAKERS Wilson Audio MAXX2
CABLES Assorted, including much from Shunyata Research

We listened to
PETER & GORDON
AWorld Without
Love
Capitol ST2115

NAT KING' COLE &
TRIO
After Midnight
Capitol 782

SGT BARRY SADLER
The Ballad of the
Green Berets
RCA 3547

BUDDY HOLLY
lacquers

MR. BIG
Lean Into It
Atlantic 7567-82209-1
THE TEMPTATIONS
'Papa Was A Rolling
Stone'

HEARING

SUPER

FEATURES

"Some products just sound right."

Wide Dispersion

"We've yet to come across a rival that can match the IKON 6's
combination of full bodied midrange, treble sparkle and crisp
timing. Add an impressive sense of scale into the mix and its no
surprise that these floorstanders work well, with music as wide
ranging as Springsteen to Stravinsky. An essentially neutral tonal
balance and strong dynamics help, too."
"The unusual twinned tweeter module, which uses aconventional
soft dome augmented by a ribbon unit above 10kHZ produces
a crisp, insightful performance and has good dispersion
characteristics. The result is that you can enjoy decent stereo
imaging from awider range of listening positions."

C'en'

3D Audio

e.)

Low Resonance Cabinets

Time Coherence

"Verdict: The IKON 6's are great speakers. We cant wait to hear
the rest of the new range."

Hand Crafted
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DALI Deutschland + 49 ( 0)6028 4390

DALI Denmark + 45 96 72 11 55

www.dali.dk

Tested by David Allcock

1

twas only afew years ago that the idea of buying
high-end audio from China would have been
deemed laughable. Yet today China is home to
some of the finest high-end audio in the world.

Opera Audio is perhaps alesser- known marque, though
its Consonance brand has recently been making friends
here in the UK via importer Alium Audio. A couple of
years ago Ireviewed its 2.2 Reference CD player [
HFN
Nov ' 04] and found its easygoing sound to be highly
appealing, if not quite as incisive and resolving as that
of the Chinese brand Shanling's house sound. Now we
have Consonance's statement spinner, the top- of-the
line Droplet CDP 5.0 CD player.

'This is the kind of bass high- end
vinyl delivers, that gets your feet
tapping and is not just heard, but
felt, as it would be if you were in the
presence of the real instrument'
Another outstanding area of this player's performance
is its bass. We're not talking quantity here as much as
dynamics and richness. On ' Jump', from the Madonna
album, there's abass guitar running beneath all the

find afully choke- regulated power supply with apair of
Sovtek 6H30 valves laid down across the board in the

synthesisers that can easily be lost in the mix. Yet heard
through the CDP 5.0 this guitar makes its presence felt
quite literally. The bass can be truly visceral, yet neither
overblown nor exaggerated; rather, this is the kind of

output stage. There are also three Burr- Brown OPA2604
op-amps in the output stage together with Auricap

tapping and is felt, as it would be if you were in the

Look under the aluminium top plate here and you'll

capacitors, suggesting that there's certainly no obvious
skimping in the audio and power supply stage.
The transport, meanwhile, is atop- loading Philips
VAM 1202/12, as used in the award-winning Inca Design
Katana SE (
HFN Dec ' 04). The DAC stage used is a
Crystal CS4396, a24- bit 192kHz chip, and additionally
an upsampling stage is said to be included. A second
version of this player is offered with an internal, nondecimating volume control for direct connection to a
power amp, using instead the later Crystal CS4398 chip.
Fit and finish of this player is nothing less than
luxurious. My only complaint would be the tiny lettering
used for the buttons on the remote handset. My eyes
are good, but the print is so small Iwas forced to take a

bass that high- end vinyl delivers, that gets your feet
presence of the real instrument. Likewise, kick drums
and double- bass benefit from this aspect of the player's
sound, giving afoundation of granite for the rest of the
performance to build upon.

QUESTION OF DECAY
Vocal performances are flattered by what this player
does in the midrange. Much like its cheaper sibling, the
Reference 2.2, this player gives very good intelligibility
to lyrics while allowing not only the location of backing
singers to be heard but the number of singers involved.
And it's equally at home with either male and female
vocals. As for detail, play Celine Dion's ' Refuse to Dance'
from Colour Of My Love and the violin part that runs -0

second to focus on it.

OUT OF THE BOX
Ievaluated the CDP 5.0 using both its single-ended
and balanced outputs, and while they are very similar,
the balanced output sounded slightly more dynamic.
Likewise, the balanced output proved to be alittle
quieter, the lower noise floor allowing micro dynamics
to be more easily discernable. Iused the balanced
outputs for most of the review.
What struck me from the start was that unlike,
for example, models from Shanling or Perpetual
Technologies, the CDP 5.0 has aslightly more laidback
presentation, giving the listener the feeling that they're

SIP

four or five rows further back from the stage. This could
be beneficial, especially with amodern pop recording
that's recorded with amore forward balance which can
lead to harsh and aggressive sound. One such album is
Madonna's Confessions On A Dance Floor. This incredibly
slick production has some truly captivating tracks,
but somewhere in the production process it appears
someone with very little hearing over 5kHz became
involved as everything seems
tilted upwards. As aresult
it's difficult not to succumb
to listening fatigue rather
quickly. Through the CDP 5.0
though, this was significantly
ameliorated. You could
really start hearing into the
recording and discern the
layers of information that had
been laid down.

'Timing can
be matched
by only an
elite band
of digital
sources'

RIGHT:
Magnetic
puck in the
disc-well,
which ensures
disc is perfectly
centred and levelled
when fitted
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OPERA AUDIO
CONSONANCE
DROPLET CDP 5.0

LEFT: Player

SPEC/FEATURES

comprises a level
of 20mm-thick
aluminium with
lower deck of
hardwood. At rear
can be found RCA
and XLR outputs,
plus co- axial
5/13DIF digital

While slightly more laidback in

lull'

its presentation than rivals from

SOUND QUALITY

Shanling and Musical Fidelity, this
player never disappointed thanks
to asound that was both engaging

lull

and dynamic. Its rich presentation

BUILD QUALITY

also makes it afine choice for those
of brash-sounding pop and rock discs.
If you're in the market for asharp-

give the illusion
of increased

that oozes luxury and have a budget

definition and
resolution. With

you need this player on your shortlist.

looking, easy-to- listen-to CD player

It's sure to win a lot of friends, and

were kept under

worry afew British, European and

control without
their power in
the overall mix

American rivals.

lost alittle of
their immediacy,
dynamic range
and power, but
this was still a
very impressive
performance and
among the very
best I've heard.

Hi-fi news

OVERALL RATING

through it

here was also very
good, with ' Street Cafe'
from Masterfile throwing

reveals one of
the big differences in presentation

astage that ran laterally across
the front of the room and not

between this player and the
Shanling. My experience of
Shanling players has always shown

just between the speakers. Ihave
heard better delineation in the
depth plane from the likes of the

them to be highly resolving, with
asubtle emphasis on the leading
edge of the note. The CDP 5.0

Shanling SCD-T200 while the
CDP 5.0 didn't quite manage as

has aleaning towards resolving
the decay of notes. This sees the

much air between the layers of
musicians as I've encountered,
but still this machine performed

player pulling more information

outstandingly at its price.

out of the noise floor than almost
any other similarly priced rival

Image focus also impressed.
The player didn't offer quite the

Ican name, the result being a
more richly textured mix than that

image solidity you find with the

offered by the Shanling - even if
ultimate resolution is lessened.

very best, but there was definition
around the edges of musicians,
all of whom were in correct

In the upper midrange
and treble the CDP 5.0
continued to impress,
even when provoked
with arecording
like ' Great
Southern Land'
from Icehouse's
Masterfile. The
cymbals and rim
shots can be alittle
piercing on this

located relative to
each other. Play a

track like ' Street
FOR:
Cafe' and
Sharp looks,
this player's
can
rich sound that timing
be matched
flatters rock
by only an
elite band
and pop
of digital

recording if aplayer
tries to over emphasise
this region in abid to
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sources.
And none

AGAINST: Larger lettering
on remote handset
would help
costs as little as
the CDP 5.0. CD

III 1I

Manufacturer's specifications
DAC RESOLUTION

24- bit 192kHz multilevel sigma- delta
with synchronous upsampling [sic]

CLOCK JITTER

Less than 14ps directly distributed
to DAC

OdBFS SIGNAL OUTPUT

2.3V RMS

OUTPUT TERMINALS

Gold-plated tube RCA unbalanced
and gold-plated XLR balanced

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Less than - 0.1 dB deviation
20Hz-20kHz

PHASE RESPONSE

Less than 2degrees deviation
20Hz-20kHz

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO

More than 115dB ( XLR output)

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO

More than 100dB
(Vacuum tube RCA output)

CROSSTALK

Less than - 100dB

DISTORTION (XLR)

Less than 0.002%

DISTORTION (RCA)

Less than 0.015%

INTERMODULATION

Less than 0.002% ( 19kHz/20kHz)

DIMENSIONS

51 x43 x14cm ( hwd)

WEIGHT

28kg

Contact information
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Alium Audio
TEL: +44 ( 0) 1273 325901 VVEB:www.aliumaudio.corn

Review system breakdown
SOURCE Shanling CDT-300 CD player, Shanling SCD-T200 CD/SACD
player, Perpetual Technology P- 1A j P-3A upsampler/DAC with
Modwright PSU, Musical Fidelity TriVista 21 DAC
AMPLIFIER Krell KRC-3 pre amp, Bryston 38 and 14B SST power amps
SPEAKERS Martin Logan SL-3, Hyperion Sound Design HPS-938
CABLES Atlas Elektra interconnects, Chord Company Signature
interconnects, Townshend Audio Isolda OCT speaker cables, Chord
Company Signature speaker cables

We listened to
MADONNA
Confessions on a
Dance Floor
Warner Bros.
936249460-2

ICEHOUSE
Masterfile
EMI Australia 318273
107427
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18 20

Soundstaging
----------

-

of between £ 1500 and £ 2500, then

this player they

being curtailed.
Yes, rim shots

I

whose CD collection consists mainly

STING
Brand New Day

CELINE DION
Colour of my Love

ABM Records

Sony

490 451-2

474743 2

v
o

ocod?

"Like ademolition ball moving slowly,
yet covered in velvet, it is inexorable"
-Adam Rayner, R-505 Review,
Home Cinema Choice (UK),
August 2006

"The match between the REL R-305 subwoofer
and Sonus satellites is so pure that the REL
almost seems to intuit what the other speakers
are thinking"
-Neil Gader, R-305 Review,
The Perfect Vision (USA),
July/August 2006

...the triple REL sonic transformation
of my speaker system's sound is huge,
akin to upgrading to far more expensive
and larger speakers"
-Steve Guttenberg, R-205/305/505 Review,
Robb Report Home Entertainment & Design
(USA), July/August 2006

"Seamlessly adds weight, image scale and
range to the vocal numbers, yet sounds more
comfortable when working hard."
"You don't hear the sub working —
just your system in awhole new light."
-Alvin Gold, R-205 Review,
What Cinema Choice (UK),
August 2006

Experience REL R- Series at dealer near you.

REL Acoustics Ltd.
North Road . Bridgend Industrial Estate . Bridgend . CF31 3TP. Great Britain
Telephone: + 44 (0)1656 768 777 . Fax: +44 (0)1656 766 093
www.retnet

REL

Suit You, SIR

MJ ACOUSTICS SUBLIMINAL SIR

(£ 1995)

Branching out with its first full- range audiophile
speaker designs, subwoofer specialist Mi Acoustics
has made intelligent use of adesign concept that is,
to say the least, tried and tested...

MJ ACOUSTICS
SUBLIMINAL Slit £1995

Tested by XXXXX

y

for Jordan in Denmark by the
all-conquering Tymphany/DST
combine. Based on Jordan's

For plasma addicts, this speaker is

published VTL quarter-wave
transmission- line design, the
cabinets are exceptionally

intended as awelcome and
well- crafted alternative to the usual
aluminium poles, but the fact is that
you really won't hear them at their

he heard one of the original Hugh

well made and finished. Inside,
partitions form acompression

Britten- designed GEC 8in
metal- cone loudspeakers. The

chamber and afolded transmission
line nearly 3m long, its mouth

history of hi-fi might have been

underneath at the left.

somewhat different had GEC
not decided to pull out of audio

ou might think metal-cone
speakers arrived in the

1980s, but the idea goes
back alot further than that.
The original inspiration for E1 ('Ted')
Jordan's metal cone drive units
came as long ago as 1952, when

SPEC/ FEATURES

really do need adecent amplifier.
There have been other Jordan
VTL-inspired transmission- lines, from

listener, the S1R quickly came

at Goodmans, leaving in 1963 to set
up Jordan Watts.
Since then, he's been developing
and building his own small, full-

to life with that ' crossoverless'
immediacy and excellent imaging.
On Money Jungle, Iwas struck

Carolina Audio ( USA) and Konus
(Bosnia) for example, but even

hi-fi specialists as
well as large-scale
industrial users.
CRUCIAL
CONES
According to
Jordan, the
usual attempts
to make ultrarigid metal

connect it to, and Iwas
FOR:
soon experimenting
Realism,
with amps and
transparency, cables.
In the process,
Ifound myself
immediacy,
listening to what
build quality looked
like one of

the most ludicrously
AGAINST: Not acriticism,
but you do need a
unbalanced systems
speaker cones
decent amp
ever assembled, using
the Rega Apollo CD player
behave like aperfect
and MF kW pre and kW 750
piston are just doomed

to failure. By contrast, acrucial
Jordan feature is the advanced cone

power amplifier.
It might seem absurd to apply a

profiling, which refines the intended
flexing behaviour of the thin metal

4in drive unit. But the experiment

cone to achieve an extremely close
match between the cone and

deliver the kind of bass you'd

750W power amplifier to asingle
proved that the SIR really can

air load characteristics. Because

expect from the spec. With the

the driver is full- range, the usual

effectively limitless power reserve

problems of acrossover are also

of the kW 750, the little Jordan

eliminated.
For the Subliminal S1 R, MJ

driver really shows that it is no
ordinary metal cone. With lesser

Acoustics uses amodified version

amps, the speaker can produce
bass, but can seem to lack weight
and conviction, such that

of the JX92S driver, now built

on certain kinds of music
you might even find yourself
hankering for the usual, more
obvious and even bloated
bottom-end to be had from
conventional loudspeakers.
The S1R made me listen
with afar less jaded ear to the
Jennifer Warnes' Famous Blue
Raincoat, and in fact Icouldn't
take it off. 'Joan of Arc', adark
song even by Leonard Cohen's
standards, came over with
amazing power. Words can't
describe just how electrifyingly
metallic the slide guitar
sounded on this track - just as
it should do, of course. (.9

BUILD QUALITY

aslight but detectable quack in the
,VALUE FOR MONEY
midrange all but disappears. And you

Positioned as instructed, toed- in
with axes crossing in front of the

transparent enough to reveal the
signature and shortcomings
of any electronics you

'lull

that imaging snaps into place and

SOUND QUALITY

by the fabulous realism of Max
Roach's cymbals. The S1R is clearly

ull

SOUND QUALITY

best if placed flat against the wall.
Toe the speakers in as directed,

loudspeakers altogether. As it was,
Ted went on to adistinguished
decade in charge of speaker design

range metal drive units, which
have been enthusiastically taken
up by hobbyists and

'l

'Ill

Jordan calls Mrs ' the best version
yet' and it's hard to believe that
any could be as nicely built as MJ's.
Even the badges are awork of art.
Afine speaker, room-friendly and
surprisingly satisfying.

Manufacturer's specifications
POWER HANDLING

100 watts

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE

6 ohm

DRIVE UNIT

single 4in Jordan full- range driver
with ' molecular vibration' technology

SENSITIVITY

88dB for 1W at 1m

FREQUENCY RANGE

40Hz-22kHz

CABINET TYPE

transmission- line

DIMENSIONS

980x356mmx104mm

BASE

swivel action with M8 spike
receptacles

FINISHES

Maple. cherry, light oak with black
grilles (other grille colours available
on request)

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Ml Acoustics
TEL + 44 ( 0)3707 445080 WEB: www.mjacoustics.co.uk

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Rega Apollo CD player
AMPS Arcam A32, Musical Fidelity kW Pre pre-amplifier,
Musical Fidelity kW750 power amplifier
CABLES Chord Siren interconnects, Chord Odyssey speaker cables

We Listened to
MILES DAVIS
Kind Of blue
Columbia
480410 2

LADYSMITH BLACK
MAMBAZO
Long Walk To freedom

DUKE ELLINGTON/
CHARLES MINGUS/
MAX ROACH
Money Jungle

Heads Up

Blue Note

HUSA 9109

COP 746398 2

£1 995 00

You have read the review - now
come and hear what you think...

Droplet CDP 5.0'
Reference CD Player' . —

"If you want the subtle
infusion of valves; if
you want to be able to
eliminate a preamp from
the equation; if you value
not just sonics but pride of
ownership from massive
construction and unusual
cosmetics - the Droplet
CD player from Opera
Audio is the one. "

-24/192 Upsamplinc
-Steer door
-Choke reg _dated
power supply
-I2c.lanced pair

e

46H30 triodes
ir The output stage
-Weighs a hefty
23KG's

"Istill haven't come
across anything at
this price that I'd
recommend instead"

-00

-Leaves the
cornpetitiol far
beihind

Srajan Ebaen
6moons.corn

47 Chartley Avenue
Neasden
London, NW2 7QY
Tel 020 8830 6509
info©acacoustics.zo.uk • www.acacoustics.co.uk

acacoustic

30- day money back*

iro>

*subject to conditions

-..mm.M.•••••

COUSTICA
&HOME CINEMA

world class sound... with vision

Naim Weekend
Acoustica Chester
14 & 15 October 2006
Ali of Naim's currert range of electronics will be available for demonstration & comparison, and Naim staff
will be on hand to advise on upgrades & servicing options. If there are any particular comparisons you
would like to arrange to audition, please give us acall in advance to book atime, it will probably get busy!
There will also be anumber of important new products shown for the first time, as well as some special
offers, competition prizes and refreshments as usual. We look forward to an entertaining weekend.
Acoustica
17 Hoole Road
CHESTER CH2 3NH

Acoustica
114 Wolverhampton Roaa
STAFFORD ST17 4AH

Griffin Audio
3Gibb Terrace, Gibb St
BIRMINGHAM B9 4AA

01244 344227

01785 258216

0121 224 7300

www acoust ca.co.uk

www.acoustica.co.uk

www.griffinaudio.co.uk

AMPLIFIER TEST

BELLARI VP129
£160
SPEC/FEATURES

While in absolute terms this

' 11111

all-tube phono pre- amplifier may not
SOUND QUALITY

be the very last word in headphone
listening, it is sure to have you
hunting greedily through your record
collection for hour after hour. Indeed,

11111
BUILD QUALITY

paired with a pair of Sennheiser
1111

HD600 headphones this little baby
provided a universe of almost perfect
listening pleasure. Sweet, detailed

VALUE FOR MONEY

and, above all, supremely musical,

1 1 NI

it offers a great way of hearing your
vinyl powered by valves without
breaking the bank.
If headphone listening is a major
pursuit and you're lucky enough
-yes lucky enough! - to own an m- m
rather than m-c cartridge, then you'll
find it hard to better the Bellari.

BELLARIVP129 (£ 160)

Groove tube

Manufacturer's specifications

Owning an m- m cartridge can certainly have its
compensations, and one of them is this little unit
from Bellari, whose sound is as sweet as its price

OUTPUT VALVE

12AX7 (single)

INPUT SENSMVITY

30dB gain © lkHz. 47k ohm

INPUT IMPEDANCE

50k ohm

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE

8ohm headphone, 100 ohm RCA

Tested by Patrick Fraser

MAX OUTPUT LEVEL

>10dB

B

EQUALIZATION

RIAA ± 1.5 dB, 20Hz to 20kHz

1kHz at 0.1% distortion

ellari's phono pre-amp will
prove aboon to owners of

Vox amp? The Bellarii delivers in
spades. As foi the top- end, there's

THD

0.02% @ lkHz

turntables equipped with

nothing tizzy or fizzy here; rather,

SiN RATIO

>80dB unweighted

m- m cartridges, especially

high percussion sounds clean and

POWER

12-18V DC

those on abudget who might have

clear and benefits from bags of

read last month's group test of

headroom to boot.

SIZE

6x2.5 x5.4in (whd)

£1500+ m- cmodels with some envy.
For what we have here is aClass
Atube- powered design sporting a
mute switch, rumble filter and 1/
4in

And when it comes to the
low-end, drums and bass guitars

WEIGHT

lib ( 2Ib shipped)

headphone socket and which offers
astonishing performance given that
it sells for just £ 160.
But first let's get some niggles
out of the way. While the Bellari is

remain resolutely separated, with
both acoustic basses and synths
exhibiting no shortage of texture.
CONVINCINGLY DEEP
The sound is solid too and
enjoyably of apiece. There's no

'Boy does that single
valve serve up slam!'

shortage of air either, while
trick of front-to- back depth
with instruments marshalled
convincingly deep into a

'soundstage', despite the fact that

push buttons are not exactly slick in
operation and no attempt has been

the music is being listened to on
headphones. And boy does that
single 12AX7 valve serve up afine

here show where the money has
been spent. For the Bellari offers
awonderfully smooth and silky
sound, hearty with vocals and a
king with guitars. Want to enjoy the
full flavour of rhythm or jazz guitar
played through awell- broken- in

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Pink Triangle PT TOO turntable/Origin Live Silver Taper
arm/Grado Sonata cartridge
HEADPHONES Sennheiser HD600. Grado RS 1

the unit even manages the

certainly asturdy little affair, those

made to rid the silver- coloured valve
guard of its rough edges.
But then at least the cosmetics

Contact information
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Smartsound
TEL: 01883 346647 WEB: www.smartsounddirect.com

We listened to
TELEVISION

BENJAMIN BRITTEN

PROPAGANDA

Marquee Moon

Noyes Fludde

ASecret Wish

Argo INF 1S

ZTTZTAS13

LPTFLEVMARQ LP

helping of slam!
A giant killer? Not quite. Spend
more on aseparate headphone
amp and phono stage and
you'll reap rewards in terms of
even greater dynamics, air and
headloom. But as aone-stop
solution for £ 160, the Bellari looks
pretty hard to beat. ()
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Remember
the curvy Vivid
K1 in last year's
December issue?
The V1 is the new
baby of the range
34 I
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Tested by Andrew Harrison

L

ike many aloudspeaker manufacturer, Vivid
Audio wanted to add acompact box to its range

o

which it could flag as the rear surround box in

an AV ensemble. Less usually, this same speaker
is advertised as suitable for ' ultra high- end' stereo
music... although ' box' is hardly an accurate name for
something that Salvador Dali might have sketched in
between doodling melting clocks.
The technology of the V1 is much the same as that
employed in the top- of-the- range K1 that was tested in
HFN Dec ' 05. At the core are some high- precision
metal-coned drive units, designed for good linearity at
low and high power levels, melded into astrong
carbon-fibre reinforced polyester cabinet.
Most striking about the V1, as with all of Vivid Audio's
range, are the shapely curves described by this cabinet.
Iwon't use valuable words describing its shape - the
pictures here tell that story. Rather, I'll jump straight
into describing the sound of the Vivid V1 loudspeaker.
CLEAN AND LEAN
A family resemblance to the three- and-a- half-way K1
was evident immediately, in the manner of its clean
and lean sound, free of square box colorations. And
thanks to the nature of the cabinet material, there was
no seasoning of MDF or wood to the sound either. But
whereas the K1 was voiced as afull- range design thanks
to its complement of four C125 125mm bass drivers,

The VI has astudio monitorlike incision, revealing the
cuts and edits, artificial stereo
widening techniques, even
low-level modulation noise'

ABOVE: Desktop/stand mount
version pictured, at 635mm
tall. A 595mm wall- mounted
version is also available

the V1 has but one of these metal-cone units. This must
cover the entire range from agiven 42Hz (- 6dB), all
the way to the crossover frequency of 3kHz, aided only
by apudendal front-facing reflex port. Consequently,
although the V1 could describe bass instruments in
character, it did not flesh them out in the way that only
afull- range speaker can.
In terms of stereo image, there was areturn to
the wide spaciousness that non- square boxes around
tweeter often obtain. The V1 could conjure very wide
stereo spread, almost to afault, as there was asense of
two speakers working separately, with less of the mono
'fill-in' that you'd find, for example, on an old-school box
like the L53/5A.
One tweak that did benefit the V1 was made by
playing with amplifier connection polarity. This followed
aconversation with the speaker's designer, Laurence
`Dic' Dickie, immediately after the review samples were
delivered for photography.
'Oh by the way, you'll find that one speaker is wired
out of phase, so you'll need to reverse the connections
on one side'
'Which one?' Iask cheekily, knowing that questions
of absolute polarity are more of aphilosophical debate,
with many antagonists denying that the effect of
hearing music ' upside down' will rarely, if ever, be
audible in actual use.

is single- wire
connection
only by design

'Yes, very good,' says Dic, ' But seriously you can swap
either side'. -0
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SPEAKER TEST

VIVID AUDIO VI

where the treble unit unwittingly

(£3950)

helps the design to be hoist on its
own petard, for that unit advertises

SPEC/FEATURES

aclear and extended response
well beyond 20kHz; but without

The Vivid experience is now available

the balance of commensurate bass
extension, the overall impression

in a much smaller package and for a
few thousand pounds less cash, but

may be too much ' detail' to the

don't expect full- range music making

sound. This balance was apparent

out of this cuddly curved cabinet.

through the upper midbandilow
treble, which had asubdued

It dwells on amazing detail into the

balance, never stepping forward
enough to fawn over vocals and

attempt at a lower octave rendering.

instrumental soloists.

for the money, but your money here

III
SOUND QUALITY
1111

'

BUILD QUALITY

mix, with open midband and fair
Better audio performance can be had
buys more than a speaker, just like a

HONEST RESPONSE

Dali is more than a stretch of canvas

However, the V1's bass, while low
in slam and room-filling energy,

with oil paint applied.

11 II
VALUE FOR MONEY

uuI'

I

was essentially accurate and free of
resonances. It maintained control
and assurance even if not extending
as fully as most speakers of similar
dimensions. But those same other
speakers may introduce some
addtional contouring to fool the ear
into hearing more weight, where
the V1 would seem to err toward a
less duplicitous response roll- off.
In everyday listening, Ifound that
attention was diverted from the
weight and character of bass guitar,
for instance. Pitch and timing is
delivered but without the body and
fullness of the instrument, eg, that
in ' Dogs' from Animals, or the bass
riff sample from Massive Attack's
Spool on several weeks,
after many hours of earnest and
background listening, and Ithought
I'd have some fun anyway. However,
reversing phase on both sides was
no laughing matter when Irealised
it made aserious difference
to this speaker's sound.
Wired the ' correct'
way, there was
the added kind of
weight and focus
to the sound you'd
normal associate
with apower
amp upgrade.

'Safe From Harm'.
This could be compensated
to some extent by turning up
volume, and the V1 could certainly
take quite high volumes without

Moving from, say, a

AGAINST:
Not much bass

£1000 stereo amp to
apair of £ 2000- a- side
Now whether this is truly a

85dB ( SPL at 1m foi 2.83V rms input)
6.85 ohm@176Hz155.0 ohm@ 82Hz

IMP PHASE MIN/MAX

-58.9°@100Hzi48.3°@ 3532Hz

RESPONSE ERROR (200Hz20kHz, EACH SAMPLE)

±3.8dBi±4.3dB

PAIR MATCHING
(200Hz-20kHz)

±1.1dB

amplifier Ihad
in the wings.
This let through

LF EXTENSION
(-6dB REF 200Hz)

103Hz ( 57Hz ref 100Hz)

amore flowing

THD 100HzI1KHOOkHz
(FOR 90dB SPI. AT 1m)

0.38%/0.52%10.10%

honey-voiced
character overall,
which certainly

antidote to the Vivid V1's
more explicit leanings.

matter of correct absolute polarity,
or maybe of the crossover's earthing
relationship to the amp earth, Ican't
say. But I'm glad Iheard it the ' right'
way round.

But the fact remains that
intrinsically the Vivid V1 has more
of astudio monitor- like incision
into the mix - revealing the
cuts and edits, artificial stereo
widening techniques, even lowlevel modulation noise - when

HOT TREBLE

Hi Fi News lab specifications
IMPEDANCE MIN/MAX

served as auseful

monoblocks.

We could not verify the claimed sensitivity of 88dB. Over the
frequency range 200Hz to 20kHz we obtained an average value
of 85dB, on the low side for amodern speaker. Vivid's claim of a
±2dB frequency response error from 45Hz to 39kHz also proved
to be wishful thinking with these samples, one of which achieved
±3.8dB ( 200Hz to 20kHz) and the other ±4.3dB over the same
frequency range. Principally this is due to adepression in lower
treble output between 5kHz and 9kHz. after which the tweeter's
contribution recovers by approximately 3dB. Beyond 20kHz the
metal dome tweeter exhibited resonant peaks which make Vivid's
claimed response accuracy even less tenable. We also could not
match the claimed LF extension of - 6dB at 42Hz, in free-field
conditions, although this speaker may benefit from wall- mounting.
The uncertainties inherent in near-field measurement make for some
potential inaccuracy here, but ref 200Hz we measured a - 6dB point
of 103Hz, principally due to asustained tailing off in output below
200Hz. Ref 100Hz though, the - 6dB frequency was 57Hz. The V1 is
an easy load to drive, justifying its 8ohm nominal impedance. KH

SENSInvITY

apparent compression or strain. Or
amended by using more
euphonic ancillaries,
such as aLeben
CS600 valve
integrated

FOR:
Cuddly
looks and
detailed
sound

Lab report

With far less foundation backing
up the low end, asubjective side

using neutrally-voiced source and
amplification components. But

effect that Icouldn't get clear of

just bear in mind that this kind of

Contact information
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Rowles Music
TEL: +44 9(0)1903 530005 WEB: www.vividaudio.co.uk

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Meridian 808i CD player. Apple Mac minijNaimAV2
AMPLIFIERS Music First Audio Silver pre-amp, Chord SPM 1200C
power amp, TAG 100x1OR power amp. Leben C600 valve integrated
CABLES Chord Odyssey speaker, Nordost SPM XLR interconnect

VVe listened to
PINK FLOYD

MASSIVE ATTAOC

Animals
Harvest SHV1 781

Blue Lines
Virgin WBR1

was arelatively ' hot' treble, giving

revelationmay not give the most

asomewhat top-forward voicing to

easy-going playback sound for day

GARBAGE

the speaker's sound. This may be

to day listening. (!)

Garbage
Mushroom Records
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KRAFTWERK
Tsunami
Real Records RR-201

also available in titanium finish

The NAD C325BEE integrated amplifier is of the purest pedigree. A direct descendant of
the hugely successful NAD 3020 Integrated Amplifier — one of the greatest Hi -Fi products
of all time according to the experts - the C325BEE is proving to be a tremendous crowd and
critic pleaser. Indeed, magazine reviewers have lavished praise on the C325BEE already.
It won a critical group test in Hi-fi World, being described as ' the most musical integrated
entry level integrated amplifier.' Audiophile bible Hi-fi Choice went even further. '

the

best combination of pitch and rhythm we've heard at — or even near — the price:

Effortless power, excellent value and simple integration with any portable music player,
such as CD and MP3 Players, makes the C325BEE perfect for audiophiles and music
lovers the world over.

As Hi-fi Choice concluded ' Clearly this is the amplifier to go for...'

Lenbrook UK : The UK Distributor for NAD
Unit 2, Old Wolverton Road, Old Wolverton Milton Keynes MK12 5NP
Call: 01908 319360 Email: info@lenbrook.co.uk

NAD

ARCAM DV137 (£ 1200)

The UK's first home-grown 1080p- capable
DVD player is launched by Arcam — who else?
Here's the one and orey full technical review

Tested by Paul Miller

C

harged with the task of creating atruly
universal DVD player, Arcam's engineers set
about integrating an SACD decoder into the
more familiar territory of aCD/DVD/DVD-A
chassis. In practice this meant anew disc transport
mechanism was required with adecoder solution
capable not only of handling Dolby Digital, DTS, DVD-A
and CD but also SACD. Zoran's Vaddis 8885 processor
provided the perfect one-stop solution with its on- board
audio and video decoding while Sanyo obliged with its
OPU universal transport mechanism.
Sadly, by the time the DV137 was christened at
just £ 1200, SACD was all but spent as adriving force
for multichannel audio. DVD-A is probably hot on
SACD's heels, so it's fortunate that Arcam had built yet
another string into its new and thoroughly universal
bow — comprehensive video scaling. The Vaddis chip
includes both deinterlacing and scaling, but the latter
is bypassed in the DV137 in favour of asuperior Anchor
Bay/DVDO solution, rather similar to that employed in
the Marantz DV9600 and Denon DVD-A1XVA players
(see HFN, April and June 06).
As you might expect from Arcam, agreat effort has
gone into implementing separate but synchronised
video and audio clocks, rather than use the 27MHz
MPEG clock in the Vaddis to extract a 'jittery' audio
stream. So too, the four Wolfson WM8740 DACs
and audiophile quality analogue stages are born of
experience from Arcam's latest CD/DVD players and AV9
processor. Similarly, while Arcam has tinkered with its
text- based OSD over the last few years, only with the
DV137 do we finally get afull-on graphical menu system

RIGHT: Full 6- channel audio

with aseparate hints and tips box to guide the user.

output for DVD-A, DVD and
SACD media is provided

MORE ON THE MENU

alongside aseparate stereo pair

The scope of the menu is necessarily expanded, not
only to cope with the various video scaling options,
but also to offer an enhanced bass management with a
variable crossover frequency for the subwoofer channel.
Independent level (trim) and distance ( delay) settings
are available for the main front, centre and surround
channels with aglobal delay provided to offset any
subsequent video processing.
Arcam's video menu has also evolved to include both
RGB and YUV colour spaces for HDMI which, incidentally,

SACD and DVD-A playback is an
added bonus, but aworthy one as
Arcam's efforts are well rewarded
back to the DV137 through the HDMI link. Finally,
Arcam has availed itself of the extra capacity afforded

may be configured as apure DVI output without digital

by the new Zoran Vaddis 8885 processor by adding a

audio. You might choose this setting if the DV137 is

short series of video test patterns designed to assist in

connected to an HD- Ready display via an AV receiver
whose HDMI repeater is not fully compliant, blocking

the cptimization of display brightness, contrast, colour

the data. In DVI mode the HDCP video encryption is

an evolution for Arcam on every front of AV technology.

balance, sharpness and geometry. Clearly, the DV137 is

retained but can only support progressive RGB video,
thereby enhancing the DV137's compatibility with a
wider range of displays.
Different scaling options are accessed under the
heading of HDMI Resolution' which includes SD
Interlaced and Progressive (4804) and 576i/p with
NTSC and PAL media, respectively) up through 720p,
1080i and the highest rate 1080p for use with nextgeneration display technologies ( see next month's
HD Guide supplement). There's also a768p scale, not
typically offered elsewhere, but provided for native
communication with the few 1366 x768 plasma
panels that will accept anything other than 720p/1080i.
Otherwise, if you set the HDMI Resolution to 'Auto'

LIGHTS OUT
Frankly, most enthusiasts will be drawn to the DV137
for its prowess as atop-flight DVD player and the quality
of its HDMI digita video. SACD and DVD-A playback is
an added bonus, but aworthy one as Arcam's efforts
are well rewardec with the same easygoing but
transparent and engrossing performance we've come
to expect from products as diverse as the FM.ICD36
and DV29. DVD movies are handled with equal aplomb,
as the fiercesomely swill camera pans and zooms that
populate Peter Parker's battle with Dr Ock aboard the
train in Spider-man 2 challenge, but do not defeat, the
motion processing of its Zoran deinterlacer. There's a

then the attached display device will communicate its

real and distinct smoothness to its images that identifies

preferred video scale ( and colour space, if required)

the DV137 as ac'ass act, aplayer that handles film -0
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DVD PLAYER TEST

ARCAM DV137
£1200
grain and MPEG noise alike without

SPEC FEATURES

softening the clarity of its images
just as it will hone the sharpness
of contrasting, edgy detail without

The real question is not whether the
DV137 comes up to the standard of

exaggeration or obvious ringing.

Denon's DVD-A1XVA but whether

There's no user adjustment
of greyscale or gamma, but the

Arcam's DV79 and the costlier FM.I
DV29 come up to the DV137. Sure
enough, the top-of-the- range DV29

DV137's smooth rendition of detail
through both very dark and bright

has the better power supplies and
superior casework, but functionally

areas of the image suggests the
defaults are pretty much spot-on.

it's superseded by the extensive
menu, the 720p, 1080i and 1080p

Moreover, Arcam's 1080p option
delivers the kind of fine detail, the

HD-DVD, however, because it's not.

CUTTING DIAGONALS
partnered the ProjectionDesign
1080p and SIM2 HT1080 projectors
like it was born to the task, there
were afew occasions where the
deinterlacing afforded by the Vaddis
was arguably not up to the exacting
standard of the Silicon Optix ' Realta'
processor employed in Denon's
costlier DVD-A1XVA. The chopper

ABOVE: Inside,

decoding and conversion are on

Lab report

speakers melting from the room to
leave you immersed in the events
on the screen. Heard something
like this before? Well the warm but
pointed and ' believable' sound of
the DV137 is not dissimilar to that
of the AV9 processor. It's not quite
as bold or grand in scale perhaps,
but it's still possessed of arichly

performance
that has the

VALUE FOR MONEY

the main circuitboard, while the
upper daughter board provides both

detailed, see-through sound that

But it's the rich,
earthy sound of
the DV137 that
eases it ahead of
the DVD-A1XVA,
atransparent

1111111

enough from inside the building!

rooftops of Mog in the SuperBit
edition of Black Hawk Down are a

1080p or 720p modes.

BUILD

multi channel audio

blades cutting diagonals across the

case where the Arcam would lose
out to the Denon in both

Mall'

Arcam to concern itself with outside
competition when it's generating

digital and analogue video

Otherwise, while the DV137

SOUND QUALITY

scaling and video setup routines
of its new brother. No need for

sense of image depth and strong,
tactile colours that squeeze every
pixel of information from DVD's
MPEG2 encoding. Just don't let
anyone tell you it's afoil for true

Ilia

holds true at both low and high
volumes. During the subtlest of
background themes to the
busiest firefight, the

DV137 oozes apoise
FOR:
that seems both raw
and yet refined.
First UK
When it comes
SACD/DVD- ' to the sound
Arcam
capable player ofasDVD,
the medium
ewn up. (
1)
with 1080p
s.

AGAINST: May
undermine Arcam's
costlier players

are fractionally over the 2V standard at
2.2V, assisting the wide 110dB A-wtd S/N ratio and

Output levels

with abest- case distortion of just 0.0004% through
the midrange. Even at 20kHz, distortion rises to amere
0.0017% ( CD, DVD and DVD-A) although the extra
requantisation noise generated by SACD bumps this
figure up to 0.02%. Bass management of all speaker
configurations is achieved flawlessly.

Hi Fi News Lab seecifications
Max multichannel output

2.2V

A-wtd S/N ratio

110dB

Dist lkHz, OdBFsf-30dBFs

0.0004%/0.0045%

Distortion, 20kHziOdBFs

0.002%

Distortion, 40kHz/OdBFs

0.003%

Digital jitter ( CDIDVD-A)

150ps(85ps

DVD-A Resolution

+0.1/-0.0dB

Stereo separation,
20Hz-20kHz

104dB-125dB

Dimensions

85 x430 x340mm ( hwd)

Weight

8kg

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Arcam
TEL: +44 ( 0)1223 203200 WEB: www.arcam.co.uk

Review system breakdown
DISPLAYS ProjectionDesign1080p DLP, Fujitsu P5OXTS40 plasma
AMPS Arcam AV9 pre-amp/processor, 6x Arcam P1 power amplifiers
SPEAKERS 138„W Nautilus 802/804/HTM1/ASW850 loudspeakers
CABLES Townshend interconnects and QED speaker cable
"Ale

We listened to
DAVID GRAY
Life in Slow
Motion
SACD
Atlantic

KING KONG
Universal OVO

ABOVE: Universal Arcam offers enhanced

menu

SPIDER-MAN2
Sony Pictures
Supereit DVD

•
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Recreating each and every musical nuance with incredible emotion, Mordaunt-Short's state-of-the-art loudspeaker
range brings you as close as possible to the wonder of the original performance.
"Tuneful, agile sound sets new standards in transparency... atruly ground- breaking speaker."

•41) fief) it
InucittEP.

****

HiFi Choice, December 2005
"
Truly redefines the standard at this class.., superb value tor money; amodern classic."
HiFi World, April 2005

"The Performance 6s are sensational speakers."

*

What Hi-R? Sound and Vision, December 2005

ME; "... an exceptionally stylish loudspeaker...beautifully finished and stuffed with innovations..."
Stereophile, September 2005

MORDAUNT

SHORT

www.mordaunt-short.com

Quad has taken afresh look at its
ESL range of speakers and rebuilt a
benchmark from the ground up. The
result is the beefy ESL- 2905, true to
the spirit of the original series but
with dynamics and bass to die for

Tested by Ken Kessler

I

lt is with no small measure of pride that Iam
reviewing the latest incarnation of the phenomenal
Quad ESL- 63. Y'see, Ihad ateensy-weensy, but
possibly pivotal role in its development. If that taints

me with aconflict of interest, so be it. But I'm telling

you upfront. As there was no exchange of funds, Isleep
clear of conscience.
Some time ago, Quad's Dave Patching asked

'Read my lips: the Quad ESL-2905
delivers real bass, as no full-range
ESL I've ever heard has done before.
And that includes some models with
four times the radiating area'

me in detail about the astounding performance
Alastair Robertson-Aikman extracted from his almostunrecognisable ESL- 63s. I've lost count of the number

as afull- range driver, there is no need for acrossover.
As Quad states, ' There are no discontinuities in the

visits I've made to the SME Music Room, ajourney I
undertake willingly because it is an education every

spectrum, as it was recorded.'

time. Think of it the way you would constant returns to
the concert hall of your choice. Dave was wondering,
too, if Icould arrange an introduction, so he and aQuad
engineer might examine AR-A's handiwork.

frequency response curve, so you get the full music
Where the ESL- 63, the ' 988/989 and now the
ESL-2805/ESL-2905 differ from rival ESLs is in aneat
approach that Peter Walker spent 18 years perfecting.
Working from the premise, recognised by acousticians,
that an ideal loudspeaker should be apoint source from

So, in away, Iplayed matchmaker. Alastair was, as
ever, agenial host, utterly forthcoming in his description
of his handiwork. But he reiterated what every Quad/

which sounds waves ripple like apebble in alake, he set

SME fan knows: the reason his ' 63s sound so incredible
isn't simply the extensive modifications he devised.

anodes, instead of just two plates, allowing Quads to
produce aspherical sound pressure pattern. A series
of electrode rings are fed with delay lines, so each
ring responds to the change in current asplit second

There's the small matter of the most robust, solid and
generously-dimensioned listening room you could hope
to find. And there's the other small matter of apair of

out to emulate such behaviour.
He created apanel using aseries of concentric

after the previous ring. This produces movement in the
diaphragm identical to the ' ripple in the pond'. This is

BELOW: The
strut runs from

200-watter that many still believe to be the finest
solid-state amp ever produced.
Dave was taken aback by the many hundreds of kilos

principle behind every Quad ESL since the ' 63.
Quad continued to refine the ' 63, the first major

top of speaker
to the back of

deviation being the addition of two extra panels to

the baseplate

added to AR-A's ' 63s by virtue of the machine steel
blocks on top. I'm sure he was mentally calculating what
the shipping costs would be if Quad were to emulate
even asmall part of the SME treatment, incorporating
only bits of it. Regardless of the impossibility of releasing

create the near- double height ' 989. As exhibited by the
specifications of the ESL- 2805 vs the ESL- 2905 — the

pristine Krell Reference Monoblocks, the genuine Class-A

eventual replacements, respectively, for the less -0

and features
tensioners to
tighten the hold

even alimited run of cloned ` SME Quads', Dave left with
one important realisation: he knew that the ESL- 988 and
ESL- 989 were capable of more.

OFF TO WORK
Armed with ideas, the Quad design team got to work.
They applied the tweaks to both models. The smaller
uses four panels, the larger six, increasing the speaker's
height and bass output. Other than that, they're
virtually identical and sound different only at the (far)
frequency extremes.
For readers unfamiliar with the Quads, they are
full- range electrostatics. Instead of cones, they employ
avery thin Mylar membrane, one-tenth the thickness
of ahuman hair, treated with aspecial conductive
coating. Stretched between two electrode plates,
both plates have ahigh positive charge (+ 5000V), but
there is aslight difference between the charge on each
electrode. This difference causes the negatively- charged
membrane to be more attracted to one than the other,
resulting in movement of the diaphragm.
Mounted on an open frame, the diaphragm is free of
any cabinet coloration. Because the diaphragm behaves

'Even with vinyl, and the
low-level whoosh of groove
tracing, you'd be hardpressed not to think that
you were listening to aCD'
OCTOBER 2006
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amr
audiophile aps
bias king
horning
hyperion
metaxas
music first audio
shanling
3d shanling
3(1 sonics
supravox

"With the Hyperion Icouldn't find any compromise. "
"...deliver astonishing sound for a very modest price. '
"the 938 is incredibly musical and effortless, making
the best of any music it is asked to play, whilst
astounding transparency tells you the result of every
modification made to your system and its set-up.
-David Allcock. Hi- Fi News

pushing th boundaries
,„(,, neap
"Li:tie less than a stunning listening
experience... This is currently the best
pre-amplifier I've ever heard, bar none... "
-David Price, Hi Fi World

music first audio

Distributed in the t.' 1K by:

d hi-fi
I)N77111)0t) 6777
infoui realhi4.com

To find your nearest ' ea / hi-ti' Dealer visit www.realhi-li.com or call us today.

expensive, still current 988/989- the differences are few
but notable:

manufacture in the West, but it's
afact of modern life, like hell at

•Impedance variation: 4-15 ohm ( 2805), 4-20 ohm
(ESL- 2905)

airports and reality TV.

•Frequency Response ( useable): 33Hz-23kHz ( 2805),

From the bottom up, the base,
which houses the electronics, is

28Hz-21kHz ( ESL- 2905)
That's it. Everything else is the same bar weight

made of steel, with piano- lacquered
trim. It features asloped rear

and dimensions: 34.8kg vs 41.6kg and 1040 x695 x

connection panel, with mains input

385mm ( hwd) for the smaller speaker and 1430 x695
x385mm ( hwd) for the taller, plus up to 55mm for the

and speaker terminals, with aneat,
see-through dustcover. Attached to
this are two extruded aluminium

spikes. So, footprints are the same, but the height does
make them more visually imposing. And, in black, they
are rather monolithic. Take note of those specifications,
though, as Iwill return to the differences.
STRUT YOUR STUFF
Given that Quad could neither provide every customer
with an SME like room, nor justify shipping speakers
weighing 200 or 300 or more kilos, all that could be
emulated were improvements to rigidity. Most visible is
afull- height strut running from the top of the speaker to
the back of the base plate, shaped so as not to interfere
with the rearward firing sound. The strut features
tensioners so you can tighten the hold, and there's a
choice of substantial spikes or floor-friendly feet. Quad
also supplies apair of hefty, 8kg metal slab to fit under
the plinth, as much for EU rules ( no kidding - you have
to ensure that abrat can't tip over your speaker) as for
adding mass for sonic purposes.
But nothing beyond the diaphragm itself has been
left alone. As has been cited to the point of entering
urban mythology, build quality, by virtue of moving
production to China, has gone up. Price, of course,
has gone down, and I'm sorry for all of those who still

vertical rails, which hold the speaker
assembly. The drivers are locked
in place by asolid- steel top- brace,
also capped with trim finished in
black lacquer; the sides retain their
natural metal colour for contrast.

'Hear the
glissandos of
Jackie Wilson in
'Danny Boy' and
you understand,
the superiority of a
full-range system
over amusical
path through a
crossover'

Protecting the elements are black
grilles, and the look is finished with the Quad logo at the
base, illuminated asoft white. This can be dimmed or
switched off if so desired, but Iprefer knowing they're
connected to the mains and ready to rock.
From cold, the Quads need mains charging for at
least an hour, some would say aday. Burn- in period is
harder to discuss because Idon't know how many hours
the review pair had before reaching me. What Ican
say is that after three days left on, with aCD in repeat
mode, they appear to have reached optimum burn- in.
Positioning was the trickiest part. Although relatively
immune to proximity to the sidewalls, and well-known
to need at least 2ft behind them, the ESL- 2905s are
incredibly sensitive to toe- in. Quad specifies 5-20

BELOW: Above
the speaker
inputs is a

degrees, with aminimum of 2.5m between them

control to allow
the Quad logo at
front of speaker

measured at the inner edges. The latter seemed a -0

to be dimmed
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"A SUPERBLY ENGINEERED LOUDSPEAKER
MAKING THE MOST OF ITS TECHNOLOGY TO MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR MUSIC"

"THE VANTAGE IS SOMETHING OF A GIFT
AND ONE THAT KEEPS ON GIVING"
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Through their sheer beauty - both aural and visual - MartinLogan speakers
have established hybrid electrostatic technology as the obvious choice for those
who want state-of-the-art sound without suffering aprofusion of ugly boxes. The
company's name is now a byword for elegance in audio.

9.
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MARTIN LOGAN VISTA

Every MartinLogan speaker, from entry level and home theatre to state of the art,
is immediately recognisable as aMartinLogan product: the peerless, oft- imitated,
room- friendly appearance, the captivating see-through panels and furniture grachs
finish. Best of all, the sound is as clear as the panels themselves.
MartinLogan has raised the bar even higher with the sublime Summit, aspeaker
that possess all of the virtues of the brand in adisarmingly compact form. To make
its virtues available to awider audience, the Summit has been followed by the
smaller Vantage, and - for those with space or budget restrictions - the passivewoofer Vista. We have no doubt that they are the most satisfying MartinLogan
speakers ever, magical blends of electrostatic openness and the kind of bass only
available from adynamic woofer. They can charm and excite in equal measure,
dealing with everything from delicate, unplugged' music to massive orchestras, from
funk to fusion.
To augment the Summit and its sisters, especially for home cinema applications,
a new baby has been added to the range of MartinLogan subwoofers. The
Abyss, coming above the very successful Dynamo but below the Grotto,
features a 12in woofer, and it provides anew form of convenience for true
flexibility: the Abyss, driven by its internal 300W amp, can be installed
with either front- or downward- firing positions. It uses inverse
mathematical equalisation, for sound to suit the environment.
New, too, for home theatre and environmental situations,
are the Stage hybrid centre channel speaker and the
Ticket, acompact and affordable in-wall model. The
Stage fits into an enclosure only 34.6in wide, ideal
for the new generation of wall- mounted plasma
and LCD displays. Better still, apair of flushmounted Tickets will complement an in-wall
monitor so unobtrusively that they're
ideal for studies, bedrooms and
anywhere else asecondary system
is used.
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MartinLogan: speaking a
new language.

absolute sounds ltd
M ARTIN LOGAN

p
e

58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW
T: +44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: +44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com
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'I have to say something Inever thought
I'd live to utter: Ihave now found a
panel that will allow me to let go' of the
Apogee Scintilla. It has for me almost
the pain of adivorce'
delivers real bass, as no full- range ESL I've ever heard has
done before. And that includes some with four times the
radiating area. I'm not just talking about boom- boom
quantity. I'm referring to extension and control.
There's atautness, arightness to the ' 2905's bass
that made think 'WATT Puppy' again and again. Not
quite the same levels of slam, but certainly similar
quality and realism. Nothing will ever plaster over
the schism that divides dynamic speakers from paneltypes, so the ' 2905 and speakers like the Wilsons are
not mutually exclusive, any more than the tubes vs
transistors gap will be breached. But two theoreticallyperfect speakers of differing topology have to sound the
same, or one is not perfect. And in the lower registers,
the ' 2905 emulates the power of adynamic speaker's
bass with aproficiency you do not expect of apanel
smaller than abarn door.

bit draconian; Iused them with only 1.6m between
the inner edges and it satisfied Dave Patching.

Once you can get past the notion of deep bass from
aQuad - sort of like the shock of hearing something

BELOW: Strut at

intelligent from aguest on Big Brother - you also have
to deal with the fact that they'll go as loud as you

aids rigidity and

will probably ever need. But this, and the bass, raise

rear of speaker
is shaped so as
not to interfere

Amplification? They like power, end of story, and they
can take abit of ahammering before the protection

aquestion Ican't yet answer: what you give up when
moving to the smaller, £ 4500 ESL- 2805. Hence my

with rearward

circuitry kicks in. Imanaged it only once, when playing

noting the specs, above. Y'see, Iam never letting -ED

firing sound

Bad Company's ' Can't Get Enough' for my son. One
side went silent. Ilowered the volume control, and
seconds later, the speaker was on again. While a909
will drive the ESL- 2905s, Quad purists might want to
buy apas of the torthcoming 909 monoblocks, which
will have in excess of 200W each. Whatever else Imight
suggest, the McIntosh 2102 was ablissful match. Then
again, ESLs and valves always seem to get along like
Kate'n'Pete.

BAD ANALOGY: CHARLES AND CAMILLA
Anyway, it took all of three seconds to realise that my
life was about to change. Word had already reached me
that my colleague Tom Gillett, at Stereophile in the USA,
had gone nuts about the ESL- 2805, while AudioReview
in Italy almost ran out of superlatives. Paul Seydor of The
Absolute Sound, as righteous aQuad devotee as ex,sts
anywhere, was waxing glorious, as was Robert Greene.
Little details had emerged. ' Half the distortion of the
ESL- 989' and ' bass that makes you wonder where the
subwoofer is hidden' and ' you won't believe how loud
theyT go', ad nauseum.
C'mon. Iknew they weren't gonna suck from the
outset because, after all, weren't they just ' 989s in
extreme-sport clothing? Uh, no. Whatever are the
undisclosed modifications. the ' 2905 is alot more than
an armoured ' 989. It's a ' 989 on steroids. But from a
health food store.
Anyone who ` knows' what Quads sound like will be
disarmed from the very moment the bass kicks in, so be
warned. It is best to approach these first with something
light, something acoustic, because you will be so
disconcerted by the lower registers as to need aperiod
of readjustment. Read my lips: the Quad ESL- 2905
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AMPLIFIER TEST

QUAD ESL-2905 £6000

go of the new Quads. But they're a
tight fit in my room. Dave Patching

each voice clearly, meshing like the
weave of fine silk, but still retaining

himself uses the smaller model in

its own plane. And Diane Reeves

(no kidding) aconverted barn. I

doing atonsil joust with Lou Rawls,

am hoping that Iwon't miss the

the contrasting textures segueing
like olive oil and balsamico. But the
best was hearing the glissandos of

extra 5Hz down below. But that's a
practical concern of mine - nothing
do to with the speaker overall.
After realigning my prejudices,
after finally accepting that Quad
impossible short of going to the
lengths of AR-A, Isat back to

acrossover.
As with the revived Quad II valve

hear what are simply the most
translucent, open, spacious sounds

amp, there's always asense of
heresy when discussing alterations

ever to caress my ears. Somehow,
the speaker has quieter silences,

to the works of Peter Walker. But
Iprefer to look at it another way.

suggestive of greater dynamic

Underneath the new frame, the new
cosmetics, lurks aQuad ESL- 63. All

range and the concomitant lower
noise floor. Even with vinyl, and

that the current company did was

the low-level whoosh of groove

free it from the cost considerations

tracing, you'd be hard-pressed not
to think that you were listening to

applicable when Peter was at the
helm. What we have here is a£6000

aCD. Sounds hovered against the
proverbial black velvet background.
You heard the recording and

speaker that Iwill put up against any
speaker on the planet, regardless of
price. The only proviso? The ' 2905
will not go as loud as apro monitor
of the deafen-the-engineer variety,

Quad got everything right with

or big horns, et al.
While Iwill always keep dynamic

one proviso. It was Peter Walker

speakers in my review collection

who posited that every recording

-Wilson WATT Puppies and Sonus

has aperfect playback level, when
everything snaps into place. The
'2905 enforces this notion with a
handy mechanism: if the playback
level is too low, the music appears
to be coming from aspace below
your line of sight, and it occupies a
smaller stage. Turn up the level to
the correct amount, and it rises up,
while filling the left-to- right plane.
Too loud, and it grows atad edgy.
This is not acriticism, and it has
nothing to do with power handling
or distortion. It has to do with

sessions were listening to wellrecorded vocals. Keb' Mo's rich,
character- laden voice

sugar, especially
the mono
recording, from a
half-century- plus-ago,

Sandman': you could hear

Hi Fi News lab report
Quad quotes asensitivity of 86dB SPL at 1metre for 2.83 volt input,
but we could only achieve 79dB average from 200Hz to 20kHz
-as much as 10dB lower than some moving-coil competitors. But
the ' 2905 is easy to drive, as the impedance modulus and phase
figures show. Frequency responsve flatness is not a ' 2905 strong
point either. the ± 6.6dB error from 200Hz to 20kHz of one sample
being over double that recently measured for the B&W 802D. Pair
matching over the same frequency range was also poor at ± 5.9dB
but most of the large disparities here are at high frequency: over the
range 200Hz-4kHz the matching error was amuch more impressive
±0.78dB. The 2905 does not even excel itself in non-linear distortion,
posting THD figures that were bettered by the 802D. KH

Hi Fi News lab specifications
IMPEDANCE MIN/MAX

3.84 ohm@9772Hzi
15.5 ohm@94Hz

IMP PHASE MIN/MAX

-19.6°@4819Hz/49.4°@58Hz

RESPONSE ERROR ( 200Hz20kHz, EACH SAMPLE)

±4.9d13/ ± 6.6dB

PAIR MATCHING
(200HZ-20KHZ)

±5.9dB

HF EXTENSION (-6DB REF
10KHZ THIRD-OCTAVE
SMOOTHED)

21.1kHzi20.6kHz
THD 100Hzi1kHz110kHz

THD 100Hz/1kHz/10kHz
(FOR 90dB SPI AT 1m)

0.22%/0.25%/1.36%

found apanel that will allow me to
'let go' of the Apogee Scintilla. It
has for me almost the pain of a
divorce, or the death of afriend,
because that speaker remains the
touchstone by which Ihave judged
all high-end sound for two decades.
As of now, though, the Quad
ESL- 2905 is the most seamless,
transparent, focused loudspeaker I
have ever heard. It is to the original

but updated in every important
way. The current design team has
of every ESL to wear the Quad
badge. But they took off the leash,
as Alastair Robertson-Aikman
did 30 years ago.
With only one

interlinked
FOR:
consideration
Dynamics,
-that of room
coupled
bass and that size
to desired
pedigree Quad maximum
playback
sound
levels - Ihave

of the Chordettes"Mr.

VALUE FOR MONEY

Contact numbers
TEL: +44 ( 0)1480 447700 WEB: uh.^,,v.,quad hift ( 0)4(
UK DISTRIBUTOR: IA(,11K

respected and retained the virtues

For me, the high point of the

were sweet as

III

-Ihave to say something Inever
thought I'd live to utter: Ihave now

a 1953 250MM: pure to the spirit,

and authentic.
Female vocals

BUILD QUALITY

79dB

treating the music the way you
would an image being focused by a

hovered in front of me,
every intonation
crystal clear, the
breathing intact

"U'

fabers do things that no ESL can

ESL what a2006 Ferrari 599 is to

camera with manual lens. And you

up the ' 57s, fellas.

SENSMVITY
(SPI AT 1m FOR 2.83V RMS)

'rightness'. You will find yourself

will know when it's spot-on.

SOUND QUALITY

time, Ionly need seven: Time to give

effect, the superiority of afull- range
system over amusical path through

ONE PROVISO

Normally, Iwould use the entire 100
words allowed for aconclusion. This

Jackie Wilson in ' Danny Boy'. You
will understand, with immediate

had achieved what was deemed

nothing else.

SPEC/ FEATURES

AGAINST: You'll need a
room big enough to
take abig sound
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to say that
this is the finest
speaker on the
planet. (5

Review system breakdown
SOURCES SME Series 312 arm, SME 20)12 turntable, Clearaudio
Goldfinger cartridge, Quad CDP99 II CD player
AMPLIFIERS Audio Research PH5 phono stage. McIntosh C2200
pre- amplifier, McIntosh MC2102 power amplifier
Quad 909 power amp
CABLES Yter speaker cables and interconnects

We listened to
ART GARFUNKEL
Breakaway

MR. BIG
Lean Into It

Columbia 468873
2CD

Atlantic 7567-822092CD
Atlantic 7567-82209-1 LP

KEB' MO'
Peace... Back by
Popular Demand
Okeh/Epic EK92687
Co

THE TEMPTATIONS
'Papa Was A Rolling
Stone'
LP

The most accurate, transparent and natural

Performance
"Iknow of no other speaker I'd
rather own, regardless of price."
-Sam Tellig - Stereophile magazine

1

ESL Electrostatic Loudspeakers
single point-source' driver, so incredibly linear
and cohesive that nothing can prepare you for
the revelation that

vill

untbld. No colouration,

no distortion, no artefacts - just brilliant, natural,
breathtaking detail and realism.
To arrange an audition with 'our nearest stockist,
call Quad directly on: 0845 4580011 (option 4).

QUAD

...the closesi approach to the original sound
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd., JAG House, Sovereign Court, Huntingdon PE29 6X1.1,, Tel 0845 4580011. um \‘.(111.1(1-Itifi.co.

Mains Attraction
Isotek has carved aniche as maker of mains
filters that don't necessarily sap the music
from the system. The Sigmas joins the range
as acheaper hybrid of its two top products

ABOVE: The Sigmas sports a lOmm-thick milled
aluminium front panel bearing two LEDs, with two
power switches hidden underneath the casework
50
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ISOTEK SIGMAS

-tt

Tested by David Allcock

T

rying to follow asuccessful
product is always difficult;
trying to follow awhole

slew of successful products
is even tougher. This is the task
Isotek Systems faced when trying to
bridge the gap between its MiniSub
Gil mains conditioner and high- end
Titan and Nova combination. The
result of its efforts is aTitan/Nova
hybrid in aMiniSub-style chassis it
calls the Sigmas.
Beneath the chassis are two
power switches, actually thermo-

FEATURES

'I would suggest
the Sigmas
gives around 80%
of the Nova/Titan
combination's
perfort iiance at
one-third of
the price'

magnetic fuses, housed in sculpted
cut-outs. These activate the two
parts of the Sigmas: the high-

each note - acombination and
magnitude of improvements I've

current 16 amp circuit, and alower

only heard from the Titan/Nova

current 6 amp circuit. Build quality

combination.

is excellent, and the unit feels
more solid than the MiniSub GII,

Meanwhile, vocals and guitars
showed gains in transparency

being only surpassed by the more

and intelligibility, with the run of

expensive Nova and Titan units.

notes on the Spanish guitar at the
climax to Carly Simon's ' Better Not
Tell Her', sounding slightly blurred

POWERING UP
If the MiniSub GII offered a
significant step forward in terms
of speed and imaging, the Sigmas
was nothing short of arevelation.
The ML Vantage speakers used for
this test went from placing images
just beyond the physical room

when the MiniSub GII was used.
Through the Sigmas each note was
aclearly defined entity with more
space around it.

MONEY WELL SPENT
Iwould suggest that the £ 400

boundaries when used with the

increase in cost over aMiniSub

MiniSub, to placing them half way

Gil is money well spent. While

into the neighbour's garden, and in

the £ 3000 Nova and Titan
combination will beat asingle

doing so lost none of the solidity of
the image. In fact this was improved,
along with image focus, to deliver a
far more believable soundstage.
Bass was also dramatically

Sigmas, Iwould suggest the Sigmas
gives around 80% of the Nova/Titan
combination's performance at
one-third of the price.
If you're thinking of

enhanced. Not only
was it tighter and
more extended,
but it seemed
to offer greater
dynamic
range,
with more
texturing to

£995

buying aMiniSub GII, my

FOR:
advice would be to pull
together the extra
Near
money and go for
the Sigmas - your
Nova/Titan
music will thank
performance at - you
for it many
athird the cost times over. CD
AGAINST: Good value, but
still almost £ 1000!

A hybrid offspring of the company's
reference Titan and Nova mains
filters, the Sigmas is closer in cost to

1111

SOUND QUALITY

the MiniSub GII but in performance
terms is more closely related to the
company's flagship components,
allowing you to hear into the mix
and uncover information previously
buried in your system's noise floor.
Excellent build quality, protection
circuits, afully- adaptive filtration

BUILD QUALITY

1111

VALUE FOR MONEY

11111

circuit and stunning performance
make the Sigmas atrue bargain. If
you're even thinking of improving
your mains filtration or buying such
acomponent for the first time, you
must hear the Sigmas first!

Manufacturer's specifications
WATTS AT 230V

3680W

WATTS AT 110V

1760W

NUMBER OF OUTLETS

6

CURRENT CAPABILITY

2x16A. 4 x6A

WEIGHT

9.5kg

DIMENSIONS

444x85x310mm (whd)

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Activ Distribution
TEL: 01635 291357 WEB www.isoteksystems.com

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Basis Gold Debut Standard turntable/Graham 2.0 arm/
Benz Glider L2 cartridge/ Klyne System 7 PX3.5 phono stage
AMPS Krell KRC-3 pre amp, Bryston 3B & 14B-55T power amps,
NuForce Reference 9.0B monoblocks
SPEAKERS MartinLogan Vantage & Hyperion HPS-938
CABLES All interconnects Atlas Elektra, speaker cables Atlas Eichor
and Townshend lsolda DCT Bi Wire, all mains cables Isotek Elite
Isotek Titan and Nova mains filters

We listened to
Carly Simon
Reflections
BMG 82876
59429 7 LP

Sharpe and
Numan
Automatic

The Corrs
In Blue

Polydor 839520-1 LP

OCTOBER 2006
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Sounds
die

Music

"You can fool all of the people
some of the time, you can fool
some of the people all of the time,
but you can't fool all of the people
all of the time. "

qes

At SOM we wont fool you with:

enjoy your ride through the best to arrive at
the best choice for your personal application.

'Best thing since sliced bread'
'Blows everything away'

We offer a unique extendable one months
home trial system ( we will work with you

'Nothing else comes near'
However, we do have some of the worlds very
best hi-fi products on dem in 8demonstration

for as long as it takes), great ex-dem and
second hand bargains, superb demonstration
facilities, free delivery anywhere in the world

rooms. We wont tell you what to buy but we
will guide you through the maze to make

and free delivery and installation in the uk for

sure you make the right choice for your

tuning service ( top equipment in apoor room

particular situation. We have ahuge range

is absolutely useless) and a75% upgrade

of loudspeakers from the likes of quad ( still

scheme that is unique and difficult to believe.

any systems above £ 5k. We also offer aroom

one of the best speakers of all time) to Wilson,
Kharma, Lumley, Ascendo, Rockport etc, some

So -- do you really want to struggle with

of the real contenders at the very top of the
market. We have amplifiers from Avi to Ypsilon,

wrong choices and unretrievable purchases

two extremes and two world class products

cho;ce personally for you. SOM gives you the
best in any situation.

to rival the very best. We have cd plcyers,

or do you want to be assured of the very best

cables, turntables, stands and of course, the
Stratosphere so don't get fooled -- come and
Sounds of Music

Tel: 01435 865 212

Call us today for an easy ride.

Fax: 01435 865 213

www.sounds-of-music.co.uk

Firgrove Business Park, Firgrove Road, Cross in hand, Nr Heathfield, East Sussex, TN21 OQL. By appointment please

Just look at what we
have to offer...
acapella.acoustic arts.acoustic zen.advantage/
bladelius.aesthetix.ascendo.audio analogue.
aurRh,.atacama.art loudspeakers.atc.audience.
audiomeci.audio physic.audio research
avantgarde.avi.b.a.t.base.bel canto.boulder.
burmester.clearaudio.t-.a.L.coda.copulare.copland.
dartzeel.dcs.dreamvision.dk design group.dynamic
precision.echo busters.edgar.epos.gamut.graaf.
graharr.halcro.hansen audio.harbeth.hovland.
hyperion.jm lab.koetsu.kharma krell I.a.t.lavardin.
lumley.lyra.mit.marantz.martin logan.
mastersound.mbl.‘nerlin.michell engineering.
monopulst.music tools.nola.nordost.opera.ortofon.
parasound.phonosophie.prima luna.primare.quad.
rel.rockport.rogue audio.sennheiser.sequerra.
shanling.shun mook.sme.sound lab.sonus faber.
spendor.stello.stands unique. ;urnIko.t+a.theta
digital.tom evans.townshend.transfiguration.
transparent .trichord.unison research vincent/tac.
vivadi.vivid. .vutech.wadia.waterfall.wilson audio.
ypsilon.many more...
Soundsye
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CD PLAYER TEST

Tested by David Allcock

M

any years ago Iencountered German
company MBL, with its extraordinary
Radialstraher speakers, atruly
omnidirectional speaker system. Yet despite
having manufactured audio components for some 28

RIGHT: Display is
easy to read, but
not too bright

years, it is only now that the company has found a
distributor in the UK in the shape of Sound Venture.
For me the wait has been worth it, especially when I
discovered that MBL not only produces abank-accountbreaking range of Reference electronics but alowercost range it calls the Noble Line, along with aBasic
series of components. The £ 5590 1531 one- box CD
player reviewed here is part of the Noble series.
The MBL weighs in at 21kg, and is one of the largest
CD players I've encountered to date, measuring 450
x 170 x400mm (whd). Indeed, it just fitted the top
plate of my RDC Aspekt equipment rack. It's avisually
stunning player too, sporting apiano black top plate
and matt-finished aluminium fascia, while build quality is
astonishing - the knuckle rap test elicits adull thud from
anywhere on the cabinet.
SPINDLE AND DOOR
The front panel has apower switch on the left, with a
vertical array of five buttons either side of acentrallymounted blue LED display that's sufficiently bright to
read but thankfully not one that could double up as an
airport landing light. Down the left-hand side of the
display are buttons for next track, previous track, fast
forward, fast rewind and repeat, while on the right are
buttons for play, pause, stop, time and display on/off.
On the top of the player is adoor that covers the
top- loading transport, while inside the transport-well
can be found an oversized spindle, which is avertical
steel shaft that the disc slides over. Instead of the usual
tapered plastic spindle with asmall metal crown, this is

'The bass was unquestionably the
finest bass I've heard from aCD
player, It offered incredible extension
anc power, yet was never overblown'
precision machined and there is simply no movement of
the disc once the puck is placed on top.
On the back panel of the player are apair of
balanced outputs, apair of single- ended RCA outputs,
remote in/out (when integrated in an all MBL system),
TOSLink, S/PDIF and AESIEBU digital outputs and an IEC
mains socket. All the socketry is, again, exceptionally
solid and finished to an impeccable standard.
TRUTH SAYER
It was clear as soon as Istarted listening to the fuMy
run-in player that its strength was its incredible
precision. If you're after aplayer to flatter your discs,
then look elsewhere; this player is all about the truth.
The MBL proved to be exemplary at extracting every
last bit of information from the disc yet simultaneously
maintaining asense of musicality. The result is an
insight into your music that few players can match in
my experience. What's more, the resolving capabilities
of this player are aided by the lowest background noise
level Ihave yet encountered, on both single-ended and
balanced outputs.
In short, this player was deathly quiet with not ahint
of low-level hash or noise. The result was an effortless
ability to resolve very low-level details usually obscured

switch sits to the
left of the fascia

by digital mire, though apresentation that also
uncovered noise and tell-tale sonic footprints left during
the production process. -0
Meanwhile, imaging was nothing short of stunning with
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CD PLAYER TEST

MBL 1531 CD
PLAYER (£ 5590)
SPEC/FEATURES
There is no way Ican call this player
an economical choice at £ 5590,
SOUND QUALITY

yet it represents remarkable value,
offering exemplary build quality

MIMEO

mated with sound quality which, in
my experience, cannot be surpassed

BUILD QUALITY

for less. If you truly want to hear
just what your CDs are capable of,
and you are considering spending
even close to this amount, then
auditioning this outstanding player
should be considered obligatory.

Hill neWS
OVERALL RATING

EIMER
VALUE FOR MONEY
MIMI

18 20

Lab report

ABOVE: Left-hand buttons control track access; those on the right, the player
itself, while to the rear is achoice of balanced or single- ended RCA outputs

performers and instrumentalists

Brenda Russell's recording of
'Walkin' in New York' from Paris

sounding resolutely solid. The
soundstage was vast and spacious,
with performers placed well beyond
the room boundaries. The rear of the

In almost every respect. the ' 1531 delivers atextbook performance
with astandard 2V output from its single-ended and 4V output from
the balanced outputs. The A-wtd S/N is acreditable 108dB while
distortion is squeezed to avanishingly low - 0.0004% through the
midrange and just - 0.00085% at the bass and treble extremes. The
response is just - 0.5dB down at 20kHz and crosstalk better than
-105dB across the same span.
MBL's game is only mildly compromised by its 880psec of jitter,
slightly high by modern standards and composed almost entirely of
data- induced peaks. Again, this is particularly unusual these days.
HFN Readers may download the QC Suite Test Report for the
MBL1531 CD player from www.milleraudioresearch.com/avtech

Rain connected you with incredible
immediacy to her performance,

Hi- Fi New lab specifications

stage was pushed through the wall
behind the speakers and the front of

the MBL eradicating the time and
distance between myself and the
original recording event.

A-VVTD S/N RATIO

the stage placed more forward than
usual at nearly ametre in front of

108dB

Every subtle push of agiven
syllable or intonation of alyric couldl

DISTORTION,
1KHZ @ ODBFS/-3013 3FS

0.00045%/0.004%

DISTORTION
20KHZ @ ODBFS

0.0008%

the speaker plane. And yet never did
this prove overbearing.

be heard with ease while the sound
was direct without exhibiting any
forwardness or exaggeration.

FINEST BASS

Likewise, the high

The bass was excellent,
unquestionably
the finest bass
I've heard from
aCD player in
my listening
room. It offered
incredible
extension and
power, yet was

frequencies were
smooth and superbly

FOR:
Great bass,
astounding
transparency;
soundstaging

never overblown
or exaggerated. And
when arecording was

Some will
appreciate amore
forgiving sound

AGAINST:

alittle bass light the player
showed it, appropriately.
And the bass was richly textured

integrated, refusing
to turn hard
or aggressive
even under
provocation
from apop
mix like Sophie
Ellis-Bextors
Shoot from the
Hip, an album with a

high-frequency content

that can strip paint when
heard through the wrong player. Yet
with the MBL 1531 the album was

too, while having excellent timing,

apleasure to listen to, the cymbals

the player ensuring each note had
the space to allow you to hear its

having the sort of body and shimmer
that are often lost on alesser player,

entire envelope.

merely being reproduced as a
high-frequency haze. Even if it was

When it came to the midrange,
vocals were sumptuous, detailed,
transparent and full-bodied. For a
vocal performance this good you
either need to spend five figures on
adigital source or turn to a
state-of-the-art vinyl front end.
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still apparent that the balance of
this disc is less than perfect.
All in all, you won't go wrong
here, especially if you're looking for
aplayer to reveal every last nuance
and detail from your CDs. (!)

2006

MAXIMUM OUTPUT _BIEL

2.0V (3.95V. balanced)

FREQUENCY RESPON SE

20Hz-20kHz + 0.0 to - 0.5dB

DIGITAL JITTER

880psec

RESOLUTION @ -90D BFS

+0.01-0.1dB

STEREO SEPARATION
20HZ-20KHZ

>105dB

Contact iformation
UK DISTRIBUTOR: Sound Venture
TEL: + 44 ( 0)1483 284555 WEB: www.soundventure.co.uk

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Shanling CDT-300
AMPUFIERS Krell KRC-3 pre amp, Bryston 3B-SST/14B-SST, NuForce
Reference 9 monoblock power amplifiers
SPEAKERS Hyperion Sound Design HPS-938/Martin Logan Vantage
CABLES Atlas Elektra interconnects, Townshend lsolda bi-wire
speaker cables. Atlas Eichor bi-wire speaker cables

We listened to
SOPHIE EWS

BRENDA RUSSELL

BEXTOR

Paris Rain

Tour De France

Shoot From the Hip

Hidden Beach Recordings

EMI 591 708 2

Polydor 9865837

EK 62138

KRAFTWOUL

It's one of the best.
Best it belongs to you.
The EISA Award is ample proof that Loewe's high quality standards pay off: the Loewe
flat TV Individual 40 Selection and Individual Sound speaker system received the „ Best
Product" award in the Home Theatre Design category. But don't take our word for it visit an authorised Loewe retailer for your personal demonstration. For further information
or to find you nearest retailer, visit www.loewe-uk.com or call the UK Freephone
Customer Helpline on 08000 27 64 65.
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MBL 1531 Integrated CD Player (£ 5,590)

MBL 1511 Digital/Analogue Converter (£ 5,090)

MBL 1521 CD Transport (£ 5,590)

MBL 1621 CD Transport (£ 12,290), MBL 1611 DA Converter ( not shown, £ 12,390)

FAMILY AFFAIR
e

Hear the difference

Proudly distributed by

Experience the broad range of High- End CD players and DA

SOUND VENTURE

converters from our Reference Line or the Noble Line.All hand
made by enthusiasts to produce beautifully natural sounding
music.Just music - nothing else.

Audio Systems

MBL Distributor for the UK and Ireland
T: 01483 - 284 555
www.soundventure.co.uk
email: sales©soundventure.co.uk

Come and visit us at the London Sound & Vision at the
Park Inn Hotel on the 23 rd and 24th September 2006 and
experience the brand new MBL SACD player!
Retailers welcome

Silver
Manbtne
ACOUSTIC SOLM MACM/ÇE SMALL (E/300)

may be dubbed the ' Small' but the baby in
Acoustic Solid's Machine range of turntables is big on
detail, body and bass. And as for that soundstage...
It
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LEND US YOUR EARS!
(and we'll blow your mind)

If yoL don't want to go to the
ends of the earth to find the
right product and you don't
want to pay the earth, maybe
you should take atrip to New
Malden in Surrey

STO

searching

LOOK at our website
LAS îL.

in our demo rooms

For 30 years or mora we've
been stocking. demonstrating
and advising on the very best
hi-fi equipment.

www.unilet.net

Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY
Tel: 020 892 9567

Fax: 020 8336 0820

TURNTABLE TEST

Tested by Tony Bolton

0

ver the last couple of decades turntable
design has come along way from being just
arectangular box with an acrylic lid. In alot
of designs, form has followed function and

BELOW: Like all models in the Machine range,
the platter and separate motor housing here are
made from solid aluminium billets

the Acoustic Solid Machine Small under review here is
certainly one such example.
The plinth follows the shape of the 50mm-thick
platter, with the arm being supported on apedestal that
is bolted to the underside of the plinth. The whole unit
sits on adjustable cones that sit in felt- based casters.
All of Acoustic Solid's Machine range has similar
fundamental technology. This includes separate
motor housings, nylon drive strings ( aka 2Ib breaking
strain fishing line) and substantial platters and plinths
machined from solid aluminium billets. Two finishes are
offered: the polished one seen here, and ashot peened
surface that costs £ 100 extra on all models.
There are five models in the Acoustic Solid range,
starting with the conventionally-shaped Classic Wood
model. The Machine series start with this model, the
Machine Small retailing at £ 1300, and finishes with the
massive Royal model that sells for £ 5500.
The assembly and set-up instructions provided with
the Machine Small were detailed and easy to follow.
Since the deck is not supplied with atonearm, avariety
of arm boards is available to suit most models, and up to
three arms can be fitted, on separate boards around the
plinth. In this instance Iused my reference Hadcock 242
Cryo, fitted with the MusicMaker Mk Ill cartridge (these
cost £ 918 and £ 625 respectively).
For such alarge mass, the deck proved surprisingly
sensitive to what it was placed upon. Ihad better
results with wall- mounted supports than on anything
floor-standing. However both types benefited from the
installation of aSpiralex platform instead of my usual
Voodoo Airtek, which uses air to isolate components.

TUNEFUL DOWN LOW
My first listening impressions were of abig soundstage
and avery tuneful bass line. As Iworked my way through
records Ibegan to notice aconsistent increase in the
texture and detailing of the bass compared to what Iam
used to. In the case of the Morcheeba recording, Ifound
myself hearing aplethora of tonal colours that were not

'Gene Krupa's drumming was
revealed in full sonic Technicolor,
each beat and crash flowing precisely'
necessarily new to me, but which I'm not used to having
displayed in as detailed amanner from my Sondek.
Although the Origin Live DC power supply provides the
impression of more body and speed than astandard
AC motor LP12. the Acoustic Solid demonstrated amore
capable and detailed bottom end, with more obvious
textures and shape.
Moving onto Benny Goodman, Gene Krupa's
drumming was revealed in full sonic Technicolor, each
beat and crash flowing precisely and seamlessly, driving
along Goodman's and Wilson's melodic interludes on
clarinet and piano. These instruments were also very
well presented; the piano especially displaying the
multiple harmonics and attack of ahammer striking a
set of strings.
Iwould sum up the overall presentation of the sound
from this deck as bold, slightly forward and vivacious. As
well as being big, the soundstage was also well detailed
and fit. Images of performers were rock solid and
stable enough that asolo singer's movements around a
microphone were noticeable.
The only drawback to an otherwise very good sound
was asensation of clutter in the upper midrange -0
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The Best just got Better

New L.III iNTEGRATED amp *

STEREO amp *

24 bit / 192kHz CD player

*****
Kandy MkIll integrated amplifier

Kandy integrated amplifier

WHAT HI- FIT SOUND AND VISION Winner 2004 Awards

Kandy Midll CD
HI- Fl CHOICE

Five Stars
2002 SU.UtTEST WINNER / 0 Star Golc
WHAT HI- Fl? SOUND AND VISION Feb 21,

1 Awards

Kandy CD player, Amplifier S. Speakers

Kandy MkIll integrated amplifier
WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION Winner 2003 Award,.

Kandy MkIll integrated amplifier

F, cc Sta,

WHAT HI- Fl? SOUND AND VISION Winner 2002 Awards

Kandy hitegrated amplifier

Kandy MKIII integrated amplifier

WHAT HI-Fl? SOUND AND VISION April 2000

Five Star,

Five Stars

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION October 2003

Kandy CD

Kandy CD

WHAT HI-FI? SOUND AND VISION March 2011

fIJI

Five Star.,
WHAT HI- Fl? SOUND AND VISION l
-..

KANDY

WHAT HI-Fl? SOUND AND VISION January 2001

Jut), 2003

Kandy MKIII integrated amplifier
Five Star,
2003 SU,
WHAT HI- Fl? SOUND AND VISION

Roksan Audio Limited
2003

Ii

www.roksan.co.uk

HENLEY DESIGNS

Tel: 0'235 511 166

www.henleydesigns.co.uk
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Silver
Machine

ACOUSTIC SOLID
MACHINE SMALL £1300

when strings or female vocals

into the room, while the rear

massed in acrescendo. The effect
was fleeting and superficial, but

musicians had moved back alittle
way. Tonally there was asimilar

The Acoustic Solid Machine Small

noticeable when compared with the
lyrical sounds Ienjoy from the same

expansion in the perception of the

seemed very well made and finished.

arm and cartridge when fitted to my
Sondek. Iwas also left with aslight
sensation that the extreme top end
stayed abit grounded compared to
the airiness of my LP12 .

POWER SUPPLY
A two- speed electronic power
supply is available as an optional
extra for £ 799. For this you get

richness and solidity of sounds,

It is heavy and needs substantial

as well as better extension to
the frequency extremes and a

support underneath it; the more
solid the support the more solid

smoother progression across the
range. The upper midband seemed

the sound. Running off the standard
wall transformer power supply gives

smoother and more open, and the
very high frequencies had amore

agood sound with alittle upper
midband compression and clutter.

positive presence.
The other big benefit was in the

Adding the optional electronic
power supply remedies this, as well

timing of music. With the standard

as adding greater dimension and
dynamic to the sound. Avery good

PSU Iwould describe the timing

containing the electronics, topped

as meticulous, but alittle upright
and overly precise at times. Adding

with push buttons for speed
selection and fine-tuning, and

the electronic control gave the
rhythms more of asensation of

asubstantial cylindrical casing

adigital display. There is also a

being played by aperson rather

toolbox, containing astrobe disc
and light, bubble level, digital scales,
adrill bit to ream out tight record
holes and avery well made alloy

than awell-animated machine.
It made the difference between
jazz being apleasant listening

alignment protractor. This operates
by having fixed points on the arm

SPEC/ FEATURES

experience and becoming a
physically involving sensation that

MIMI
SOUND QUALITY

huH
BUILD QUALITY

VALUE FOR MONEY

turntable that Irecommend for an
audition shortlist.

Manufacturer's specifications
TURNTABLE

bearing and the platter spindle to
ensure correct cartridge geometry.
The sonic benefits of the optional

got feet and fingers moving.
Overall this was avery satisfying

50mm-thick platter made from a
single billet of aluminium

turntable to listen to, across
most genres of music. It proved

MAT

leather

power supply were immediately

particularly beguiling with beat-

MOTOR

synchronous 24V AC motor

DRIVE

string-drive from separate housing

PLINTH

25mm-thick aluminium body

DIMENSIONS

w/o motor unit, 430 x430mm

WEIGHT

20kg

apparent. The soundstage
seemed to increase
to encompass an
area acouple of
feet either side
of the speakers,
and soloists
appeared to
have stepped
afoot further

driven music, causing me
to ransack the ' 50s and
'60s sections of my

FOR:
Bold with
tuneful,
foot-tapping
bass
AGAINST: Upper
midrange clutter on
occasions

record collection
for the first time
in ages. It also
delivered the scale
to convincingly
portray classical
music. CD

Contact numbers
UK DISTRIBUTOR: HiAudio
TEL: +44 (
0)8450 525259 WEB: www.hiaudio.co.uk

Review system breakdown
SOURCES Origin Live- powered Linn Sondek LP12, Hadcock 242 Cryo,
The Cartridge Man MusicMaker Mk Ill
AMPS Icon Audio Stereo 60 integrated, LA4 pre-amp, 2xQuad 303,
GSP Audio Jazz Club phono stage
SPEAKERS Chario Ursa Major and Kelly KT3
CABLES all cables and interconnects by Atlas and Philosophy Cables.
Mains purification and leads by lsotek.

We Listened to
MORCHEEBA
Big Calm
Decca Records
LX 3029 195

BACH
Brandenburg
Concertos Nos.
2 & 3

VARIOUS ARTISTS
16 Big Hits Vol 5
Tamla Motown
TM1. 11050 1966

Decca Records
LX 3029 1950

AAAAA
major no
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ABOVE: Arm pedestal bolts to underside of plinth
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For further information visit:
http://wvvvv.sounds4enjoyment.com
or phone Dave Barker on 02392717628

EXPERIENCE
-ray DisdmPkv

The Panasonic DMP-BD10:
Unleashing the full potential
of BD - Video Discs

Discover anew dimension in entertainment
Hi -Fi News Show
Renaissance Hotel
Heathrow

To have achance to win one of the
first Panasonic DMP-BD10 players
in the country, simply register at:

Somerset Suite
23rd - 24th September 2006

www.panasonic.co.uk/BDcompetition

www.hifinews.co.uk/show2006

150

11/a.rayaisc

www.panasonic.co.uk/bluray
0/Le-ray Disc
"Blu-ray Disc" and

are Registered Trademarks

Panasonic
ideas for life

weiss

Auciío Acoustics
Established 1982

Gel coat finishes shown below

"Audio Acoustics is aUK - based builder of
loudspeakers that, quite frankly, are as beautifully
built as any loudSpeaker that Ihave ever seen. I
mean we are talking Tiffany Jewelry quality here
folks. " Dave Thomas - Editor Stereo Turnes, Jan 2006

Our Energy Transfer and Isolation
Unit will transform any modest+
loudspeaker system beyond
recognition. Improves on £8k+ supports
for £750! Full 14 day money hack offer.
"It's arevelation, mind bending good.
The most inexpensive substantial
upgrade you will ever do!"
Mr Maloney of Edgware. (
Nano Puck)

"The construction was heioic, the finish quality spotless,
and the technology impressive. And that sound! It was
ethereal. Female vocals floated effortlessly between the
speakers in away that seemed completely detached
from the system reproduang them. This was one rare
case where ahideous/, expensive system sounded like
amillion bucks. " Jeff Fritz -Soundstage Network Jan 2006

THE WORLD ' S BEST audio system WITH JEFF FRIT?
Ultra audi000rn SELECT component award winner August 2006

WAVAC - THE BEST VALVE AMPLIFIERS IN THE WORLD TODAY.
Complete range available, Prices from £6500 - F329'000.

"VVhich brings me to the build
quality: I've never seen finer."

"The audio acoustics Sapphire TiC SE was areal
find. These speakers are large, with sculptured
glossy cabinets made from many layers, and
sapphire drivers: two angled woofers and atweeter.
The price is enough to knock you out of your chair:
some US £69k. But the sound! On arecording of
Mahler's second, the string sound was startlingly
close to real. "
Ultra High Fidelity Magazine Feb 2006

"Ilove this loudspeaker. It ha Squalities that are truly extraordinary. It painted
my room with images as solid and as real as reproduced music can
achieve. The extremely complex cabinet design creates the most silent of
backgrounds for the music to emerge from. Its build and finish qualities are
magnificent, and I'm astickler for that stuff. I'Ve enjoyed countless hours of
music with the Sapphire TiC SEs, and will have awfully fond memories of
them when they're gone,"

"If you're used to the finest
Rolexes or Rolls-Royces. the
Sapphire's fit'n'finish will not
disappoint you in the least."
"The -11-C SE is almost solely
about the finer points of musical
£31'999/£46'7(10

SAPPHIRE 11-C / TI-C SE

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND COMPLETE PRICE LIST, PLEASE VISIT WEB SITE BELOW

U1'950

expression."
Ultra audio.com

HE83_31.3
150vope Single bided Monoblecks

C26'950

PR TI
3 Box Ultimate line preomp

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON VVAVAC,WEISS & COMPLETE PRICE LIST, PLEASE
VISIT WEB SITE BELOW

audio acoustics

Audio Acoustics is an English manufacturer of -fine arts"

loudspeaker and cable systems. Our products are for
the more discerning listener. The meticulous application
of advanced materials technology and uncompromised
transducer design has resulted in arange of
unparalleled audio components. VVhile our approach is
radical and almost bespoke in

nature, resulting in many reviewers describing them as
"Unprecedented in every aspect" and "sonically Magic".
Each is ahand crafted labour of love. Each is executed to
absolute perfection Each will allow you to explore the full
expression, emotion and impact of your favorite music.
These masterpieces range in price from six thousand to
three hundred thousand pounds.

audio acoustics
tel/fax .
tel:
email:
web:

+44 ( 0) 1753 842 173
+44 ( 0) 7968 388 118
contact@audioacoustics.co.uk
www.audioacoustics.co.uk
Dealer/distributor enquires

email:

audioacoustics@tiscali.co.uk

Knowledgeable and professional free advice
Home demonstrations for accurate evaluation
Expert System Install
For your nearest authorised Dealer please call.

European Audio Products
of the Year 2006-2007
HiFi News is the exclusive LK representative for the Audio & Home Theatre
Panel within EISA — the Eropean Imaging and Sound Association
Every year, the EISA Awards applaud the new products that combine
the most advanced technology, the most desirable features, the
ultimate expression of design, the most satisfying ergonomics and,
of course, the greatest value for money. In short, EISA recognises
the features most likely to be appreciated by an enthusiast public
seeking high quality and creative facilities. Read on for the winners...
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EUROPEAN AUDIO PLAYER 2006-2007
WINNER: IVIARANTZ SA7001
The Marantz SA7001 is adisc player
dedicated to music for stereo lovers,
being able to read Compact Disc and
the two- channel layer of Super Audio

carefully isolated against vibrations with a

that you'll find fitted to the company's

decoupled chassis, and the output stages
use exclusively discrete components
enclosed inside aMarantz current-

superb and realistic sense of life to the

CDs. The construction of this product is

feedback HDAM module. When it comes
to digital-to-analogue conversion, the

taken seriously: its drive mechanism is

player uses the same 24/192 ' Super DAC'

EISA
AWARD:

Best
Product

more costly SA- 15. This player brings a
music - the stereo image is well-focused,
high frequencies have good definition and
the midband is magnificently warm and
smooth. A worthy winner.

EISA«.

AWARD:

2006-2007
Turntable

Best
Product
2006-2007

Two- Channel Arn.lifier

Pro-Ject RPM 9.1

EUROPEAN TURNTABLE 2006-2007
WINNER: PRO-JECT RPM 9.1
Despite its stylish look, the Pro-Ject RPM 9.1's performance is far
ahead of lower- priced trendy turntables which are appearing
during this renaissance of pure analogue hi-fi. The heavy
construction consists of arigid high-gloss finish plinth, topped
with athick platter of clear acrylic. Both materials fit perfectly
together in terms of sound and reduce resonances. To keep
unwanted noise away from the chassis the motor is built in an

EUROPEAN TWO- CHANNEL
AMPLIFIER 2006-2007
WINNER: DENON PMA-1500AE
It's not everyday that we see acompany launching astereo
amplifier of audiophile quality so the Denon PMA-1500AE is
avery welcome addition for all consumers who strive for the
best quality in two-channel reproduction. The output power
of 140W per channel into 4 ohm should be enough for even
the most demanding loudspeakers, thanks to the use of latest
generation UHC MOSFETs at the output stage and aleakage

external housing. It drives the platter via asoft rubber belt. In
addition, the one-piece carbon-fibre tonearm can handle awide
range of quality cartridges, and offers high stability with low

cancelling power supply transformer. Bandwidth extends
to 100kHz and the full set of inputs includes Phono for easy
integration with aturntable. It's not easy to find anything

mass. Quality features such as the high- precision platter bearing
deliver aconvincing, dynamic and natural sound from your vinyl.

comparable at this price level, when one considers build quality
and the neutrality and transparency of the reproduced sound.
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High- End Audio Product

Loudspeaker

MEMZ21213=MI

B&W CM1

AMP
EUROPEAN LOUDSPEAKER 2006-2007
WINNER: B&W CM]. LOUDSPEAKER
B&W's CM1 is amasterpiece in the audiophile class of
mini- monitor loudspeaker. Physically small but big-hearted, the

EUROPEAN HIGH-END
AUDIO PRODUCT 2006-2007
WINNER: LINN MAJIK SYSTEM
With the Majik System, comprising aCD player, Kontrol
pre- amplifier and 2100 power amp, Linn gives aclear statement

CM1 plays music with passion, having afull-bodied bass with

for the traditional enjoyment of two-channel music. In this new
series, classic yet at the same time modern, sonic and engineering

fresh, clean and sweet highs. The acoustic concept is based
on aminimalist first-order crossover using acarefully selected

aspects combine perfectly with housings of elegant design
and solid craftsmanship. User convenience is delivered by the

high-grade capacitor, united to the now-familiar B&W Kevlar
and aluminium diaphragms drivers, here tuned to work at its

intelligent link between units, all under the control of asingle

optimum with the purer type of filtering. And the ook of CM1

components into aLinn multi- room system with nearly unlimited

perfectly suits its sound - asimple box, beautifully finished in
natural veneers in fashionable colours, with polished aluminium

possibilities. Vinyl lovers will find anewly-developed, excellent

rings to complement its drive units. The CM1 gives more than a
touch of high-end quality at acomparatively modest price.

remote handset. A big plus is the option to integrate the Majik

sounding Phono input for m- m or m- ccartridges. Linn's ' majikal'
trio is real ' high-end', despite its reasonable prce. Don't let the
minimalist look mislead you. The Linns reveal the magic in music.

EUROPEAN HIGH-END
LOUDSPEAKER 2006-2007
WINNER: JAMO R 909
With the sculptural R909 speaker,
Jamo's development engineers have
demonstrated what they are capable of
delivering, when cost is no object, and
only the best components and materials
are good enough. The R909 is among
very few speakers that work without a
box enclosure, which normally makes it
difficult to reproduce low frequencies.
So, apair of high- efficiency 15in bass
drivers and an ingenious crossover
is Jamo's response to this challenge,
and since there is no ordinary boxgenerated resonances, the R909's
sound is free of cabinet coloration,
stunningly unrestrained, crisp and
dynamic. This large speaker comes
with an exemplary finish and superior

EISK.
AWARD:
•
•

attention to detail - an impressive
'high- end' statement, which deserves
the best amplifier that acemanding
music lover can afford. -0

Jamo R 909
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Compact System

EUROPEAN COMPACT
SYSTEM 2006-2007
WINNER: WC EX-Al OE
The design of this micro system not only attracts the eye
with its aesthetics but also the ear with its impressive audio
performance. The brushed aluminum finish of the main unit
is matched to bi-amplified wood- cone speakers, optimised
by having separately- powered tweeters and mid/bass drivers.
Capable of filling asmall room with sound, this system includes
many modern functions. Not only can it play CD and DVD discs,
but it's also able to read MP3,1PEG and WMA files. To enhance
sound quality further, the system uses JVC's K2 technology for
both uncompressed and compressed sources, giving aflavour
of high- resolution sound. This WC micro system has the best
acoustic performance that you can find in its price category.

EUROPEAN HT SYSTEM 2006-2007
WINNER: SAMSUNG HT-XQ100
Good design does not always come
together with necessary features
and impressive sound quality,
but the Samsung HT-XQ100 truly
encompasses awide variety of
qualities: beautiful design in pearl
white or piano black, 500W power
output, plus HDMI upscaling of
video outputs, up to the 1080i
specification. Practically all kinds of
audio and video discs can be played
and the USB Host feature allows the
direct connection of awide variety
of external devices, facilitating its
playback of DivX, MPEG4, MP3, WMA
and JPEG. The amplification is fully
digital and there is also the possibility
of complementing the HT-XQ 100
with awireless module, which easily
allows awire-free connection to the
additional loudspeakers.
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EUROPEAN
LOUDSPEAKER 2006-2007
WINNER: KEF KHT3005
With design considerations now apriority for loudspeaker
manufacturers, KEF continues to offer striking modern sub/sat
loudspeaker systems with its all- new KHT3005 speaker system.
This package provides easy living room integration, along with
an immersive sound experience. The revised 114mm UniQ
drivers in the satellites, using KEF's patented sealed- suspension
technology, provide aclean and powerful sound, while the
HTC3001 centre speaker is augmented with two additional
mid/bass drivers to support the coaxial main driver, promoting
better dialogue reproduction. The versatile HTB2 sub, with its
10- in driver and passive radiator, delivers more controlled bass
than you might expect from such acompact enclosure.

EUROPEAN HT RECEIVER 2006-2007
WINNER: YAMAHA RX-V659
In terms of sound quality and

BSA .
.Best

AWARD• Product
•
•
2006-2007
HT Receiver

features, the Yamaha RX-V659 offers
everything you would demand from

Yamaha RX-V659

aone- box AV receiver in this price
range - plus alot more. It boasts
afull 7.1-channel architecture,
with decoders for both DIS 96/24
and DISES Discrete 6.1, as well as
Dolby Digital EX and Pro Logic Ilx.
Internal video conversion allows
the flexibility the modern home
theatre enthusiast needs, while
YPAO Automatic System Calibration
makes accurate speaker set-up a
straightforward operation. Yamaha's
Compressed Music Enhancer gives
the user even more opportunities,
and useful iPod compatibility is
provided via the optional YDS-10
docking station.

EISA.
AWARD:

Home Theater

LG Flat Wall- Mountable Pro¡ector

OPEAN HT HIGH-END
SYSTEM 2006-2007
WINNER: NAD MASTERS SERIES (M55/M15/M25)
For ' high-end' home theatre, the combination of the NAD M55
universal disc player, M15 processor and M25 multichannel
amplifier is the perfect choice. The M55 player can play CD,
DVD-Audio, DVD-Video, SACD and MP3 - and thanks to a
Faroudja DCDi chip, it's able to upscale any video source to

EUROPEAN INNOVATION 2006-2007
WINNER: LG FLAT WALL-MOUNTABLE PROJECTOR
Sometimes asimple idea can provide the solution to afamiliar

720p or 1080i via HDMI. Its 12-bit/216MHz video converters

problem, even if it may reed alot of work to put the idea into

allow you to experience stunning pictures from component

areal product. And LG has done it - this innovative projector

video. Meanwhile, the brain in the system, the NAD M15
surround processor with HDMI video switching, is able to
decode practically every home theater sound formats, and

series is designed to be discreetly and easily hung on the rear
wall, behind the seating position. Asmall and flat box does

is upgradeable for future compatibility. Completing the set,
the M25 is apower amplifier offering 7x160W per channel,

that goal, the optical system had to be completely redesigned

delivering rock- solid home cinema experiences with enough
power to lift your roof, yet with all the fine detail to satisfy
even the most demanding of audiophiles.

not disturb the arrangements of the living room, but to reach
-and all of that is LG's original concept ane enginee -ing. Good
picture quality is maintained, opening the door to video display
solutions for awhole new category of customer who would not
normally be able to accomodate aprojector at home. -0
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EUROPEAN HT DESIGN 2006-2007
WINNER: LOEWE
INDIVIDUAL
German television specialist
Loewe always strives for the
perfect combination of design
and quality in its products.
With the Loewe Individual LCD
televisions, using ' HD- ready'
panels, the customer has a
choice of customisable side
panels in different colours
and materials, including
one glitzy limited edition
option that includes genuine
Swarovski crystal trim. A
choice of stands and mounts
is also available to match.
The accompaning Individual
Sound System can be ordered
with corresponding colour
combinations and uses the
TV's integrated speakers
for centre channel sound
reproduction, thus reducing
the installation effort for the
customer and completing
one of the most aesthetically
pleasing home theatre

EISA
AWARD.

solutions for the living room
available today.

Best
Product
2006-2007

HT Desi•n
Loewe Individual

EUROPEAN HT COMPONENT 2006-2007
WINNER: PIONEER
PDP-5000EX
Pioneer, the plasma display

EISA:
AWARD:

Best
Product
2006-2007

HD- Component

specialist, has made
the market's first 50in
model that can boast full
1920 x 1080 progressive
resolution, with pixels so
small that they are almost
invisible. A conservatively
rated contrast ratio of
3000:1 gives unsurpassed
picture quality, even when
viewing the screen from
extreme angles. With DVI,
component and standard
video inputs, as well as no
fewer than two HDMI inputs,
you get all the connections
you need to integrate into
the modern audio/visual
world. And you only need
to hook up aTV tuner and a
sound system to transform
the Pioneer PDP-5000EX
into the centerpiece
of astunning home
entertainment system.
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EUROPEAN VIDEO PROJECTOR 006-2007

AWARD:

WINNER: INFOCUS IN76

Best
Product
2006-2007

The InFocus IN76 is not the usual square box that you would want

High- End Video Projector

to hide from view, but avery fine design with afuturistic aesthetic,
all finished with great precision. But more than that, it is avery high

Son

picture quality DLP projector that can bring into your room bright

VPL-VW100

and vivid images up to 720p resolLtion, and bigger than that possible
from any current flat screen technology. Thanks to its very precise
factory setup, high- definition video has never been so accessible.

AWARD:

Best
Product
2006-2007

Video Projector
InFo us IN76

EUROPEAN HIGH-END VIDEO PROJECTOR
WINNER: SONY VPL-VW100
Directly derived from the gorgeous Qualia 004, and
even improving on that high- end statement in some
aspects, the VPL-VW100 pushes the limits for atrue,
uncompromised high- definition image, at an incredibly
reasonable price. Based on atrio of latest- generation SXRD
panels ( each with Full HD 1920 x 1080 pixel resolution),
the VPL-VW100 combines top- specification all- glass optics
from legendary German manufacturer Carl Zeiss with an
exclusive variable- iris Xenon lamp, the preferred option for
professional applications. Combined with Sony's advanced
proprietary video processing circuits and asophisticated
set-up softwa -e system, the VPL-VW100 establishes a new
reference in domestic video projection, to create the best
home cinema experience available on earth.

EUROPEAN PRODUCTS 0 THE YEAR 2006-7 - AS VOTED BY EISA'S
CONVERGENCE, MOBILE EL CTRONICS, PHOTO AND VIDEO PANELS
VIDEO PANEL
GREEN TELEVISION
MEDIA PHONE
PERSONAL MEDIA PLAYER
STREAMING CONCEPT
MEDIABOOK

Canon
Samsung
Epson

PIXMA iP6600D

MINI PRINTER
SCANNER

iPod
Location Free LF-PK1 + PSP
Q1

PHOTO SOFTWARE
MEMORY CARD

Adobe
SanDisk

IMAGE TANK

lobo

Lightroom
Extreme IV
Giga Vu Pro
Evolution

PHOTO INNOVATION

Nikon

Capture NX

DEH-P8/8RS

VIDEO PROJECTOR

In Focus

IN76

Brand

Model Name

Sony

KDL-32V2000

Philips
LG
Panasonic

42 PC IRR

Brand

Model Name

Philips
Nokia

42PF7621D
N93

Apple
Sony
Samsung

MOBILE ELECTRONICS PANEL
Brand

MOBILE AUDIO HEAD UNIT Pioneer
JVC
MOBILE A/V HEAD UNIT
MOBILE AMPLIFIER

Audison
Morel

KW-AVX700/706
LRx 6.9

NAVI-MEDIA SYSTEM
PORTABLE NAVIGATION

Supremo 6
Ground Zero GZPW 15SPL
AVIC-HD1BT
Pioneer
nüvi 360
Carmin

MOBILE INNOVATION

Alpine

MOBILE SPEAKER SYSTEM
MOBILE SUBVVOOFER

Vehicle Hub Pro VPA-B222R

PROFESSIONAL CAMERA
CAMERA
CONSUMER CAMERA
COMPACT CAMERA

Hasselblad
Canon
Nikor
Sony

POCKET CAMERA

Samsung
Olympus

ZOOM CAMERA

Fujifilm

PROFESSIONAL LENS

Olympus

CONSUMER LENS

Tamron

H2D-39
EOS 5D
D200
Alpha 100
NV10
p 720 SW
FinePix S5600
Digital Top Pro Zuiko
SPAF17-50mm F/2.8 XR Dill LO

SPP-2040B
Perfection V700
Photo/V750 Pro

VIDEO PANEL
LCD TV
HIGH- END LCD TV
PLASMA TV
HIGH- END PLASMA TV
PROJECTION TV
HDV CAMCORDER

PHOTO PANEL
HIGH- END PHOTO SYSTEM

PHOTO PRINTER

DVD CAMCORDER

JVC
Sony
Panasonic

Sanyo
MEDIA CAMCCRDER
DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDER LG
Pinnacle
EDITING SOFTWARE
HD- COMPONENT
VIDEO INNOVATION
HT DESIGN

Pioneer
Samsung
Loewe

VIDEO PROJECTOR

In Focus

HIGH- END VIDED PROJECTOR Sony

37PF9731D
VIERA TH5OPV600/
PX600E
HD- 70ZR7U
HDR-HC3E
VDR-D300
VPC-HD1
RH200MHS
Studio Plus v. 10
PDP-5000EX
LED-' backlight'
Individual
IN76
VPL-VW100
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shadow audio :)
20 - 22 Cadham Centre
Glenrothes KY7 6RU, Scotland
tel: 01592 744 779 Ifax: 01592 744 710
infcy.shadowaudio.co.uk
www.shadowaudio.co.uk

subject to conditions

O

30-day money
0
back guarantee*

The finest selection of HiFi Products
in the UK, all under one roof:
ART Audio, ART Loudspeakers, Audio Analogue, Aurum Cantus, Audio
Zone, Audio Physic, Audionet, ATC, AVI, Bel Canto, Black Rhodium,
Blue Note, Bryston, CEC, Custom Design, Croft, DK Design, EAR/
Yoshino, Eastern Electric, GamuT, Goldring, Graaf, Hovland, Hyperion,
IsoTek, JAS Audio, JungSon, Lumley, Manley Labs, Marantz, McIntosh,
Micromega, Musical Fidelity, Musical First, Nordost, Opera, Origin
Live, Ortofon, Pass Labs, Pathos, PMC, Project, QED, Qinpu, Ref 3a,
Resolution, Roksan, Shanling, Soundstyle, Stello, TacT Audio, Triangle,
Trichord, Townshend Audio, Unison Research, Wadia, Whest, Wilson
Benesch, Vertex AQ VPI and many more.

free next day UK
delivery. Mon - Fri"

0

free mains
cord'

free intercnt
cable*

e

free speaker
cable*

o

free pairof
speaker stands*

DK Design ( NEW to Shadow)
JAW DROPPING Integrated Amplifiers from DK Design!!
Reference and Signature models on demonstration.
\kit our web site for more details.

IsoTek/ Nordost Special Offers
On the following IsoTek/Nordost mains
filtration systems:
Sigmas (NEW) - amazing!

000
Perhaps there are still some undiscovered
secrets to mains filtration, but as things stand
the benefits are considerable and the value of
this unit is not hard to confirm. "

I

IsoTek Nova
IsoTek Titan
IsoTek Sigmas (NEW)
IsoTek Gil Minisub
IsoTek Gil Solus
Nordost Thor

£ 1695
£ 1495
£995
£545
£325
£ 1599

FREE delivery, FREE IsoTek mains
cable worth £49 and a30- day
money back guarantee*.

IsoTek Sigmas
Hi Fi Choice, October 2006
Plato

Plato is the best reference loudspeaker we
have ever heard - at any price point! "
Two Versions:
Reference / Diamond Tweeter Reference
PLATO is athree-way-plus, 5unit floor standing speaker of true beauty.
Ceramic drive units, optional diamond tweeter (special order) and unique rear
twin-ribbon super tweeter are just the beginning. Separate cabinets, 14 layer piano
lacquer finish, patented 360 radiating downward port and tuning by the finest of
ears complete the design.
JAS-Audio wanted to create aloudspeaker of unparalleled performance that would
make the whole world sit up and listen. PLATO does this in asuch an effortless way
that it makes it practically impossible to live with any other loudspeaker in your
system. Seriously!

Awinning formula...
For more than 55 years, they have
earned asupreme reputation for
performance and reliability. The
exceptional longevity of McIntosh
products owes to adesign philosophy
established with the very first McIntosh
amp: that every component will be
created with capacity so great that it will
never be operated at or near its stress
point.
McIntosh is one of our best selling
brands and its easy to hear why...

We know Christmas is
alittle way off but....
Sign-up to the FREE Shadow Audio Newsletter
and each month ( end) we will choose a
subscriber at random and send them alittle
gift! Winners will be posted on the Home Page
of our Web Site and contacted by email.
Not only do you have the chance to win
something nice but you'll receive our free
Newsletter, which tells you about all the latest
products. There will also be special offers
exclusive only to Newsletter Subscribers
so sign-up to day and join the hundreds of
existing members.
You'll find the subscribe option on the home
page of our web site: www.shadowaudio.co.uk

HFNIO 06

Remember to sign-up on the web site for our newsletter (free) - delivered straight to your Inbox:)

Best Part- Exchange
Prices anywhere
Visit www.shadowaudio.co.uk. Don't forget our
classified listing at the back of this magazine!

o

e

Nordost
Valhalla
(we supply
the complete
range of
Nordost
Cables)

Can't go the distance?
(30- day money back*)

(FREE)
Shadow Audio
Newsletter
To receive our Newsletter visit
www.shadowaudio.co.uk and s
up today. Remember its free!

Many customers would like to come and see us
but they are just to far away... the solution:4Q
Morey Back Scheme'

Look out for these special red symbols next to some of our used/pre-owned items. You will only
find these special symbols by visiting the used section on the Shadow Audio Web Site.

NEW! Don't be fooled by the price
-kW550 will take on the very best!

Really raising the performance bar...
The beautiful piano high gloss finish and attention
to detail can hardly fail to impress. but its the sound
this speaker makes that will leave most speechiless.
Listen to other speakers and in most cases you'll
find one aspect, one area that yot. wish you could
change to create that perfect loudspeaker. Listen to
the Hyperion 938 and the first thing you'll ears will
tell you is just how balanced the S38 is. You really
cannot fault its performance in ary area.

The kW550 is really gratifying to use. It has beautiful visuals
and great build quality. Most important the sound is riveting.
Huge soundstage vistas spread out between the loudspeakers,
limitless dynamic range and sweet natural tonal balance
complete the picture. The kW550 can stand comparison with
anything at any price from anywhere. It's that good.
Don't be fooled by the kW550's competitive price. If you
want value for your hard earned cash as aopposed to a
very expensive brand name trophy then the kW550 is
worthy of very close examination.

Exceptional vallie for money.

the 938 is incredibly musical and effortless,
asked to
making the best of any music it
play, whilst astounding transioart :1/ rails you
the result 01 very lo
a. ; r Je
system and ; se

p.

I
Cavia Asicock,

Retro looks maybe...
stunning sound definitely!
The Manley Labs range has won so many
awards that there simply isn't enough room tc
list them all he.-e!
Manley Labs build products with alove and
passion that is nothing short of inspiring...
The end result' Hi Fi that really does stimulate
the senses!

,on
News

New Mor itor Range is set to
challenge the very best...

kW2505 is the all-in-one reference
box to own!

New Speaker series from ATC. We love
the new look. Anew soft dome tweeter
is used and its all change on the inside as
well. Stylish monitor loudspeakers with a
pedigree sound to match!
(SCM 7, 11, 19 and 40)

The new kW2505 super all- in- one incorporates apair of
250 watt monoblock amps, atube hybrid preamp, phono
stage mc/mm, 24- bit 192k upsampling CD player, 24- bit
192k upsampling FM and DAB tuner, digital input on the
back panel and ipod input on the front panel. Whew!

For the life of me, and this is the true test of the
kW 2505 versus separates, I
cannot find away to

//

gecausec. agenuinely wide
dynamic range, you can hear the
effects of compression all too
"1A. heavyweight c

Stingray Integrated
MiniMax CD

wile discs and are
prep red to cope with
their shortcomings, its
nigh on unbeatable.
ATC SCM1.9
Hi Fi Ch3te,

October 2006
11141CHOICE
'*

MiniMax Valve CD Player
"For whatit costs, this player is no less than
brilliant; it's afantasticdo-it-all:' package that
delivers swingeing body blows to all other
machines here in the midband."

duplicate what this unit offers at £4999.
Ken Kessler, HFN Aug 2006

ruction
is a
design
to hear
1,1192 SOS

Give your speakers apair of these!
The Bel Canto REF1000 represents the summit of audio
amplifier performance with over 1000 watts of lowdistortion, wide- band power available, fully regulated
switching power supply, true balanced operation, 2
ohm drive and 120d8 of dynamic range capability.
With REF1000s in your system it will sound like you
are connected directly to the music source, the
loudspeaker and amplifier effectively disappear in the
large and compelling sonic picture. Fidelity and signal
clarity is unmatched from the lowest audio frequencies
through to the sweetest high frequencies.
A magnificent aeMevement
in every re

SCM7

SCM19

e.One REF1000
HFC10 06

Products from £ 100 - £ 50,000 • Systems from £ 2,000 - £ 250,000 • Expert Consultation

PRO 50 111k11
Exclusive Show Launch!
Come see and hear the PRO 50N1k2
for yourself at the HiFi News Show
London Heathrow.

44c
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EXPERIENCE THE ULTIMATE IN HIGH END AUDIO.
n,n, Seplumber elearm. Landon
30% descant whin yenultiiii_vlultvirellissoruhow can

he PRO 50 Mk11 is an awesome adjunct to
compliment the most disceniinkvinema and
music system!
-The 120 %vets MOSFET :4M:feeds an
ultra long-throw super-rigid 10" subbass driver of
rugged design and .
*ish.

Add to this a beautiful non-reflective satin
finish, and attention to ti •nest and smallest
detail. The PRO 50Mk11 de
tpunch and
solid slam - without, the
hang down to ae-ivrenchliP3Hz.
Our uni. ci ) utlu nation of state-of-the-art e
tronics and tuned hand-built sealed cabinet,
affords the user the ultimate in sub-bass control
Deep and powerful enough for the most demanding movie sound-track, yet subtle, agile, fast, and
accurate for the highest fidelity in music listening.
It's just like being there!

,Ye)74,efie100

When sub-woofers look and sound this good, there is truly no alternative.
Best Buy

The Reference 100Mkli takes the Pro 50Mk2
and adds full function remote control, memory
presets, choice of real wood finishes and aclutter
' CM»
free and simple panel des:
imp with digital display.
IiiReinema
This Reference grade su
fer is ajaw-dropping
AWARDS
2005 adjunct to compliment the
discerning cinema
WINNER
and music syste
a 120 watts
MOSFET ampli
ng
ltra long-throw
superrigid
mib-bass driver of exquisite design
BEst Buy
and finish, just like its peer the REF 200 which
III
2002

1:

4

,

was au ( irded PRODUCT of the year 2005 by
Home Cinema Choice.
Add to this the battleship construction, beautiful furniture grade finish, and attention to the
finest and smallest detail, which ensures the Reference 100Mkil delivers adivit punch and solid slam
-without the dreaded overhang - down to agutwrenching 13Hz with an in-room -3db point at
braininema ,
BEST BUY 19Hz.
- 'à
14image

100% UK Design
100% UK Manufactured
100% Hand Built

100% UK Dedication

ACOUSTICS

T: 01945 467770
F: 01945 467778
W: www.mjacoustics.co.uk

MUSIC REVIEW

JAZZ

Music
MOZART

CLASSICAL

Various works
Concerto Koln, Archiv 477 5800

Superb articulation marks amix
of popular Mozart pieces with a
0e

\‘

couple of rarities: the exuberant
Der Schauspieldirektor overture

• ------

and the ballet Les petits
riens. The move from Teldec
to the Archive label brings a
big improvement in recorded
sound. Starting with the Magic
Flute overture, Concerto
Koiln's programme shows off

ACT Nu Jazz 70m 28s

Among others, cellist
Danielsson enlisted
pianist Bugge Wesseltoft,
trumpeter Nils Petter
Molvaer and, above all,
sampler Jan Bang here.

gigantic, almost visible

(slow movement from the Gran
Partita). Outstanding! CB
1111•1.1•MI RECORDING
II PERFORMANCE

backdrop of fabulouslycrafted sounds, you will
float away. SH
MI

•
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ROCK

SCHUBERT

Melange Bleu

If you love lusher-thanlife keyboard sounds in a

string ensemble (
Eme kleine
Nachtmusik; Divertimento
K136) and winds separately

BI U

LARS DANIELSSON

CERYS MATTHEWS

MENDELSSOHN

CLAIRE MARTIN

The Boy Gardner

Too Darn Hot

Violin Concerto 2etc

Rough Trade (45m 195)

Linn AKH272 180g vinyl LP

Nicola Benedetti, ASMIF/James MacMillan,
Universal/DG 476 315-9

Paul Lewis. Leopold String Trio, Graham
Mitchell, Hyperion CDA 67527

Matthews' second solo

The Leopold Trio teams up

album underwent many

Although lacking three of
the SACD's 13 tracks, this

What makes the disc unique
is the short contemporary

with Paul Lewis again, and

changes in its year- long
birth, but this final version,

'Trout' Quintet, String Trios D471
and 581

vinyl edition is so ' musical'

piece, James MacMillan's
From Ayrshire, awelcome

largely re- mixed and/or

that you'll want it even if
you have the former. Easy-

re-recorded at Jeremy
Ferguson's Nashville studio,

on-the- ears jazz/pop vocals,
with an icy cool 'These

the classic Curzon/Decca with
members of the Vienna Octet
sound so dated! The early

is awinner, rockier than
her debut, with cuts like

Foolish Things' standing out

MacMillan provides a

amidst treasures such as a

Trios have apleasing and
charming character. CB

confirming her as abig
league songwriter. 18

smoky ' It's Raining In My
Heart', 180° removed from

sensitive backdrop for
Benedetti's artistry; she
directs in Mozart's Adagio

the Buddy Holly version. KK

K261 and Rondo K373. CB

linallaiRECORDING

•

provides possibly the finest
Trout in the catalogue. Simon
Eadon's tellingly balanced
Potton Hall recording makes

•
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'Oxygen' and ' Open Road'

ME] RECORDING
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LI

contrast to two Schubert
bon- bons, Serenade and Ave
Maria. In the Mendelssohn

U
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he Power of oThe isoncl Srnol! Inneresion
The radiating surface of Monitor Audio's innovative RST' 2drivers,
used exclusively by the new Gold Signature speakers, is patterned with
hundreds of concentric dimples, meticulously fashioned to preserve
cone geometry at all volume levels. This means you'll enjoy smoother,
distortion- free sound however hard you play music and film.

With achoice of slender stand, floor, centre and surround speakers,
expertly engineered in beautiful real wood and lacquer finishes, the new
Gold Signature range will make abig impression all round.

For details of the new GS Series please visit:
www.monitoraudio.co.uk
mail: infoemonitoraudio.co.uk
or Call

free on: o800 0352032

O

MONITOR AUDIO

MUSIC REVIEW
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BUNKY GREEN

THEA GILMORE

MOZART

Memphis Slim, USA

Another Place

Harpo's Ghost

Piano Concertos K4I5, K466

Pure Pleasure/Candid 9024 180g vinyl LP

Labe! Bleu LBLC 56775 43,-;58s

Sanctuary SANPR394 (49m 25s)

Mdsuko Uchida/Camerata Salzburg,
DG 00440 073 4129 (OVO)

A sublime 1961 blues

Veteran alto saxophonist

Gilmore has been hailed

Mitsuko Uchida talks of her

session but - unless I've

and respected jazz

in every major music

longstanding composer

suddenly lost it - this is

educator Green has made

publication as Britain's

inspirations and their

either the mono mix or the
narrowest stereo I've every

few records, wnich may
be why this 2004 quartet
session bursts out of the
speakers with 1he energy of

greatest contemporary
female songwriter, but she
hasn't yet hit the big time.

inter- relationships, in a20m
interview with live concerto

MEMPHIS SLIM

heard. That aside, the vocals
are in the room, detailed,
natural, the instruments
uncoloured and vibrant.
Cue up ' New Key To The
Highway' and learn what
'boogie' means. KK
_

al 1111

live performance. Powered
by Nasheet Waits on drums,
he sweeps from Bird- like
lyricism to climactic torrents

depression, she's delivered
the most direct, accessible
and aggressive album of her

performances directed
from the keyboard. Facial
animation vividly illustrates
her commitment and indeed
inspiration, most notably in
the exquisite timing in the

of rasps. Masterly. SH

career. Watch her soar. .
113

C major finale. CB
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Lately recovered from a
crippling bout of clinical

In al U [TI
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JAZZ

CORMAC KENEVEY

CAPTAIN

ILONA KNOPFLER

Pigeon Coup

This Is Living

This Is Hazelville

Live The Life

Naim CD096 (38m 26s)

Candid CC079846 56m 435

FMI 00946 365269 28 (45m 41s)

Mach Avenue MAC1021 56m 255

Here's acase of an audiophile

Dublin discovery Cormac
has the charm and the
blarney but there's nothing

London- based rock quintet

More subtle than the

label actually coming up with
something that deserves

Captain deliver massively
swirling, impressively

mainstream attention.

smart-Alecky or mid-Atlantic

Recording in the Ray Davies'
Konk Studios must have

about him. Instead, he's an
unashamed romantic, fresh
and personable as he brings

DANIEL MULHERN

orchestrated rock anthems
with big tunes, boy- girl
harmonies and hooky lyrics,

pop- oriented Some Kind
Of Wonderful (
2003), with
superb arrangements and
playing from soloists like
Paquito D'Rivera on clarinet
and trumpeter Sean Jones.

an untutored sincerity to

like aless pretentious
Deacon Blue. With Trevor

tracks proffer awhiff of
mid-to- late period Kinks. The

both less- known quality
covers and his own songs,

Horn producing, it's hard to
be sure how to apportion

sound is primarily unplugged,

especially the title track. He
deserves to go far. SH

the credit but, whoever's

sings in French and English,
but here she gives us the

responsible, it's great. .
1B

best of both worlds. SH

inspired this singer- songwriter
because these thoughtful

spacious and captivating. KK
RECORDING
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It's trite to call Knopfler a
jazz chanteuse because she
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VARIOUS ARTISTS
20th Anniversary Chesky Records

ANDREW MCCORMACK

Telescope

THE MOUNTAIN GOATS

SHOSTAKOVICH

Get Lonely

CheskyCH312 ( 74m 04s; 74m 175) 2CDs

Cello Concerto 1, Sonata

4AD CAD2906C11)(42m 39s)

Han.Na Chang. LSO/Antonio Pappano.
EMI 332422 2

Chesky's plain vanilla CDs still

British pianist ( and BBC

On their 15th album,

Admired by Rostropovich,

charm audiophiles because

Jazz Awards ' Rising Star'

folksy acoustic strums

Chang, strikes out on her

Brothers Dave and Norm,

winner) Andrew McCormack

as their lit says, employ '
no

worked with luminaries like

transform John Darnielle's
heartbroken lyrics into

own path in the Concerto,
bringing aplayful element to

overdubs, no compressors,
no multitracking, no large

Randy Brecker and Courtney
Pine before he got round

delicate ruminations on
the aftermath of lost love.

mixing consoles.' This set

to making this fine trio
album. He's inventive and

Despite more than 400
songs already to his credit,

the opening Allegretto, yet
is no less serious elsewhere.
A gripping addition to the

rhythmically compelling,
with an intelligence and

Darnielle doesn't deviate
from the intense self-

discography. There's more
beautiful playing in the Cello
Sonata ( but piano sound is a
bit splashy). 03

Dune CD013 54m 29s

has something for everyone,
from Livingston Taylor to
Bucky Pizzarelli to Earl Wild
to Chuck Mangione. Here's to
the next 20. KK
BUBB Ei RECORDING
PERFORMANCE

harmonic conception that's

examination that captivates

constantly rewarding. SH

like-minded lost souls. IB
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SILVER SUN
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THE WHO

Firecracker

NEIL YOUNG

Dad's Weird Dream

Living With War

Jericho Beach Music 18M0605 (51m 46s)

Invisible klands.(38m 09s)

Classic Records/
Reprise 44335.1 200g vinyl LP

Continuing Classic's sensitive

Their feeble name makes

After six years in no- contract

Another of those divisive NY

reissuing of the British

them sound like acountry

limbo, Silver Sun returned to

albums, which you'll love or

Who catalogue, here's the

outlaw tribute band, but
Canada's Wailin' Jennys

the fray with the superb and
acclaimed comeback album

hate because of the 1960s

are actually aquality
singer- songwriter trio,
nicely placed between the

Disappear Here at the end
of last year. Barely nine

political stance, but Classic's
treatment brings out all
the twang and power of a

months on, they deliver a
rapid-fire sucker punch with

revitalised Young, proving
yet again that he was right
to entrust the catalogue
to them. And the luxury

soaring gospel harmonies

another sparkling set of
fuzzed-out Ramones-meetArchies power pop gems. All

make this amust-have. ./B

killer, no filler. /
8

haven't gone away. KK

Direct Hits
Oassic/Track 612006 150g or 200g vinyl LP

wonderful early compilation
that was denied the Yanks
until this set came out: five
great singles augmented by LP
cuts, in glorious mono, from
the masters. Punchy, powerful
and nothing short of vivid, this
deserves to be played loud. It
will take your breath way. KK
[7] RECORDING
III BUBB PERFORMANCE

commercial Dixie Chicks
and the indie Jenny Lewis.
Plunketty banjos and
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Esoteric:
serious hi-fi for the initiated

Born of an obsession with perfect
reproduction of the finest detail, these
components are precision instruments,
finely engineered and beautifully designed.

This range of components is, quite simply,
peerless. Listen once and you'll remember
it for ever.

For further information contact
Symmetry on 01727 865488 or
info@symmetry-systems.co.uk

by TEAC
TEAC's unique VRDS-NEO clamping
mechanism, precision machined from

www.teac.co.uk

ultra-dense materials

A Natural World

Introducing the

SPHERICAL SPEAKER.

For years, Murata has created excellence.
-

-

With thig-prehise, WerdWratIPSfr " -

-

ES301

natural sounds, back into your world
Using our experience in ceramics technologies,
the dome in the center is designed to
r
a ;ice , . ensien• sth • - ; ., dely
jp-- :,.....I. 1;J :Jr:J:iininj rit.i •

The result is an audio system with an
ncre • i 1

fience.

ES103A

Anon:toe in fleet/villa
www.murata.com/speaker

Introducing...

THE BIG BOOK
.C=122M
ea& PLALK43>
1
Solutions for better music 8, movies

NwHE BIG BOOF

Solutions for better music& movies

Our NEW catalogue

WHAT 1111- Fl?

is out now!

AWARDS 2004

Packed with our full prc.-duct

SpeakerCable
from EQ/m
'11110./IEW!

"One of the best value
for money mains leads
we've heard.'
whlt Hi Fi, May 2004.

range of cables and accessories to get the best from
your system, including lots
of NEW products, its

••""

•\•11›._

KIMBER USB
cable

"

1TE

our biggest ever
catalogue!
; ¡

L1

Request your
buy online

www.russandrews.com
UK Local Rate

FREE :
opy

now.

0845 345 1553

NEW i
The Classic
PowerKorem
from £55.

www.russandrews.com

buy online at
or call UK Local Rate 0845
or visit us at the Hi Fi NEWS Show on 23rd- 24th September at stands 12-14

Exclusive UK Retailer for

fiNà.

KIM3ER KABLE

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd, 2b Moreland Court, Westmorland Business Park, Shap Road, Kendal, LA3 6NS, UK.
Tel: + 44 ( 0)1539 797300 Email: info(&russandrews.com

Exclusive
Equipment

3451550

MICHAEL FREMER

BARRY FOX

o
,

My local hi-fi heroes

Michael Fremer is on ahunt for hi-fi companies
in his own locale, and he's certainly not spoilt for
choice; here he reports from inside Krell's HQ

[Michael
Fremer

for pushing the technology throttle
forward, builds great- sounding, ' blingrich' electronics and loudspeakers that

Michael Fremer is Senior
Contributing Editor at US
magazine Stereophile.
Each month he brings
you his perspective on all
things audio from the USA

are objects of desire, and has aloyal,
worldwide following.

1

realised recently that though I've
visited the factories of Arcam, Rega,
SME, Musical Fidelity, Mission, Linn,
Sonus faber, T+A. ScanSpeakiVifa,

and Audio Physic, I've only been to
one American factory, that of Wilson
Audio Specialties in Provo, Utah. Iguess
proximity breeds indifference, which is
why I've been to the Tower of London
twice, while Ibet you've never gone.
When Iwas akid, Eico. Fisher,

The silent
sound of
hi-def audio
Copyright protection
is causing compatibilty
problems for owners of
Pioneer's plasmas, but the
HDMI/HDCP system could
also see music lovers come a
cropper too, says Barry Fox

Barry Fox is one of the
world's top technology
journalists. He trained in
electronics with the RAF
and worked as apatent
agent, but gave that up
to enter journalism

Krell's publicist Joe Hageman and I
were kicking around some tentative dates
when word came that Dean Roumanis,
Krell's much- beloved Chief Operating
Officer and 20-year veteran of the
26-year- old company had passed away
suddenly of aheart attack, ironically, while
Krell founder and CEO Dan D'Agostino
was at The Absolute Sound founder Harry
Pearson's annual ' friendship party'.
The visit was delayed, but two weeks
later Idrove up for the tour. All of the Krell

T

he news that Pioneer's plasma
screens won't work with the Sky
HDTV receiver is just aforetaste

of the misery that lies ahead if
the audio industry gets sucked into the
Digital Rights Management mire created

folks Imet, but especially Dan, were still

to keep the movie industry happy. The
poison in the acronym soup is called HDMI

shaken, but life goes on and for now Dan
and others are picking up the pieces left

d:gital connection system that is designed

in the wake of Roumanis' passing.

Harman-Kardon, Pilot, Empire, Marantz,

(High Definition Multimedia Interface), the
to allow Draconian copy protection
of sound and vision using HDCP ( High

Pickering and others were near by. I
remember getting all tingly even as a 10

NEW EVOLUTION

bandwidth Digital Content Protection)

If you've seen one administrative office

and the AACS (Advance Access Content

year old, passing the pink neon ' Bozak'

you've seen them all, but once you step

System) used for blue laser discs.

sign in Connecticut.

foot in the production facility and see the
gleaming chassis of Krell's new Evolution

The HDMI cable, sometimes called
digital SCART, carries sound and vision

DRIVING DISTANCE

line, you know where you are. There was

While it's too late to visit most of those
companies, many well-known speciality

plenty of activity among the 50 or so
workers that day, most of whom were

and lets hardware handshake before
exchanging signals. The handshake can

audio companies are still located within

assembling Evolution 600 monoblock
amplifiers that output 600W into 8ohms
and twice as much into 4... at acost of

easy driving distance from where Ilive,
including turntable manufacturer VPI,
Gallo Acoustics, McIntosh, and Krell.
So I've decided to visit some and report

S30,000 apair.
Thanks to its proximity to military

establish the highest sound and picture
quality which the system can support, and
tailor signals to suit it; handshaking also
exchanges encryption keys to check that a
screen really is ascreen, not arecorder.

back in this column. Ifigured Krell was

contractors like Sikorsky Helicopter, Krell

SPEAKING IN RIDDLES

agreat place to start. It's been around
along time, has agreat reputation

can take advantage of the highest-tech,
including the latest surface- mount circuit

Getting information on why the Sky box

board technology, but more importantly,

will not send pictures to aPioneer screen

it draws its highly skilled workforce from

has not been easy because Thomson,
the company which makes the boxes for

the same pool as the military contractors.

Sky, has mysteriously mothballed its UK

When you compete with Uncle Sam,
you have to pay top dollar, and Krell
Industries offers competitive wage and
benefit packages. For music- loving
workers, building audio gear at Krell or
becoming acog in the military industrial
complex isn't adifficult choice! CD

operation, and speaks in riddles with the
Paris HQ usually communicating through a
publicity company in Ireland which seems
to know little about the UK press.
Thomson has however given a
reasonably clear explanation of the blank
HD screens. 'The implementation of

LEFT: Krell Evolution 600 monoblock, a

HDCP in some television sets and set-top
boxes, and the timing of the two-way

snip at S30,000 (£ 16,000) apiece

communication, is not 100% 0
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JON THOMPSON

Pain on the
cutting edge

compatible so when one piece of

can only handle a 1080 interlaced input

hardware starts the interaction and does
not receive aresponse quickly enough, it
turns down the communication.'

which is then up- converted inside the
screen to 1080 progressive.

Thomson admits that ' HDCP was
not part of the compliance testing of
HDMI..(and) there are
ongoing discussions at
HDMI board level about
the compatibility question
and whether HDCP should
be taken on board as part
of the HDMI compliance
testing.'
With HDMI products,
compliance testing is
mandatory, says Thomson:
'We expect HDCP will
probably follow that
route because at the
moment there is room for
misunderstandings.'

When fed a 1080p signal the Sharp
set showed only an ' Out of range' error

[Jon ThompsonL

message. The HDMI signal from the Bluray player was going

'Pioneer and
Sky are telling
people whose
screens are
being blanked
to bypass
the copy
protection'

The Sky problem can be side-stepped
because, after realising that many early
plasma screens have no copy- protected
HDMI connections at all, Sky told Thomson
to put analogue HDTV outputs on the
receivers, even though they cannot be
copy- protected. So Pioneer and Sky are

Jon Thompson works
in the film industry as
aproducer and digital
film supervisor for his
company ' The Hat
Factory'. He brings you
the inside view on AV

through adistribution
box that fed three
screens from one
player. The Sharp screen
could not handshake
with the Blu-ray player,
could not cope with
the signal it was getting
and so displayed only
ablank screen and
error message — much

like aPioneer screen
connected to aSky HD
receiver.
Don't feel secure because all this mess
is about video pictures. Both the Blu-ray
and HD-DVD systems rely on HDMI/HDCP

to carry new generation high- definition
audio. We shall hear only silence when
HDMI handshakes fail, and then have
to use analogue or S/PDIF digital
connections that degrade quality. CD

now telling people whose screens are
being blanked by copy- protection to

1.....nea, •

HD Wog

bypass the copy protection by using
analogue component connections!

T

he battle between the two
high- definition DVD formats

has hotted up with Microsoft
announcing an add-on HD-DVD

drive for its games console, making this
the cheapest next- generation player
available. A lot of people are putting the
future of next generation DVD in the
sales of games consoles, with Microsoft
supporting HD-DVD and Sony pushing
Blu-ray through its PS3 platform.
Interestingly enough, Nintendo's up-andcoming console ( called Wii) has captured
the imagination of the games community
for its sheer, back- to- basics simplicity. No
next gen DVD drive here, then.
Games players and home cinema
are different animals, so it's foolish to
assume that agames console will be a

MANUAL WORK

mom,' pt,

.. pdate 40, September

The downside is that the screen can no
display the best quality pictures possible.
The Auto setting on the receiver no longer
works: the owner has to choose manually
between different resolutions. It was one
of Pioneer's own demonstrations that
showed what this can lead to.
Pioneer was staging aquality ' shoot
out' between two Pioneer HD plasma
screens and an HD LCD screen made by
Sharp. The aim was to show how Pioneer's

ABOVE: At www.pioneerhdblog.com

screens can cope with the 1080 line

those using aPioneer plasma screen

progressive scan output from aBlu-ray

with aSky HD box ( below) can find daily

player, whereas most other HD screens

updates on the incompatibility problem

o
sky

home cinema system. Microsoft has tried
to place aWindows PC at the heart of
ahome entertainment system, without
huge success. Iprefer a

longer handshake with the receiver to

ammoi=111:111011:11

Be wise and wait for HD to
reach its second generation,
says John Thompson, if
you want to avoid hours of
frustration and expense

Atrue 21st Century

g uide

'

Analogue addict Michael Fremer has produced three-hour
step- by step guide to setting up your turntable. Just one
thing: it's on DVD! Ken Kessler has all the details...

device that does one thing well rather
than half- a- dozen things badly. It is
almost impossible now to buy amobile
phone that is just aphone. This has
created huge frustration, as the very
reason you bought amobile phone was

[Ken Kessler

AP%
th.

to make phone calls and you can't do

>

Senior Contributing
Editor Ken Kessler writes
exclusively for HFN. He
loves Italian hi-fi, hates
cables and is known for
his strong views on
virtually everything

that when your mobile has just crashed
while connecting to your email account.
FIRMWARE FRUSTRATION
Convergence is agood thing only
if the products are well- developed
and not rushed out to market. Who
hasn't had to avail themselves of a
firmware update just to get some
electronic gizmo operating at some
reasonable level? Both of the UK's
High Definition broadcast systems,

o

ne of the best off-the-cuff lines
I've ever heard flew past me
at the recent high- end audio

show in Los Angeles. Isimply
can't -emember who said it, it was so
swiftly administered, but the genius must

does at hi-fi shows, with crazy accents, the
tales of atrue raconteur, and — above all
—aburning passion for the venerable LP.
Over the course of the programme,
Mikey takes you from the LP manufacturing
stage via atour of Sterling Sound's
Neumann cutting system, to the final
listening stage, in-between using avariety
of turntables to show you how to set-up
decks, arms and cartridges with absolute
precision. The turntables include Pro-Ject's
RPM5, the Rega P5 and VPI's Scoutmaster,
with the climax ( ahem, metaphorically)
being the lauding of the Continuum.
WALLY TOOLS

Sky HD and Telewest HD, have gone

be ,ecognised. Mikey Fremer had been
hawking his turntable set-up DVD, 21st
Century Vinyl, to all and sundry. It was
starting to get old. You could say, ' Mikey,
how's it goin'?' and he'd reply, ' Buy my

through numerous firmware updates
to achieve rudimentary functionality.

new DVD!"Mikey, Peru declared war
on Ethiopia!' Buy my DVD!"Mikey, your

connotation in the USA; Yanks use it as a

schlong is hangin' out!'
'Buy my DVD!!!'

the fact that in the UK it means ' dickhead'.
Which might explain why you don't see

'Convergence
is agood thing
only if the
products are
not rushed to
market'
As always, the consumer has endured
hours of frustration and expense while
'benefiting' from technology at the
cutting edge. It's often very painful,
being on the cutting edge.
Even though it's human nature to

After acouple of days of this, the

them on sale in every hi-fi emporium in
Great Britain.) Mike swears by them: I

Mikey's LP on how to set up ahome

would swear at them. But to each his own.

cinema?' Which, after seeing the DVD, has

What makes the disc so laudable is the
mix of valuable information and light-

its own crazy logic. He'd sell thousands.

hearted presentation. (You can actually
THREE-HOUR HOOT
Michael Fremer's Practical Guide to
Turntable Set- Up, would be such a
hoot. From the opening scene, when
Mikey spoofs the usual corporateof presentation, to the final worship of
the Continuum turntable ( he did, after
all, buy the thing and has to convince
himself he didn't boob...), the

taking the plunge. Most of the issues

wallow in audiophilic arcana.

quality 640kb/s AC- 3track as well
as the regular 448kbis version.
Unfortunately, some DVD players have
problems replaying it, which is what

IlitANALOG I
FoREVEROry

schmuck- hawking- home- cinema type

three-hour session is an enthralling

Floyd's latest release Pulse attempts
to push conventional Dolby Digital
sound to its limit by offering ahigher-

hear the film crew 4)

Little did Iknow that the disc, subtitled

wait for second- generation HD before

10 years old, can be flummoxed. Pink

nickname for ' Walter', totally unaware of

unnamed wag remarked, ' What's next?

want to be first, most consumers should

should be addressed and the technology
will be fairly stable. But even DVD, now

Along the way, MF discusses stylus
balances, overhang. VTA and every other
parameter, aided and abetted by his
efavourite accessories, the bizarre- beyondbelief Wally Tools. ('Wally' has no slang

Michael would be the first to
admit — and he pretty much does
so during the programme — that
this DVD isn't gonna cause Miramax
to lose any sleep. The only people
who would sit through three hours'
worth of hi-fi chatter are dyed-inthe-wool audio obsessives. But
they will chuckle again and again,

can happen when you try and take a

knowingly, at Mikey's sharp asides.
They will warm to this tummler,

stable technology to its cutting edge.

who behaves on this disc just as he

LEFT: Pink Floyd's Pulse concert DVD
attempts to improve Dolby Digital 5.1

offers three hours' needle

sound by raising the bit- rate

chatter of the finest kind

RIGHT: Michael Fremer's DVD

musicangle.com

presents

21st Centurf Vinyl
Michael Fremer's
Practical Guide
to Turntable Set- Up

Quad to the
rescue!

Rumours of DVD-Audio's
fading into obscurity may be
exaggerated. Andrew Harrison
sees evidence in the wake of the
remarkable DSOTM Quad DVD-A

chuckling at Michael's spiel.) But be in
no doubt that Fremer is very serious
about the subject: he just can't resist
being asmart-arse and he loves to mug
for the camera. He gets away with it
because he really knows his stuff, and
he cared enough to bankroll this entire

[Andrew
Harrison]

project himself.
You'll get to see Mikey in action at

Andrew Harrison, or
'Harry', as he's known,
joined HFN in 1998.
Now Deputy Editor, he
loves all audio from
iPods to classic vinyl

the Hi Fi News Show at Heathrow: he's
bringing his ' road show' to the event,
so you can ask him just about anything
related to analogue, in person.
Don't hold your breath waiting for
Mikey's LP on how to set-up your home

o

ne eyebrow was raised over this
superb underground release
—the addition of an extra 0.1

cinema. But do check out 21st Century
Vinyl. The regional-code-free DVD sells
for $ 29.99, and it's distributed globally
by Classic Records. [ HFN Accessories

LFE sub channel, which seemed
paradoxically to reduce bass impact. Many
people helpfully phoned in and wrote to

Club is also stocking it— see p135].
By the time this sees print, over 2000
audiophiles will have savoured the
experience. (!)

suggest that the simple solution was to
ignore the sub feed. This was confirmed
from the horse's mouth when Isubsquently

BELOW: Dark Side of the Moon quad

spoke to the disc's actual author.
For reasons of space Iperhaps didn't

mix engineer Alan Parsons discusses his

make it clear before that this disc will

quadraphonic work with the Floyd in
HiFi News, December 1973

not be appearing in ashop near you, but
can only be acquired by
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Some listeners have noted the slightly
higher than normal levels of tape hiss,
and the team rightly decided not to use
any noise reduction. 'Any NR process will
remove not only the noise, but often the
"good stuff" and create either artifacts or
other problems in the audio by removing
musical content. We wanted to avoid this,
so decided not to use any NR.'
SACD TOO COPY-PROOF

connection. And as one

online as a ' disc image' and readily burnt
to DVD-R, aSACD is just too copy- proof
for its own good. The only way an SACD
could be distributed is to have it properly
stamped in apressing plant. At this point,
music enthusiasts wanting to create their
own discs turn instead to solutions that
actually work. Like DVD-Audio mixes put

were responsible for the

out on affordable DVD-R blanks.
'DVD-A is the chosen format not just

transfer and re- packaging

because it sounds so good, but because

of this piece of recording

music fans can get abasic authoring

history, and who must

package for less than the cost of dinner

remain anonymous since

out. Multichannel is only aportion of it,
and the format sounds equally great in

or record company.
In charge of the DVD

and lo hem, Ow re.411 Jett...I on

fact doing this is likely to cause the phase
cancellation problems Iheard.

SACD production process. Where any DVD
disc can be mastered then distributed

this is an unoffical release
not authorised by the band

lo,ondvm

than, as Iinitially tried, to recombine the
stream back into front LIR channels. In

share system — with the
help of afast broadband

TRANSFER TRIO
It was ateam of three who

unleM1, nob % fa, Ihr mor J,. ,.

Supo confirmed that this was an additive
stream and that purists will lose nothing
by simply turning the sub off, rather

So why put it out on DVD-A if SACD is
supposed to sound as good? The answer
lies in the highly proprietary nature of the

surround mix...'

'hem

areal crime.'
On the subject of the new LFE channel,

net- savvy enthusiasts
through the Bit Torrent file

reader discovered, any
calls to EMI will be met
with, at best, 'you must
mean SACD, not aDVD-A

EMI Recording Engineer
ALAN PARSONS examines some
unusual topics of studio recording
and live sound engineering in
Quadraphony with particular
reference to his recent work in
these fields with Pink Floyd

on eBay — which are degrading all the
time — and once these have all gone, it's
going to be lost forever and that would be

authoring stage, Supo
was keen to stress that
this DVD-A Quadraphonic

DSOTM project was not a
commercial project, but done for the
love of audio quality. 'We didn't do this to
make any money: we did it because the
recording is so good and because it's not
available except for outrageously priced
secondhand copies of the 8-track cartridge

stereo. So Iguess there'll almost certainly
be more titles " doing the rounds".'
Looks like Sony and Philips may
have scored an own goal with their
super-secure SACD format. Let's forget
about whether 1- bit DSD sounds as
good/better/worse than high- bit PCM as
employed on DVD-A; the fact remains that
DVD-Audio is aformat that anyone can
actually work with. And that alone may
ensure its continued survival, along with
that of otherwise unobtainable historic
recordings and mixes. (!)

Unique, high frequency shielded speaker cables,
interconnects and mains cables for lovers of
music and film
Designed, tested and hand- built to bring out the
very best that any hi-fi or home cinema can
offer

THE

CHORD
COMPANY

Visit your nearest dealer for advice, information
and ademonstration and let your system come
alive

To find out more visit

www.chord.co.uk

MOVING SOUND & VISION' n

or call + 44 ( 0)1980 625700

Walrus

11 New Quebec St, London W1

a2t
acoustic signature
acoustic solid
with Rega RB250 arm and Sumiko Blue Point Special Evo3
air tangent
£1350 (classic silver) or £ 1420 ( black - pictured left)
Upgrades to arm
amazon
Origin Live RB internal/external silver wiring, add £ 160
amplifon
Origin Live RB rigid/lockable counterweight, add £ 75
apollo furniture
Origin Live RB slotted armtube modification, add £85
argento
Alternative arms
audible illusions
Rega RB300 to replace RB250, add £64
audio aero
Michell Tecnoarm ato replace RB250, add £ 305
Origin Live Silver arm to replace RB250, add £475
audio physic
SME Series 4arm to replace RB250, add £ 1119
black rhodium
Alternative cartridge
bocchino
Lyra Dorian to replace Sumiko BPS Evo3, add £256
breuer dynamic
General accessories
brinkmann
Michell record clamp, add £ 25
Michell HR power supply, add £ 325
cartridge man
Michell Unicover perspex platter/arm cover, add £46
cawsey
clearaudio
'The most popular turntable we sell - an ideal purchase for someone
consonance
starting from scratch (pardon the pun) or upgrading from a starter level deck"
decca london
duevel
dynavector
Hyperion
ear yoshino
HPS-938 ( piano blacki - £3750
funk firm
goldring
"These are amongst the finest loudspeakers
we have ever sold with performance comparable
graham (tonearms)
to models several times the price"
graham slee
hadcock
heart
heed audio
McIntosh
MCD-201 SACD Player - £ 3500
horning
MA-6900 (200W/ch) Integrated Amp - £4550
hyperion
MC-275 ( 75W/ch) Stereo Power Amp - £2580
incognito
isolda
"come and demo McIntosh components against
jadis
some of the other best solid-state and valve designs
and you'll see (hear) why Mac has so many loyal
klimo
followers after 40+ years in the business!"
koetsu
luxman
lyra
mbl
Tannoy Autograph Mini
mcintosh
Oak finish - £ 1250
michell engineering
"This delightful new bookshelf model has been
morch
ahuge success It's a long time since we've seen
musical fidelity
areally good, affordable mini speaker (excepting,
nordost
of course, the Stirling 3/5a!)"
nottingham analogue
Tannoy Glenair
opus 3
Cherry Wood - £ 3999
origin live
Stirling Broadcast 3/5a
"If you've never sampled the delights
ortofon
Walnut - £890
of a Tannoy 15" dual concentric driver,
Maple - £937
pro-ject
there's never been abetter time to do it
Rosewood - £972
rega (turntables)
This is the latest model in the Prestige
revolver
senes and has abreathtaking size of
"Still able to impress after all those years.
ringmat
soundstage which brings utter realism
these remain the definitive tiny speaker.
to both large scale classical works and
roksan
the benchmark by which others are judged"
the latest rock music too
shun mook
Also on offer is relative neutrality, and
shanling
great efficiency, enabling use with low
"Anyone know who he is?
Mystery hi-fi face
shelter
power high quality valve amps"
Answers on apostcard, please "
sme
of the month
solid tech
something solid
Solid Tech
sonneteer
Isoclear isolation feet ( left) Set of 4 (20kg) - £51
(extra springs can be purchased for up to 45kg)
spendor
Radius stand ( right) - contact us for prices
stax
Rack of Silence stand (far right) - contact us for prices
stirling broadcast
sugden
"Swedish made Solid Tech is the line of isolation
sumiko
products weVe been seeking for along time.
Superbly made, stylish looking, and modular.
tannoy prestige
Even the humble lsoclear feet can be adjusted
tci cables
by simply adding or subtracting spnngs to cater
tom evens
for uneven loads.
townshend audio
The domestically acceptable Radius can be
configured with almost any combination of shelf
transfiguration
spacing, and some shelves suspended for isolation.
transparence
The Rack of Silence is astate-of-the-art stand
trichord
using cross members instead of shelves to reduce
van den hul
resonance. Shelf isolation springing is freely

J.A.Michell Gyro SE

configurable for different loading"

We deliver by City/ink 24hr service (subject to stock availability), and internationally by DHL or TNT.
Major credit/debit cards accepted, even known to take cash on occasions!
Please visit our website for more info (even if we don't update it often enough!).

tel: 020 7724 7224

fax: 020 7724 4347

contact©walrus.co.uk

wwvv.walrus.co.uk

Hi-fi newstt

Vinta e
Qua
contenders

Correqpondents express their own
opinion., net those of HiFi News.
reserve the right to edit letters for
publicabor. Correspondents using
e- nalas-easked to give their full postal
Which won't be published):

Send in your views on all things hi -' ito: Letters, Hi Fi
News, Leon House, 233 High Street, Croydor CR9
1HZ or send your views to: hi-finews©ipcmedia.
corn — please name your emaiil ' Letters'

"etters seeking advice wit
be answered in print on our
Q&A pages. but due to time

THE TRUE HIGH- END OF THE ' 50S

constraints we regret we're
unable to answers questions
on buying items of hi-fi or
any other hi-fi queries by
telephone, post or via email

PROMOTING PIRACY?
TIME TO DEFEND THE MUSIC MAKERS

I've always admired Barry Fox's efforts in
exposing the folly of the entertainment,
broadcast:ng and electronics industries
but when you start giving pirates free
reign to spout nonsense and provide links
to download copying software (David
Allcock, Inside Story, 50th Anniversary
Issue) you guys switch 180° from simply
whingeina about the industry to actively
bringing about its end.
Do you think the circumvention of copy
protection is agood thing? Well you sure
seem happy to tell us the many ways it
can be achieved, without proposing one
method of protecting content without
impinging on your idea of fair usage.
Forget the ,record companies profits,
don't you know artists are being dropped,
independent record shops are going to
the wall and people are losing their jobs
because of this? So bootleggers should
be able to cripple awhole industry simply
because you are so inconvenienced
when to want to play CDs in aPC. As for
analogue watermarking, shouldn't you

AUDIO

come out of your anechoic listening room
to prove it is audible?
What do you think Krell, Naim and
Conrad- Johnson would say if rival
manufacturers copied their products under
the premise that the ac:ion is justified
because lots of people think that high-end
audio gear is absurdly expensive? Would
you like it if someone, upset at the cover
price of
News, scanned each issue
you published and reprinted at will? Or
made it available for download as afree
e- magazine? Car. Icopy whatever Mr
Allcock writes, or maybe even borrow his
hi-fi when he's not using it?
Net nerds like ' cracker' ' Jay' who you
quote in the piece have no intention of
paying for anything if it's avoidable. Do you
really think they car. afford PCs, monthly
broadband connection, $ 400 duplicators
(at his own admission) and can't afford to
buy retail CDs or DVDs? Music lovers they
are not (they sure aren't clogging up their
hard drives with DVD-A files and they sure
aren't buying much vinyl).
If you're content with being seen as
elitist snobs, buyinc audiophile reissues to
primarily test your hi-fis, then so be it. But
if your magazine extols the benefits of
quality hi-fi hecause you want people
to get the best out of their music,
stop whingeina and start defending
the interests of those who make
the music you love.
Lee, Willesden by email

SUPER AUDIO CD

HEINIrepiies: We aim to
bring yo .
1both sides of astory,
including information on how
people are playing music and
media that have overly
restrictive limitatons
imposed upon its
playback
by media
companies'

Iwas glad to read KK's piece on
old ynew Quad and the ' 50 most
important Audio Pioneers'. These
articles give young hobbyists a
historical perspective.
The Quad gear of 1956, while
innovative, was by no means
state of the art at the time. I
think Peter Walker's imperative
was to make good equipment
available to the masses. The
true high-end UK amps of that
era would have been the Leak
TL12.1 (not to be confused with
the TL12+), the Pye PF91 (and
HF25) and the Rogers Williamson
models. Iam lucky to own mint
examples of the first two, and
to have extensive experience
with the Rogers. Icart say that.
after careful restoration, these
three amps are quite significantly
superior to the Quad [I.
As for the ESL, it is my
favourite toc. ( especially after the
One Thing Audio restoration),

C50 Olympus
C60 Sovereign I

but they were not the best
available in 1956. Take alisten to
Jean Hiraga's Altec A5 and you
will see what Imean. The A7 is
now back in producton, so you
can add it to your list. The JBL
Sovereign is awesome too, once
you have renewed the crossover
components and put on new
surrounds for the bass drivers.
Keep up the good work, and I
look forward to reading more
articles on vintage audio.
Adrian Wu, by en:ail
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Love the
new look

ORIGIN LIVE RETORTS

TAKING ISSUE WITH HI-FI DOCTOR'S ADVICE

Normally Ifind Hi Fi News an interesting
and informative read. However this month's
issue has been painful. Irefer to HiFi
Doctor (
p88): ' The doctor noted: " The
bearings are slightly loose on the toneami
but that cannot be rectified. With the
Origin Live version of the Rega 250 that's
something that's apermanent problem
as if there's aproblem with the bearing
alignment on the 250 there's nothing you
can do - the bearing races in the 250
are glued in place and not adjustable.
Consider amove to the RB300 as they are
preloaded interference fit, with no glue and
can be reset by Rega."
The dealer is effectively trashing Origin
Live with both inaccurate and uninformed
opinion or brand bias. Inaccurate, because
the bearings of the Origin Live version
of the Rega 250 are not glued in place,
unlike the stock Rega RB250. Further to this
the transverse bearings are adjustable,
contrary to what the report says. Many
reviews have stated that Origin Live's
award-winning arms specifically favour
bearings that are not tightly held
in their housings with an
interference or
glued

REDESIGN APPLAUDED

fit. To illustrate, this is aquote from the
latest review in 10 Audio on an Origin Live
arm: ' This is areview about acomponent
that is the singularly most addicting piece

Congratulations on the makeover.
Editor Fairclough had become an
object of hate in this household for
ruining my hi-fi magazine of choice
for 25 years. The August 2006
issue may not have got him on my

of gear Ihave ever heard... It features
ceramic bearings that - now hold on to your
preconception hats - are not tightly fitted.
The arm can be moved within the bearing
housing. The arm just rests on the bearings
without any extra tension or friction'.
While it may be argued that Hi Fi News
is simply reporting what athird party has

Christmas card list, but it has seen
me remove the pins from the doll.
The magazine layout is ahuge
improvement on the previous
gaudy mess. I'm not afan of grainy
photos, but if it's fashionable, Ican
live with it. What is more important
is the content. Gone is most of the
AV stuff (if Iwant it I'll buy another
mag) and instead we have pages

said, Ifeel that you have represented this
voice as trustworthy, amember of BADA etc
which is both authoritative and endorsed
by the magazine. The comments go well
beyond subjective opinion, and synergy
arguments: they are both inaccurate and
fly in the face of an overwhelming body of
expert reviewer and public opinion.
In summary, Ifeel
consumers have been sold
short and misled. Ifeel
damage has been done
to our company and lastly
the credibility of your magazine
has suffered. Ihope the publication of
this letter will address the above objections
and so demonstrate your desire for
accurate reporting.
Mark Baker; Origin Live
For afull version of this letter; log on to
www.hihnews.co.uk.

brimming with interesting articles
on hi-fi!
Having awag like Howard
Popeck do the systems article was
amasterstroke, even if he does
throw us his Thiele sales pitch now
and again. Don't change Kessler.
Only he could rate the Pathos
Endorphin as aworld beater and
then give it ascore worthy of an
Amstrad Integra.
August was close to being my
last issue of Hi Fi News, but you
guys have pulled the cat out of the
bag. Now, if you would only use 50
film ASA instead of 1600...
Alan Green, Buckinghamshire

IN SUPPORT OF SURROUND

MULTI- CHANNEL IS CLOSEST TO ORIGINAL SOUND?

Ibristle with irritation when I
read epistles from the likes of
Mr Thorogood (Vol 51 No 8)
demanding that you eschew
all things multi- channel. This
would appear to be because
he doesn't want it at home, so
stuff the rest of us.
This attitude is based,
one must presume, either
upon the fact that he can't
be doing with the bother
and/or expense or upon some
'purist' nonsense that stereo
represents the Holy Grail of
musical reproduction. Like
Mr Thorogood's, my system
is based on the desire to
achieve the best possible
reproduction of music but
Idon't see why Ishould
lose interest in this desire

when Iam watching afilm,
atelevision drama, or for
that matter asoap opera. His
eschewing of multi- channel
is obtuse. If it is based upon
sonic arguments, then Ihave
news for Mr Thorogood and
his fellow Luddites.
The world and the
sounds around us are three
dimensional: left/right,
up/down and fore/aft.
Stereo reproduction is one
dimensional: left/right.
Any perception of up/
down is an artefact of the
physical dimensions of the
loudspeakers and the spacing
of their drive units - in fact,
adistortion, and fore/aft is
entirely non-existent, though
of course awell recorded
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acoustic can give asense of
depth. To achieve, in Peter
Walker's famous words, ' the
closest [possible] approach
to the original sound'
requires eight channels with
the speakers marking out
the corners of acube and
the listener positioned in
the middle of it. Hopelessly
impossible in virtually all
domestic arrangements one is
sadly forced to concede, but
this inconvenience does not
alter the realities. So a
four-channel system, using
current 5.1 technology, is
the closest approach we are
likely to be able to make.
Last evening Ilistened
to Joshua Bell playing
Tchaikovsky's Violin

o
---1J OSI-IUA BELL
BERLINER
ONILHARMONIKER
MICÑAEL TILSON
THOMAS

all

Concerto on a
multi-channel SACD, and I
found it stunning. With my
eyes closed, Icould have
believed Iwas at the event.
This was truly the closest I

have ever approached the
original sound. But hey! ' Mr
Thorogood doesn't want it, so
let's forget the whole thing.
James Holl, by email
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www.usheraudio.com

— Usher Dancer II Beryllium
* 2005" Golden Ear Awards"

The Absolute Sound

* 2005" Editor's Choice Awards"

The Absolute Sound

* 2005" Best Show at CES" Jimmy Awards
* 2004" Most Wanted Component"

SoundStageAV.com

Stereo Times

* 2003 Home Entertainment Show" Best of Show"
* 2002 CES " Most Recommended Flagship"

CP-8571

The Audiophile Voice

Stereo Sound

L

3-way system: Be dome tweeter 1.25" (9980-20BeA),
mid-low woofer 7' (8948A), and low-bass woofer 8" (895)
sensitivity: 87 dB @ 1watt 11m
nominal impedance: 8ohms
frequency response (-3dB): 28 Hz — 40 kHz
power handling: 150 watts
crossover frequencies: 282 Hz and 2.52 kHz
weight: 80.5 kgs (including base)
dimensions (w xdxh): 31.5 cm x76 cm x124 cm

CP-8871
3-way system : Be dome tweeter 1.25" ( 9980-20BeA),
mid-low woofer 7" (894M), and low-bass woofer frx2 (8955k)
sensitivity: 90 dB

1watt / 1m

nominal impedance: 4ohms
frequency response (-3dB): 25 Hz — 40 kHz
power handling: 150 watts
crossover frequencies: 276 Hz and 2.72 kHz
weight: 105 kgs (including base)
dimensions (w xdxh): 31.5 cm x85 cm x137 cm

Chief Design Consultant

Dr, Joseph D'Appolito

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai-fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan

Te1:886-2-2381 6299

Fax:1186- - 2 71 1053

E- malt: usher

HIAudio
9 Sovereign Gardens Miskin nr Pontyclun CF72 8SZ
Tel/Fax: 01443 231458

Mob:07968 272614

Web:www.hiaudio.co.uk

Email: hug

ehiauclio.co.uk
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FINE TWO CHANNEL AUDIO SYSTEMS

integratea stereo a

Resonating amplifiers...
...come and hear what they have to say.

aPass Labs bAccuphase cNagra dAyre Accoustics
For further information about any of our products
please visit our website www.audioconsultants.co.uk

ACCUPHASE
DALI

AESTHETIX • AUDIO PHYSIC » AYRE
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Located approximately 15 minutes drive

7Comet House

Demonstrations by appointment

from either M4/Junction 12 or M3/Junction 6

Calleva Park

Mondays to Saturdays Lo:oo to 18:oo.

with free and easy parking outside
the building.
We have ahome evaluation scheme for those
who might find this method more convenient.

Aldermaston
Reading
Berkshire RG7 8JA

It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration
and previously owned equipment listed on
our website: www.audioconsultants.co.uk
ACIHFN/38
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KENT

The Cabinet
Rooms
Down in the depths of Kent is apiece of hi-fi history just
waiting to be discovered. It's the KEF Museum, dedicated
to the story of acompany that began its life in aconverted
wartime Nissen hut. And best of all, it's open to the public.
Steve Harris has the story...
cone materials, for example. From 1966 on, as well as
complete loudspeaker systems. KEF supplied drive units to
the BBC — later and most famously, for the LS3 / 5A.
The 1970s was agolden decade for KEF, with
booming export sales, as well as aseemingly unassailable
position in the home market. For the ordinary hi-fi buyer,
KEF offered high-quality miniatures, moving on from the
little Cresta to the original Coda.
Once KEF got started on the letter 'C', it seemed
like every conceivable musical term was pressed into
service aspeaker model name — at one time or another
the range included Cadenza, Cantata, Cantor, Chorale,
Concerto, Corelli. For the well-heeled and technicallyaware enthusiast, and professional users, KEF offered the
Reference models, notably the104 and then the 104A/13,
and above all (from 1977) the R105 with its separate
tweeter and midrange ' head unit'. Meanwhile, the range
of KEF Kits allowed impecunious DIYers to construct abig
and hopefully impressive-sounding speaker for much less
money than the finished article.

ABOVE: KEF marketing co-ordinator Ron Locke
welcomes us to the KEF Museum

S

orne hi-fi companies are rather careless about their
heritage. But KEF has taken the trouble to create its
own museum, packed with rare specimens that tell
the fascinating story of KEF — and of Celestion too.

COUPLE CAVITY
During the 1980s, KEF's powerful R&D team, headed by
Laurie Fincham, continued to bring new ideas to market.
One successful innovation was the KEF Couple Cavity
bass system, involving two drivers linked by arod in a
specially-constructed cabinet. In 1988, KEF unveiled

It's asecret worth discovering.
KEF was founded 45 years ago. In 1961, Raymond E
Cooke left his job as technical director of Wharfedale to
set up his own speaker company. He found premises in
Maidstone, aconverted wartime Nissen hut that was being
used by asmall company that made
RIGHT: Example
agricultural implements. He bought the
of KEF kit build
moribund company as well, which is why
Constructor
one of the most famous speaker brands
series, with K2
ever is known by an acronym that once
Duette on top
stood for The Kent Engineering and
FAR RIGHT:
Foundry Ltd. KEF Electronics Ltd soon
Radical R105
built abig modern factory next to the
from 1977
Nissen hut.
From the beginning the company
built its own drive units. allowing Cooke
to put into practice his ideas about new

with separate
housings for the
mid and treble
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its first Uni Q driver. Thanks to the use of aneodymium
iron, the tweeter magnet could be made small enough
to allow the tweeter to be placed at the acoustic centre
of the bass/midrange cone unit so that all frequencies

1961

KEF

founded by

originated effectivley from asingle ' point source'.
It has to be said that Uni Q wasn't an immediate
success. The first generation models didn't sound all that
wonderful, and while KEF still had agreat reputation for
engineering, this no longer translated into big volume
sales at the lower end of the market.

Raymond E
Cooke

1966

KEF

establishes
relationship with

NEW OWNERS
KEF became amember of the AGI group, which at that
time also controlled Meridian. In 1992, when AGI had got
into difficulties, KEF was acquired by its present owners,
the Hong Kong Visting the KEF Museum
based industrial
group Gold Peak.
KEF is happy to show the museum
In the 1990s,
to members of the public by
aseries of new
appointment. Call KEF on 01622
Coda models saw
672261 if you'd like to arrange a
KEF recapture the
visit. Details of many earlier models
'volume' end of
are to be found on KEF's excellent
the quality hi-fi
website, www.ketcom.
speaker market.
Development of Uni Q continued, and this was eventually
used almost throughout the range.
In 2000, KEF brilliantly combined the ' point source'
Q principle with excellent industrial
benefit of the Uni design to create the hugely successful KHT2005 'egg' AV
satellite speaker. Four years later came another striking
innovation, when KEF's KIT100 all-in-one AV system
cleverly combined Uni Q drive units with NXT flat panels.
Currently, KEF has plans for further expansion of the
R&D department at Maidstone and for new products
at the top end of the range. Journalists at the High End
show in spring 2006 were shown a 'work in progress'
development prototype speaker codenamed 'Austin',
which is really atest bed for new technologies.
The original Nissen hut had to be demolished in
1996, partly because it was full of asbestos. But with rare
sentiment, KEF commissioned ascale model, complete
with Ford Anglia. A nice touch! So why not plan aday out
at one of the UK's undisputed HiFi Heritage Sites? It's an
experience not to be missed. (!)

BBC

1969
Development of
KEF Celeste

1970

Winner

of the Queen's
Export Award

1973
ABOVE: Small- speaker evolution - the Cresta ( below),
Chorale ( right) and the original Coda of the late 1970s

KEF

Reference Series
introduced

1975
Introduction of
the ' total system
conceot'

1977

KEF R105

introduced

1984

KEF

R104/2, with
Coupled Cavity
bass

1988

trst KEF

Uni Q speakers
ABOVE: Successful bookshelf speaker: the Celeste was

introduced

launched in 1969
BELOW: Classic two-way - the SL6 of 1981 - with metal
dome tweeter ( pictured left) plus classic KEF monitor

BELOW: It all started here: the KEF Museum's scale

(right) in the form of the KEF 104ab from around 1978

model of the original Nissen hut, demolished in 1996

1992

KEF

under Gold Peak
owners -iip

1994

KEF

Coda launched,
reviving 1970s
model name

1996

Raymond

Cooke dies

2000

KEF

KHT2005 egg'
launched

2004

KIT100

system launched
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Somehow Coventry didn't seem such abad place after all

ect

SYSTEMS
oi-th the odd sacrifice.

Distributed in the UK by: Henley Designs Ltd, 01235 511166
www.henleydesigns.co.uk, e-mail - info@henleydesigns.co.uk

System sounds
good with jazz but
how do Imake it
excite me when
playing rock?
Could it be the cables? The amp? The
speakers? HiFi News reader Jeff Cartwright
was baffled by the lack of performance from
his CD-fronted system so we sent along the
Hi Fi Doctor to help him out...

'11111(July ulbappointed with the
soundstaging in my system as Idon't
see " holographic" soundstaging
from it. The bass is alittle hungry
and on alot of CDs the system
sounds alittle bit thin. I've changed
my interconnects recently but after
trying to move my speakers I'm now
fed up trying to swap and change
things on my own'
BELOW: Jeff's system of Copland CD823
CD player, Audio Synthesis Passion pre- amp, Velleman
amp and Ventas 20 speakers: silver box on the floor
is part of acustom-made pre- amp not in use

[Doctor'
NAME:
Haden Boardman
FROM: Practical
Hi Fi, Lancaster

[PatientL
NAME:
Jeff Cartright
AILM "
A system
that just doesn't
sound right
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Jett and

I> •

the Doctor
listen in

Copland
CD player

coffee table

5.2

sof a

JEFF'S SYSTEM
Jeff explained: My current system is comprised of the
Copland CD823 CD player which is sat on an SAP Relaxa
support. Ialso have an Audio Synthesis Passion passive
pre- amp, Velleman valve amp, Ventas 20 loudspeakers,
and an assorted collection of interconnects. There's also
an Alner mains cleaner, Kemp electronic power cables
and Silver Ghost speaker cable'.

1Oflii' it

e,

THE ROOM

bit of wobble on the speaker
stands'. Also, Jeff's speakers

Jeff's room is in the basement
of atownhouse so what's
below window ledge level is

were at least eight feet apart.
After measurement with alaser
tool on the middle of the top

effectively below ground. The
Hi Fi Doctor noted: 'You might

of the speakers the Doctor
realised: ' The sweetspot is

get alittle bit of bounce off the

behind Jeff when in theory they

coffee table and there's alittle

should cross in front of him'.

INITIAL DIAGNOSIS
As the Doctor inspected
the system Jeff explained:
'It's alaidback system that
plays jazz really well but Iji_st don't
seem to get the hairs stranding up
on the back of my neck. On Led
Zeppelin's ' Since I've Been Loving
You' it's er...'
'Not loving you', interjected the
Doctor.
On first inspection the Doctor
noted: ' In this room you might put
the speakers closer to each other
and there's alittle bit of difference
toe- in wise with them. As they
are lined up alot of the higher
information was missing Jeff. Also,
avalve amp on aglass rack is not
always best as it will pick up rings
-use abit of MDF or Blu-tack here'.
The Hi Fi Doctor noted: ' You've
got areally good CD player
-Copland know what they're
doing. Ifeel the Passion amp is the
weakest part of the system - the
result can be alack of definition in
the bass end and alack of focus.
Passive amps are incredibly good
at detail but we need to get that
signal increased at the lower levels
because otherwise it will go soft and
more withdrawn in the speakers' -0
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LOOK BELOW THE SURFACE
AND YOU WILL FIND ALOT MORE THAN YOUR AVERAGE HI-F1

the
1 —&\JP /
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SOUND VISION
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8

22, 23, 240 Sept II

VISIT JS
IN THE
'
EARHART '
ROOM

Oxford Audio Consultants Ltd

WE LOVE TO LISTE\
C ANTAY H OUSE PARK END STREET O XFORD 0X1 ! JD
MON-FRI:10AM - 6PM / SAT:10AM - SPM ( CLOSED THURSDAY)
TEL 01865 790 879 / FAx 01865 791 665
INFO@OXFORDAUDIO.CO.UK / WVVW.OXFORDAUDIO.CO.UK

VISIT

WWW.OXFORDAUDIO.C O .UK FOR THE LATEST INFORMATION ON NEW/USED EQ UIPMENT

The speakers were at least
8ft apart when measured

'Try not to out more in the
way of the signal - the
simpler the path, the more
emotion we can get'

de°

411.
111111/

THE TREATMENT
To test the capabilities of Jeff's system as it was we
played John Lee Hooker and Bonnie Raitt on ' I'm in the
Mood' from The Healer CD and Ernest Ranglin's ' Surfin"
from the Below the Bassline CD. The Doctor noted:
'Tonally it doesn't seem too bad but it seems to be just
walking it through - there's alack of emphasis and drive.
It's just holding back'.
After slightly adjusting the speakers the Doctor took
out Jeff's pre and amps and replaced them with the
Unison Research 56 integrated and stated: ' Now we
can go straight into the power amp so we can do away

Seeking more detail, Unison
Research 56 amp is unboxed

with interconnects. The 56 is
quite asweet sounding little
amp'. We then played Ernest
Ranglin's track again and the
Doctor noted: ' That's much
clearer; all of asudden we
can hear the fretwork on the
bass. We've got the detail
and definition back in there.
The speakers seem fine'.
Jeff admitted: ' It certainly
came out abit more'.
We went back to the
John Lee Hooker track and it
showed that alot had been
held back. Jeff noted: 'That
is significantly better'.
The Doctor advised: 'try
not to put more in the way
of the signal - the simpler
the path, the circuit, the
more emotion we can get'.

Examininc the
speaker stand spike
configuration

SEND IN YOUR
HiFi PROBLEMS IN
BY E-MAIL...

Jeff is happy sticking with
his Ventas speakers

If you want to contact the
Hi Fi Doctor by e-mail
please do so by sending
in your problem to:
hi-finews@ipcmedia.
corn - please mark your
e-mail 'HiFi Doctor'.
We'll get back to you!

Next up the Doctor added
in Chord Signature speaker cable - which he described
as: an incredibly open sounding cable' - and Chord
Signature interconnects. We then played Led Zeppelin's
'Since I've Been Loving You', the John Lee Hooker
track again, Sarah McLachlan's 'Angel', and Queen's 'A
Winter's Tale'. The system began to sound very lifelike
and the Doctor stated: 'All the detail is in there now'.
As an almost academic ( but interesting) exercise,
as Jeff's speakers were performing well, the Doctor
swapped the Ventas speakers for ProAc Response 1SCs.
Jeff noted: 'They're fantastic little things. Iwould never
have expected that kind of sound out of those'.

RESULTS & ADVICE
Clearly the session was asuccess as we all got immersed
in playing lots of CDs - Harry Belafonte, Katherine
Jenkins, Mary Chapin Carpenter, Alison Krauss and more,
including some quite minimalist two-channel recordings.
As the Doctor noted: ' It's more important that Jeff is
rediscovering CDs that he hasn't played in awhile'.
The Doctor advised Jeff to return to four speaker spikes
from three, to try the GRAAF GM- 506 amp as well as the
Unison Research 56 and to think about cable choice.
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Super Audio from

AM-77
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CD-77

Reference Class Dual-Mono Amplifier

Reference Class Compact Disk Processor

•Op:iGain® Pure Class A all Valve Preamplifier

"King of Muitibit" Philips TDA1541A DAC with OptiSample •

•Ultra Transparent OptiLevel® Volume Control

Proprietary OptiDrivee Transport Mechanism •

•Sold-State Power Buffer with patent- pending

Revolutioiary New Old Stock OptiValve® Analogue Stage •
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'The Unison
Research amp
has made an
enormous
difference there's more " tap
your feet" to it.
Idon't want
to turn it off'

POSSIBLE PURCHASES

Altei ci lnutouglily

Unison Rese
£1850
Italian Class A single-ended
integrated valve amp described
the Doctor as: 'At the price point I
can't think of anything better'.

Silver Ghost
speaker cable
is swapped
for Chord
Signature

Chord Si • nature
Speakei cable with mega
wideband. An. incredibly ope
sounding cable.

Interconnects tnat won Hi Fi News
Awards in 2003 and 2005.

Speaker cable that's subjected tat
deep cryogenic treatment, sold ii
specific lengths.

Lovely little bookshelvers that n
only look great but sound fantas
Checking
that the
speaker
stands are
level

...So how is
the CD front
end & system
performing now?
afternoon with the Hi Fi Doctoi _Jeff
commented: ' The next changes I
make I'd rather do as one step as
this decision will be for the next five
or 10 years. The Unison Research
amp has made an enormous
difference - there's certainly more
"tap your feet" to it. Idon't want to
turn it off. ProAc and
PMC speakers have
A11191111M
always impressed
me at hi-fi shows and
Iwould really like
to hear the larger
ProAcs. However,
_Aga
at the moment I
think I'll stick with
my speakers. I
think there's ahuge
difference in sound
quality with the cables
and amp in there. The
amp gives acleaner
bass which comes at
you without taking your
head off. And there's
alot more space. It's
definitely agood amp
Ithink Iam going to
ask for aloan of the S6
and the GRAAF
Gm_n13 amps.

Can
the hi-fi
doctor
help you?
Yes. Just write
in with your
hi-fi problem
(please include
full details of
your system,
listening room,
address, e-mail
and daytime
telephone
number) to:
Hi Fi Doctor,
Hi Fi News,
¡PC Media,
Leon House,
233 High Street,
Croydon
CR9 1HZ

I
-i
Fi Doctor & BADA
Hi Fi Doctor brings you the answers to your hi-fi problems in conjunction with the UK's
top specialist dealers, members of the British Audio-Visual Dealers Association ( BADA),
who conform to astrict code designed to provide the highest level of
demonstration, product knowledge and customer service.
•Special thanks go to Haden from Practical Hi Fi - for more
information go to www.practicalhi-fi.co.uk or call: 01524 36991
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BADA
ADVICE, SERVICE & ASSURANCE
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YPSILON
Cm0\ov

Any sufficiently advanced technology is
indistinguishable from magic.
-Arthur C. Clarke

COUPLE YPSILON TO ROCKPORT, HRS
AND PURIST AUDIO DESIGN FOR

UK & IRELAND Distributor

DISTINGUISHABLE MAGIC.

AMADEUS AUDIO
tel: 01435 867 438

VISIT THE TRIDENT ROOM AT THE HI-FI
NEWS SHOW, RENAISSANCE HOTEL -

email: consultants@amadeus-audio.co.uk

SEPTEMBER 22ND - 24TH TO EXPERIENCE

web:

THE ULTIMATE IN SOUND!

www.amadeus-audio.co.uk
www.ypsilonelectronics.com

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

Hi-fi news
[Ken
Kessler]
Ken Kessler is
HiFi News' Senior
Contributing
Editor and has
been writing about
hi-fi since 1983.
He's ahuge fan of
classic hi-fi gear

•,

Reducing kit clutter, ridding an amp of pops, some wise
words on high- end wires and speakers on a £ 2000 budget
as our Q&A experts set to work solving your hi-fi problems

[Steve
Harrisl_

DO IGO INTEGRATED?

Steve Harris is the
Consultant Editor
of HFN and edited
the title between
1986 and 2005. He
has forgotten more
about hi-fi than
most remember

front room. Numerous boxes and a

My system has evolved into a
combined stereo/AV set-up in my
plethora of wires are not conducive
to domestic harmony, so Iwant to
upgrade and reduce box numbers
simultaneously. Stereo is served by
aKrell KAV-280CD (Trichord Clock
4modified), Audio Research LS15

[Paul
Mil'eq.
_

pre- amp and Krell KSA 50-S power
amp. AV duties are supplied by a
Sony DVP S-7700 DVD, which feeds

Paul Miller is the
inventor of HiFi
News' lab test
equipment - the
QC Suite - and is
HFN's Technical
Director. He's an
authority on AV

aLexicon DC- 2into the Bryston 9

[Andrew
Harrison]
Andrew Harrison
joined HFN eight
years ago and has
been Deputy
Editor since 2002.
His expertise
encompasses vinyl
to computer audio

[Keith
Howard]_
Keith Howard
has been writing
about hi-fi for
almost 30 years,
and edited HiFi
Answers for nine
years. He's a
technical wizard

BST, driving centre/rear channels.

the aforementioned DVD players.
Finally, you do not mention whether
Send your
questions to:
Q&A, Hi Fi News.
IPC Media, Leon
House, 233 High
Street, Croydon
CR9 1HZ or
e-mail to hi-finewse
ipcmedia.corn and
mark your e-mail
`Q&A'

your Panasonic Viera is one of the
newer HD- Ready generation. If not,
then this needs to be replaced with
acurrent ( HDMI-equipped) panel
from Panasonic. Pioneer or the
ambilight plasma from Philips.
CABLE QUERIES
Iam an electrical engineer and
to my understanding: ( 1) cable
should have as low an impedance
as possible relative to the speaker,
so it will hold minimal voltage

Cables are Transparent, Ihave a

drop across it, and (
2) delays,

42in Panasonic Viera plasma and
KEF 105/3, KEF 100C, and KEF

parasitic capacitance and parasitic
inductance are non-relevant since

Q8ds loudspeakers.
Should Ireplace both disc

we are talking audio frequencies
here. So the whole story sums up

spinners with auniversal player
and the pre-amp/processor with

to low ohmic resistance, which

asuperior processor? Or should

the cheapest copper loudspeaker
cables and connecting two in

can easily be achieved by taking

Igo for asuperior pre- amp, while
replacing the Lexicon/Bryston with
amodern AV integrated?
Tom Stuart, Stoford

parallel. So what is the fuss around
'high- end' cables?
Ian Bloom, by email

For top audio quality, your best

classical theoretical analysis is

choice of universal player is Arcam's
DV139 followed by the costlier

concerned, you are mostly right:

Denon DVD-A1XVA which has more
versatile video processing options.

has sufficiently low resistance

Both of these players include 1080p

negligible effect on frequency

digital video outputs. You can spend
afortune on an AV processor and
not better Arcam's AV9, which will

BELOW: Arcam's
FMJ AV9 is the

response and therefore sound
transparent - provided that it also
has sufficiently low capacitance
not to cause amplifier instability.

top choice when
it comes to AV
processors

Transmission line effects, and
therefore notions of impedance
matching, should be irrelevant at -0

As far as

not only drive the Krell/Bryston
power amps with long cable runs,
but also makes for astate-of-the-art
two- box CD solution with either of

provided that aspeaker cable
(and inductance), it should have

MIL
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audio frequencies over the relatively

mid 1970s. It was one of awhole

short cable runs normally used.

wave of new small companies that

But Iand many other audiophiles
hear differences between cables

had some success using the ' British
sound' formula of 8in [ 200mm]

Jargon
Buster

that defy this reasoning. Numerous

plastic- coned bass/mid plus adoped

explanations have been offered

cambric tweeter in adecently- made

the ins and outs of

for this, none of which Iwould call

and damped cabinet, usually

digital filters

entirely convincing, but the audible

reflex- loaded to give asatisfying

effects are there to be heard. If you

if not very accurate bass ' oomph'.

listen open-mindedly and agree,

RAM even became one of the

then the price premium of high- end

licensees allowed to build the BBC's

cables begins to justify itself.

LS3/5A, but the company folded
before production could start.
By 1980, though, RAM was under

IS RAM AUDIO

new ownership, and in fact its

STILL ACTIVE?
Irecently purchased apair of RAM

managing director was none other

Audio Bookshelf Monitor Mk II

than successful retailer Jerry Lewin,

speakers blind from an advert in

who today heads the Audio Tgroup.

my local paper. The man Ibought

At that point the range started with

them from didn't know anything

the tiny RAM Compact and Mini

about them and neither do I.

Bookshelf, both standing just over

However, they are incredibly open

afoot tall and selling at around

and revealing of the recording,

£90/pair and E120/pair respectively.

even more so than my Nairn SBLs.

The 450mm-tall reflex- ported, 8in

They're approximately 20 years

bass Bookshelf II cost £ 139/pair,

old with ateak finish. Do you

while the £ 179/pair RAM 100 used

know anything about them? I'd be

similar drive units in a bigger reflex

interested in buying alarger pair if

cabinet. At £ 219/pair, the 150 was

they're still in business.
Doug Smith, by e-mail

atwo-way-plus-ABR design, while
the 660mm-tall, E289/pair RAM
200 was atrue three-way. RAM also

'Based originally

announced a new top-of-the- range

in Norwich and headed up by

three-way floorstander called the

Canadian ex- pat Matthew Therrien,

400, with a KEF B139 bass unit.

RAM appeared on the scene in the

But by the end of 1980 all the
old models except the Compact had
gone, replaced by the CD10 (£ 109/
— pair) along with the RAM 60, 70 and
80 which hit the £ 200, £ 250 and

Keith Howard explains

Unlike analogue filters,
which are hardware items
having amathematical
description, digital filters
are mathematical entities
applied via computer
hardware. Digital audio
comprises alist of
numbers describing the
signal; digital filters are
equations which act on
those numbers to apply
the filtering.
Digital filtering's
principal advantage
is its accuracy and
repeatability: it is not
prone to the component
tolerances that degrade
the accuracy of analogue
filters. It is also often
cheaper and more
space-efficient, and it
can realise types of filter
that would be difficult or
impossible to mimic with
an analogue circuit.
According to the
nature of the equations
that describe them,
digital filters are
grouped into one of two
categories: finite impulse
response or FIR filters,
and infinite impulse
response or IIR filters.

£300/pair price points.
In the mid- 1980s, it seems, RAM
faded out, and as Irecall, a later
French attempt to revive the brand
was short-lived. So, you certainly
can't buy a larger pair of RAMs new.
But if you could unearth a RAM
LS3/5A, then you'd have struck gold.'
QUAD QUAGMIRE?
Iam areader from Greece and I
have aproblem with my Quad 909
power amp. About 10 seconds after
Iturn it off there is a ' pop' from the
left speaker. The Quad service
here in Greece said that the amp
produced a 3V DC. This was ' fixed'
under guarantee but they told me
that if the ' pop' appears again it

[IIR FILTERS]
IIR filters mimic analogue
filters. The standard
way to design them
is to begin with the
equation (the transfer
function) that describes
an analogue filter and
manipulate it into aform
applicable in the digital
domain. The result is a
difference equation that
defines the value of each
filtered output sample in
terms of previous input
and output samples.
Because the value of
previous output samples
is fed back in this way,
IIR filters are also called

recursive filters. The
principal advantage of
IIR filters is that they are
more efficient than FIR
equivalents, particularly
at low frequencies.
Their principal
disadvantages are: ( 1)
they are restricted to
mimicking analogue
filters; ( 2) they cannot
be linear- phase if applied
in real time; and ( 3) they
are, like any feedback
system, potentially
unstable in operation.

[FIR FILTERS]
FIR filters are
distinguished from IIR
filters by the fact that
each output sample is
calculated entirely from
previous input samples,
without any contribution
from previous output
samples. This guarantees
that they are stable
FIR filters are also
much more adaptable
than IIR filters. Rather
than being limited to
mimicking analogue
circuits, FIR structures
are able to apply filtering
that analogue networks,
and their IIR equivalents,
are unable to.
A prime example of
this is the FIR filter's
ability to be linear- phase,
which has favoured its
use within both the
anti-alias filtering of
oversampling A-to- D
converters and the
reconstruction filtering
of oversampling D-to-A
converters in CD and
DVD players.
The principal
disadvantage of FIR
filters is that they are
inefficient compared
to IIR equivalents,
particularly at
frequencies which are
low relative to the
sampling rate. This is
because the coefficients
of an FIR filter describe
the filter's impulse
response, which for a
given filter becomes
longer as frequency
reduces.

is within the specifications of the
manufacturer. Now the pop has re-

BELOW: Marantz SA- 11 offers achoice of three digital

turned. Ifind it strange for Quad to

filters that user can select to suit different recordings

say it's OK if an amp produces DC.
Michael Psyrras, Greece
We told QUAD UK of
your problem. If you send us your
e-mail address we can pass it on and
they will deal with you direct'. €
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Best Turntable at the
Show?

SEE US IN SYNDICATE 1
FIRST FOR EVERYTHING

Best Turntable in the
World?

PARK INN HI-FI SHOW
22-24 SEPT

Best visit the
Syndicate Room at
the Park Inn!

for further information on any of the products above or for general advice please
contact metropolis music or adealer partner below.
metropolis music
www.metropolis-music.co.uk
tel: 01435 867 438
please call for additional
product information and
literature.

brands
Ascend()
Blaoelius
Bouder
BAT
Copulare
DK Audio
Dynamic Precision
Hansen

dealers
Hov'and
Inneriound
Kharma
Lurrley
Mastersound
Music Tools
Sound Lab

Audio Destination
Audio Images
Audiolincs
Cloney Audio
Lintone Audio
Kronos Hi Fi
Rochester Hi Fi
Shadow Audio
Sounds of Music
Zouch Audio

(t) 01884 243584
(t) 01502 582853
(t) 01476 591090
(t) (+ 353-1) 288-9449
(t) 0191 4-77 4167
(t) 028 8775 3606
(t) 01634 880 037
(t) 01592 744 779
(t) 01435 865 212
(t) 01530 414 128

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

DINNO HOW
Iread astrong recommendation for
Meridian's old 101, 104 and 105s
in Hi Fi News and so I've bought
them secondhand, but without DIN
interconnects. How do Iconnect

marketed by the likes of Quad.
Ihave come back and am
in need of serious advice.
Sadly, the high- end is still
way beyond my means. After
40 years Ican now just about

those 5- and 7-pin DIN plugs?
Zoltan Rapp MD, by e-mail

manage the current Quads, but
the MartinLogans and Wilsons

The correct
pin designations for the 101 are
shown in the diagram below...

remain apipe dream.
I've selected Tannoy Arena's
for our home cinema based
on the HFN review last year. The
physical aesthetics of the Tannoy's

101 inputs
2 COMMON

are most acceptable to my version
GROUND

5 RIGHT
1

3LEFT

2 COMMON

GROUND

disappeared. When Isee the
profusion of grey hair amongst
the images of your reviewers and
consider that some of them were

LEFT 1

104 output
2 COMMON

LEFT 1

looked down upon. Irecently took
ahearing test and was surprised to
find that my ' top end' had largely

5

RIGHT4

I'm now about to spend the
local equivalent of £2000 on anew
set of speakers for my listening
room, only to find that Ken and
Martin imply that anything costing
less than around £7000 is to be

101 outputs
RIGHT4

of what Ken Kessler calls the ' Bitch
Wife from Hell'.

GROUND

5
3

experience one day when installing anew
hi-fi system in acustomer's house. As usual, I
had set up and tested the system in the shop
dem room so Iknevt it was working perfectly
-but installed in the customer's house it
sounded terrible. Not just bad - faulty! I
couldn't believe it.
Had the stylus dropped out? No. Was the
cantilever bent? No. Mystified, Iput on the

ago. Ihave to wonder about their

distortion effect aapeared. As it was just a

assessments of tweeters, especially
the super kind, not to mention high

single frequency tone signal. Iwas able to
hear some very nasty noises coming from

frequency detail. It's just athought.

various parts of the room.

Denis Fhpp, NSW Australia
'As for hearing

capacitors of afew picofarads, and
differences in LP pressings. It's not
about whether you can hear flat to

USE LEFT INPUT SOCKET

Way back in the eau 1970s, when Iwas a
Hi Fi dealer in Edir burgh, Ihad asalutary

reviewing 20 and more years

my favourite octogenarian can still
hear changes in VTA of less than
acouple of degrees, changes in

SIGNAL 1

RUSS' TOP TIPS

FINDING THE ' SITTING
ROOM CHORUS'

HFS 69 test recorc Ialways carried and found
that the system sounded fine at avery low
level but as the volume increased the gross

when you're over 18 years old, well,

105 input

[Russ Andrews
Russ Andrews pioneered research
into the effect of the mains on hi-fi
systems and now sells his awardwinning cables, filters and supports
through his company Russ Andrews
Accessories. Each month he gives
you his top hi-fi tips...

30k; it's whether or not you know
how to listen, and what to listen for.
Iget tested regularly, and Ican

Ifound that the nasty noises were coming
mostly from agas fire and achina cabinet.
We silenced the gas fire with athick blanket
(it was unlit and cold!) and then went to
work on the china cabinet. Not only were the
glass panels in the cabinet rattling, but the
cups and saucers were rattling too! We fixed
all the rattles and the sound from the system
was fine. An important lesson learned. I'd
discovered the ' sitting room chorus'.
Afew tests in other rooms proved that
this was not an isclated, one-off problem.
It was just more severe than most. Using a

still hold my own in blindfold tests,

signal generator, Ifound that most rattles

so don't look for my pasture just yet.

are caused by bass frequencies below about

But '... only to find that Ken and
Martin imply that anything costing

200Hz. Starting al 10 Hz at amoderate to

TWO- GRAND

less than around £ 7000 is to be
looked down upon'? What are you

SPEAKERS PLEASE

talking about? Iadore sub-£ 1000

I've recently returned as a
subscriber to Hi Fi News after an
absence of more than 20 years.

speakers from PMC, Quad and
Sonus faber, the delicious Tannoy
Autograph Mini is way under two

I've been an enthusiast of hi-fi
since the late 1950s when only the
technos amongst us could enjoy
hi-fi by constructing DIY amplifiers

grand, ad infinitum!
There are literally hundreds of

high listening level, Islowly increased the
frequency and found adifferent rattle at
almost every 1Hz step!
If you don't have access to asignal
generator, there is auseful sweep tone on
track 34 of Richard Black's Ultimate Stereo
Hearing and Equipment Refresher (USHER)
disc. Set your CD
player to repeat the
first 40 seconds and
listen for rattles as

fantastic, affordable speakers out
there, an overabundance of great,

the tone sweeps up
from 20Hz. I'll give you

designed by Mullard and home

affordable equipment. Denis, start

brew vented speaker enclosures

with apair of PMC DB1+ and go

fitted with asingle Goodmans

from there, stopping when you get

some practical tips for

or Wharfedale 12M driver. Our
meagre means simply did not

that unmistakeable tingle up the
spine. The only thing Imight look

silencing any rattles you

allow us to do more that dream

down upon that costs under £ 7000
would be anew car'. (
5

about those highly priced delights

hear next month.
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Hi-fi news

POSITION SUBWOOFERS...

Last month in part one of this investigation into how
to get the best from one or more subwoofers by
positioning them optimally within your room, we didn't
actually consider aroom at all. Keith Howard explains...

E

so as to push cancellation effects above its

., or the sake of simplicity last month
we actually looked at an ' infinite

operating range - and carry that forward into

corner' where an infinite floor and

this more complex environment where the

two infinite walls meet. Reflections

number of reflections increases enormously.

of the overall picture. To generate arealistic

subwoofers. in addition to the one real one.

REAL ROOMS

we would first have to expand the grid

A real room, of course, is nothing like this,

You can get afeel for just how complex

considerably, until additional virtual sources

and you won't be surprised to hear that

the situation becomes in real rooms by

are sufficiently far removed from the listener

its behaviour is more complex. A lot more

considering Figure 1, which extends the

that their contributions are negligible. And,

complex. Reflections in the other two walls

concept we have already used of room

of course, we would have to extend it to

and ceiling ( presuming arectangular room)

boundaries acting as acoustic mirrors. The

three dimensions instead of two. Now add in

complicate the boundary reinforcement issue

bold rectangle in the middle of this grid

more speakers to complete astereo or home

and, worse, add awhole new concern in the

represents the real room in plan view, in

theatre system and you can imagine that the

form of standing wave resonances, better

this case with just one speaker (the yellow

pattern begins to look like a mind- boggling

known as room modes. But our time with

ball) located within it. All the other ' rooms'

game of 3D dominoes.

the infinite corner wasn't wasted. We can

in the grid and all the other 'speakers' ( red

take the key lesson we learnt there - to keep

balls) are virtual and result from one or more

be used to explain room resonant modes and

the subwoofer close to at least two room

boundary reflections. Already this begins to

the effect these have on optimum subwodier

boundaries, usually one wall and the floor,

look daunting and yet it is only asmall part

placement, it is not an approach that's

representation of the room's behaviour

in these surfaces give rise to seven 'virtual'

WHAT
YOU'LL
NEED
• An amp with

Although this ' image-source' model can

BELOW: A sub placed in a 'virtual'
corner creates seven reflections of
itself; real rooms are more complex

RTUAL SOU ,
)Ifn MULTI'

spare line- level
outputs or aspare
set of speaker
outputs if you
want to connect

•

•

•

•

•

your sub at
speaker level. If
your amp doesn't

•

•

•

VIRTUAL SOUND
SOURCE ( REFLECTED)

offer extra speaker
outputs then it
may be possible to
connect both sub
and speakers to
the same speaker
terminals.
• Some music

•

or afilm to
play that you
know well while
experimenting

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

with positioning
your subwoofer.

I

Le

VIRTUAL SOUND
SOURCE ( REFLECTED)
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easy to understand if you are
new to this depiction of room
behaviour. So let's focus on a
more traditional explanation of
how room modes ( aka standing
waves or eigentones) occur.
When aviolinist plays an
open note, the string vibrates
at its natural frequency. This is
determined by the tension in the
string - which determines the
speed of sound within it - and
its length. Vibrations travelling
along the string are reflected

'The problem of
where to place
subs begins to
look complex
enough to
inspire despair.
But don't turn to
drink just yet'

• •

from either end, so that they

•

reinforce at aparticular frequency

••

•

(Figure 2). The resulting wave pattern is called astanding wave because
it appears to be stationary ( albeit fluctuating in amplitude) whereas
actually it is caused by successive reflections of awave travelling back

Fig 1. Two-dimensional image- source model of asingle speaker

and forth along the string. In practice anumber of standing waves are

(yellow ball) in arectangular room ( bold rectangle). Each red ball

produced, each at afrequency which is an integer (whole number)

in the rest of the grid represents avirtual loudspeaker generated

multiple of the string's fundamental ( lowest frequency) resonance. This

by one or more reflections in the walls of the room

harmonic complexity is part of what gives the violin its timbre.
Something very similar happens within aroom as aresult of sound
waves reflecting back and forth between the walls, although in this
case the situation is complicated by there being three dimensions to
consider rather than one. The simplest form of room mode is called an
axial mode and involves just two parallel walls, as shown in Figure 3.
This case is analogous to the violin string, the fundamental resonance
occurring at afrequency where the distance between the opposite
walls is equivalent to half awavelength. Like the violin string, the room
can resonate at integer multiples of this fundamental frequency, Figure

Fig 2: Standing wave in aviolin string, with the amplitude of the

3 also showing the second, third and fourth harmonics. In arectangular

vibration exaggerated for clarity

room with aflat ceiling there are three sets of axial room modes,
associated with the room's length, width and height respectively.

OFF ON A TANGENT
In addition to these axial modes there are also tangential modes which
involve two pairs of opposing surfaces and oblique modes that involve
all six surfaces in our rectangular room. As these types of mode are
much more difficult to illustrate, Iwon't even try. Instead, let's calculate
the distribution of modes within atypical listening room because the
result is psychoacoustically very important.
If we assume room dimensions of 5 x4 x3m, the modal distribution
is as shown in Figure 4, each vertical line representing one mode.
As you can see, the modes are quite sparsely distributed at low

CI.

o
Position along room dimension

frequencies, where asubwoofer operates, but become much more
densely packed at high frequencies. In fact the modes rapidly become

Fig 3: Axial standing waves between two parallel surfaces in a

so closely spaced that we can longer distinguish them by ear, unlike

room. The fundamental ( red line) corresponds to afrequency

the distinct modes at lower frequencies. So room resonances are

where the spacing of the walls is half awavelength. Also

quintessentially alow frequency phenomenon. If we can position a

illustrated are the second ( purple line), third ( blue line) and

subwoofer in such away as to suppress those modes that fall within its

fourth ( green line) harmonics

passband, then we will have gone asignificant way towards controlling
the standing wave problem.
Before we consider how to achieve this, let's clarify why distinct
room modes are audibly objectionable. Because they are aresonant
effect, room modes store energy. The corollary of this is that they take
time to build up ( as energy is fed into them) and time to decay ( as the
stored energy is released). We can see this occurring in Figure 5, which
simulates the effect of a60Hz room mode on a60Hz toneburst. The

RIGHT: Some

upper waveform is that of the toneburst alone; the lower waveform

tweaking of your

shows what happens when the effect of the room mode is added. In the

sub's crossover

latter case the amplitude increases gradually at the toneburst's onset,

and level controls

and decreases gradually when the toneburst switches off.
We can interpret this behaviour as having various effects on the
listening experience. First, on sustained low frequency notes there -0

may be necessary
as you experiment
with positioning
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will be undue emphasis of those frequencies coinciding with room
modes, giving a ' boomy' bass. Second, on shorter- lived low frequency
signals ( plucked double- bass, for instance) successive notes will
be blended together rather than clearly delineated - the classic
symptom of aponderous, slow' bass. Also, the pitch of nearby notes
can be ' pulled' into the resonance frequencies. All these effects are
undesirable, so how can they be obviated?
Take asecond look at Figure 3. First, note the fact that it differs
from Figure 2 (the violin string) in an important respect. Whereas the
standing wave in the violin string is shown as having the value zero at
its fixed ends, the room modes are depicted as having their maximum
value at the (equally fixed) walls. This is because the former diagram
depicts the amplitude of the string's motion whereas the latter shows
sound pressure - the factor that counts in the room acoustics context. If

0

100

'There is no
point in using
more than four
subwoofers,
and two are
almost as gooc.:

300

200

we place aconventional subwoofer

equency

Hz)

in aposition that coincides with

Fig 4: Modal cistribution • na5x4x3m room. each vertical

the pressure node of aroom mode

line representing aroom mode. As frequency rises, the

-where its sound pressure level is

modal packing becomes derse-

minimum ( not necessarily zero in
areal room) - then that mode will
be minimally excited. If you like,
trying to excite aroom mode from a
pressure node is like trying to open
adoor by pushing at its hinged side.
The difficulty with this apparently
simple idea is that there is no
position in aroom where all its

modes conveniently have anode. You can see this from Figure 3, and it
only considers four axial modes along one room dimension. Expand the
view to encompass all the room modes in all three dimensions and the
problem of where best to place one or more subwoofers begins to look
complex enough to inspire despair. But don't turn to drink just yet.

GOOD GUIDLINES

Fig ': SImulation of the effect of a60Hz -oarn mode or a

Harman researchers have done alot of work on optimum subwoofer

60I- ztoneburst. The top waveform shows the toneburst

placement in recent years (
www.harman.com/wp/pdf/multsubs.pdt)

alone, the bottom waveform with the resonance added

and have reached some important conclusions which act as good
front

guidelines:
1) there is no point in using more than four subwoofers, and two are

•

almost as good.
2) keeping the subwoofer(s) close two room boundaries ( one wall
and the floor) is favoured, just as we saw last month.

•

3) assuming that the listening position is toward the centre of
the room, good results will normally be achieved with the subwoofer
placements shown in Figure 5.
For best results, though, there is no substitute for hands-on
experimentation. Here's how Irecommend you go about it, assuming
that you have either one or two subwoofers and bearing in mind

rear
Fig 6: Harman's recommended placements for two or

that some tweaking of the sub's crossover and level controls may be

four subwoofers in arectangular room. The black squares

necessary as you work:

represent the subwoofers, the green square the listening area

1) choose amusic track on CD with plenty of low- bass content
and put it on repeat play. 2) beginning with the subwoofer(s) in the
corner(s) nearest the main speakers, progressively move the sub(s)

1me.

forward along the side wall or sideways along the rear
wall until the best result is achieved, remembering the
golden rule that subwoofer placement and listening
position are interrelated factors. To find the ultimate setup
for your room you have to optimise both.
What you are listening for is an even, extended
bass response with no boom and minimal hangover on
transients. With two subs, fed individually from the left
and right channels, you also need to achieve convincing

.ven,,
,etetem

NI=
MONTH

4..s.

z.7=

•
•

_

Keith Howard
presents his
digitising your

,— '
— '
, ""fie-.--:

vinyl masterclass

low frequency spaciousness, which may be compromised
if you position them too close together along the back
wall. It's aprocess that will take acouple of hours, but

ABOVE: The Harman site at www.harman.com/wp/pdf/

once it's done you'll wish you had done it alot earlier. (!)

multsubs.pdf offers research as downloadable pdfs
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MCD1000
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volume control for direct
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Advanced optomechaniœl
design means its the last CD
transport you will ever need.

MC2102
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IVIA,a75

MA6300

MDA1000
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integra:ed amplifier
with sup-et phonostage.

2x100 watts integrated
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DAC. 768 kHz Sampling
rate with 7digital inputs and
volume control.

Full product range not shown.
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6
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Happy 1st Birthday

Idon't know what to say about them as
they don't excel at anything, they excel
at everything. Never before have Iheard
transparency, speed, detail and above
all, evenness from a wooden box. I'm

9

Joe Silva, Hong Kong

speechless.

1/

David Hardie, Glasgow
It's not easy to choose speakers. When a
brand-loyal HIFI enthusiast suggested I
buy the Art Emotion's above anything
else, I
just knew Iwas onto something
special. Truly a revelation!

" Isuppose the name sums them up
"Emotion". These ART's touch your soul in
a way Ihaven't heard before. 9
Nigel Ball, Leicester

99

Peter Ruler, Kent
6
6

It's very hard to put into words what these

The best money Ihave ever spert on
anything!

1/

Gary Lees, Fife

can do. Lots of times you gel guys like us
waxing lyrical about their ratesl purchase,
but these have shattered my beliefs in o
way I
didn't think possible. Trying to put
into words what these speakers make the
music sound like, is nigh on impossible. "

" These speakers opened another dimension
to my musical enjoyment and will be a
lasting component in my system. 9 9
Bernd Kugow, Cheshire

Paul Bird, Paisley

usic as it is
tel/fax + 44 (
0)129

6

contact@loudspeaker-art.com

www.loudspeaker-art.com
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Hi-fi news

S

lthough it's not apparent
when you look at
the names on these

components, there is alink
between them. That link is DNM,

systems
BUDGET £ 10,000

If you're into hi-fi as an end in itself then chances are
you're going to hate this month's set-up. But if music is
your passion then this Resolution/Reson system is the
one to hear at the price. Jason Kennedy explains...

the idiosyncratic amplifier company
run by designer Denis Morecroft,
the man who put star- earthing and
single- core cable on the map and
who is one of the most creative
thinkers in the industry.
Look inside the Resolution Audio
CD player and amplifier and you
will see what could be dubbed
DNM DNA - circuitry designed by
Dennis. In fact, the Resolution 530
power amp is ahybrid of two DNM
products, the PA3 and the PA3S
power amps. The loudspeaker on
the other hand is not astandard
3rd Rethm but aReson-badged
variant. Reson is the Swiss- based

Resolution Audio Opus 21 CD player/pre-amp £2995
A two- box CD player with both transport and DAC housed in one enclosure leaving the
power supply in the second, the Opus 21 has an onboard digital input and avolume
controlled output. Outputs come in three flavours: RCA phono, XLR and DIN with only
the latter offering afixed output

esolution Audio S30
flower amp £2150

A

Power amp that becomes ' integrated'
combined with the Opus 21 controlling volume. The 530 claims 35 watt each side and
will accept three analogue inputs via RCA
phono and XLR sockets, plus adirect
connection to the Opus 21
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company that used to
manufacture DNM
pre- amplifiers and which

as well as one of the most

in appearance and, possibly as

model of four and arelatively

eccentric tonal balances in
the game thanks to avery

aresult, rather more even in
tonal balance.

compact unit compared to
the extremely deep 2nd.

now distributes the brand
internationally. So this Rethm
is internally wired with DNM

unconventional choice of
drive units. Standard Rethm
speakers come equipped with

REMARKABLE
SENSITIVITY

It is constructed using
plastic tube, fibreglass and
athick laminated wood

cable, has the company's tiny

Lowther drive units of the

The primary reason for

connector sockets and carries
aReson-selected drive unit.

sort favoured by horn speaker
builders; highly efficient ' full

selecting either of these
drivers is their remarkable

range' units with paper horns

sensitivity. In the context

through the 0- shaped
opening formed at the base

built in for higher frequencies.
Reson decided to take an

of this transmission- line
enclosure the Supravox

for adistinctly funky looking

alternative approach and
selected the Supravox full-

promises 99dB for 1watt put
into it. Which means you don't
need many watts at all. Even a

REHDEKO LINK
DNM used to be coupled
with another distinctive
loudspeaker company,
Rehdeko, which sadly went
to the grave with its creator.
Rethm has stepped in as
its successor. Rehdekos
were renowned for their
tremendous speed and timing

range drive unit from France,
a 145mm-wide paper- coned
affair with very stiff suspension
and an Alnico magnet. It's
therefore not unlike aLowther
but rather more conventional

single-figure output SET valve
amp would move some air
with sensitivity like this.
Rethm uses tubes to form
atransmission- line across its
small but distinctive range.
The 3rd is the penultimate

top and bottom. The ninefoot transmission- line vents

of the big tube. This makes
loudspeaker that reminds one
of Canon's brief foray into
omnipolar loudspeakers. It's
also pleasing to find aspeaker
that isn't box shaped; curves
are so much more attractive
than flat panels and they are
intrinsically stronger.
The Resolution Audio Opus
21 CD player (
HFN, July'04) -0

Reson 3rd Rethm speakers £1500
Transmission- line design with an Alnico magnet- powered
Supravox single driver in paper. The Rethm speakers are
designed in Los Angeles and built in Kerala, India using
laminated wood, PVC and fibreglass. This drive unit is specific
to the Reson model, which has internal wiring from DNM and
also uses that brand's 2mm terminals

You can hear
right into the
heart of each
song than_<s to
the way the tonal
balance here
focuses on the
emotional core
of the music'

Reson Audio UK,
PO BOX 7665,
Brentwood, Essex
CM14 4TVV.
TEL: + 44 ( 0)1277
227355
WEB: www.
resolutionaudio.com
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is cleverly split into two boxes, not
atransport and DAC but aplayer
and power supply/display, which
seems like afar more sensible way
of doing things. It has unusual
features like adigital input and
three sets of outputs, two of which
are volume controlled so the Opus
21 can be used directly into a
power amp.
When you add the S30 power
amp it too derives its power supply
from asecond transformer in the
21's display box and thus follows
the DNM ethos of fully separating
signal from power.
Another neat trick that cuts
down on cables and enhances
integration is adirect connection
between player and power amp
that goes between the base of the
former and the top of the latter. All
this power sharing also means that
only one mains lead is necessary for
what is asource, pre- and power
amp, which combined with its
compact dimensions makes for a
truly domesticated system.
LED ZEP OVERDRIVE
Resolution has recently finished a
new element for its ' mini' system
called Opus 21 XS ( extra sources),
This adds digital inputs including
LJSB, an RDS FM/AM tuner and
m-rnirn-c phono stage to the roster.
You wouldn't expect aspeaker
like the Rethm to sound any
less different than it looks and

'These are some of the most
cynamic and timely components
near their price point. They may
not be shiny and heavy but in
many respects they can whoop
expensive, flashy kit with ease'

it doesn't disappoint. For astart
it's amidrange specialist; it does
bass and treble but it's not about
bandwidth, nor is it too fussy about
flatness of response - though
this is pretty well always the
case with single- driver designs.
What you get instead is righteous
communication, coherence and
real immediacy.
This system can literally catch
you unawares when atrack kicks
off with gusto or abig transient

comes from the source and amp.

ABOVE: With

comes along, such as the moment
when bass and drums launch the
rhythmic assault that takes Led

The crossover- less speaker helps
alot, but put another speaker
in its place and you still get a

its shared ' DNA'
the Resolution/
Reson system

Zeppelin's ' Over The Hills And Far

tremendous degree of coherence

makes for a

Away' into overdrive. There's a

and resolution from the aptly

sound that's

'Visions of Johanna' Iwas

genuine vivacity to the sound of

named Resolution Audio elements.

immediate and

captivated by the song's beauty.

this live recording and it's not hard

can whoop expensive, flashy kit
with ease thanks to animbleness
that leaves very little trace of the
mechanical or electrical on music.
When Ifirst heard Dylan's

coherent and

Since then, recreating that

to hear why this band had such a

IN STYLE

will always take

big influence and appeal.

The player and amp have been
rightly praised by Martin Colloms

you to the heart

experience has been rare but this
system did it again in powerful,

of the music

soul-searching fashion.

This system is not just about
energy - it's also about resolve,
you can hear right into the heart

in the past but it does no harm to
reinforce the message that these

of each song thanks to the way

are some of the most dynamic and

the tonal balance focuses on the
emotional core of the music. At
least half of this transparency

timely components near their price
point. They may not be shiny and
heavy but in many respects they
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If you are into hi-fi this isn't the
system for you; if however you are
man enough to admit that the
music is what it's all about, this
left-field system has the power to
cut to the chase in style. (!)
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www glasgowaucito corn

Acton Gate Audio
wvvw.acton-gate.com

Weymouth Hi -Fi
www.weyrnouthhifi.co.uk

Lyngdorf Audio

Room Correction
Semi- Digital Amplifiers
True Digital Amplifiers
Digital Speakers

TDA2200 Integrated True Digital Amplifier incorporating

t: 0870 9 100 100
w: www.lyngdorfaudio.co.uk

ct

TM

correction engine

Lyngdorf Audio UK distribute the ground- breaking Lyngdorf digital systems, ExactPower
conditioners, Stillpoints resonance dampers and AudioDeskSysteme CD enhancers

Ancelsound Audio

specialist hi-fi

It I

Channel Island

Modwright

What's special

•

Small footprint huge performance.
Ingenious design
and performance to
match!

-netià
Beautiful furniture
that reproduces
music as well as
the finest speakers
available.

special:
Acoustic Zen Adagio.
Striking ybeautiful cabinets
hide afeat of engineering.
Adagio ,Droduces asound
that verges on the incredible.
Lovec by reviewers and
customers alike!

Cain & Cain

Acoustic Zen

What's

Angelsound offers a bespoke personal service that is

-

01

01923 352 479

individual ytailored to yoLr living space and just as

info@angelsoundaudio.co.uk

important y- to yot...

www.angelsoundaudio.co.uk

To find out more co ntact us.

vit our web site for second hand listing

Ap

Acoustic Arts has moved to a
residential demonstration facility.
Now you can park, relax and

Lcoustic
rts

Independent audio consultants

•

enjoy your demostration.
You will now need to book demostrations in
advance. Please phone for further information.
Custom installation work for Acoustic Arts
will now be carried out by Scott Audio Visual

SCOTT
a LA
<Di
visual

•
e>
FOCAL

densen b200

focal electra 1007be

Demonsatration require advanced booking tuesday-saturday 10:00 AM to 5:30 PM t.01582.485.316

martin logan summit
mail@acousticarts.co.uk www.acousticarts.co.uk

audio reseach . audioquest . aloia b&w . beyer. blueroom clearaudio . copland . densen . focal jm-labs
grado . ha -man kardon . hutter . kef. koetsu krell . martin logan . miche I . ortofon . project . qed
quadraspire. roksan . rotel . sonneteer. sonus faber . theta . transparent audio . vibe . velodyne . wilson audio
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test appeared

A player that has poise, subtle control, and musical insight by the
bucketload, with treble cleanliness and texture that transcends its
price point. There's really nothing to criticise and much to praise.

18/20
TESTED
JUNE06

£1400

Well balanced, smooth and always dependable the CD36 delivers a
sound with plenty of detail in an unfussy way. Well crafted and very
neutral-sounding. A very fine player for the money.

17/20
TESTED
JULY06

MUSICAL FIDELITY
A5 CD
£1500

The A5 is afine piece of equipment and CD replay has rarely sounded
this good. Combines detail, transparency and superb stereo imagery,
depth and dynamics without sounding unnaturally harsh or edgy.

17/20
TESTED
JAN05

LYNGDORF CD-1

This player ups the ante for sub-E2k players. Not only is it beautifully
built it's highly adaptable, practical and functional but this is agreat
sounding machine, making this debut player asensation.

18/20
TESTED '
IVIAR06

A very good SACD player but is only two-channel so won't produce
multi-channel from SACD. As aCD player produces avery detailed
sound and ( on Filter 3setting) can be smooth, cohesive and satisfying.

17/20
TESTED
JULY06

Soundwise this player manages to combine neutrality with authority
and grip, with abass that is powerful and weighty yet always in
proportion. A much acclaimed player that can rest on its laurels!

19/20
TESTED
JULY06

CREEK DESTINY
£1200

ARCAM CD36

WELCOME TO
THE HOT LIST
For 50 years Hi Fi News has been
testing the best quality hi-fi
equipment in the world.
THE HOT LIST is our regularly updated

£ / 545

list of what we think are the best
hi-fi components currently available

MARANTZ SA-11S1

as tested by our team of audio

£2000

experts. You can read our verdicts
and scores to help you to make your

MERIDIAN GO8

buying decisions. We've also added

£2250

in a few favourites from the past
that are still worth considering. We

Nairn has succeeded
in generaüng atruly
international audiophile
reference player with an
enduringly satisfying inner
core. A tour de force; it raises
the quality of reproduction
from Red Book CD to a
level that was thought

NAIM CD555
£14,295

strongly recommend all components
are auditioned before you buy so
that you're happy with the sound a
product delivers.

BUYING CD PLAYERS
CD players come in one- box
or two- box arrangements. The

Buy tests
online
www.hifinews.co.uk

two- box set-ups separate the
CD transport from the Digital-

unobtainablle adecade ago.

to-Analogue Converter ( DAC).

15/0 ILS LL)

Separating the transport from the

MINIPtlitoUU

DAC means there is less chance of
interference between disc drive and
sensitive D-to- A converter stages.
One- box players are often the better

NAIM CDX2
£2925

Naim's CDX2 does exactly what Naim would claim for it, with the
brand's usual virtues of pace, rhythm and musical cohesion well to the
fore. It simply has to be recommended.

17/20
TESTED
JULY06

EMM LABS CDSD/
DAC6E
£55001£8000

The CDSD transport and DAC6e deliver state-of-the-art performance
on CD and preconception-shattering results with SACD. Revel in the
pinnacle of early 21st century sonic achievement.

19/20
TESTED
DECO5

DOE VERDI!
PURCELL/ELGAR
£24,500

Unashamedly astereo product or for stereo SACD the dCS Verdi and
Elgar combined to make music of class- leading calibre. There are more
expensive digital components but this combination trumps them all.

19/20
TESTED
SEPT02

solution if you have a fairly tight
budget. CD players play audio- only
discs but many are now also capable
of playing the Super Audio CD ( SACD)
format, which offers higher resolution
than CD with greater bandwidth and
improved dynamic range. However, in
many cases the SACD playback won't
be available in multi-channel format.

ALPHA e
A super
sounding player
of the Red Book
disc. Deserves
to be heard.
TESTED
SEPT98

MARANTZ
CD12/DA12
Only available
secondhand
but agem of
j. a player that's
worth finding.
TESTED
MARCH96

b

MERIDIAN
506/508
Still afine
integrated CD
player that
majors on
transparency.
TESTED
JULY94
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Adding sub- woofers to
systems brings amazing
improvements - in the
critical mid- range as
well as the bass.

(Me way to p

Model 10

Is

sour

room
Mod

A

clean?

lot of people say to us they

don't need or even like deep bass,
so why have a subwoofer?
"Why do Iwant a sub when the
music Iplay has little bass in it?"
Or even worse: "All the subwoofers I've heard add more boom
than bass!

So what's the point?!"

CONTROLLING THE ROOM

Model 30/2

point.

is the

But like absolutely everything

in audio, it depends how you do it.
4e.

Recordings contain frequencies —
harmonics of the fundamental note
— that extend above and below our
normal hearing range.
reproduce the DEEP

If you don't

HARMONICS

cleanly, music in the audible range
loses presence, ambience and pace.
If we demonstrate with subwoofers
Series M2

in the system then turn them off
the instant reaction is, "Oh, it's gone

fiat!

It's lost interest and space."

Very low frequencies easily excite
rooms to boom, creating unreal
excess bass that kills the rhythm
and slows the pace.
the sub to

Se ries

Now you use

CANCEL EXCESS BASS!

That means " smart" subs from

300

Audio Physic — Luna and Minos — or
Velodyne that can be

TO THE ROOM,

MATCHED

eliminating boom

to give a seamless, clean sound, top
to bottom.

Free, extended bass is

revealed plus greater richness and
ambience in the mid- range.
Customers say we make some of the BEST

Series IV

SOUNDS in our studio that they have ever
heard, so you know we can do the same in
your home.

Our advice will take account

of your best items and guide you where

The
Right
Note
„,,„
III

7

e

BATH

change is needed, in affordable stages.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES,enjoy
music along the way and save money in the
long run,

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

Series V

01225 874728
or lo-cali

0845 230 7570

CD:
ACCUSTIC ARTS. AUDIO SYNTHESIS. BEL CANTO. dCS (
ELGAR. DELIUS, PURCELL, VERDI,
VERONA. P81), STELLO, W ADI& VINYL:
AVID. BASIS. CLEARAUDIO, DNM,GRAHAM, THE
GROOVE. LEHMANN. MICHELL. ORIGIN LIVE, SUMIICO BLUE POINT SPECIAL TRANSFIGURATION.
T UNERS: MAGNUM DYNALAB. AMPLI
FI
ERS:BEL CANTO. CAT DK DESIGN, DNM,
Ask for details of this suoErh rang
SME LTD • STEYNING •

GAMUT. HOVLAND, S
ONNETEER. STELLO. LO UDS PEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, DALI. ETHOS.
•USSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND

tel: + 44 ( 0)1903 E143 '1

• fax: + 44 ( 0)1903 814269

e-nail: s les@sme.ltd.uk
or vs tour

ebsite www.sme.ltd.uk

NEAT TOTEM. CABLES:ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM ,
NORDOST. VERTD( AQ ETC.
M AINS Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS:
ARCICI, S
TANDS UNI QUE VERTEX AQ
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test appeared

THE VINYL
COMEBACK
Recent market indications are that

PRO-JECT
DEBUT Ill

Easy to set up and with agreat maturity in size and presentation
of sound. Excellent value for money in both build quality and
performance. Good tonearm offers potential for better cartridges.

17/20
TESTED
JULY05

CLEARAJDIO
EMOTION
,

An extremely likeable and user-friendly deck with an exemplary
standard of build and finish that promises longevity and an
unmistakable whiff of class in its sound. A definite to audition.

18/20
TESTED
SEPT05

FUNK FIRM
FUNK V

Whatever your reaction to the looks here - it'll be love/hate- you will
find the sublime sound quality enchanting. However seemingly absurd
the ingredients... It works like adream. It's fun. It's affordable. It's
musical. As apackage it can't be faulted. We can't resist. It's afunking
bargain.

17/20
TESTED
NOV05

ROKSAN RADIUS 5

Has listen-all- day character that played music guilelessly - it showed
real dynamic contrast, believable timbral colouring, naturally-sounding
frequency response and intrinsic musicality. A must- buy bargain.

18/20
TESTED
NOV03

PRO-JECT 9.1
t / 000

Aturntable that made music sound vibrant and very enjoyable. It was
quite honest in its presentation of texture, shape and colour in sound.
The 9cc arm sounded better with m- ccartridges than with m- m types.

17/20
TESTED
JULY06

playing music on vinyl is making a
comeback with smaller independent
labels releasing music on vinyl and
the emergence of Di culture. So, with
more vinyl becoming available there
may not be a better time to look at
buying a quality turntable...

BUYING TURNTABLES
There are several things to

The Diva is an excellent
turntable; one that meets its
design brief perfectly. Avery
well made product that's
easy to use and involving and

AVID DIVA
£1100

consider when buying a turntable
- price, cartridge, tonearm, mat
and accompanying phono stage.
Pricewise there are some perfectly

rewarding to listen to. Good
enough for very discerning

good turntables for little over
£100. There are two main types
of cartridge - moving magnet

users and can take two arms.

(m- m) and moving coil ( m- c).
Generally m- c types perform

18/20 TESTED FEBO ,

better but require better quality
amplification than
m- ms. Turntables may be supplied
with their own tonearms but for
those who are connoisseurs of vinyl
reproduction a change of tonearm

ROMAN
XERXES.20

can sometimes have a significant

£1750

impact upon sound reproduction.
Similarly a well selected mat can

MICHELL ORBE
L2- 1±Ï9

deliver improved performance.
A phono stage is required to amplify
and equalise the cartridge's output.
Although phono stages can be found

SME MODEL 10
f2043

in some integrated amps and
pre- amps our advice would be to
audition to find the appropriate

ORACLE DELPHI V
£3180

Power, authority and greater drive ensure the . 20 is areal step up on
the model 10 it replaces. Sounds very secure and positive, apeing the
qualities of good CD replay without the shortcomings

17/20
TESTED
AUGO5

This model remains one of the best 'affordable' high-end record decks
on the market. In aclass populated with admirable competition the
Michell Orbe retains its position as arecord- playing reference product.

18/20
TESTED
JANO5

The SME 10 lets you hear the music and nothing else. It's pure SME
-the sound exhibits grip, precision, fine detail, consistency. The
turntable is polite, well-bred, and refined.

18/20
TESTED
DEC99

Over 25 years on from its original release the Oracle Delphi is still
more than capable of eliciting gasps of admiration. Sonically updated
to retain its position as one of the world's reference turntables.

18/20
TESTED
JULY04

phono stage for your system.

MICHELL
CYRODEC
A very fine
turntable that
has quality in
design and
sound.
TESTED
JUNE82

PINK TRIANGLE
PT TOO
Martin
Colloms liked
it so much he
bought one.
Enough said.
TESTED
APRIL87

Not

LINN LP12
Linn's design
became the
blueprint for
suspended
subchassis
turntables.
TESTED
NOV87

vvww.hifinevvs.co.uk
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MUM SON
DU HOW. CNEMA

[a] Master Disk Turntable [ b] 912 Professional Pre- amp [ c] Primary Drive Speaker System [ d] acute Valve CD Player
"Ithink you're probably
ahead of me when
it comes to my first
conclusion, namely,
that the system is now
so eerily quiet that the
listening experience takes
on an entirely different
contour. "

" It is an extraordinary
turntable in many
ways, from the
innovation of its
design to the gripping
clarity of its sound. "
Jason Kennedy HFC Feb 06
Master Disk Turntable Review

Harry Pearson, The Absolute Sound
Master Disk Turntable Review

el* PenetivicA.evi,

EAR/Yoshino • Coombe Grove Farm • Ermine Way • Arrington • South Cambridge • SG8 OAL
Tel: 01223 208877 • Fax: 01223 208761 • www.ear-yoshino.com
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The Missing link
Anatek Acoustics Ltd
.111111111111111

MB50 ( Monoblocks)
The level of their performance will astound any
music connoisseur. Our fully patented circuit
enables us to run in Class A but without the
usual heat penalties incurred. 50 watts per
channel - 8
ohms. Input
sensitivity
750 mv.

'Binary Star' Cryo Digital

Cryo Reference Analogue

CM 0.5 (
Preamplifier)
A fully remote controlled preamplifier. The source
selection has a hermetically sealed read' relay
offering amuch better contact resistance. Its
features include 6 inputs, 2are fitted with WBT
nextgen connectors and 4with standard WBT
RCA connectors.

Power Cables- Distribution 8z

Cryo AV-HDM1 Cables

Mains Conditioning
Ue also hate
an Excellent Range
of DIY Products
& Kits

Tel: +44 (0) 1903 524602
Fax: +44 ( 0) 1903 524603
Technology Centre, Easting Close, Worthing,
West Sussex BN14 8HID
www anatekacoustics.co.uk
_ salesaanatekacoustics co.uk
(Optional Black or Silver finish)

0
FtTfDetails of Our Full Range of Audio Cables o
c
Please See Our Website or Phone
01623 844478 or 07967 859333
...7....... ....e.
.M..r.
ree es.
wwvv.the-missing-link.net
relsa iiem
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At just £ 500 the Audiolab 8000S is apretty good buy, and it certainly
won't disappoint anyone who's acquainted with the 'old' Audiolab
models. A clever and good-value package.

17/20
TESTED

This amplifier has the 'get up and go' quality that many enthusiasts
won't want to live without. If you are expecting the much-vaunted
Naim virtue of rhythmic drive you won't be disappointed.

18/20
TESTED
JUNE06

STEREO 40
£900

Avalve amp that has all the timing, imaging and textural qualities
along with enough power to make it capable of competing with
modern solid-state amps in the range of speakers it can drive.

18120
TESTED
FE804

MUSIC FIRST
AUDIO PASSIVE
MAGNETIC 11498

Across arange of volumes it always delivered without restraint. The
Music First has the finest balance of virtues of almost any pre-amp
we've heard. Can stand alongside some units three times the price.

18/20
TESTED
CM:PD4

LEEMA ACOUSTICS
TUCANA £2995

Power to spare from this superbly- built 180W integrated, with
sophisticated micro control that doesn't get in the way of music. Can
be augmented with Hydra amp for bi-amping or multichannel.

17/20
TESTED
SEPT06

GRAAF GM506
£3950

During our spell with the GRAAF some seasoned listeners heard it and
were gobsmacked. The GRAAF really scores, related to its price, with
the sense of power it imparts for a50 watter and the scale produced.

18/20
TESTED
AUGO6

AUDIOLAB 8000S
£500

NAIM NAIT 5i

WARMING UP
AMPLIFIERS

£725

ICON AUDIO

The key to getting maximum
performance out of most amplifiers
(and many other audio electronics)
is getting them warmed up. If you
can't keep them on permanently we
suggest putting them on at least half
an hour before listening.

BUYING AMPLIFIERS
There are three main forms of
amplifier - pre, power and integrated
(which combine the pre and power

Right from the start the

CLASSE CAP-2100
£3950

sections in one box). Amps are

Classé gave the impression

required to take the signal from

of being abig, totally

the source ( CD player, turntable, or

competent all-rounder,

universal player) and correct any

equal to arything you could

defects with it ( pre- amp stage), then

throw at it Neutral balance

convert it into one that is powerful

CI ASSt

enough to drive a loudspeaker
(power amp stage).

which can now deliver almost

but with enough warmth to
avoid aclinical sound. Also,

Buy tests
online

In recent years we have seen
the rise of the digital amp

JUNE06

the touch screen control
impressed. Gold Award!

www.lutinews.co.uk

19/20 IL- - _

as good results as analogue

AUGO6

amplifiers.
Stereo amps can be used as part

MUSICAL FIDELITY

of a home cinema set-up but it's

KVV500
ic

important to remember that you

A neutral- sounding, high-powered amp that manages to offer ahigh
degree of transparency with no loss of musicality. It's powerful, yet
never forceful, and sound from LP was stunning.

18/20
TESTED
OCTO4

won't get surround sound or the
centre channels from this.

CHAPTER

There is still a great love for valve ( or

COUPLET
£5750

This power amp offers incredible dynamics and profound LF grip to die
for. Performance was quite staggering in important areas of no- noise.
low distortion and jaw-dropping power delivery. A must-hear.

18/20
TESTED

CONRAD
JOHNSON LP7OS
£7000

Clearly gets into the audiophile class and further with its pleasantly
balanced, easy-on-the- ear midrange timbres. Better suited to classical
than rock this classic-style thermionic amp deserves ahearing.

18/20
TESTED
AUC,06

tube) amplifiers that are noted for
delivering a warm reproduction of
sound. The more modern transistor
based amps are better used for music

OCTO5

that's played loud. Again, do audition
before your final purchase!

NAIM NAP 25
Probably
Naim's most
famous power
amp ever
has been oft
updated, now
with NAP 500
technology.

E

AUDIO
RESEARCH
LS25
A pre-amp of
great quality
and relatively
affordable.

TESTED
DEC98

1111111111111111111111111K

SUGDEN A21a
At its time of
release this
Class A design
was the best
kept secret in
British hi-fi'.

---oareeriadie"

SUGDEN

TESTED
JULY 98

OCTOBER 2006 Iwww.hifinews.co.uk
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astintrew
audio analogue
audio research
bauer audid
copland
crystal cabe
dps turntables
dream vision
ecs
focal
grado
harmonic
hyperion
isotek
jadis
koetsu
krell
lavardin
leema acoustics
marantz
martin log=
martensen

lordost
opera
pathos
prima luna
qed
resolution audio
roksan
shanling
sonus Faber
stands unique
stax
sterlinc broadcast
stratto; furniture
sugden
sunfire
theta
transparent
unison research
wadia
wilson audio
yter
& many more...

demonstrations by appointment
new & used high-end audio
informative web site
sales@guildfordaudio.co.uk
www.guildfordaud o.co.uk

;

01483 537 577

GuildfwElho

Heatherdate
eaudio limited
• Mark Levinson
• Esoteric
• Cello
• Ayre Acoustics
• Audio Note
• Thiel
• Tannoy Prestige
• Revel
• Stax
• Elchmann Technollogy
• Lyra
• S.M.E.
• Audio Tekne
• My Sonic
• VPI
• Bolzano Vinetri Speakers

0% Finance
available for
up to 3 years
TANNOY WESTMINSTER ROYAL HE

d

ie

www.hifi-stereo.corn
heatherdale@hifi-stereo.corn

On selected items. Subject to status.
Conditions apply.

Fleatherdale
eaudio limited

202 Findon Road
Worthing
West Sussex
BN14 OEJ

Tel. 01903 872288
Fax. 01903 872234 Evenings• 07860 660001
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THE RISE OF
UNIVERSAL
Over the past half dozen years or so
the rise of the multi- format universal
players has given consumers the
option to go for a visual and audio

NAD TE 33

The NAD T533 is avery affordable and flexible DVD player with afull
5.1 channel analogue output for both Dolby Digital and DVD-A media.
The T533 makes exceedingly good sounds. Picture quality acceptable

16/20
TESTED
AUGO5

YAMAHA
DVD-52500
f600

The DVD-52500 is amulti-channel audio player first and avehicle for
movies second. Its audio performance racked up afive-star report
from the lab and also scored well with our blind listening panel.

18/20
TESTED
NOV05

PIONEER
DV-989AVi
£800

Pioneer's DV-989AVi is aclassy-sounding player that has an
invigorating spirit that ensures its music is free-flowing, engaging and
entertaining without being harsh. Purpose built to head an HT system.

18/20
TESTED
MAY06

ARCAM DV29
£1600

Dubious features are abandoned here in favour of purist engineering
that benefits both video and audio quality. The Arcam DV29 is a
desirable alternative to its gadget- strewn competition.

solution in one box. Hi Fi News has
reviewed many of these and has
selected the top ten that combine

test appeared

18/20
TESTED
MARCH05

great video and audio performance.

BUYING UNIVERSAL PLAYERS

play the SACD, DVD-Audio
(DVD-A), CD, and DVD-Video
formats. You need to examine

suited more to blockbuster

•

Many of the latest universal
player releases are set up to

The voicing of the DV9600 is

MARAIVTZ DV9600
£1500

movies but its big and
cohesive soundstaging is

Buy tests
online

more than a match for most

werer.hifInews.co. u

000

exactly what formats you have

0

your music on to see which
player might be best suited for

St-t

..L AIIIIItj
C
warn. owe 110

mid-pricec AV receivers. The
first ever 1080p- capable DVD
player. Truly universal!

C

17/20 TESTED APRIL06

your needs.
Using the analogue audio outputs
NAIM DVD5
£2350

Combined with the AV2 processor the DVDS makes astunning front
end to ahome video and music system. Capable of playing DVD-A
discs, as well as DTS and Dolby Digital film soundtracks.

17/20
TESTED
JULY05

DENON DVDA1XVA £2700

One year on and Denon retains the head start it earned with the
launch of the DVD-A1VX in 2005. For existing owners the 1080p
upgrade is mandatory, future- proofing amodern day classic far years.

19/20
TESTED
JUNE06

THETA COMPU
£4482

The Compli offers afine picture performance and it delivers smooth,
audiophile sound on all formats. If you don't want to restrict digital
playback to CD it's one of the best ambassadors for new formats.

18/20
TESTED
APRILOS

system, extra speakers and amps are

CLASSE CDP-330

needed for multi- channel playback.

£4995

Once the player is simmering its sound is warm and richly flavoured,
infused with amusical colour. Picture quality is within agnat's whisker
of of the very best available. Adistinctly classy option.

18/20
TESTED
JULY06

ESOTERIC UX-1
£9995

Delivers stunning imagery from its DVI-D connection and for sound
this player sweeps all other universals before it with abreathtaking
combination of power, transparency and detail. Spectacular sound.

18/20
TESTED
JANO6

on the rear panels of universal
players will deliver the best quality
sound for CD, DVD-A and SACD whist
coaxial digital outputs should be
used for Dolby Digital and DTS audio
bitstreams.
VVhile surround sound music and
soundtracks can be downmixed to
two channels for playing on a hi-fi

The new generation of universal
players is beginning to offer the
higher 1080p picture resolution
so you need to decide what you'd
like your system to be composed of
before parting with your cash.

Old favourites

UNIVERSAL PLAYERS
DVD-1910
Great for the
front end of
avery high
quality home
cinema.
TESTED
FEB05

DENON
DVD All
Avery
pleasant, but
not inspired,
sounding
machine.
TESTED
FEB04

re£

rue

mecee
0°

24hours
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consumer & trade

ec

whether you are aHi Fi Dealer, Distributor, Manufacturer or

Magazine, the pressblog site can help you tell the whole world
about you, your products and services. ' 9

pres blognet
p
t: 0560 075 9412 / 01273 677773
@: contact@pressblog.net w: www.pressblog.net
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USHER S-520
£265 (PAIR)

Super compact speaker, tight and tuneful with good stereo staging.
It can slot into budget or high-end systems without embarrassment,
either sonically or aesthetically. Must- listen at under f300

16/20
TESTED
AUGO6

PMC DB1+

A SQUESTION
OF SIZE

£625 (PAIR)

An unburstable transmission-line standmounter with aroom-filling
sound that belies its compact size. Superb midband with warm rich
vocals but no shortage of snap. A class winner at the price.

17/20
TESTED
NOVO4

STIRLING
LS3/ 5A V2

Loudspeakers are small and large or

£890 (PAIR)

An LS3/5A surrogate that even apurist could not fail to admire the V2
also boasts greater bass extension and power handling. This is one BBC
wannabe that you have to hear. It's very, very special.

18/20
TESTED
SEPT05

more accurately bookshelvers ( small)
or floorstanders ( larger). Choice of
either may simply come down to

17/20
TESTED
MARCH06

£899 (PAIR)

Overall the Ikon 6 produced inviting musical sound with good stereo
imagery that on most recordings can draw you in and keep you
listening. Simply agreat, musical all-rounder.

TANNOY
AUTOGRAPH MINI

Exquisite replica of aTannoy classic this model offers an abundance of
treble energy and is fast and crisp. A no-brainer for people who want
LS3/5As but need loudness too. Can be fussy with source used.

DALI IKON 6

your room size. Speakers that can
work well close to walls are better in
smaller rooms whilst those that have
efficient, easy- to- drive designs can fill
a larger room better.

£1250 (PAIR)

17/20
TESTED
MAY06

A milestone in high-end,

WILSON DUETTE
£8900 (PAIR)

small- box speaker design. The

BUYING LOUDSPEAKERS

fact that it's painless in every

Aside from reading tests in Hi Fi

way will win it legions of fans:

News the real proof of the

it's neither power-hungry nor

pudding is in the listening

room fussy, it delivers the

experience. We advise you to
narrow down the possibles

sort of performance you'd

and ask for auditions at your

expect of amuch larger

local hi-fi dealer or go to a hi-fi

speaker. The best way to fill a

show for a listen to all kinds of

room under 25x15ft.

brands under one roof.

19/20 TES-i

Choosing your speakers can be

,J6

quite subjective and often it's best
to ' blind' listen if you can so that

Incredibly musical and effortless these are capable of presenting music
on asoundstage scale which has until now been off-limits to any nonelectrostatic speaker below E10k. Strongly recommended.

18/20
TESTED
JULY06

The Vantage is simply delightful. It positively sparkles with dear
and fast treble, anatural midband and impressively controlled bass.
Gorgeous looks and asmall footprint with the ability to go very loud.

18/20
TESTED
JUNE06

B&W 802 D
£8000 (PAIR)

Arguably the best balance of price/performance in the catalogue, with
sound up amongst the very best. Taut bass is more tuneful than ever,
with transparent midrange and silky diamond treble above. Incredible
value.

20/20
TESTED
SEPT06

make a multi-- channel set-up but a

VIVID K1

good tip is to make sure you stick

£10,750 (
PAIR)

Music takes on an effortless quality, micro and macro dynamics
preserved, all underpinned by asublimely agile bass. Sounds as good
as it looks. Very highly recommended. A masterstroke.

18/20
TESTED
DECO5

purchases are made more on sound

HYPERION
HPS-938

quality rather than aesthetics.

£3750 (PAIR)

Other options to consider apart from
the more conventional ' box- style'
speaker designs are panel speakers
such as electrostatics and ribbons,
and horn speakers which use drive
units in cabinets that can greatly

MARTINLOGAN
VANTAGE
£3998 (PAIR)

improve efficiency.
Stereo speakers can be added to to

with the same brand to ensure a
much more uniform surround sound.

Old favourites

LOUDSPEAKERS
A loudspeaker
legend still
talked about in
hushed tones
even today. A
British classic.
TESTED
MARCH72

ROGERS
LS3/5A
Broadcast
monitor that
remains a
sought after
design today.
TESTED
JUNE75

QUAD ESL 57
Quad's first
electrostatic.
A classic that
is ' an excellent
domestic
speaker'.
TESTED
NOV57

OCTOBER 2006

www.hifinews.co.uk
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PINEWOOD
MUSIC
WATT- PUPPY SYSTEM

8

Is there a more famous name in high end
speakers on the planet? We think not - and
Pinewood
Music has
been
with
every
generation
of
this
wonderful
musical
instrument. No gimmicks, no cashing- in on
the
latest
techno-buzzwords,
just
the
seamless
integration
of materials
and
components that do the very best job of
making music as it should be heard.

KRELL EVOLUTION 202
NEW AND JUST IN: The only preamplifier this
beauty plays second fiddle to is its four- chassis big
brother the mighty Evolution Two, which we also
have. Preamplifiers are vitally important, yet often
overlooked in favour of juicy power amps. But the
fact is that once a signal loses its integrity, no
power amplifier can right that wrong. With the 202,
there is no wrong to be righted.

MARTIN LOGAN VANTAGE
This has to be the best value electrostatic available.
Works virtually anywhere, and with an onboard
powered woofer doesn't want or need massive
horsepower. It's slim, it's elegant and it's ours. Why
not make it yours, too?

SYSTEM OF THE MONTH
KRELL EVOLUTION

505 CD/SACD

KRELL FBI Integrated amplifier
KRFI_I

lAT- 2000 Iniidspeakerç

Pinewood Music Agencies: krell, audio research,
jadis, sonus faber, martin logan, copland, wilson
audio, darTZeel,

mimetism,

unison research, synergistic

koetsu,

prima luna,

research, chord cable,

transparent, yter, bcd, futureglass, finite elemente

The Pinewood Music Company
Telephone: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

WHAT'S le AT THE
TUBESHOP
,e

GOI5tePtr
Di*GON

They're now
considered essential
as far as I'm concerned
,and bring anew meaning to
the term "Simply the best!"
Roy Gregory - Hi-F+ magazine

WHAT'S

vile

cuc cfc

AT THE
TUBLSHOP

Cryogenicalllv treated tubes
really make adifference!
Read all about it online:
www.cryogenictubes.com
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CHORD CO.
ODYSSEY 2

£17 (PER METRE)

ADDING TO
YOUR SYSTEM
Once you've got your source ( CD
player, turntable or universal player)
amps and speakers you will need to
complete or upgrade your system
with accessories such as cables,
mains filters ( optional), cartridges,
phono stages or tonearms. Most hi-fi
fans will upgrade and tweak their
systems over time and accessories
are often a comparatively affordable

VAN DEN HUL
THE NAME

£40 (0.8m PAIR)
ETYMOT1C
RESEARCH ER-4P

£199
GSP ERA GOLD
V/ ELEVATOR EXP

£460/£510
ISOTEK

MINI SUB Gil
£500
ORTOFON

way to improve your system's sound.

KONTRAPUNKT A
£500

BUYING ACCESSORIES

HADCOCK
GH242 CRY0

Cables come in two basic types

£918.85

A speaker cable that gives asatisfying, full sound that makes music
enjoyable. Differences in tonal quality of various recordings were
displayed in detail. Avery worthwhile investment.

17/20
TESTED
DECO3

A budget- priced interconnect that brings asatisfying level of
sophistication to the sound of the system. A well thought out and
made product that offers very good good performance and VFM.

17/20
TESTED
SEPT05

Earbuds that deliver aclarity, detail and realism that makes them the
nearest thing so far to being directly wired to your sound source. The
ultimate upgrade for portable use provided you don't mind in- ears.

TESTED
APRIL05

Atwo- box moving- coil phono stage for the enthusiasts, one box for m•
m, the other as an electronic m- cstep-up. Sound is stunningly fast and
open, with vinyl noises largely ignored thanks to wideband circuitry.

17/20
TESTED

Mains conditioner that worked very satisfactorily with Naim
equipment and if you don't own such aunit whether your system is
old, new, grand or modest we unreservedly recommend an audition.

17/20
TESTED
JUNE04

A sub- E1000 m- ccartridge that offers awell-defined, powerful sound
which was not overblown in any way. Tonal balance seemed excellent
and the music had anatural flow. Sets astandard at this price level.

TESTED
JUNE01

NOVO4

18/20

This version of the classic
Hadcock unipivot tonearm
features cryogenically'
treated wiring inside and
out. Greater air, tighter
timing, abetter appreciation
of textures - to say that
we are impressed is an
understatement. Space and
aPr in music hit new levels. If
you can find the extra over
the Integra do buy the Cryo.

- speaker cables and interconnects.
Interconnects come in preset lengths
and they usually come with RCA
(phono) plugs. Speaker cable is
usually sold in metre lengths.
Much is written about the
value of cables but as a rule

17/20

www hltInews co.uk

of thumb go for the best you
can afford within your budget.
Phono stages have been discussed
on the turntable page of THE HOT
LIST and should be auditioned first.

18/20 TESTED JU ‘JE0b

At the entry level turntables may
come with a perfectly adequate
cartridge as part of the package
but vinyl devotees may choose to
upgrade from the original. The same
holds true for tonearms so if you're
looking to upgrade a turntable set-up
speak to your hi-fi dealer.
To buy copies of any previous tests
of hi-fi accessories just go to our
website at ww.hifinews.co.uk

CLEARLIGHT
RDC ASPEKT

£595
NORDOST
VALHALLA
£1750 (
PER 2m)
TRANSFIGURATION
TEMPER V

£2250

A rack that supports equipment in style on its four shelves and simply
clarified music heard from components sited on it. Take it away and
the music now sounded flat. We regretted having to part with this.

18/20
TESTED
OCTO1

Incredibly you can pay even more money for cable than this, but for for
many this is as good as it gets. And that goes for both speaker cable
and interconnect. Its strength is its supreme transparency.

18/20
TESTED
JULY04

An inordinately articulate cartridge with great agility in tracking the
groove. A truly transparent performer with audiophile credentials for
dynamics, tone and clarity up to and beyond expectations.

18/20
TESTED
DECO2

Old favourites
ACCESSORIES
TECHNICA
STYLUS
CLEANER
Quick use
helps clean up
sound greatly.
TESTED
MAY82

MUSICAL
FIDELITY
X- CANS
Headphone
amp offers
good stereo
separation.

TESTED
AUG97

•
•

LINN
ITTOK/EKOS
TONEARM
Heavyweight
arm that's
stood the test
of time well.

TESTED
JULY85

OCTOBER 2006 I wwvv.hifinews.co.uk
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As part of its Home Cinema Season, Sevenoaks is offering
3 Home Cinema Options designed to meet your lifestyle.
• Options 1and 2 combine some of the highest quality brands to give outstanding performance:
and save you money.
• Option 3 allows you to achieve abespoke solution to meet the exact needs for you and your home.
Just tell us at Sevenoaks what you want to achieve from your Home Cinema
and we will provide the solution and install.

o

Or

o

1_ 1.1
11
-5
é 644.82.,
c..

Samsung
LE40F71BX 40" 1080p LCD TV

Pioneer

Denon

PDP427XD 42" Plasma TV
DVR545HX DVD/HDD Recorder
VSX2016 AV Receiver

AVR3806 AV Receiver

KEF

B&W

KHT2005.2 5.1 Speaker Package

MT30 5.1 Speaker Package

£3945

Standard cable and installation
package included
Normal System Price £ 4496

SEVEN0a<S

DVD3930 DVD Player

sAv0
£5,

£5950

Standard cable and installation
package included
Normal System Price £ 7050

00

The experts in home entertainment

yi

11....tg

Bespoke Solutions
Creating your dream
home entertainment system
Sevenoaks can desigi and install a unique Home Cinema System to meet
your exact needs and your budget.
Just call 0800 587 9909 and discuss with a Sevenoaks expert.

YOUR REQUIREMENTS
PLASMA OR LCD SCREEN

PROJECTOR AND SCREEN

SCREEN SIZE

DVD OR BLU-RAY PLAYER

AN AMP / RECEIVER OPTIONS

SPEAKER SYSTEM OPTIONS

MULTI- ROOM OPTIONS

LIGHTING CONTROL

UNIVERSAL REMOTE

LOUNGE • DINING ROOM • KITCHEN • BEDROOM • STUDY • BATHROOM • GARDEN

2

SEvEN0a<S

MAKING THE RIGHT
CHOICE
MAKE THE INFORMED CHOICE TO ENHANCE
YOUR LISTENING PLEASURE
•

Cyrus
If you've enjoyed listening to
music before, try listening to it
through aCyrus system. With
every product tuned by ear,
Cyrus represents aquality of
sound, which is rare at any
price. Invest in aCyrus system
and you'll be rewarded with a
wealth of sound you wouldn't
have thought possible.

Monitor Audio

Primare
Primare has built aworldwide reputation
for producing innovative audio and video
products that challenge

convention.

design, class-leading build quality, and
proprietary state-of-the-art technological
advance, they build into elegant, reliable,
easy-to-use systems that promise years of
high quality performance
!Men!

WHAT
lele• • 411
41
1 .11, e•

AWARDS 2005

AWARDS 3005

Spendor

B&VV

Spendor ' S' Series loudspeakers feature;

SILVER RS6

The hand-made ' e' generation bassmidrange drive units reward with auniquely
clear and musical sound

•Floorstanding
Design

The XT4 is the perfect
solution when
contemporary design,
minimal visual bulk
and outstanding
performance are all
top of list.

Advanced 2nd generation 3D Liner Flow
Port Technology for consistent and seamless
sound even when placed close to awall

•Choice of Finish
Options
•Biwirable

Natural wood cabinets incorporate
Dynamic Damping engineered to eliminate
booming of bass sound

What Hi Fi?
Recommended
"The Silver
RS6 is a
success: it
looks dressed
to kill,
delivers
plenty of
detail and
punches like a
heavyweight"

1

1

•Kevlar Mid- Range

8
d ,

.

Drive Unit

"They consistently
deliver a refined, yets
dramatic sound

•Tube Loaded

of the quality beyond
what we would

•Dual 130mm Bass

Aluminium Tweeter
Drivers

expect at this price."

i=là1

1

"These are style
speakers without
compromise,
competing with the
very best at this
price level."

Se

EM2E1
a* * a

EZ220
* •

Arcam 01VA
Arcam believes that
superb sound quality is
vital to the real enjoyment
of music. The DiVA range
reproduces music at a
level that is remarkably
true to life.

SEVEN0a<S

With a

unique blend of sophisticated Scandinavian

QED

?RIA U! SIT
leVARDS 2004

"name.

How much difference
can cables make to
your system? With
QED's range of audio
and video cables the
answer is probably
much more than
you think.

. ••97•1111"

3

.•••••"'"'‘ es.

See and Hear
the difference

SEVEN0a<S
SOUND

&

VISION

Who are Sevenoaks?
Established as Sevenoaks Hi Fi in 1972, we have grown steadily into one
of the leading independent home entertainment specialists in the UK
We have 49 stores and are specialists in:•
•
•

Hi Fi
Home Cinema
Custom Design and Installation

Exceptional Product Range
We have one of the most comprehensive ranges of the best products
from leading brands. To find out more:-

Built around its seventh generation PureBlack 2 panel,
Pioneer's new ' G7' line-up includes the 42 inch PDP427XD,
boasting 1024 x768 XGA resolution, dual HDMI ports, PC
Input, picture- in- picture and an ISF calibration mode. The 50
inch PDP507XD boasts a higher ( 1365 x768) resolution.

•
•
•

Call in to one of our stores
Call us on 0800 587 9909
Log on to www.ssay.com

Custom Design and Install
Our custom design and install service ensures that you achieve the best
results effortlessly.

HOME CINEMA SHOW

•
•
•
•
•

READING TOWN HALL • 21ST OCTOBER 2006
Everybody likes abirthday and Sevenoaks Sound & Vision is no
different. Our Reading outlet is celebrating its 10th year in business by
putting on amini Home Cinema show at Reading Town Hall on
Saturday 21st October 2006. Admission is free and you'll be able to see
products from the likes of Pioneer, Arcam, Sim2 and KEF on display,
with a rolling demonstration of the latest advances in home cinema.
Opening hours will be 10.30am-4.30pm and there'll be an public home
cinema forum at 3pm-4prn so pop in if you can.

We discuss your vision for your Home Cinema or Multi- Room system
We visit your home to review the best options
Agree asystem specification and cost
We manage the Installation
You have years of enjoyment

2006 Sevenoaks Guides
Pick -up our new Hi Fi & Home Cinema or Custom Install Guides at
your nearest Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store. Alternatively, either can be
ordered via our Website and posted to you ( UK mainland addresses only)
FREE OF CHARGE.

N. Your nearest Sevenoaks store
www.ssay.corn

STAINES

ABERDEEN

CROYDON

LEEDS

PETERBOROUGH

57 CROWN STREET

369-373 LONDON ROAD

62 NORTH STREET

36-38 PARK ROAD

4THAMES STREET

01224 252797

020 8665 1203

0113 245 2775

01733 897697

01784 460777

BEDFORD

EALING

LEICESTER

PLYMOUTH

SWINDON

29-31 ST PETERS STREET

21 THE GREEN

10 LOSEBY LANE

107 CORNWALL STREET

89 COMMERCIAL ROAD

01234 272779

020 8579 8777

0116 253 6567

01752 226011

01793 610992

BRIGHTON

EDINBURGH

LINCOLN

POOLE

SWISS COTTAGE OPEN SUNDAY

57 WESTERN ROAD HOVE

5THE GRASSMARKET

20-22 CORPORATION STREET ( OFF HIGH SI

LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET

21 NORTHWAYS PARADE FINCHLEY RD

01273 733338

0131 229 7267

01522 527397

01202 671677

020 7722 9777

BRISTOL

EPSOM

LOUGHTON

PRESTON

TUNBRIDGE WELLS

OPEN SUNDAY

,

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

92E LS HITE LADIE SROAD CiEroN

12 UPPER HIGH STREET

7-9 GO:DINGS HILL

40-41 LUNE STREET

28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD

0117 974 3727

01372 720720

020 8532 0770

01772 825777

01892 531543

BROMLEY

EXETER

MAIDSTONE

READING

WATFORD

3AA EAST STREET

28 COWICK STREET

96 WEEK STREE T

3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTRE

478 ST ALBANS ROAD

020 8290 1988

01392 218895

01622 686366

0118 959 7768

01923 213533

CAMBRIDGE

GLASGOW

MANCHESTER

SEVENOAKS

WEYBRIDGE

17 BURLEIGH STREET

88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD

69 HIGH STREET CITY CENTRE

109-113 LONDON ROAD

43 CHURCH STREET, THE QUADRANT

01223 304770

0141 332 9655

0161 831 7969

01732 459555

01932 828525

CARDIFF

GUILDFORD

NEWCAS1ILE

SHEFFIELD OPEN SUNDAY

WITHAM ( ESSEX)

10.4106 ALBANY ROAD

73E NORTH STREET

19 NEINGATE STREET

635 QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY

1THE GROVE CENTRE

029 2047 2899

01483 536666

0191 221 2320

0114 255 5861

01376 501733

CHELSEA

HOLBORN

NORWICH

SOLIHULL

WOLVERHAMPTON

403 KINGS ROAD

144-148 GRAYS MN ROAD

29-29A ST AILES STREET

149-1S1 STRATFORD ROAD

29 30 CLEVELAND STREET

020 7352 9466

020 7837 7540

01603 767605

0121 733 3727

01902 312225

CHELTENHAM

HULL

SOUTHAMPTON

YEOVIL

01482 587171

NOTTINGHAM
759.S. MANSF'ELD ROAD. SHERWOOD
0115 911 2121

CRAWLEY

KINGSTON

32 THE BOULEVARD

431E1 ROAD

01293 510777

020 8547 0717

PaTVILE STREET

01242 241171

1SAVILE ROW. SAVILE STREET

33 LONDON ROAD

1
11SITVER STREET

023 8033 7770

01935 700078

OXFORD

SOUTHGATE

41 ST CLEMENTS STREET

77 CHASE SIDE

01865 241773

020 8886 2777

FOR OPENING HOURS, PLEASE
CALL YOUR LOCAL STORE OR WSIT
CUR WEBSITE

4

PRICING
POLICY
We always try to ensure our
prices are hghly competitive.
In the event you can find the
same products and excellent
service al alower price,
please bring it to our store
managers' attention.

FLEXIBLE
FINANCE
OPTIONS*
Spread the. cost of buying.
Flexible finance options are
available on the majority of
produc:s we stock.
'MY Menu mime LIMON œnll
WM. Mum liMelia

PLEASE NOTE
Some products/brands are not
available at al stores. Please call
to confirm cie visit our website
•lbefore travelbng. Special Offers
and Sale iffers - Not in
conjunction with any other offer.
ADVERT VAUD ISI1I.LAST
19/1
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Hiefi news ACCESSORIES CLUB
uvirreemat
It's aset-up...
Knowing whether your audio
equipment is working at its

SSORIES CLUB

estm

Hi-FiNews
Analogue

Test

LP

optimum has never been
particularly easy. This month's

11111"•70,,e)

selection of set-up DVD video.
test LP and CDs should ease the

rflklfla

process! Read on...
21st Century Vinyl IOVO) by
Michael Fremer is adistillation
of his extensive understanding
of analogue systems. As well

running- in of all sections of the

as advice on geometry such as

audio system.

overhang, VTA, and all other

A popular CD test system

aspects of turntable setup,

is the set of three discs from

Fremer offers athree-hour

Stereophile magazine - everything

ramble through asubject that is

from channel identification to

obviously close to his heart!

surround- sound analysis and

The Hi Fi News Test Record is

frequencies, system tweaks, plus

Len Gregory ( aka, The Cartridge

music selections from Chesky,

Man) and will help you correctly

Reference, Audioquest and

align turntable/cartridge/arm

Stereophile. A compendium of

assemblies. Tests are included for

audio knowledge!

balance, bias setting and tracking

Michael Fremer's
Practical Guide
to Turntable Set- Up

Finally, the latest Gold version
of the Densen D Magic CD now

ability as well as testing for

has acompanion in the shape of

cartridge/arm resonance and

the Densen D Magic DVD. Both

cartridge alignment.

do just one thing, athree- minute

The Cardas Sweep LP offers

present,

21 st Century Vinyl

set-up. Spot frequencies, swept

a proper test LP, engineered by

channel identification, phasing,

musicangle.com

'demagnetising' course designed

unique gliding tones designed to

to clear the entire signal path of

'demagnetise' the stylus/cartridge

the magnetic fields that have built

assemble, and acomplete side of

up during playback. Effective and

burn- in tracks should assist the

simple, use once aweek...

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDER FORM

Name

Address

Post Code

PRODUCTS
Item

Price

21st Century DVD Michael Fremer

£30

HFN Test LP ' The Producers Cut'

£25

Cardas Sweep LP

£25

Stereophile Test CD, set of 3

£30

Usher CD

£15

Densen D Magic CD

£10

Densen D Magic DVD

£20

Qty

Telephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

'HFN Accessories Club' or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex ( delete)

TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy of the form) to:
HFN Accessories Club 8 CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1VH, UK
OR Fax your completed order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR e-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com

Card Number

Li
Expires ( date)

u

Li

OR Visit the secure order facility at
www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com
UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include postage and packing for all items,
whatever their size, anywhere " nthe UK.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are always very welcome. Where applicable they will be free of VAT
(Sales Tax), but will be subject to additional snipping at cost. Please contact us for quotation. Delivery

Signature

subject to availability. E80E.

ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE
Engineering Excellence for State-of-the-Art Vinyl replay

Advanced technology combined
with micro-precision engineeringfrom
Germany underpins the incomparable
quality and value of this superb range
ofAcoustic Signature turntables.
Designed and constructed entireb,
in-house' on the company's own CNC
machines, every Acoustic Signature model
incorporates the technologically advanced,
self lubricating Tidoelon' bearing
which isfuliy guaranteedfor ten years.
Combining massive construction
with ultra-fine tolerances also ensures
that these magnificent instruments are

desirably immune to most extraneous
influences and deliver a quality of
performance that will greatly exceed
your expectations.
Acoustic Signature turntables
costfrom as little as £1,000 which also
underlines their incomparable value.
Owning an Acoustic Signature
turntable could be your best long term
investment in the supreme medium for
music reproduction.
Models are availablefor audition
at authorised specialists. Please phone
for details ofyour nearest supplier

Distributors ofSuperior Audio Equipment
ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE •
BASIS
u
BASIS CABLES u EMILLE
GERSHMAN
u
HANNL
u
KINGSOUND
u
LUXMAN

For details of your nearest specialist retailer, please phone 01900 813064 or email: select.audioetiscallco.uk

41111

Thinking Of AValve Amplifiera
List erk

Icon always get glowing reviews for sound & build
quality. Our MB25s & LA4 pre amp are no exception:

t)„uY
0

'Jug lJeautitullycontrolleilsouuILJmagiflg very detailed
...distortion an all lime low of 0.0009%...extelleldlellabile
Tony Bolton, Hi Fi News July 2006

,1

KT88 Integrated 2x 65w rms
Brand new UK design
ALL TRIODE Push-pull driver stage
Triode output mode 2x 30w
Choke regulated PSII.
Remote control. Four inputs
plus tape loop. Hand built
Huge transformers Eweigninkg]

atQft

I

From £1,399 Inc Russian valves
(Upgrades available(

AI.,

Stez uec, 31:10
Fabulous 300B Sound
2x 35w rms will drive most speakers
UK Designed. Hand built
Remote control
ALL TRIODE driver stage
Choke regulated PSU
Four inputs plus tape loop

From £1,699 Inc Russian Valves
Luna «Audio- Stereo 300
Zdiele4

(Upgrades available)

Zdrie _pire-strizie

Rove review In Hi Fl Sawa
Valve rectification.
Twin choke smoothing.
All triode design

Did

Remote control
Four inputs plus tape loop
High alow level outputs
Will match any power amp

From £ 699.95 complete
Stic
1í Classic
5years old & still unbeatable
Upgraded design
Choke regulated PSU (
Mal Classic)
3inputs, plus tape loop
Triode switching (20 watts)
45rms watts x2 ( 1(188 version)

Still From only £599.9b
Also: Stereo 401SE £699.95, Stereo 40inossic £899.95
i'
1
17;relsre 1P0.12c»ricb StEljsze
listen to the music not the noise!
Only apure valve design can get the best
from vinyl. All triode. No feedback
Passive RIAA. Custom British MC Tx option
Choke regulated PSU. High output
Volume control Will drive power amps!
9kg. Upgrades available

you hear that? if not, then

check us out. Read how we've
touched so many for so long,
hear why tens of thousands
worldwide have become so
emotionally connected to their
music, and most importantly...

Listen, Clearly, Always

JPSA
The "WorGiss Finest Cables—
WIRED WITH

ALUMILOY
o

From only £449.95 complete MC £ 99.951
Just Arriveu .
4inputs, tape monitor, Alps
Blue Pot. silver Teflon cable. gold plated terminals Only £229.95

Come & See Us At The Heathrow Show

24. sent

211C
Features incl: Hand built ' Point to Point' winng. No printed circuit board. ALPS Volume control. Go
plated terminals Audiophile components Silver audio cable. Soft start. Detailed manual

Buy with confidence. Established UK Company. Proven rellablIty. Unbeatable
advice C. back up service. Try for 30 days. refund if not delighted*

For more info visit our website at www.lconaudio.co.uk
Or ask for an illustrated Leaflet Auditions by appointment.
Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk
•

LCCFPf'Conditions apply

71LU.LO

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked

for those who don't believe in compromise

4Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland
0845 4000 400
info@audiosalon.co.uk wwwaudiosalon.co.uk
www.jpslabs.com

realise your ambition...
Gersbman
At the top of asmall range of true ' high-end'
loudspeakers sits the virtually incomparable
Gershman Black Swan.

"Super natural naturalism..."
Chris Martens -The Absolute Sound

"Another of my favourite sounds was
provided by the new Black Swan...
bass was particularly impressive,
combining precise pitch definition,
lack of coloration, and considerable weight,
heft and extension..."
Robert Harley The Absolute Sound

Basis
Vinyl specialists Basis offer an impressive
range of turntables, high-end interconnects,
speaker cables, and the incomparable
Vector tonearm.

The Vector's outstanding multi-pivot design
and flawless tracking ability has already
gained an international reputation that
places this Basis tonearm at the very top
of atiny list of world-leading designs.

Basis 2802 Turntable fitted with two
Vector tonearms.

S ELECT A UDIO
Distributors ofSuperior Audio Equipment
ACOUSTIC SIGNATURE
a
AIR TIGHT
a
BASIS
a
BASIS CABLES a EMILLE
EMT
u GERSHMANI
us
HANNL
a
KINGSOUND
a
LUXMAN

For details please phone 01900 813064 or email: select.audio@ttiscali.co.uk
Select Audio authorised dealers already stocking products from our range include:
Audiolincs Grantham South Lincolnshire 01476 591090
Brighton HiFi Exchange Flimwell East Sussex 01580 979101
Grass Dance Audio Scotland 01764 650513
Hazelmere Audio Great Missenden Bucks 01494 865398
Retro Reproduttion Edinburgh 0131 558 9989
The Sound Surgery Exeter 01392 662920
Walrus 11 New Quebec Street London WI
020 7724 7224

Atacama
Audiolab

Award Winning North of England Retailers...

Castle
Chord
C:yrus
KEF
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
MJ Acoustics -.
Monitor Audio
Mordaunt-Short
NAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Ortofon
Pathos
Pickering
Primare
ProAc
Project
Quad
Roksan
Shanling
SME
Sugden
Tannoy
TEAC
Van den Huh
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more..

All Chord Electronics available.. with up to 3yrs 0% finance
401r

24 Gillygate York

01904-629659
www VIckers-HIFI co uk

Specialists in 1.1'

GRANO

IAN HAFtFlISCIN HIFI
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY
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DENON DLIO3R
DENON 01103
DENON 01160
DENON 01710
DENON DL304
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER V
TOM EVANS GROOVE
KOETSU RED T
MICHELL TECNOARM "A"
GRADO RS1
TRICHORD DIABLO
TRANSFIGURATION SPIRIT 3
TOM EVANS VIBE
GRAHAM PHANTOM
CLEARAUDIO TURNTABLES
MICHELL TURNTABLES
STAX HEADPHONES
CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES

£175
£90
£85
£75
£175
£1900
£1500
£1300
£370
£625
£599
£800
£2200
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA
EPOA

IALSO SUPPLY:
VAN DEN HUL, ZYX, SUMIKO, GRADO,
COLORING, ORTOFON, RESON, SHURE,
CARTRIDGE MAN, AUDIO TECHNICA, SME,
MOTH. HADCOCK, HEED, GRAHAM SLEE,
WHEST AUDIO, CREEK, EAR., OPERA,
TRIANGLE, FINAL, ELAC, HARBETH, EROS,
MISSION, DIAPASON, BEYER, SENNHEISER,
AKG, HALCRO, C.A.T., GAMUT, ALOIA,
AUDIO VALVE, GRAAF, ORELLE, MONRIO,
PATHOS ACOUSTICS, UNISON RESEARCH
BLACK RHODIUM, TRANSPARENT, SUPRA,
WIREWORLD, PURE DIGITAL, VIRTUAL
DYNAMICS, APOLLO, ALPHASON. OPTIMUM, SOUND STYLE, SOUND ORGANISATION,
CUSTOM DESIGN

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO ES- OEM OR EX-DISPLAY GOODS NO GREY IMPORTS
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY. NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES.
ESTABLISHED 1986. EPOA• - Exchange price on application.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, DE65 6G0
TEL: 01283 702875 9am.11pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

Hifisound by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts, in the north east
hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, County Durham, DL3 7TE. Tel: 01325 241888 Email: news@hifisound.co.uk

NEW DEMONSTRATORS INCLUDE
AYRE ACOUSTICS 7EVOLUTION SERIES,
CHORD ELECTRONICS CHORAL RANGE,
WADIA 302, USHER DANCER 8571 Mk2

Acoustic Energy, Apollo, Atacama, Audio Analogue, AVI, Ayre Acoustics, Chord Cable, Chord Electronics,
Consonance, Creaktiv, Custom Design, Esoteric, Grado, lsotek, Kudos, Monitor Audio, Nbien, Neat, Opera,
Pathos, Primare, Pure, Resolution Audio, Revolver, Roksan, Shanling, Standesign, Sugden, System Audio,
TEAC, Triangle, Unison Research, Usher Audio, Van den Hul, Wadia

Power and
Control
Chord SPM 14000
Reference Mono
Power Amplifer

he Chord SPM 14000 Ultimate Mono
power amplifier has been designed
as simply the best amplifier Chord
Electronics have ever built.

44

Chord SPM 14000 is an

outstanding example of applied
engineering. It is the finest solid
state amplifier Ihave auditioned
and one of the very finest amplifiers
to be found.
Stereophile

v
Find out why Stereophile magazine found

For an appointment please call 01634 880037 or email info@rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

it the finest only at Rochester Hi-F1 now.

tee
t4e
;

Rochester Hi Fi
30 High Street. Rochester
Kent ME1 1LD
T 01634 880037
E info@rochesterhi-fi.co.uk
www.rochesterhi-fico.uk

CHORD())
Chord Electronics Limited
For more information
T 01622 721444
E sales@chordelectronics.co.uk
W www.chordelectronics.co.uk

Al

SIMPLI .HIGHER FIDELIT1

definitive audio
Definitive Audio offers you a fresh and focused way of choosing a sophisticated
sound for your home. Our service is bespoke, our philosophy is unique and our
reputation peerless. The systems we create are infused with an elusive quality
that will expand your musical horizons.
Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items

Sale

New

47 Labs Gaincard 25 watts dual monos + Humpty power supply + Input
£2860
Chooser + 3m Kishermon speaker cable
Mactone MA300B 20 watts 300B power amp
£ 3500

£3920
£6500
£3000

Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista M3 CD player ( 2001) - very good condition - boxed £ 1000
Mactone XX330 line pm-amp
£4000

• CROFT MICRO SIZED PRE/POWER

Esoteric X01 CD player - perfect - boxed
£6000
Voyd Reference turntable. Unique example for sale on behalf of the designer.
Beautiful satin Rosewood plinth. Sale includes AudioNote wired Helios
Cyaiene tonearm and ANUK 10- Limited field coil cartridge with PSU
£ 10000

• 1000 hour BATTERY PREAMP

McIntosh Yr-2000 Anniversary power-amp. 6550 parallel push-pull monster £ 5000

• VIRTUAL WIRE TRANS VALVE

Canary 303 monos. PP 22 watts 300E with Living Voice upgrade
£ 4800
Rogue Audio M99 Magnum pre- amp. 3 years old
£ 1000

TM

Rogue Audio M120 Magnum. 120 watts - 6550 monos - slight seconds

• EICHMANN CABLE PODS
• 25-60 WATTS

£ 1500

Placette passive line stage - 3 inputs - 120v - remote control - 6 months old £ 900
Gotham Type 39 monos (Western Electric version of Canary CA309) £ 6000
Audio Innovations P2 phono stage - completely standard - collectible classic £ 1000
Pathos 2 box pre-arnp with remote control - spotless
£ 1500
Canary 903 4 box pre- amp - champagne facia - 3 months old - boxed £ 3500

• CROFT SILVER CAPACITORS
TM

MICRO POWER

£8000
£9600

£25000
£13500
£8400
£2400
£3500
£1600
£13000
£3500
£6500

Audion Golden Night 300B monos - very good condition
£ 1500
Border Patrol 300E SE - Western Electric valves - 8watts - very light use £ 3250

*ZERO nVERALL FEEDBACK

£4500
£5000

Audio Note Japan ANS6 cartridge transformer - moving coil - classic £ 1200
Audio Note Japan ANS7C cartridge transformer
£ 1500
Sugden Bijou mm/mc phono stage - 100 ohms
£450
Sonos Faber Electa Amator - Walnut - stand mount - lovely condition £ 1750
Art Audio PX25 - 5watts - single ended stereo
£2500

£650
£3500
£4500

Avalon Arcas loudspeaker - Maple
Tube Technology Prophet pre- amp - 30 hours use
Tube Technology Unisis Signature integrated - 30 hours use
Tom Evans Microgroove Plus & mm phono stage

£7000
£2500
£2500
£850

£ 3500
£ 1250
£ 1250
£400

Rogue Audio Mobs pre, Atlas power. Ex dom - less than 20 hours use
Canary 608LV integrated amp. 25 watts with Living Voice upgrade

£ 1250
£ 1000

£2250
£3000
£5400

Canary 301 300B stereo push-pull power- amp
£ 3400
Audio Innovations Series 1000 monos - silver edition - fully serviced £900
FROM

THE MASTER

CRAF TSMAN

GLENN

CROFT

Loncon enquiries:

+44 (0)208 201 9286

e.adrian@audioflairco.uk
tel: + 44 ( 0)1746 716881/ 07792 420266 fax: +

wel:www.eminentaudio.com

44

(0) 121 681 8772

e.audiognosisiteminentaudio.co.uk

£2500

£280
£360

Sugden A21 SE CD player - very tidy - very new
Unison Research Smart 300E class A power amp - 1year old

£ 750
£2250

£1400
£4500
£6000

Avid Acutus - one lady driver - fine looking example - excellent condition £3500
Aloia pre-amp - beautifully made - very little use - boxed

4.
3.111043NTaudiee

Kirnber Select interconnect 5m - boxed
Kimber Select interconnect KS1011 - lin - boxed

£ 900

£2800
£2000
£3300
£1000

Ravel M20 bookshelf loudspeakers - Santos Rosewood - with stands £850
Sugden Masterclass integrated amplifier inc phono - marvellous - beefy £ 1900
Nordost Quattro Fil interconnect - 1m set - boxed
Nordost Quattro Fil interconnect - 2m set - boxed

£ 600
£ 900

Nordost Blue Heaven speaker cable - 4m - revision 2 - boxed

Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

£1800

£600

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

High End Cable

CH'

www.highendcable.co.uk

c 61'010

(7()NISUL

I
- ANUS

For the best prices telephone Dave Jackson on 01775 761880
Free P&P worldwide on all interconnects
Abbey Road Cable

NOÉDOST

Audience

ceecialisvitym theefineettets
fit« mimic looeiw twit«, .00.

Chord Company
Ecosse
Nordost
Oehlbach
Stereovox
Tannoy

Accu phase

Lamm

Resolution Audio

Anatek Audio

LYRA

Siltech

van den Hul
Wyrewizzard

A.R.T

Metronome

Silver Arrow

AVID

Nagra

SME

Ayre Acoustics

Oracle

Spectral

Clearlight

Orpheus

Stax

des

Peak Consult

Thiei

DNM

Plinius

van den Hui

Harmonic Tech

Quadraspire

Verit:s Audio

lsotek

REF 3A

Kingsaudio

Retiaiss

& nnin

Townshend

IsoTek Power Conditioners

IsmTek

TOWNSMEN°
*•••••••••\10.1.10 OF

Cable Tower

AUDIO

ii,coo

Pull

Clearlight Audio Cones
Oehlbach Accessories

more...

Sfax headphones
Echo Busters
Ayre CD - IsoTek CD

Cable Tower

Creek Phono stages
Lyra MC cartridges

OEHLBACI4

Ortofon MC cartridges
Sumiko MC cartridges

Second Hand
XLR cables

Expert, friendlx & un biased advice
Demonstrations by appointment only
Evening demonstrations upon request
Comfortable listening rooms
MON -SAT : 9AM-61'M
H IGH W YCOMBE - TEL: 01494 865 829
PLEASE RING TO BOOK AN APPOINTMENT

ABBEY ROAD CABLE

DIN cables

TAifflf.

Media cables
SCART cables
S Video cables
Jumpers cables
HDMI cables
PRO•SERIES

DVI cables
Digital cables
Sub Woofer cables

Cable Burn In

Reference cables include free Burn In.

incs

Extraordinary Sound Systems
HORNING Loudspeakers
"... just what I've been searching for." That's the relief so many of our
customers express when they come to audition Horning loudspeakers.
High sensitivity, valve friendly, deep powerful bass and ethereal highs.
You'll experience agraceful and natural
recreation of music's dynamic contrasts and
subtleties through asense of emotional
communication that's now rather rare.
Horning loudspeakers deliver recordings with
no hint of tiresome technological influence,
no 'etched' detail, no edgy, 'ringing' highs,
just natural, free flowing music. Could this be
what you've been searching for as well?
Our photograph shows the Horning Agathon,
which is priced at £6,500.
Other models in the Horning range are
available from just £2,700 to £ 18,200.

LECTOR

CDP-7T CD Player with valve output stage
Superb two-box CD player that's already earned itself
an Absolute Sand magazine 'Golden Ear' award and
has also been favourably compared alongside players
costing ten times its price!
The CDP-7T is on integrated player with aseparate
power supply that looks set to -e-write the terms of value
for money!
Arrange to hear it soon, not surprisingly, tnere's abit of
awaiting list!
£2150

KR AUDIO
VA340 Integrated Amplifier
The KR Audio Antares VA340 is one of
the nost effortlessly musical integrated
amp ifiers that we've ever heard.
Although 'naturalness' is considered to
be acharacteristic of the 300B valve
type, this model uses the much more
powerful KR 3008XL variant to
recreate all types of music with
enhanced authority and atireless
realism that helps restore that vital
emotional connection between the
original performance and music lovers.
What about this for credentials, all
KR Audio amplifiers are designed and
crafted by the valve manufacturers
themselves (KR ) so we are especially
proud to be associated with this most
musically aware company. £4995

ANALYSIS PLUS Cables and Interconnects

VERTEXog

Genuine 'high-end' cables and interconsects at sensible prices! Designed and manufactured
by ascience based research and development company, Analysis Plus products feature a
unique 'Hollow Oval' profile specifically created for highest quality audio signals.
We're so impressed by the totally micompromised performance of the Analysis Plus
Solo Crystal Oval range that we've installed them throughout our own 'reference' system.

It's astonishing to discover the amount of acoustic interference that veils music reproduction.
Plug aVertexaq Jaya Silver Plus into aspare mains socket near your hi-fi system and you'll
quickly sense arefreshing increase in transparency, air and general spacial information.
We heard the benefits staright away and several customers have reported similar qualitative
improvements in their systems' performances.
Vertexaq Jaya Silver Plus £595

Carefully Selected Previously Owned & Ex-Demonstration Components

LIKE NEW ... NOTHING LIKE THE PRICE!
ALTMANN BYOB Attraction DAL - Brilliant!
ART Sil loudsp•akers. Black/slate tops
AUDIO RESEARCH 0130 Power Amplifier
AUDIOSTATIC CCI Wing Loudspeakers in black
BLACK RHODIUM Polar Ninja Speaker Cable 2.5mtrs (£ 1100)
BOW Wozoo XL , ntegrated Amplifier (£3,000)
BOW Wizard Mk2 CD Player with Wand remote control (£4,500)
CARDAS Golden Reference 1mt RCA
CARDAS Quad- Link Loudspeaker Cables, hi-wire, spades 12ft+
CONSONANCE Ref 1.0 Tuner (£895)
CONSONANCE Ref 1.1 Valve Pre-amp (Wor'd class, £2,495)
CONSONANCE Ref 2.2 Valve output CD Player

lincs

System Conditioning

As new, boxed £455
Superb £1195
Superb, boxed £895
Mint boxed £2795
Ex-dem £695
Mint, boxed £ 1795
Mint, boxed £ 1895
Mint £595
Superb £795
Ex-dem, boxed £595
Ex-dem, boxed £ 1595
Ex-dem, boxed £995

EPOS MI2 Loudspeakers. Cherry
lovely, boxed
LINN SONDEK I.P12 (Trompolin) - newOrigin Live Ultra DC motor,
Mint + New
LOTH XIon Amaze Loudspeakers. Cherry
Very nice
MUSIC FIRST MF1 Passive Pre-amp (One of our two demonstrators!)
Mint, boxed
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2 Pre-amp [Less than one day's use!)
Mint, boxed
ORIGIN LIVE Illustrious Mk2 tonearm (£ 1570)
Unused, mint, boxed
ORTOFON MCA- 76 Moving Coil Phono Transformer (2gain levels)
Superb
REFERENCE 3a Dulcet Truly musical stand mount (£ 1,595)
Ex-dem, mint, boxed
REFERENCE 3a Veena Floorstand model (£3,000)
Ex-dem, mint, boxed
TALON Raven loudspeakers. Black glass finish (£7000)
Superb
TRANSFIGURATION Esprit MC. Few hours personal use only. (£950)
Mint, boxed
ZU Druid Mk IV Loudspeakers. Black (£2,395)
Ex-dem, mint, boxed

£225
£1,195
£350
£1295
£595
£1195
£95
£1095
£2295
£2995
£495
£1795

www.audiolincs.com

PHONE:

GRANTHAM ( Al) LINCS

078 2192 5851

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT
NATIONWIDE DELIVERIES DAILY EXPORT SALES

or
01476 591090

eL

cartridges
I
yira
ortofon
sumiko

sistance is
tile

>cables
chord company
eichman
nordost

headphones

Chelmsford, Essex

grado
stax

hardware
atc
arcam
castle
creek
epos
focal

jm labs
harbeth
lexicon
michell

0/11conveniently

m+k

talented focal

naim audio

electra MOO Be
range now
providing
temptation
at :

neat acoustics
nottingham
origin live
primare
runco
sme
spendor

sigrIs

trichord

hi-fi for grown-ups

something solid

ipsvvich

0 14 73

6 5 5 17 1

fax
01473
655172
email:enq@signals.uk.com
signals
bucklesham
ipsvvich
suffolk
IP10 ODY
www.signals.uk.com

01376 521132
07709 260221
E-MAIL:
soundstage(a netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4- BOX PRE/POWER/PS/PHONO STAGE £895
COUNTERPOINT SA100 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£495
DENON DVD-5000 BLACK WITH MULTI REGION CHIP FITTED-SUPERB MACHINE £449
DENON DVD-28001I PROGRESSIVE SCAN DVD PLAYER BLACK
£ 199
GARRARD 301/SME 3009/SHURE MM CARTRIDGE ON HARD BOARD
£499
KEF 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH KEF KUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS £349
KEF CODA 7 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS VGC
£59
KEF CODA 7SE BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS SUPERB CONDITION
£79
KINSHAW OVERTURE POWER AMP
£ 199
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE STEREO POWER AMP GREY MARBLE EFFECT
£599
LINN SONDEK LP12 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB £ 1295
LINN KAIRN PRE AMP MM/MC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
£595
MARANTZ PM66SE KI SIGNATURE INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER BOXED
£ 169
MERIDIAN 606 DAC BLACK/GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£395
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS LOVELY CONDITION
£299
MICROMEGA DVD PREMIUM-MULTI REGION
£295
MICROMEGA DRIVE 3/DAC BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£795
MICROMEGA T-DAC DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE
£349
MONITOR AUDIO MA1800 REFERENCE GOLD LOUDSPEAKERS-BOXED
£395
MOREL BASSMASTER BLACK ASH STAND MOUNT SPEAKERS BOXED MINT £349
MUSICAL FIDELITY A370.2 CLASS A POWER AMP BLACK VGC
£ 1095
NAIM NAC 52 WITH POWER SUPPLY FULLY SERVICED
£ 1995
NAIM CDX2 2APPROX 2YEARS OLD BOXED SUPERB
£2095
NAIM XPS 2 POWER SUPPLY MINT APPROX 2 YEARS OLD
£2195
NAIM FLATCAP 2 POWER SUPPLY SUPERB
£399
NAIM INTRO 2 BEECH MINT BOXED AS NEW
£499
NAIM NAIT3/PRE OUT MODIFICATION BOXED AND IMMACULATE(1999 MODEL)
£329
NAIM IXO 2-WAY ACTIVE X-OVER WITH VARIABLE FREQUENCY
£299
NAIM NAPV 175 3CHANNEL POWER AMP LATE 2004 AS NEW
£795
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£449
PROCEED PCD SERIES 3 CD PLAYER (£3500 NEW)
£895
REGA PLANAR 2 RB250 LINN MM CARTRIDGE
£ 149
REGA PLANET CAST CASE BLACK BOXED SUPERB UNMARKED CONDITION
£299
ROKSAN DP3T DEDICATED CD TRANSPORT MINT JUST SERVICED
£795
RUARK TALISMAN II BOXED VGC
£249
RUARK EQUINOX PIANO BLACK WITH DEDICATED PIANO BLACK STANDS
£995
SENNHEISER HE 60/ HEV 70 ELECTROSTATIC HEADPHONES/ENERGISER
£595
TEAC VRDS-9 CD PLAYER BLACK BOXED
£399
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINTFEW MONTHS OLD
£995
VIENNA ACOUSTICS MOZART BEECH BOXED SUPERB
£995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE-KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk

Specialist Suppliers of Audio Accessories

www.mantra-audio.co.uk
PRICES ItIC P&P FOR UK DILIVERY 1-10 DAYS SEE WEBSITE FOR FULL PRODUCT RANGE AND SHIPPING
CHARGES 70 EU AND WORLDWIDE
CARTRIDGE SECTION

STYLUS

Goldring

HEADPHONE SELECTION
GRADO Award winning Headphones

£33

£28

GEX £24

5R-60

£75

1006

£76

£62

GEX £54

SR-80

£90

1012 GX

£95

£76

GEX £67

SR- 125

£140

1022 GX

£ 126 £ 104

GEX £86

SR- 225

£175

1042

£ 144 £117

GEX £108

SR- 325i

Eroica DUN

£ 135 £113

GEX

N/A

£260

£238 £194

GEX

N/A

RS- 1

£635

RS- 2

£450

01150

£30

011100

£40

011150

£70

80415

£29

Elektra

Elite

Audio Technica
AT 95 E

£25

£16

AT 110 E

£30

AT 0C9 MUI

£330 £295

Prestige Series

Reference Series

New Goldring Headphones

£18
EX

Denon
DL 103

£ 105 £95

EX

WA

DL 110

£79

£69

EX

WA

DL 160

£95

£83

EX

WA

DL 304

£210 £ 190

EX

WA

Sennheiser Headphones

110435

Grado
Prestige Black £4C

£29

Prestige Gold £ 110

£77

£38

10465

£45

10485

£54

Goldring PA1 Phons Amplifier

Donan

£13

£495 £395
£795 £695

M 97 XE

EX

N/A

EX

N/A

Shure SFG2 Stylus Force Gauge

£24

Muy Pixall II Roller plus Refill

£ 16

V 15 VxMR

£98

£58

N/A

£213

Sumiko
Blue Point Special £235 £200

EX

Blackbird £ 585 £ 500

EX

282 Skipton Road.
Harrogate, N Yorks
9í135

Mirty Zerostat Neutralising Gun
Bib Universal Standard Headshell £ 15
Ounex J2P 3.5mm mini-jack to two PI-ono plug
3m connector
£27

Over 500

replacement styli types stocked

GEX - Goldring new for old exchange price for any make/type of cartridge
EX - Exchang• price same make moving toll cartridge
VISA

The Off Chapel.

£60

Goldring Super Exstatic Brush

Shure

Ter: 01423 500442 Frvç 01423 705200
www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk

Min ACCESSORIES

Lyra
Argo

IAN EDWARDS

MAKERS OF FINE HANDMADE FURNITURE

•
Jr.
de.r direct online or Te 5ax 017E7 288652

=

MANTRA AUDIO ( H'41, TOWN END HOUSE, SKIPWITH, SELBY, YORTH YORKSHIFE VOY 5S0

III

C

Est.,
1970
New Brochure
now available

from design

blueprint

1.41,

to ear

imprint
audio salon
4 park circus, glasgow, g3 6ax, scotland
t: 0845 4000 400
e: info@audiosalon.co.uk
w : www.audiosalon.co.uk
w : www.gryphon-audio.dk

True Hi- Fidelity: £ 5,000 - £ 150,000

Sounds
o
ef Music
E LIST

>CD Players
Quad CD-P (Mid)
AVI S2003 MC Reference
Audio Mecca Obsession II
Jordis JD3
Audio Mecca Mephisto
Advantage S12.1 CD/SACD/DVD-A/DVD-V player

S/H
£ 1030
£495
S/H £ 1400 £595
EXD £ 1250 £895
S/H
£4990 £ 1795
S/H
£5000 £ 1995
S/H £7150 £3950

DEMONSTRATOR AND

>Integrated and Complete Pre/Power Amps
Audio Innovations Series 3008.Bader Patrol Power supply
TAC 834
Krell KAV 300i
Pathos Twin Tower (TT) with remote
Advatage PI pre amp & A150 power amp
EAR V20 never used or unwrapped

S/H £N/A £495
S/H £ 1585 £695
S/H £2500 £ 1295
S/H £3595 £ 1695
S/H
£4200 £ 1795
S/H £3430 £2195

>Preamps
AVI S2000 MP with phono stage
Vincent SA-91
Lumley LV 1.5
Lumley PV I(with Phono Stage)
Cary SLP 50 (with uprated power supply)
Aloia PST 10.01 pre
Chapter Audio Preface
McIntosh C2200 Pre
Conrad Johnson Premier 17LS
Hovland HP100 with phono stage

S/H
£ 1200
£375
New £ 1050
£475
S/H
£ 1500 £695
S/H £ 1750 £795
S/H
£2000
£895
New £ 1995 £ 1250
S/H £3495 £ 1795
S/H £5490 £2750
S/H
£5000 £3250
S/H £5750 £3550

Se

Digital
Ala,. Synthesis DAX Decade 22 Bet Balanced 501-I
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade 22 Bet Single ended 5/14

,..:,,

S/H
Musical Fidelety Nu Vista. CR 3D Player S/H

51o.
).-

Orpheus labs
labs Zero
One DAC
with anavarn
Orpheus
CD player
I. demo •- derno

<

Premiere VIO CO/OVO Player rfidento

,..
--1

::!:,'.`' 1:;l;Zi'SUCCD
OPIady:',"Z,“

EXD £900 £350
EXD £ 1450 £695
EXD £2140 £950
S/H £2475 £ 1495
S/H
£5030 £ 1995
S/H £3995 £ 1995
S/H
£5995 £2250
EXD
£5500 £2950
S/H £7950 £4750
S/H £20000 £ 11500

53o.
..........
U/1

Aesthetix Rhea

S/H

£3600

£2550

Z

Lu

S/H

lo,'
LL
11.L.

New £203 £99
New £ 170 £75
S/H
£899
£399

>Miscellaneous
Linn Intersekt multi-room source distribution

S/H

£?

£650

2
•
16%
5°
0
599

2
149

625 •
•
3NIA
9200
7
9
79 .
°5

W_I

àlC.
.4°
-.5

111

Q_
V
)

New £ 15 p/meta
New
£ 150 £80
New £ 175
£99
New
£ 150 £80
New
£ 194
£ 115
New
£50 £30
S/H
£7350 £4250

100
:
3:
9:
9

1999
2 7299
99

.;: e,; I: si;7:'°!ToeL:I7,:,:kt:r'e,ur s'"

Krell FP13700co Class A Pave, Amplefeer •- demo
Mark ccc occ on No333 Posver Amplifier 5/H
Orpheus Three power amplifier 0- demo

6
58
9 :8
9
3200
•

9
19
'4 99
9
2
1299
94 99 99

4999
1I!I0
009
1599
722':: 0
5
099 9
WOO14
•
$99
7' 9
99
9
6400
11 9
9
99
9
899
2500
8NIA
O O

1895

5
1
18
28 0
0
00
00

2
19
49
9:

•
15
22 9
::
89
99

9
15 '9
999:92 49
9:9:2 9
5
99999:
2499
18
79
79
9
599

5: :2
SSS
9: 9:

48
49
50
'•
6600

0

4
1
1:
'0
7
940 99
0
479

Pen Audio Charm Active Subwoofer x- demo
ProAr Response 2 S Mahogany SIX
Pro,- Tablette Reference 8 Sognatures YEW S/H
Revel F50 Perforina In Sysamore S/H
certino Home a
Piano ' a
qu S/H
Seines faber Con
Sonus Faber Leather Stands. fixed height. x•demo
ereersSla n
Ch
d eez SDI
ki .
ies
Atacama 50cm Sand felled stands S/H
Audio Note 2,511 be veered AN Spa Speaker cable SDI
x AES/EBU balanced
Dital S/H
Audio Note Ites ANV
n
a
BCD Engineering 1000 Tabl e 4 tier SIN

299
21 9
57 9
°9
4
'9

649
3399

28
100
00
0

2
14
'71 0
459 90
09
499

6199

2400
3 6500
9 .

6
; 99
:1 00
1
:: 0
05;
699
310
599

17
24
99
9
3 3299
99
199
179

999

Cogan Hall eeeee meat Ele0 0.75m RCA PH
Cardas Cross 1.5.11 RCA- RCA 5/H
Cardas Golden Gras I Sm balanced S/H
Card. Golden Cross I Sm Soared S/H
Cardas Golder Cros s 2 Sen be tared speaker cable S/H
Madrigal MDCI Ins AES/ESU 11 0ohns Digital Cable new bated
NOS Pro Balanced 411 interc onnect S/H
Nordost Shwa 2m mans cable 0- demo
1,0,06Substatoon hay loaded SDI
I
Oube2K SDI
PS Audio Ultimate Outlet S/H
Siltech FTI2 Gl 2,0 Sm Silver Speaker cable x•demet
Seltech LSI88 Clam / elm Silver a Gold Speak e• cable BN1B
Soltech Sig
GS 0.75ro ASS/IOU Balanced ° basal Cable S/H
Seltech Sognottires GS 0 SOm AIS/CRU balanced Digital cable S/H
SPOIOM 1.5m UK mains cable 5/H
SP0181.1 I.Sm UK mains cable SIH
SPO IBM I Om UK mains cable S/14
SPX2O Im IEC•Sleuko Mains cable 0- demo

179
599

69
299

1616
50
N/A
550
940
940

99
899
99
299
499

I4
79
7
02 9
00
220

249
799
499

'9
'0
5
14
328
540
3950
$ 30
420

199
1/5
849
169
275
299$
249
179

420
420
99
0

Sound Oeta eeeee ion Record Rack wroth CO once, S/H
Spectral MI330 tin RCA BINS
Speral MI- 350 20It Interconnect RCA- RCA ,- dono
Spertral 2 Chord III tin maws cable x-denso
transpant Music Link Ultra IT RCA- RCA SIH
T•ansparens Maw Lenk Ultra Ins RCA- RCA S/H
Tronsparent Motor Lenk Unra lm RCA- RCA SIH
Tran•pant Music Ware Plus 2, 7 62m x- demo
Voodoo " week platlorm Small sire S/H
VDH CS- I22 HYBRID 2xlm pair Speaker cable ex-demn
Western Elea.< 300b Valves IPate- NEW "

iN
4
11 0
99
IA

580

Tuners a Tape decks, power supplies
Densen Brat 800 AM/FM Tuner o demo
Magnum Dynalab FT* remote/ Tuner for Etude S/H
Ma eeeee 000400 DVD Ply's-, S/H
Rega radio 1 Solver X•derno

499

179
I /9
119
95
40
349

999
998
998
1129

799
499
499
499
579
599

12
1.
9.
9
172
650

99
85
549

850
395
299
398

599
199
99
219

Sudgeis Oil AM/FM loner x-iienio
875
599
Midland Audio A- change are looking for Audio A
. Krell . Mark Levinson .
P.I•irn Audio, SHE. WadIn.

www.midlandaudio-xchange.co.uk

MIDLAND

AUDIO

XCHANGE

List changes daily so please visit our web site
Tel: 01435 865 212 Fax: 01435 865 213 www.sounds-of-music.co.uk
Firgrove Business Park, Firgrove Road, Cross in hand, Nr Heat hfielo
East Sussex, TN21 OQL. By appointment please

179
549
399

>Power Cables and Conditioners
Lumley mains cable, from the reel
Block Rhodium Super Mains 252 meters
Black Rhodum SuperMahs 2512_5 nielen with Rhcdum plugs
Block Rhodium Super Mains 252 meters
Lumley 4-way Mains Block with 4ft lead
Isol-8 !so-Ink I, 1.5 meter
Quad System: 99 Pre, 99 Tuner 99 Monoblocks, ESL 988
Spkrs in Nouveau Finish

16
,9
99
9
1 '4
39
4
99
9
9

1 6'750
94 99

4

Hovland HP100 with phono S/H
Krell CRC FIR preamplifier SDI
Orpheus Two Preampl ifier a -demo
Roksan LI Prague ( requir e s PSU) S/H
Rasa, LI S Preamplifier ( requires PSU) S/H
Sugden enasterclass Preamplefoer a -demo
»era, DMC 30s Refe rence Preamp l
if
eer S/H
A mplifier,
Audio Analogue Dona", Mono Power Amplifiers 0-domo
Asia., Research CL60 Re Buil t S/H

Soltech
Seltects
Siegal,
Siltech

9

9
9

.
2
12

1M Lab Selo XL xS Grey SIH
Martin Logan Aeon I Oak Blab
Neat Ultimatum MF? 5/1-1
Pen Auden Rebel 2 0- demo

(f)
Ce

99

995
299

10
°0
90
°

ModellOA 4 years old SDI
Sumoko Peal- wood Signature SOOhrs S/H
Rea PI / Bias Turntable SDI
Roksan Xerxes Alphason Xenon XPS11 SDI

ATC SCM12 Cherry SDI
Audio Physic Tara Monitor Cher ry • -demo
dud., Physic Spark 2 maple X•de mo
JM Lab Micro Utopia Cl assic • •demo
Jet lab Chorus 714s Styl e 0 -demo
¡PI lab El ccccc 927 be Anne eeeeee y l
ast pair ! N ew

>Loudspeakers

>Tuners

12
'9
49
9
695
9

N/A

Rasa,' SI .S stereo power amplifier silver S/H
Robson DSI.5 PSU Solver 5/H
Roksan 054 MI Black S/H
Spectral DMA100s Ainplofie r •- denso
Sugden master- class monos • demo
Loudspeakers

Dreamvision Dreamweaver 2Projector and Vutec
£5950 £4650
Leckie 16.5ft wide electric drop down screen
Klipsch centre speaker
S/H £200 £75
Cabosse Midway Centre
New £350 £ 199
Sonus Faber Solo Home center speaker (never used)
S/H £550 £410
Sonus Faber Wall rear speakers ( never used)
S/H
£400 £299
Myryad MA360 3-channel power amp
EXD £ 1300 £695

Teac T-H300
Teac T-H500
AVI S2000 MT2 Reference

6
'2
;4
9
00
90
9
4
' 00
9°
0

Pathos Model One Version II o- demo

>Home Cinema

6
19
99
9

2
19
497 9
9: 9
9:

OAudio Research VM220 Valve m ono Am pl ifiers',demo
Audio re eeeee h VTIOOMKIII Valve Power Ampltfier S/H
Bel canto (
EVVoOl2 Genii x- demo
...
I.w
Conrad Johnson MV60 SE Va lve Amplifier S/H
Conrad Johnson Premier 350SA o demo
<
gs
Cyrus2 / PSX Amplifier PSU SOH
Dense, Beat 340 n•demo
V
i7
Derail beat 350 monos',demo
...n
Denson beat300•s x- demo
7.
.
3
Electrocompaniet AW 120 Dmb Stereo Power Amplifier S/H

..5
•Ar.
q.,

17
14
99
9

795

Audio research LSI Hybrid Preamplifier S/H
Conrad Johnson
0101,1 valve Preamplifier o- demo
Conrad 1ohnson P
1. ./IN-Remote controlled valve c demo
Conrad Johnson Premier 18LS a- demo
Corgent
a
Audio CAT SL I Sigmas., Black S/H
D
200 Pream
plefier 5/H
1

Z

N:::::

299$
2999
14
4
,.
9
1.
94

"Liao
Preamplifiers
Analogue Benin, Remote P•eamplifser 0-domo

£700 £395

AVI Bigga-Iron complete with Atacamma SE20 stands
S/H
£850
£295
Audio Phsic Avanti 3
S/H £7500 £3495
Zingoli Colosseum
New
£700
£395
Harbeth NRG 4
EXD
£ 1300 £850
Sonus Faber Concerto Domus
EXD £ 1800 £ 1440
Avalon Symbol in cheny, nearly new (6months old)
S/H
£2703 £ 1995
Coincident Speaker Technology Triumph & Mini Sub
S/H
£5000 £ 1750
Quad ESL 988 in Nouveau finish
EXD
£3750 £2895
Wilson Benesch Discovery
S/H
£5000 £2995
Mali) Logan Ascent i
"The best of both watds. Fast
EXD
£4500 £3195
electrostatic top-end with the dynamics and depth of a
traditional sub-woofer."
Sound Lab Millenium 3(nearly new)
£8300 £4995
2x Revel Ultimo Sub 15 and LE- 1amplifier
S/H £ 10000 £3995
Vivid KI
En) £ 10750 £7495
Sound Lab Millenium 1
S/H £ 15250 £7950
Krell Resolution 1
EXD £9990 £6750
Wilson Audio X-1/Grand Slam Mk2
S/H £80000+
fasoce

29
'
69
00
9
3998

Z ‘1;':0;>07:,:,`,..r=„Ocril.,:','.odr< 1'04,11'.

>Cartridges
Wilson Benesch Matrix

Was
4,0o

Thet• Genatton V Balanced S/H
Theta Pro Basic II DAC with Oscom/Balanced SDI
Wad. 302 Black o-denso
Analogu e
Crown Jewel Ltd Eation MC Cartridge 1001a
Conrad Johnson
John
EVI Phono
n
eeeee • demo
Dyna•ector DVI7d2 MKII SDI
Kuceso Stahl/Slog. S Turntable News Boxed

O_.

>Phono Stages

ITEMS

U ,::',7;,,a
jj'ea0rja0
r:::-ocInerno
44.Krell XPS211i/L CD/Processos

>Power Amps
Thule PA150b
Aloia ST14.01c
Atoka ST13.01 power amp with separate power supply
BAT VK 220
Coincident Speaker technology MP 300b monoblocks
Chapter Audio Couplet
Advantage 5250 Monoblocks
Atma-sphere MW Monoblocks
BAT VK75SE Valve power
Krell FPB 450cx monoblocks

USED

L.01562 731100 f.01562 730228 m.07721 605966
THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY99TD

audio
A New Dawn for Naim and Tom Tom Audio...
...the only d

rin the world specialising

purely in th

world class products

Extensive

ction of current Nairn Audio product

range on

orstration and the largest stock of

pre - loved

m Audio equipment on the planet

• Part ex

nges very welcome

• Friendly

1p and advice

• Open 7 days till late
• Compare current with previous Nairn ranges
Lamm
Metronome Technologie
Von Schweikert

• Comfortable demonstration facilities
Tel • St Albans 01727 86 86 59

Renaissance Amplification
Verbatim Cables
SRA

nor
New!
Naim Audio Parts & Accessories Online Shop
See www.tomtomaudio.com for details

www.2ndhandhifi.co.uk ... what are you up for?

4A/SE

m

mo,

tel: 0845 6019390

Mi%Ageu"er

''
''

D5 as new boxed REDUCED
DI ex boxed eth remote
1150 as new
acsparent Statement. ex crated REDUCED
.•ACIITO Lw Kmber cable
•I11)17. nr mint boxed REDUCED
D •. excellent boxed wall remote
re COP as new boxed
rcn Rude Dors 2t. excellent. crated
I-excellent boxed
ICOT80 as new
A20004CiPRE 24 ,192 Upsamprog. WOW ,
!
,
1700SF/04220DAC ( 02600 newt aSTEAL
:14.320 rnew 016501 as new boxed
•Pulsar DAC. as new 1[21300•
r.12 as new boxed REDUCED

379
c4r,

Cann Mea Monotko.cks. ex at saver
Cann Ion 72 Mon Clocks not e black

679 Cowed Johnson S000g100le SA250 REDUCED
349 Conrad Johnson PUT
Tenet a. as new
1149
,, ,
,,,,
love. 2A3 valve Integrelle
1,z, .zomrwe
et 66 Cfw remote. uces 6550s to great

ÎE .
..??2.± _... pl, ,e. 10 . y

719
449
549
2219
WM
11.3

ranc P'.' ' 20G OU
Meant/ MUSE KI Senature excellent wat remote
Musoal hdetly 29 Preamp,150 Power. ex REDUCED
Musical Feet. 43cr Pre/Power combo. vgc
Mosul Feebly Pre/Typhoon REDUCED
Mosul Feebly M3 Nu Vista IntepraleS ex boxed
NAD 352. es bored CT also available
NASA 72/1110/HIKAP preemeops combo REDUCED
NAIR 92/90 pre. power conbo. ex boxed REDUCED
NASA NAC32 5pre REDUCED
NASA NAP .40 glee boxed REDUCED
Quad 66 pro ohs remote. Owed
Clued 606 Mk2 Rtver ex breed mkt eso avartable
Grad 306 Fewer amp ex
Ovad 0Al
I, 0ko REDUCED
Owd 44 Peerre. 40 5and 435/2 Power amps NOW nom
Dad 33/363 vg• tor year fully Serviced
Rogers 020a. Intnprated valve amp . 01.00 indeed
Rchwell Indus we and Pew.nn moms ex booed
Rote RC995 sup-rb preamp wan system remote REDUCED
Rote, RA1062 Integrated ex boxed
Rotel RA03 rntegrated ex boxed
Rotel RMIM066. 5channel ex boxed
Stero DA26004CPRE 241192 Upsamohno. WOW!
Sugden AU41 Pr AU21 Power
Speakeee
Acousto Erergy 002 ex black
Acousto Energy Aerws EVO 3in Maple as new
Acdrovecco 1A3 ..
i9. acme crossovers. new My unarms
OUI Positron MO e Walnut Burr REDLCED
88W CDM2SE
EekV 60232 ex rn cherry boxed
136W 704. ex. Owed
EEW
.. 4. boxed PEDUCED
Castle Ron/tons 3 excellent boxed
Ceeston SL6.
wetter wan stands
Celestron SLCS nacellent etample of sernmal standmount

;r9 r,r.';';°'n'ize:d2', ,'°,;,:‘,'„erà;›,te'b' n'ee '''-' 1?...? C
M'°,., ';' e.e,',r,_g,eereyeer, ajodneeedo
r„'ne,: 2", ,°,,,?.' elsul',%rek
799

"399
49
nn
99
999
799

Cyrus 5Integrated ex boxed REDUCED

t

mar billb

---.
Digital
Radio and recorders - 149
• • nCD723 black or saver REDUCED
, 79 Arcot 16, o no owes FEDurt D
219
r 1679 REDUCED
699 AVI 52000 Tuner ygc rm..r. REDUCED
199
r D192 ( Upgraded 82) as new boxed
399 Harman Auden TU970 DAR/FM New
349
creogue Maestro 192/24 ex dent
c4a ten Kiades excellent
09
• era Mephsto transpoti. e. boxed remote
77 9 NaWmoh. CR1E
149
399
Pure 70IES new
r0 Reference CO player REDUCED
299
Dad 66R4 ex toed
299
era DAC very raw off board una REDUCED
129
lee Audio 640C ex remoH boxed
4
149
,, Ie
o?1;
299
an., Reference 22. ex dem. smooth as
4
-4
-6 Tenors Srs 100);Paerto ed very rr DAB
219
ICD266, e. remote new laser
-- Technes SIM0150 sought after metres/ recorder
09
(caste. cm tuner UNDER HALF PRICE( ,
499
„6 Amplifiers
130 e, boxed REDUCED
d49
,17.19
,„ Accost. Arts Amp 1ex bcded
ISXR. ex. bored
4
_19 Accuse or
2HP w. boxed
- DOSAS new full vrarranty. LAST ONE!
1
-. 9 Accustc Ans Pre 1and Po- o1. tureen,. DR • netv
34 a9
•I
-kiNurnerik ex boxed
599
Arum Alpha F1AJ C30 Frump ex boxed REDUCED
•ir .
/300CD. as new boxed
619
11 99
Arcen M5 ex teed REDLCED
ri CD63 NI Senator. excellent
199 Arrant A32. ex save crov remote
429
ri SA8400. nr mot boxed REDUCED
379 Arum P35 ex saver
7.19
599
•.• CD17 KI Signature. exceltent
499 Audreeb 8000A o grey
109
•.• 099000 recorder M Yremote
129 Rudo Research 1.97 Prearrb
699
500i 563 DAC upgraded to 566. ex
899 /ode Research 11130 Poe, ex
999
'el. DACt <Jeerer',
229 Akode Research 1)70 Power. ex RED10ED
809
"
.
0. Wrve 2excellent order
229 Auer, Reseech SP12 Pre ex REDUCED
99
-ega Terive and T.de or torn! boxed
749 AudIo Valse Eotroow Pneamc. 0e 00000
219
ega Opto bargan Intro to Moremege
129 Ruche Verve Elatde 200 Menobecks - incredeb ( It Clt newt44.19
^, DIP vgc REDUCED
129 Aude Research SP12 Pre. ex REDUCED
5i9
,egway /124K REDUCED
229 OUI S2000 Integrated lantaste we lox soluten REDUCED Aug
.145140 Kw SACD as new REDUCED AGAIN
1999 AVI S2000 PreMenobekt fantasto combrnation R. DUCED 7,9
.trdelay 0- Ray excellent booed REDUCED
.. teeny 32. nr mull boxed

rre.

219

r
E
boxed
tra9
ITL ,MA8CLA14100w4100 Pre/Power 02 eve. comb. NJW 299
7a9
Ihrm Lon
599
Lon L0100 pow,, w boxed REDUCED
279
Lon 15143 power ex
3119

179
149
279
899
279
1749
tOE
99
,6
r`d
449
199

279

.
149
9

,99
cer

279
379
349
349
Call
16
69
99
9

Wen 1106 Standmount ex boxed NOW
479 .13E SlateSenes 3Wisson774 rare a.
Nolan 005 Standmount ex door boxed NOW
199 Ifinshaw Percepten phonostage and c .
Neal Acoustics Motive 3Cherry. as new boxed
449 L.11) MMO Phono stage
Neal Woustcs Pete toginals.
ex booed REDUCED
179 Lon 1,12. DL DC Kit
Neal Renews Pete .7SE cnv Ummalum bass carvers NOW 529 L.nn LP12, Aldo Valhalla, boxed
Proac Stud* 150 cherry REDUCED
599 Lon Wok 12' VERY VERY RARE ITEM REDUCED
(WAD Ill Standmounr, - REDUCED NOW FROM
.
179 Len LPt2 0/VA arm good order
Revolver R33 ex dem eel remwed barge',
249 Logo Datum tonearm to boxed
Roark Prologue One 010 In Rosewood
290 Mantoore Mantra. RB250. excellent bargee
Sorm Faber Concert.. vpc
349
Motel Odyssey Weed «Mon • last one ,
Specks 515 ar root Iwed In cherry
399 Moller ISO/Hera, excellent groundbreaking phone stage
Spender LS3/5a o black
11:
9
1.1010110rbe. lull verson AC motor
Spender BC?. Due in
,!
I Moller Transcnplors Reference Hydraulefluld arm NOW
Taniberg Studer Hector Large
Usber Aude R737. ex rem
, 99 Ahssen 774 oremal arm
.
1,
;,9 Moth rnk2 Pro Record Cleaning macItne ex dom
A...
Usher Audevs
e 86,..
717.42 call tor wets
WAO KI.S9 kn. pr dessonal CNC Cabs REDUCED
li MRM Source, cnv large pis. REDUCED
Mellowest Aron RC.. 1m REDUCED

„6
!"
.9
AVI S2000 . Ref CD Tree Pre 8 Monos - Save loads ,
1199
, -Chord Anthem RCA In
,
Chord Chorus RCA Im
6
Cysts - PSXR, et5
bowl from
;

kg

Isotek Nova cancelled Yet SAVE LOADS
let Creek Kwrth onleard tuner as new boxed
Ikl;a:nm
N
m.P,
M.
7
,
230a.nd

3.48400 combe berg. Per

249

MusIcal Freleldc X.SU.,3 as new Wed

2
,66
99

Pee Elan rettabe DOE new
OEC. PAT.< 454
Stet oCDT200. DP200 and parr M200 monos ([5ko newt

:
r
.'
19

î
,4-4
-'
.„
,g 9:
,79

FLItIbtEa'es'ne„WIrru't''9"4"I"'" superb
KFE 05 [ mockery challenged In black ash. CHEAP ,
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n«Cgaererg. tettajed
Waage Meg towed In beech Mr active subs mega ,NOW 479
379
lessen 752E o rosewood excellent
1199
Mender Mato GLU as next
499
Monnor Milo G . 10 as new
Mower Aorta Rem 270 excellent
349
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479
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Anston RD80. wood fresh ex conditen
Auclo Research POSSE nr molt boxed REDUCED
Clearaudo Ref TOI err Accurate can. ( newt 81180)
re Acme. Plow,, Generator
'
Ira r
r
'
ard '
re Steelton crwidge 50hrs
Cleverer, Em Son re kage. ex deM beg.
Clearactlio Mgr1, cleaning m/c
Clearer:to Eruct Stylux gauge
Cleatedro Ambient cA.. Carton Satts. arm ( r3200 newt
EleCtronompanner FP% mre/mc. Lynwood pis. NOW ONLY
Weep PAD Phones, as new
GoldrIng OR? .IS , ...
Hadcock Integrt ... • coxed 10750nevel

Gracie Delp. 3. excellent bargain
G•acle Delp. V Usk! SME IV beg. deal of the month
Down Lnee Ultra deck wet off board Ws SUE ce NOW
link Mangle L11991250. the best Ive seen
Pek Truce PT I
RCM', Debut 3In green. Rs new. BARGAIN

1,99
4
;;

Peed PersPeCtve. egc V« Goktrog can. REDUCED
Feed Clam Cherry. ex crw G1042 cart REDUCED
9
Roma Tube boo MINT as nm bored
,9, Re9a RB300. excellent
549
Wesel %erns ex rn stumung rosewood ONE col. NOW
9 Reksan Rados 5 as new. REDUCED
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399
549
899
399
149
229
Car
219
1399
599
149
349
449
649
3250
179
379
479
79
479
329
249
129
449
679
249
999
99

149
1199
3999
779

T./Mrs SL1210mk2 light docesto use on.
Peorens TD160b boxed REDUCED
Ttorens TD125/SME3009. REDUCED
Triorens TD1606Mayware vg. REDUCED

799
179
249
179
329
229

999
499
1099
79
1999
380
39
199
399

Tom Evans Morogroove, or dom
Transcrolors Saturn ter, NOW ONLY299
Pans/rotors SkeknonNestegal. REDUCED
lichee Orno as new b.k yersen
Tichord Dable add on Never Connected POU et dom
Tichord Dab'', add on PSU1 ex dem
Voyd Voyd. Hellos Orlon excellent Lw °aboard prs
Vogl Van, plicallisll pts ono,. pis
V. 16 5ret- . , RI. , ,.. . i ,,, rdetails
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249
379
199
899
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Call

... tel 0845 6019390 Tuesday 10 Saturday 10 tu l5, or email newste2ndhandhth.co.ult
Quality hIfi equipment always required for cash...... Call us before you trade
Commission Sales too

shadow audio:)

thesoundsurgery

Call ) 1592 74-4 779 for the best part- ex prices!

INTRODUCES

List changes daily so visit wwvv.shadowaudio.co.uk regularly!

New Web Site launched
Visit the new Shadow Audio web site today, where
you will find all the latest product information at
your fingertips.
Wacia861bin sivecirtirroculate condition.1 ownetjtot osera year old (£6950.

14495.

Mioomega Aria tdadr.ex -le Choice review mode (£2150)

11595

Roksan Caspian MKI) CD, boxed. immac cond, manual, remote (£ 1000)
Shanling CD-T200 SAC D. full UK version, suoerb cord. boxed (£21501

4.0

amplifiers

CIS

Reimyo

£49
£1295

Primare 030.2 CD Player, black, 1yr old, boxed, excellent cond (£ 1500)

£749

Delivering a natural

Musical Fidelity DM25 DAC + Transport, oniy afew months old (£4000)

12995

Musical Fidelity kW SAICD player, boxed, factory sea ed box (£4000)

12195

AVI Lab Series CD, current spec, boxed, unmarked condition (£ 1499)

£1195

authenticity to digital
replay.

Consonance 2.2 Linear, brand new!, stunning, toxed (£ 1400)

£995

Audio Analogue Maestro MkII, 3.5yrs old, excellent cond, boxed(f1500)

£695

Jungson Magic Boat v2 CD/SACD player. siLver. ex dem (£995)

£699

Shanling CDT300 Omega Drive, ex-dem, immaculate cond (£400C)

£3295

Resolution Audio Opus 21, 2box cd player. boxed, black/silver ( f2950)

£2395

Unison Research UnicoValve output CD, latest soec 24/192 model (£1250)

£795.

Qinpu Al Ox, ex What HiFi review model, boxec in irnmac cond (£300)

£230

Qinpu A-8000 MK II, ex HiFi World review model, boxed as new (£ 1295)

£895

Musical Fidelity A308 pre-amp, immaculate, boxed, manual (£ 1999)

£995

Musical Fidelity AS Int. 250wpc, 6months old. boxed, as new (£ 1499)

£995

Musical Fidelity AS Power Amp. 6months cid, boxed. immac (£ 1499)

£995

Audio Innovations Alto amp, in black, boxed, manual, immac £695

£175

AudioZone Amp2M41 Monoblocks, 6mnths old, perfect cond (£1800)

£1195

Bryston B-100 SST lnt amp, unmarked concition, boxed (£ 2750)

£9995

Roksan Caspian MK2 iitegrated, boxed wit., manual and remote.

£595

Roksan Caspian powee amp MK2, boxed. Be qJ<lc - asteal at the price!

£495

Chord CPA2800 pre-arnp+phono stage, £2100 new, in black, immac

£1995

Gamut 0200 Power Amp, silver, immac condition, boxed (£32001

£1695

artist intended.

£995

Art Audio _Iota Power Amp, excellent cond, boxed, 2)wpc (£5400)

£2495

Eay.ern Electric M520 nt, What HiFi 5star review, 4mnths old (£ 1539)

£1095

McIntosh MA2275 Integrated, mint condition. less tnan ayear old

£3995

Eav:ern Electric Minimax Pre, ex-dem, mint condition, boxed (£769)

Unadulterated
amplification that
realises the musc as the

1395

Consonance Cyber 800 Monoblocks, immac, boxed (£ 3000)
Croft Epoch Pre Amp, ex-dem, boxed, immac rend (f1500)

Emille

£649

Eben
Creating a new
standard when it comes

£795

to delivering the life and

Audionet Sam V2 Integrated, silver, boxed, exc cone (£2400)

£1195

drama captured within a

ATC 5CA2 pre amp, boxed, fully serviced by ATC only 7mths ago (£3900)

11295

Marantz PM1551 integrated, 1owner, boxed. superb condition (£ 1099)

Croft TS1 hybrid powe amp. ex-dem, boxed. immac cond (£2000)
Bow Walrus Power Amp. boxed, exc cond. 150wpc(£3995)

111995

Bow Warlock Pre, boxed, err cond ‘ully balanced. rtr. '£ 3495 ,

11695

Hyperion 938, gloss black finish, immac cond, very low hours (£ 3750)

£2995

irzd 989, Vintage fini ;-1, only 6months old, bored, m nt cond (£5000)

£3795

Acoustic Energy 1Mk)11 8stock, slight mark to frprit right corner (£ 1995)

£1495

_ivi

Voice Auditorium, maple, immac cond (£2100)

3&W CM4 speakers, in Rosenut, 5years old, bored

£945
£449

rh el CS2.3's, gloss cherry, mint, orig packaings amazing! (£3600)

£1695

Nilson Benesch Discclery, ex-d, 3yrs old, boxed, as new, silver (£ 5700)

£2995

Mission Elegante £ 82 lyr old, boxed in superb condition.(£1300)
Droc FBI +. cherry, boxed, immac cond, few mid's cld! (£ 1695)

£1295

DMC

FBI, upgraded to + spec in 2005, oak finish, boxed (£ 16951

DMC 182 in cherry, immac cond, boxes, 2yrs old, awesome (
E6995.1

£4395

nnersound Isis Hybric Electrostatics, exce corc, incredible £ 2300,

£1245

JMC OBI, in oak, boxed as new, 6mnths ol a, simply. stunning! (£ 2700)

£1995

Mi -age 0M7 Omnipcpar in black gloss, boxed, good.cond (£ 2000)

£695

1AS Audio Orsa ex Kr, Plus review model, 'sop ar ti mor (£ 1399)

£1149.

ATC_SCM-20A S (active) lower spkrs, cherry, boxed„,,erycood cond (£51 77)

£1895

Au'rD Physic Tempo 4, clerry,exd model, immacuiate condition. (£2199i

£1699

Triciord Diablo phonc stage, exc cond, only 9mths ) ld, boxed (£ 750)

£275
£2495

£1495

Tom Evans Groove Plus phono stage, boxed, mint cond (£ 3600)

£2395

/Pi Scout inc NW-9tonearm, immac cond, boxed, very little usage (£ 1300)
LP12, Lingo PSU upgrade,Ittok Arm, inducing 'Clyde cartridge, exc cond
Sotek2KQubeZ bored never. sensational mainsconcittning teit (£1595)
sonek Gil Minisub, silver front, current spec innnac zond (£545)
'ovenshend Supertsvters, titanium finish. bcned as new. exd (£800)
'sotek Tita- «

is conditioner, few months old boned (£ 1500)

List is updated daily on our web site.

Roy Gregory. HiFi+

Portfolio:
Acoustic Signature, Audio Desk Systeme Eben, Exactpower.
Emilie, Kingsound. Luxman, Monopulse, Pearcable, Stereovox,
Supra sword, Stillpoints,Timber Matrix foundation. Vertex AC,
Whest Audio

£495

M son Benesch Full Circle, boxed as new, exc rend (
12100)
Eastern Electric Minim« Phonostage, ex- d, m ri, boxed (£ 1099)

investigate sooner rather
than later -

£895
£1595

Au3o Physic Virgo (II, cherry, 6mnths old, boxec, as new Cf 3999)

"Their sonic impact is
not subtle. My advice:

£749.

Monitor Audio GR60 i4 mnths old) immac, cherry (£2395).

Triangle Titus, ex-dem, ir int condition, boxed, veylow hours (£3701

recording.

£995

£895
£1195
f795

www.soundsurgery.co.uk
New & regularly updated used/ex-demo webpage

95
£395
*49
111095

tel: 01392 662920

dl

ALIUM AUDIO

01273 608332
E- Mail

L_,ot Lorionce

sales@aliumaudio.com

Website

01273 325901
www.aliumaudio.com

"Consonance" Droplet CDP 5.0
"I still haven't come across anything at this price that i'd recommend
instead" Blue Moon award", 6moons.com.
"It sounded just like it looked, big-hearted and powerful",
Geoff Husband, TNT-Audio.com
"Consonance" Reference CD2.2 Linear
"a rhythmically taut, fast , accurate sound" Sra jan Ebaen 6moons.com
"smooth, natural and well balanced" Jimmy Hughes, HiFi+ Issue 46
"Consonance" CD120 Linear
"at this price-point, this is the player to have"
Stereo Times, Most Wanted Components 2006.
"A very musical player, one of just a few able to make digital sound like
good analogue", HiFi+ Issue 44
"Consonance" Forbidden City Turandot
"soundstage was wide and deep", " brightness or edge are simply
absent! Wayne Zufall, 6moons.com

TRANSMISSION LINE KITS FROM IPL ACOUSTICS
The IN, range now includes six superb bi-wired Transmission lines
using top quality drive units and components to achieve sound quality and bass extension equivalent to speakers costing in the range of
£100 to £4000. The Plus kits include all that is required apart from
the woodwork, but plain or veneered MDF cabinet kits are available.
Please see website or catalogue for full details.
KIT
SPEAKER UNITS
CAB SIZE mm
PLUS KIT
P&P
M1I3thn
5"IPL Metal, I"Seas treble 810 x191x 261 £ 15.03
f9.50
S30
6.5'1PL PP. I" morel treble 903 x230 x350
f253.03
f10.00
S3tim
6.5"IPL metal, I"Seas el* 903 x230 x350 £
334.44
flO.00
S3thnRib 651PL metal.Ribbon treb
903 x230 x350
f337.28
f10.00
S4tim
S5tI

S'IPL metaL l'' Seas treble 960 x276 x400
3"Dome mid,1"treb 1080x 320 x403

005.75
f419.00

It is not necessary to hare
equipment in

Absolute Analoguee great
Address: PO Box 30429. Loudon, NW6 7GY
Tel / Fax: +44 (0)20 8459 8113
Email: Absolute_Analogue(a email.msn.com
Website: omss.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

order to listen to music...
glire""e

...hut it helps.

Get it right!

f11.00
f12.00

Send cheque tor postà Me:1 made payable to Mr IPLeslie at IPL Acoustics, Chelsea
Villa, Torts Park, Ilfracombe, Devon, EX34 SAY, tel 01271 867439. Ahemativly visit
our webs.-te at nwstiplacouslics.co.uk or send a50p SAE. br catalogue detailing
Ttansmission Lines, Hi-F1 and AV kits, including Active Subwoofers, drive units,

L

;

3

For more information
please see our N% ebsi t
c.

Silver PTFE cables, and Quality Accessories.

turntableworld!

Aesthetix Rhea - the best phono stage you will ever hear?
SME 2012a - the one you always wanted
Graham Phantom - really not that scary
Moth, VPI, Clearaudio RCMs - what adifference!
Our Dem facilities offer awide selection of all types of analogue equipment from all the best brands including...

Aesthetix, Clearaudio, Decent Audio, Dynavector, Tom Evans, Goldring, Grado, Graham, Hadcock,
Lyra, Michell, Moth, Nottingham Analogue, Origin Live, Ortofon, Project, Roksan, Rothwell, Graham
Slee, Shure, SME, Sumiko, Transfiguration, Trichord, Whest Audio, Wilson Benesch and VPI
turntableworld! is at hifisound, 30b Larchfield St, Darlington, DL3 7TE. Tel 01325 241888 or email news@turntableworld.co.uk

Kelease tke Magic
After

5 years

in

production,

best phono stages around.
switches on the
cartridge and

the

Dino is still

one

Highly versatile with

baseplate to facilitate

a wide

of the

accessible

range of

gain settings.

DiNo
IVIOViNCI Coil
MOViNCi MAC/Nn
SWiTEliAblE GAIN

SwircliAblE LoAdiNci
Sup« REqUIATORS
DiSCREIE OUIplff STACIE
UpCIRAdEAblE POWER

Border Pabol
Clearaudio, Dizpason
EARyoshino, Experience
Filtration, Lector, LED
Audio Lyra, Music First
Audio, Nottingham

Alternative
AUDIO

Analogue, Opera

t: 01984 624242
www_alternativeaudio.co.uk

Iransfigurat

on

e: petergalternativeaudio.co.uk

Shun \ lo,,k
Uni,on ROst`.âl,
Vander ,tuen Ainito

Brompton
Ex -dom

Ralph, Taunton, Somerset

& used equipment for sale

Home evaluation service

Supply

REAd 111E REViEWS ON OUR WdniTE:
WWW.TRidlORdRESEARCIl.COM

-' Never Connected' - unique noise
e reduction technology available
C
for thi3 product further enhances
I'd sound quality.
IsI

TRiChORd RESEARCh

Tel: + 44 ( 0)1684 311600
sales@trichordresearch.com

Fax: + 44 ( 0)1684 311928
www.trichardresearch.com

Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
Email: central-audioebtconnect.com
Tel/Fax 0121 747 4246
""11;141
PP 5minutes Juction 9M42/Juction 4M6
Open Monday - Sunday 10am till 8pm. BM
RRP
AUDIO RESEARCH VS55
2500
AUDIO RESEARCH LS25 MKI I
5500
AUDIO RESEARCH CD7
8000
AUDIO RESEARCH SPI6L
1999
AUDIO RESEARCH SP16
2500
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX DISCRETE VARIABLE
BALANCED
6000
AUDIONET ART V2 CD SILVER
2500
AUDIOPHYSIC VIRGO 3ROSENUT
4000
ACCUPHASE DP67
4500
ACCUPHASE DP77 CDISACD
7500
ACCUPHASE DP90
6500
ACCUPHASE DAISY
3000
ACCUPHASE DP75V +AD INPUT CARD
8000
ACCUPHASE E2I2
2200
ARCAM CD36
1400
ARCAM C3I PRE
1200
ARCAM PI MONOBLOCKS
2200
AVI LAB SERIES CD
1500
B@W SILVER SIGNATURE 30 RED CURLY MAPLE7000
BAT VK3I WITH REMOTE
2500
CARY 300SE11.5 WATT 3008 SE
2500
DCS VERDI LASCALA
10000
DCS ELGAR PLUS FIREWIRE
9500
EAR 834L
710
EAR 834L
710
FOCAL 1M LABS 714
480
FOCAL IMLADS DIVA UTOPIA IMONTH OLD 8500
FOCAL .IMLABS CC70
180
KRELL FPB 250 MC X2
12000

NOW
1495
2995
5995
295
1695
3495
1495
1995
2995
3995
2995
1695
3995
1295
895
795
1395
895
2495
895
1295
5495
5495
395
395
245
5995
95
3995

KRELL FPB 650M X2
KRELL SA CD STANDARD 5.2
KRELL 2250
KRELL 280P
LINN LPI2 ITTOK CIRKUS VALHALLA
LINN LPI2 BASIK PLUS
LINN KLIMAX TWIN
LINN 2250
LINN KINOS
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT I
MARK LEVINSON 334
MERIDIAN DSP600 24196
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 60
MICHELL ALECTO MONOS MKI
MUSICAL FIDELITY NU VISTA CD
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3CR PRE
MUSICAL FIDELTY A3CR POWER
NAGRA DAC
NAGRA PLL
NAGRA VPA MONOS
NAIM 282 SNI90XXX
NAIM 252 SNI90XXX
NAIM 552 SIN 190XXX
NAIM 500 3AVAILABLE SIN 18IXXX I68XXX
180XXX
NAIM CDS3 SIN I96XXX
NAIM XPS2 SIN I89XXX
NAIM AV2 SIN I84XXX
NAIM 250 3AVAILABLE SIN I85XXX I85XXX
184XXX

anted
\/N/anted

RRP
24000
4000
4000
3000
NIA
NIA
6000
1900
4500
4500
6000
11000
7000
2000
3000
1000
1000
7800
5500
1100
3075
4450
12700

NOW
7595
2595
2595
1995
695
395
2995
895
2995
2195
2195
4995
1295
695
1395
345
345
4495
3795
5995
1995
2995
7995

12700
5200
2600
2500

6995
3495
1695
1695

2300

995

NAIM 82 SIN 142XXX
NAM 175 SIN I75XXX
NAIM 05 SINI83XX
NAIM 25012 SN 190XXX
•
NAIM CD5I SN200XXX
NAIAI I2X SNI88XXX
NAIM NCENT SN2I5XXX
NAIM NSUB SN2I5XXX
NAIM 02 SN601 XXX
NAIM AR/VA SN207XXX
NHT WI SUB WITH AMP AND XOVER
NHT AI MONOBLOCKS
PEN AUDIO REBEL2ICHARA
PEAK CONSULT PRINCESS
RVOX 116 TUNER
RED ROSE SPIRIT
REGA P9
ROTELL RSDX02E DVDISURROUND AMP
ROTH WELL INDUS PASSIVE PRE
SONUS FABER EXTREMA
SPECTRAL DMC 15
SPECTRAL DUAIOaS
SPECTRAL MIT MH750 8FT PAIR
TRANSPARENT REF XL-SS
TRANSPARENT SIGNATURE DIGITAL
VERTY AUDIO PARSIFAL
WILSON WATT PUPPY 5.1
WILSON BENESCH ACTOR
WILSON BENESCH ARC 6MTHS OLD

arity HiFi

RRP
2300
1300
850
2500
900
705
500
1500
NIA
1300
1030
325
2600
5300
NIA
2000
2500
1000
700
7000
4700
4825
900
3500
1000
14000
20000
4000
2500

NOW
895
795
495
1695
595
495
325
995
595
795
2955
150
1495
3495
295
895
1695
495
150
2995
2995
2995
495
1495
595
6495
4995
1995
1595

diverse vinyl

Never just ahi-fi,
discover pure music at..

LP MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS

»www.sound gallery.co.uk

"People will look back on the CD
era as the dark ages of sound."
Neil Young

The Sound Gallery
65 Castle Street, High Wycombe, Bucks
01494 531682

The UK's largest stockist of all brand new
LP releases, including reissues and
audiophile products.

Call for a catalogue or browse online
telephone - 01633 259661

www.diversevinecom
F1EATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL:01992 653999 MOBILE:07860 511111
FULL LIST & PICTURES ON WEBSITE: www.heathcoteaudio.co.uk
EQUIPMENT URGENTLY REQUIRED FOR CASH PLEASE PHONE GEORGE
CHORD 1500E 96/192 kHZ 3DACS/PRE (£6800)

SOLID STATE
McCORMACK RLD-1/DNA-125 PRE/POWER
BEL CANTO LINE-1/EVO 200.2
SONY TAE-1/TAN-1PRE/POWER
'THE ALCHEMIST' PRE AMP
'THE ALCHEMIST POWER AMP
GRYPHON SONATA ALLEGRO PRE
MUS. FIDELITY MA-65 MONO'S/PRE-8
C. JOHNSON PER.REMOTE PRE
PASS LABS ALEPHPPRE AMP
ELECROCOMPANIET EC 4.7 PRE
DPA 50$ PRE AMP C/W PHONO STAGE
PLINIUS SA- 102 POWER AMP (£4700)
JEFF ROWLAND 501 MONOBLOCS
MARANTZ MA-700 MONOBLOCS X4
KRELL 300iL
SONUS FABER MUSICA INTEGRATED
PIONEER A-400
MUSICAL FIDELITY A-100
MARANTZ PM 55SE
YAMAHA AX-620 AMP
QUAD 33/303/FM3 QUAD SERVICED

MINT/BOXED £1995
EX DEM/BOXED £2795
MINT/BOXED £6495
EXCLT £3750
EXCLT £2750
MINT/BOXED £4995
VGC £895
MINT/BOXED £1495
EXCLT £1195
BRAND NEW £995
MINT/BOXED £395
EXCLT £2795
EX DEM £3495
MINT/BOXED £1195
EXCLT BOXED £1995
MINT/BOXED £ 1250
MINT/BOXED £195
EXCLT/BOXED £195
EXCLT/BOXED £99
EXCLT £249
EXCLT £375

CD/SACD/DVD
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDS-III CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT
AUDIO ALCHEMY ACD-Il CD PLAYER/TRANSPORT
TEAC P-500 TRANSPORT
THETA CARMAN CD/DVD TRANSPORT
ACCUPHASE DP-90 TRANSPORT
PERRTECH P1-A/P3-A/PSU SIG-2
PINK TRIANGLE DA-CAPO 24 BIT HOOD
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.3 DAC NEW OLD STOCK
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.1.2 DAC NEW OLD STOCK
AUDIO ALCHEMY DDE V.1.1 NEW OLD STOCK
MSB LINK DAC-3 24/96Khz
MONRIO 186 DAC/PSU
ALCHEMIST FORSETTI TRANSPORT/DAC
ZSYSTEMS Z3trc UPSAMPLER (£1450)
TECHNICS SL-Z1000/SH-X1000 TRANS./DAC
MICROMEGA SOLO (NEW MECH)
PIONEER PD-95 (VERY RARE)
DENON 200 CD MULTI PLAYER
DENON DVD 2800 (GOLD)
DENON DVD-A 3300 (GOLD)

NOS/BOXED £395
VGC £295
EXCLT £350
MINT/BOXED £1595
MINT £3250
BRAND NEW RING!
EXCLT £750
NOS/BOXED £350
NOS/BOXED £275
NOS/BOXED £225
MINT/BOXED £375
VGC £275
MINT/BOXED £1595
MINT/BOXED £495
EXCLT/BOXED £1795
BOXED £895
MINT/BOXED £1250
EX.DEM £195
MINT £395
EXCLT/BOXED £395

MINT/BOXED £2850

VINYL
TRANSCRIPTORS &SKELETAL ARM
ROKSAN/ COGNOCENTVPSU (ROSEWOOD)
QUASAR SKELETAL TURNTABLE
FORSELL AIR FORCE REF./ARM/FLYWHEEL
WALKER PROCENIUM $35000
ROGUE AUDIO PHONO STAGE MM/MC (£800)
HADCOCK 01142 TONE ARM
GRAHAM SLOE ELEVATOR EXP

VALVE AMPS

LOVELY £895
MINT/BOXED £495
EXCLT £1250
EXCLT/BOXED £7495
EX OEM/BOXED £ 12500
EX.DEM £395
AS NEW/BOXED TBC
AS NEW/BOXED TBC

AUDIO RESEARCH LS-8PRE AMP (BLACK)
UNISON RESEARCH S-845 INTEGRATED
UN. RESEARCH C-5 PRE/MM,MC (£1650)
ROGUE MAGNUM 66 REMOTE PRE
ROGUE TEMPEST MAGNUM 1NT.(£2800)
AUDIO INN 10X0 Mi/Ill 6L6 MONO'S

MINT/BOXED £895
MINT/BOXED £1695
EXCLT £595
MINT/BOXED £995
EX.DEM £ 1895
MINT/BOXED £1250

JM LABS MEZZO UTOPIA
AMPHION KRYPTONS (£8500)
EGGLESTONWORKS ANDRA-2
EGGLESTONWORKS ROSA
EGGLESTONWORKS FONTAINE2
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM3 (£9500)
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM M-3
MIRAGE M1si
KLIPSCH K-HORNS B.EYE MAPLE
SNELL TYPE All
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5BOBINGA WOOD (SUPERB)
SNELL CMKIV
CELESTION A-2 SANTOS FVWOOD
TRINITY TRIDENT 3WAY (£2700)
CURA CA-30 B.EYE MAPLE (£2700)
CURA CA-21 B.EYE MAPLE (£1800)
CASTLE AVON
CASTLE HOWARD-2BEECH
REGA XEL ROSEWOOD (£1275)
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE109
AUDIONOTE ASE ROSEWOOD
TANNOY BERKLEYS RECONE/REPOLISH
LOTH -XAMAZE 8, STANDS (CHERRY)

MINT £4795
BRAND NEW £5750
EX DEM £7995
BRAND NEW £5995
BRAND NEW £3995
EX.DEM £4995
MINT £2850
EXCLT £2750
EXCLT £2995
EXCLT/BOXED RING
EX.DEM £1250
EXCLT £1250
BRAND NEW £1195
GC. £895
MINT/BOXED £1295
MINT £750
£375
EXCLT £650
EXCLT £475
EXCLT £275
GC £795
EXCLT £1195
MINT/BOXED £395

LOUDSPEAKERS

TUNERS /TAPE/CD RECORDERS
LYNX THETA TUNER (VERY RARE)

VGC £195

SONY 700ES 3HEAD TAPE MACHINE
PIONEER PDR-05 (£1300 NEW)

MINT £250
MINT/BOXED £295

STANDS LAST FEW!!
SOUNDSTYLE
SOUNDSTYLE
SOUNDSTYLE
SOUNDSTYLE
SOUNDSTYLE

XS-105
XS-105
XS- 100
ST- 105
ST- 100

EX DEM
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

£149
£199
£195
£275
£250

CABLES PLEASE SEE WEB FOR FULL LIST
LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
ORA BLACK SLINK 4METRE PAIR X2LOCKING WBTS
RAPPORT USA 5METRE PAIR EX.DEM

£795
£375

TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET!! PAIR M-WIRE AS NEW BOXED ETC £795
PS.AUDIO X-TREAM BI-WIRE 3METRE PAIR
.
£750
NIRVANA AUDIO SL-SERIES 2.3 METRE PAIR EX DEM. FACTORY
TERMINATED
AUDIONOTE AN-L3METRE PAIFk FACTORY TERMINATED
SILVER SPADES)
OED XT- 350 4N'M AIRLOC PLUGS 4METRE PAIR

£475
£225
IBA

NORDOST FLATLINE GOLD BI -WIRE
BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE BRAND NEW (£40 METRE)..PER METRE £20
BLACK RHODIUM S-130 2£ BI WIRE BRAND NEW
(£20 METRE)

PER METRE £9

INTERCONNECT
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO BALANCED XLR 1METRE (£997 RETAIL) BRAND
NEW
£395
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO BALANCED XLR 2METRE
(£1500+ RETAIL)
BRAND NEW £650
BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIO 1METRE RCA
BRAND NEW £295
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO AWARD WINNING CABLE 0.5 METRE OR 1
METRE
BRAND NEW £75/95
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1METRE
BRAND NEW £65
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 1.5 METRE RCA
595
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE 12 FT PAIR BALANCED XLR
£1195
HOVLAND G-3 1METRE XLR BALANCED
AS NEW/BOXED £275
£225
XL0 3METRE PAIR (PHONO) EX.DEM
TULSA HURRICANE JUNIOR BALANCED XLR 6.5 METRE PAIR
£299
TULSA HURRICANE JUNIOR BALANCED XLR 1METRE PAIR
£55
NEOTECH PROFESSIONAL CABLE 0.5 METRE PAIR EX.DIS BOXED
CABLE TALK-3DIGITAL COAS 1METRE NEW/BOXED
NORDOST VARIOUS INC.MOONGt.OW

£199
£50
RING

BUYERS 'GUIDE

M ADISOUND

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY
PARTS AND ADVICE.

seas
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30 HIGH STREET, ROCHESTER, KENT, ME 1 1LD

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

%

01634 880037

www.rochesterhi-fi.co.uk

Fostex

Skaaning
ei Loudspeakers

BIEF11,1E23

AWA
ACOUSTIC PANEL S

.

penis

VIUd Cl/

NimposT
Pei aIlk717N
scanspeaK
.1ADISOUND
.

SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO. BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 537444283 US.A.
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608.831-3771
infoCceaffisouno corn

ADVANTAGE, ARCAM, ATACA/V1A, AUDION, Ay), BASE, CHORD, CAIRN
CLEARAUDIO, CREEK, CYMBOL, DALI, EPOS, JMLAB, GAMUT, GOLDRING,
GRADIENT, GRADO, GRAHAM SLEE, GRAVES AUDIO, HADCOCK, MERLIN,
NAD, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE, NU FORCE, OPTIMUM, ORIGIN LIVE,
PARTINGTON, PEIGA, PURE, QUADRASPIRE, SENNHEISER, STELLO, STIRLING,
LS35/a, TIVOLI, TRANSFIGURATION, USHER, VINCENT, VIVID.

CHORD SPM 14000 ON DEMONSTRATION
THE

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

QUAD
SPECIALIST
ESL 57

LE 1

Spares and Repairs

Replacement panels for ESL 57. ESL63 and LE I
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner.
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers.

sound cinergy
spacidlosts m

home erreertmenent

Creek, Epos, Exposure, Fujitsu, Linn, Morantz,
Monitor Audio, Morcktunt Short, NAD, Okki
Noicici, Project, REL, Rokson, ihemeseene Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

Contact us for our free catalogue.
QUAD Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Brunnenstrasse 57, 56751 Gering, Germany
tel. +49(0)2654 987977 fax. +49(0)2654 987976
email:QUAD-GmbH@t-online.de
www.QUAD-MUSIK.com
www.quadatelierde

Oranges eST

fr,on

Does This Seem Familiar?

Loud

e
Too Loud

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products
•FREE of all US taxes.

Way too Loud

It's

a common problem. The usable range on the
volume control is all down at the bottom end and
fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible. The noise floor may be audible too.
There is now a simple and effective solution - the
Rothwell In-Line Attenuators. They can be used

HiFi.
Home Cinema
& Multi-room
Specialists

with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the
problems of excess gain and
bring sonic
benefits, even with the most expensive equipment.
The cost is only £ 39 per pair delivered. To order, call

Rothwell: 01204566133

or

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk
See the excellent reviews in HiFi Choice, Hi Fi World,
Hi Fi Plus and on the web at wwwint-audio.com
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020 7924 2040
www.oandlhifi.co.uk
61 Webbs Road, Battersea, SW11 6RX
email: oranges.lemons@virgin.net

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES

'LIFT

uBE

fax or mad for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 • fox ( 215) 862-4871

Call, write,

Visit our wpbsits at:
http://www.tatwyre.com
email: fatwyne@fatwyrs.coin

THE
CABLE

' company

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

CALL 020 8726 8317 TO ADVERTISE

MUSIC MATTERS
AUDIO & HOME CINEMA
SPECIALISTS

EDGBASTON

Our extensive range of products includes
• Arcam • Apollo • Anthony Gallo • Atacama
• Atlas • Base • Bowers & Wilkins
• Nautilus Diamond available at Edgbastor,
• Chapter Audio • Chord Company
• Chord Electronics • Cyrus • Denon
• Dream Vision • Dynaudio • Dynavector
• Epos • Grado • lnfocus • KEF • Krell
• LAMM • Marantz • Meridian • Michell
• Mission • MJ Acoustics • Monitor Audio
• Musical Fidelity • NAD • Naim • Nordost
• Ortofon • Panasonic • Pioneer • PMC
• Project • Pure • QED • Quad • REL
• Rotel • Sennheiser • Sim2 • SME
• Sonus Faber • Tascam • Spendor • Teac
• Wharfedale • Wilson Benesch • Yamaha

363 Hag!ey Road,
Birmingham BI7 8DL
0121 429 2811
SOLIHULL
93-95 Hobs Moat Road
West Midlands B92 8IL
0121 742 0254
STOLRBRIDGE
9 Miarl<et Street
West Midlands DYE IAB
01384 444184
SUTTON COLDFIELD
10 Boidmere Road
West Midlands 873 STD
0121 354 23 1 1
HATCH END
344 Uxbridge Road
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 4HR
020 8420 1925
DARLINGTON
17 Cornschfie Road
County Durham DL) 7EE
01325 481418

OPEN TU ES - SAT 10 00 - 5 30
LATE NIGHT AT BIRMINGHAM AND

We offer custom installation of

SOLIHULL WEDNESDAY UNTIL 630PM

complete systems integrating hi-fi,

Interest free creoit on selectec items • 0% APR

MUSIC
MATTERS

Written decals or) -ecuest • Licersecl credit broker

home cinema, multi- room and
lighting. Home trials are available

leig111"»

CETUS,

for many products

THE AUDIO

www.musicmatters.co.uk

O'Brien Hi-Fi

SPECIALISTS

IMP

Martin Logan - Vantage

60 Durham Road, London. SW20 OTW
020 8.46 I528/0331 E :IwapOobnenhi6„can

Free parlone • Free nenutes frcan A3 • Open Tue - Sat 9 - 530

Moon

Sonus Faber — Domus

Supernova

Audio Renew's!, • Avid • Copland • Clued Ccartparry
Creek • Drearnvaion • Dynavector • Epos • Gubvire • Lyra
Krell • Marti» Logan • Michell • Moan • Haim • C)pera
Onkyo • Origm Live • Prima Luna • Resort • Sonneteer

cez›.

Scams Faber • Stands Unique • Sugden • -Theta • Toarin
Transparent • Unison R...1. • Velodyne • Waterfall
Please contact us for a list oi es dom & display product

Chord •re ruenratly
demure...leg Ihen•
stunning -uela pnalere.
Hewn. antMect terto
arrange ademon...aeon.

Sugden -A27SE Amp .2-"r CI)

Front End Problems?

Premier Audio
/W M 1

then contact:

"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best — HiFi News awards 2005
"BEST CARTRIDGE UNDER £1000!
Agents for Cfoft, Moth. Hadcock, EAR. and others.
'CARTRIDGE ke STYLUS GAUGES NW' ellIABLE'
Plus cartridge re-tipping service
Mel) Site:
Email:

mcartridgemalcom

thecartridgeman(à btinternet.com

020 8688 6565

ecom 2

IC LW Cook
et

No. çier , .)r, t
,d:nz.%

ica

upgrades available.

250 Potter, Verity Fidel() & Sam, Faker Sneakers, Siltecn

British,

Cables, Ismek Sub Station, RDA i'qmprnem Staab

8.

s
udie Physics Srukers.

Phase

Audio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Aide Aero - Absolute Sounds
DCS - Kora - Rini us - Siliedi - Amid - RDA - Pink Triangle
P/X *ermine /feria deritonsrrarim
We are lOrnins J39 1.11

in den Hull - Mirare

ycedseiécrion

for_

Linear 8«

SAE

specialists.

!MLitt Equipment Stand. Isoid Sort Stalk* MS

Avid Turntables - Project - Ormfon

Japanese

Arnericari
catered

Audio Aaa Audio Synthisis, Kora Pie & Power Pink
Triangle ClIAmp. Marin Logan

servicirrug

specialists,

Dcs Lear.
..Purcell & Veld frammort. Flinias CI) Lad &

Sbiana

10mins J30 M62

Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Cain Grundy
Stocke of: ARCAM • DENSEN . EPOS. LINN • LOEWE
•
MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO. VAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD.SHAHINIAN. TEAC.YAMAHA & MORE-

nidelitY
indecently good hi-ii

9High Street, Hampton Wick, Kingston upon Thames,
Surrey KTI 4DA Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tues - Sat 10am - 6pn

Custom
8«

ecruiporrieht designed
built

iri

house-

Sale of pre- owe-led
eduiproteht.

Tel: 01264 323573
WILMSLOW
AUDIO
LOUDSPEAKER SPECIALISTS

The first choice for all your
loudspeaker drive units,
components and
accessories
r• Phone today for your FREE
.- FULL COLOUR CatE logue or
check out our website.
50 Main Street, BroughtonAstley, Leicester LEO' 6R0
Tot 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: wwwwIlmslowaudia_com
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THE GUM

HICAM
Was

Now
AVI DAB TUNER NEW
899
AVI DUOS LOUDSPEAKERS
1299
AVI NEUTRON 4BOOKSHELF SPEAKERS NEW 549
AVI TRIOS FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS NEV' 3250
AVI BRIOS FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS
VERY CLASSY NEV'
4950
GRMF GM 50 INTERGRATED AMP
3950 3300
PATHOS CLASSIC ONE INTERGRATED
AMP 70 WPC
1455 1250
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO CD-P
TRIODE CD PLAYER CD-PCD PLAYER 895 775
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO 200
INTERGRATED AMP 50/200
3250 2700
UNISON RESEARCH S2K ALL TUBE
CLASS AAMP
1485 1275
UNISON RESEARCHS6 ALL TUBE
33WPC AMP
1850 1575
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY
2PRE AMP
1975 1675
FINAL FLAT PANEL SPEAKERS 80i
20 INCH
600 525
FINAL S200 14 INCH CUBE 200 WATT
ACTIVE SUB
995 795
KEMP KE POWER SOURCE 8WAY 3.8 Kw 975 825
OPERA NEW MINI COMPACT
LOUDSPEAKER
650 525
FINALS100 13 INCH CUBE 100 WATT SUB 550 415
UNISON RESEARCH UNICO RAM/FM
TUNER
895 750
AUDIO ANALOGUE PRIMO VT TUNER
495
AUDIO ANALOGUE CINECITTA 6X150
WPC POWER AMP
4250
TRICHORD RESEARCH DINO+ PSU PHONO
548
TRICHORD DIABLO PHONO /INLINE PSU
769
SME VTONE ARM
BOXED AS NEW 1475
SME 1V TONE ARM
BOXED AS NEW 995
MICHELL GYRODECK SE IRB300 ARM
1125
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM NEV'
970
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE ARM NEV
1570
CROFT TWINSTAR 1POWER AMP NEW
1500
CROFT VITA PRE AMP NEW
990
BLACK RHODIUM SUPER MAINS BLOCK
8WAY NEW
330
ACCUSTIC ARTS POWER 1INTERGRATED
AMP NEW
3600
ACCUSTICS ARTS PRE AMP MK2/REMOTE NEW 2350
TRANSFIGURATON ARIA MC CARTRIDGE NEW 690
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER VMC
CARTRIDGE NEW
2250
AUDIO ANALOGUE DONZETTI MONOBLOCKS
CUSTOMER SALE
650

BUY ANY NEW PRODUCT AND
RECEIVE 10 10°/0 VOUCHER
Open Mon-Sun Barn - 6prn Now in Northampton 2minutes off A508
For further details
Fas.
Mobile . .
Email ..
INebete.
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01604 842379
07973 233380

PATRICK@HICAM.CO.UK
.....
HICAM.CO.UK
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NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
tu- fi

by

entnusiasts

Below is just a small selection of
some of the exciting products we offer .
The Denon DL110 i. ahigh
output moving coil cartridge
ti offers Teat performance for
the very reasonable once of
£70 and <an be plugged
directly irio any MM phono
input
The Denon DL-103Movinç
cartridge is a true classic rot
past because its been in
production since 1963 but
because rt still offers a
soerforrnance to rival designs
sting muds more than its low
£103 price tag would suggest
Also now e 01.-103R: EZIO

202, Filtdoit Rmid.11itrtlying, II\ .1 - I 011
Pre-mcned equipment ¿ Imitable
will; guarantee
Expiirt fiicilities al.ailable
l'isit mit .Welt Page rewichill-steren.coni
.1/rtin dealer for
litiltwy Prestige Apetikers
SPEA KEES

Deem DL304 This is awonderfully
traesparent sounding MC =mope«
is almost umtatched ke
enittiand
quality which is especially waling
when Is be £210 price is Wan kilo
aommat.
Audio Note KU This is Attie
Notes top WA cartridge and t
features the same diamond and
titanium canblevw also used in
tie 101 featured below.
"successfully captures the esum. on an LP with an involving
dynamic and fast sound E..(.50

Dynaudio Audience 7speakers with stands
f395
Elac CL330 el speakers with Stands
£995
Hales Transcondance 5speaker
£2895
Kef Concord Speakers
£ 150
Mordaunt Short MS815 speakers
£ 150
Origin Live OL speakers
£250
Ruark Talisman MkIll speaker
£495
Revel Salon Black gloss, Aluminium side panels. Mint. £9995
Living Voice OBX-R2 speakers
£2800
TDL RTL3 speakers
£95
REAMPS
Conrad Johnson MC- 10 FET pre- amp
Naim NAG 92 Pre Amp & Naim NAP
90/3 Power Amp
Proceed PAV Pre Amp
Quad 44 Pre Amp ( late model)
Rotel RC - 995 Pre Amp

£395
£ 595
£995
£ 150
£295

AMPLIFIERS

The Dynavector DV-20 is evadable
in bti high and low output versions
mie former for use into MM phono
routs and the latter into MC inputs or
astao-up transformer .£3£e

Orto(on Kontrapunkt BACH range
d moving coil cartridges star with the
'Pt at £450. and evolve throLrgi the H
at MOO. the 13 at £ 750 and iihmately
ta the C at £900
Music Maker 3The Music Maker is a
moving iron cartridge that rightly has
became alegend ir its own lifetime Its
efforfessy musical presentation makes
most other cartridges sound as if they re
tryng ry..ehto hard £625
The Lyra Argo is ahigh
performance nude design that
uses aBoron cantilever and lire
=react diamond We feel it "ifs
superb value for money at £7,-•
with arefined yet weighty
performance

Heatherdate
Oaudio limited

etit

The Audio Note lo range of
cartridges (lens with the lot
(pictured left) a beautifully
I
and crafted cartridge that features Alnico magnets and cods
made from pure silver wire
as sound is transpansnt yet dynamic with amid band that has
tremendous subtlety and tonal neutrality £ 1595
The top model of the range model. the Audio Note lo Ltd
dispenses with pennanerr magnets and uses silver eared
electromagnetic cods instead. which am powered from an
astern.' power supply. a'sperformance has to be heard to be
beieved. and we believe it tney represents the state of the art
cf oirtndge design. This masterpiece costs £7.500 including
power supply.

Arcam Alpha 8F1 intergraded amps
£ 195
Arcam Alpha 8P pre- amp
£ 195
Audio Analogue Puccini intergrated amp
£295
Audio Note Nero Mono Blocks
£5,495
Audio Note Kegon Mono Blocks
(silver transformers. western electrics 300bs.
Brand new ( retails £28.000)
£ 15,000
Audio Research D130 power amp
£995
Ayre AX- 7 Integrated Amp
£ 1495
Classe CA201 power amp
£ 1995
Cyrus 2 integrated amp
£ 175
Kora Trio 100SB Mono Blocks
f3500
Mark Levinson ML383 integrated Amp
f2995
Mark Levinson 11 & 12 pre power
£ 1695
Mark Levinson 431 Amp Ex Demo
£3,750
Mark Levinson ML432 Power Amp
f4995
Perreaux 200ip integrated amp
£ 1.095
Clued 303 Power amp
£95
Clued II Power amp with 22 pre- amp & Tuner
£595
,PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
Counterpoint DA10E DAC
£395
Electropanient ENC Ref 1CD Player
£995
Lab 47 Flat Fish Transport, Progression DAC &
Power Dumpty PSU
£3,750
Micromega Drive 3 DAC § 1
£495
Pioneer PD/S502 CD player
f95
Pioneer PD/S703 CD player
f95
Roksan Attessa CD Transport with
ROC DA1 and ROK DS4 PSU
£595
Sonic Frontier Transport 3
£1995
Sony CD pm41 CD player
f60
¡SCELLA NEOUS
Audio Note 1meter ANV interconnect
f200
Accuphase P/1200 mains regenerated
£3500
AV Ituner
£675
Hitachi FT550 Mark II tuner
£ 125
HNE 3tier granite stand ( 750.00)
Only £375
Quad FM4 tuner ( Late model)
£ 195
Sony ST- 5E570 Tuner
£60
Technics ST-GT 550 tuner
£65
Techniques St-610L tuner fm/rnw/lw
£65
Transparent Music Wave + 10ft pair
£425
Winds 01 stylist gauge
New 495.00
Yamaha CT7000 tuner
£450
Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £35)
£ 25
Zerodust CO & lens cleaning cloths ( retails £25) £ 17.50
, ENTAMES, CAETRIIMES & TOMMERS

VW firmly believe that the way to get the best performance
from any MC cartridge is tc use ahigh quality step up
trarsformer
for this reason that we st=i arange .of designs from the
ne, Note Products StepNote at £200 ( pictured above lent.
the Audio Note range priced between £ 390 ( above tight) to
500 arid the Musk First Audio copper or silver wired
de ,-gris which range from £ 1.500 to £2.750 and offer avanetv of ratios and impedances va front mounted switc'eas.

Blue Pearl ( the prototype) with gold plated SME V . £9995
Kinshaw Perception Phonostage with power supply. £350
Koetsu Urushi
£995
Koetsu Urushi Cartridge, Red
£495
SME Series 5tone arm
£995
Trichard Dino Phonostage
£ 195
Tri Delphini Phono stage with PSU
£595
Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
0% FINANCE available for rP to 3 years.
'On selected items. Subject to status. Conditions apply.
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB - AMERICAN EXPRESS

NOTEWORTHY AUDIO
36 Buckingham Street. Aylesbury. Eucks. HP20 2LH
Open 9.30 to 530 Ttesday to Saturday

Tel: inns 422224
www.notewailhyaudio.co.uk

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234 ,"“in«4•4,
•••,-,,..

Tel:

Evenings

In

Email:

heatherdaleehifi-stereo.com

CALL 020 8726 8317 TO ADVERTISE

atC

Lockwood Audio
VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

milk

Primare Sign
sme
spendor
runco
for grown

www.lockwooclaudio.co.uk
visit

us

at

Hanwell

pswic

on

+64(0) 20 8579 7755

fax <01473)

or Fan . 46(0) 20 8579 7156
mail: saler@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

KRELL FPB-400cx
CALL
WILSON WATCH rears £ 2500
KRELL KAV-250A
£ 1200
EAR 8L6 integrated £ 1100
ARC SP16 vv/phono £ 1800
AA 192/24 MAESTRO CD £ 1000
COPLAND CVA306 5ch.pre £ 1100
CVA535 5ch power
£ 1850
Various cables
CALL

rrichell
naim audio
neat acoustics
nottinaham

Spares and repairs
See the TAIWCYL Cones
Hotline at

Call for appointment to

HIGH END SALE

arcam
castle
creek
epos
harbeth
lexicon

W

W

W .

01473) 655171

55 ,
72

1.enqs9náls.,,k co

signa

-

uk.co

DYNVECTOR LEADS THE WAY WITH SITPERSTEREO
A 2- speaker system cannot reproduce the life- like sound heard in aconcert hail because it cannot recover the dispersive elements of the original sound. And the many multi- channel systems
on offer do not offer asolution either. Dynavector's SuperStereo processors use frequency
dependent time delays to the stereo signal for replay through 2extra small satellite speakers
without affecting the normal stereo signal to the front speakers. The inter- action of the sound
from the front and sub speakers produces significant groups delays in the listening room resulting in asound much closer to the original with greater ambience, naturalness and immediacy.
Further details at: http://web.onetel.com/--dsnasector
Ds nasector SuperStereo Tel/fax: 44 -- ( 0)1202) 767873.

VISA

E-mail: dynavector@onetel.com

DRIVERS:

Pinewood Music: 01460 54322
email: brianriv@mac.com

live music at home?

amplifier sound is the key
transistor, valve, class A, AB,
SE, push-pull?

www.dnm.co.uk

An iidulgence in pleasure...

> ATC
1111

> AUDAX

Loewe
Pioneer

> ETON

Panasonic
Sony
Toshiba

> FOSTEX

Systemline

> LPG > MAX FIDELITY

Arcam
Audiolab
Bose

> MOREL > PEERLESS
> SCAN- SPEAK > SEAS

Denon
Linn
Naim

> SILVER FLUTE

Quad
Yamaha

> VIFA > VISATON

and many more

> VOLT
SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING
LOUDSPEAKER
MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.
•

feel

tut,.

We , Iso , pecialise in Multi room audio systems with custom installations For all our products. Come in

Oetie

SOLEN
\‘'

Free site survey for your Custom Automation
At Kimoerley Audio and Visual we offer excellent quality Hi-fi systems and Home Cinema equipment.

4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, OC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel. 450.656.2759
Fax . 450.4434949
Email solen@solen.ca
Web www.solen.ca

quality of our audio and visual systems in one of our top demonstration rooms
with our highly experienced and qualified staff at hand. We have easy access parking for our store
and also provide afree local delivery service.

store to experience the

SIA.PER.D EA L.

me.eie..Ley

EST 1985

Audio & Visual
saxLeyrseAret

PLUMWTIRAM
SHOWROOM
76 ILIgh Street
Plunistead, London SKIS

SHOWROOM
54 High Street
Sidrup. Kent DAI4

SHOWROOM
193 Broadway
Bettleyheath, Kent DA6

C.4e.DylaaN
SHOWROOM
352-354 Lower Addiscombe Road
Croydon, Surrey CRO

lel: 1120 8316 5572

Tek 020 8309 5400

Tel: 020 8304 3272

Tel: 020 8654 1231
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BUYER'S GUIDE

THE PLACE TO
BUY & SELL AUDIO
EQUIPMENT &
ACCESSORIES

To help to ensure accuracy your classified advertisements
must be submitted by email, fax or post. Please send your
entries to: carole_molloy@ipcmedia.com. For your security
please don't include acredit card number in an email. Please call
our reader ad department on 020 8726 8321 with your credit
card details or fax them to 020 8726 8399

FOR SALE
ACCESSORIES

Sussex) [ KM17]
CYRUS PRE/QUAD 909
£795, EAR 8L6 50w
tube £ 1950, poss
p/ex Tel: 01206
510392/07966 400745
Jim [ KM17]
GRAAF WFB2
pre-amplifier £ 550, for
more details call Roger
Williams on
01453 810842
[KM17]
ARCAM AV8

plants, 2xPS1200s

each or £ 3000 for both,

GRYPHON CALLISTO

and 1xPS300,

boxed, immaculate,

Int amplifier 2005, v.g.c.

processor + P7 7channel

PS1200s unused and

perfect condition, cost

200W, terrific clarity,

amplifier £ 2750

REFERENCE

in original boxes, retail

new £ 6000 each, one

black £ 2250 (£4500)

(£5500), item as new,

Wall turntable stand,

approximately £ 2400,

owner, superb sound

Tel: 07968 189647

boxed Tel: 078779

£190 Tel: 07980

sell for £ 1200 each,

Tel: Bob on 01604

[KM17]

816151 [ KL14]

646832 ( Croydon) [JK]

PS300 in pristine

720122 ( Northampton)

condition, very slight

[HK17]

BONNEC TIMPANO

SOUNDSTYLE

use and in original

pre-amp inc. phono

MADRIGAL CZ

modular MD2 2shelf

box, sell for £ 400

AUDIO RESEARCH

stage, latest silver board

Gel interconnects ( 2m),

AV support plus MD2

Tel: Hugh on 01224

D250 Reference power

spec. £ 3500, Linn Klout

XLR terminated, Mint

160 modular shelf kit,

484470 or email:

amplifier, recent service

power amps ( x2), can

condition, Can Demo

160mm, black frame,

hughthom@btinternet.

and valves £ 1825

sell separately £ 850

£300, Tel: David on

black glass, as new

com [ KL14]

Tel: 07980 646832

each, all mint condition

07768 773912

(Croydon) [JK]

Tel: 07736 269707

[JK14]

£100 ( cost new £ 365)

(daytime) or 01704

Tel: 01291 620845

SENNHEISER HD650

(Chepstow) [ K8]

headphones with

NAIM NA 101,

536852 ( anytime)

Kimber HC1 cables,

serviced upgraded Naim

[KL14]

MOTH

Musical Fidelity X- Can

39221 £ 850, Krell KSL

record cleaning

V3 + Can PSU V3, all

£750, Exposure £ 450,

AUDIO RESEARCH

PowerLink, 2m

machine £ 200 ono, Tel:

£550 (£ 1025), all items

Nakamichi LX5, slight

Reference two Mk II

£270, Cardas Golden

01784 462247 [ K8]

as new, boxed Tel:

external damage, offers

pre-amplifiers £4950

Reference cable, 1.5m

078779 816151 [ KL14]

original boxes, Meridian

(£10000) Krell FPB

£200, XL0 Reference

POLYCRYSTAL

500 £450, 566

700CX £ 7950 (£ 15000)

2 power cable, 1.8m

Cones, thread-adaptors

£400, remote control

(Buyer collects) Tel:

£69, Nordost Valhalla

available £ 75, email:

01797 253073 [ KL17]

available Tel: 020

EAR 509 MK 2

zhuo_deng@hotmail.

monoblocks, recently

corn [ HK17]

R. cups, high end

TACT RCS 2.0

'spiking' solution for all

pre-amp with 2channel

pathefirst@yahoo.co.uk

types of components

digital doom correction

[KL14]

TRANSPARENT
PowerLink XL, 3m £ 490,
Transparent Reference

8661 5329 or email:

(see www.fatwyre.

fully vinyl compatible via

corn), solid brass with

excellent on- board ADC,

JADIS JA80

serviced £ 1700, Sugden

gloss black, mineral/

boxed with microphone,

monobloc valve amp,

A21a including phono

ceramic coating, 7x

RS232 PC cable

60 watts, Class A,

stage, months old

Silver mains cable,

sets large, 5xsets small,

software and manual,

rare pair from final

£750, Music First pre-

stunning £450 (£ 940)

over S800 worth total,

hear your system for the

production batch in

amp £ 950 Tel: 01604

Tel: 07968 189647

will accept £ 150 for

first time without room

1998, serviced, re-

644250 [ KM17]

[KM17]

the lot. The Absolute

interference, all for

valved £ 3750 ( E1100),

'UMBER

Sound magazine, over

bargain £ 1750 Tel: Dave

Music First transformer

KRELL KRC3

40 back issues from

020 8641 3911(eves)

coupled pre-amp, rather

pre-amp, 12 months

COMPLETE
SYSTEMS

2000 to date, will

[11_24]

special £ 790 (£ 1500)

manufacturers

FOR SALE

Tel: 01424 203192 ( East

guarantee, reference

as complete system

Sussex) [ K8]

quality, fully balanced

-CD/music DVD, demos

£1795 ono Tel: 01225

welcome, Meridian 507,

accept £45 for the lot,
cash or bank xfers only,

LINN

no cheques please,

pair Klimax Chakra 500

email: barig@internet.

twin power amplifiers,

MINT PATHOS

lu Tel: 00352 407705

good condition, boxes

Logos valve, cost

869236 [ KM17]

Krell Kay 2250 power
and 280 pre, Wilson

or 00352 021500756

£3250 each, will split

£2800, sell for £ 2000,

LINN 'CLIMAX

Benesch Arc, lsotek 4k

(mobile) in Luxembourg

Tel: Barrie on 07767

boxed, 5weeks old Tel:

power amplifiers, pair

cube, lsotek Substation,

0161 6811583 [ K8]

of 500 solo £ 6500,

Mana racks 2x7tier, 2

pair of Chakra 500

xSound Base, 2xSound
Stage, 1xtier amp

(shipping possible,

458374 ( East Sussex)

anywhere) [ K23]

[HK17]
LINN MAJIK AMP

twins £ 5500, excellent

PS AUDIO

BOULDER 500AE

£275 ono, Arcam A60

condition, boxed, will

rack, Kimber Bi Focal XL

multi-wave,

stereo power amplifiers,

amp £ 70 ono Tel: 01784

sell separately Tel: Barrie

speaker cable, KS 1130

regeneration power

two for sale, £ 1700

462247 [ K8]

on 01323 487781 ( East

balanced interconnect,

156
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KS 1021 interconnect,

floor stands QED Profile

turntable, £ 8000 power

DVD/CDs

584728 ( Bognor, West

Merlin and lsotek mains

silver 12.3m QED Qnect

amp, £ 6500 speakers

AUDIO SYNTHESIS

Sussex) [ KM17]

cables, Panasonic TH 42

2cables, all excellent

Tel: 020 8524 2181

DAX Basic Discreet,

PW6 plasma, Nordost

condition, complete

[JK14]

12 months old £ 1250

PIONEER DOT

RGB. All Hi Fi 40%

£595 Tel: 01302

ono, mint condition

DAT machine, little

reduction from new

245037 ( Doncaster)

with box Tel: 01793

used, rare, offers,

£14000 (£ 24000 new),

[11_17]

DCS ELGAR PLUS

490968/079414 19196

Pioneer DV737 DVD

£4250 ( Buyer collects)

(Jim) [JL17]

player, ex demo, little

as new Tel: Matt on

5

07876 451279/01803

NAIM SYSTEM,

Tel: 01797 253073

293805 ( Devon)

CDS 3 black, LP12 Aro

[KM17]

[KM3450]

Armageddon, New
Akito cartridge, NAP

CHORD DAC64

500 power amplifier,

£1600, boxed with

CD, Arcam Alpha 5

552 pre-amplifier,

amplifier, Denon TU 580 RD tuner, Castle
mahogany +

8650 2930 [ K8]

CD player £ 275 ono Tel:

ARCAM ALPHA 8

r.E2urham

used, offers Tel: 020
LINN MIMIK
01784 462247 [ K8]

MARK LEVINSON

manual, for more details

SHANLING CDT300

quality CD player, that

Shohinian Hark

call Roger Williams on

Omega drive, 200 hrs

can also be apre- amp,

loudspeaker, all as new,

01453 810842

use only, perfect, crated

mint condition with

£6000 pre-amp, £4000

[KM17]

£2750 Tel: 01243

box, alloy remote etc

390's processor, superb

Hinfl news

HOW TO USE YOUR
CLASSIFIEDS FORM
From this month the new Hi Fi
News CLASSIFIEDS pages have

Fill in your advertisement copy here...

anew, simple- to- use category
system that means you get
multiple entries for selling your

(please print your entries in BLOCK CAPITALS). For how to fill this form in properly see the example shown below, right. We will
insert the telephone number you want to appear in your advertisement(s) as many times as is needed. You only need to fill it in
once and it only counts as one word - even if you run multiple ads.

hi-fi equipment and buyers
can target exactly what they
want. All you have to do is fill

Placing an advertisement in the CLASSIFIEDS section...

in the form printed left but for
each product category ( eg.
accessories, amps, CD players
etc) ensure that you write the
category code number in the
top left hand corner of the box
(see our example below) and
when acomponent falls into
anew category fill in anew
number in the correct box.
The product categories are:
1 - Accessories; 2 - Amps:
3 - Cables; 4 - CD players;
5 - DACS; 6 - Software ( CDs,
records, DVDs etc.);
7 - Speakers; 8 - Tuners;
9 - Turntables; 10 - Events;

Tel (to appear in advert):

11- Miscellaneous
•NB: Classified rates are

Cheque/postal order enclosed for E

( pounds sterling) made payable to ' IPC Media'

or please charge my Access/Visa/Amex ( delete as appropriate)

Number of issues
Please print the above
advertisement for
issues

Card number
3 digit card security code

Expiry date

(the last three digits printed on your signature strip)

Signature

For sale or wanted?

II

Please tick this box if
you want your advert
to go into the WANTED
category

£8 ( inc. VAT) per 30-word
insertion for one issue; £ 14 for
two issues and £ 17 for three
issues. Additional words are
50p each
NB: Telephone or product
reference numbers count as
one word ( eg. Meridian 201 =
two words).

•No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions
•We are not responsible for clerical errors

Name:
Address:

Start each new advert with acircled number indicating the
section/category the ad should go in. The below example
contains three separate ads totalling 32 words. If this ad was to
appear in two issues, this would cost £ 14 for the first 30 words
plus asingle payment of £ 1 ( 50p for each extra word).

Postcode*
Daytime tel ( so we can contact you)
E-mail address
Date of sending
Hi Fi News magazine, published by IPC Media, will collect personal information to process your entry. Would you
like to receive e- mails from HiFi News and IPC containing news, special offers, and product service information
and take part in our magazine research via e-mail? If yes, please tick here D. HiFi News magazine and IPC
would like to contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services.
Tick here if you prefer not to here from us D. IPC may occasionally pass your wdetails to carefully selected
organisations so they can contact you by telephone or pos: with regards to promoting and researching their
products and services. Tick here if you prefer not to be contacted C.

BUYER'S GUEZ

Tel: 01323 479181 ( East

Den Hul MC10 £ 125,

demo, £ 1,500 Tel: David

supports with lead

Sussex) [ KM2250]

both low mileage,

on 07768 773912 [JK14]

filling £ 2200 Tel: 01323

piano black, unused

479181(East Sussex)

and in original ATC

[KL2250]

transport crates, retail

Technics SH-50P1

Subs finished in

B &0

electronic stylus gauge

MARTIN LOGAN

Beocenter state of the

£35 Tel: 020 8883 5618

Aeon ispeakers, oak

art CD player, stunning

please leave message

trim, bi-wireable, 3

BANG OLUFSEN

sell for £ 3000 Tel: Hugh

sound & visuals, half

[K2250]

years old with boxes,

high end Beolab 5

on 01224 484470

price £ 1500 Tel: 01296

superb £ 1750, Kef 105-

speakers, stunning,

or email: hughthom

682577 [ KL19]

3speakers, rosewood,

musical, dynamic,

@btinternet.com [ KL14]

ATC SCM100 TSL

mint with boxes £ 750,

transparent & pristine,

DCS VERDI

Anniversary limited

Linn Kan speakers,

15 months old, half

Encore £4250 ( Buyer

edition speakers, Burr

black, mint £ 175

price £ 5000, B &

GARRARD 301,

collects) Tel: 01797

magnolia piano finish,

Tel: 07980 646832

Satelite speakers Beolab

grease bearing, full

253073 [ KM17]

Active or passive,

(Croydon) [JK]

3, brilliant quality, half

bastin plinth, buyer

price £ 1000 Tel: 01296

collects £ 800 Tel: 01604

682577 [ KL19]

644250 [ KM17]

reluctant sale, as

approximately £ 10000,

WADIA 301 CD,

new, 5 months old,

WILSON WATT

immaculate condition

£8000 ( new £ 13000),

for sale, £ 2950,

in silver £ 2500 Tel: 020

contact Ian on 07941

excellent condition,

QUAD ESL 989

TECHNICS

8418 9437 [ KM17]

424322/01789

Lumley Reference M120,

speakers in black cloth,

SL110/3009/M95HE

261585 or email: ian.

£1150, both very good

'Audiophile Dream'

£459 Tel: on 01206

brunt@zen.co.uk [ JK14]

condition Tel: 020 8317

mint, boxed and

510392/07966 400745

9544/07940 407428

manuals. N-T-W please,

Jim [ KM17]

[HK17]

job change forces sale

NAICAMICHI 700
£195 Tel: on 01206
510392/07966 400745

WILSON SYSTEM 7,

Jim [ KM17]

11 months old, gloss

£3250 ovno Tel: 01562

black, very little use,

DUNLAVY SCV1

827710/07904 442721

SHANLING

immaculate condition,

Signature speakers, cost

[KM17]

CDT300 CD player

complete with crates,

24k, £4000, as new,

£2600. Meridian

tools etc superb

buyer collects!!!! 450Ibs

RUARK TALISMAN

8262 7568 ( Evenings)

500/566 CD player

imaging and full

each Tel: 01243 584728

3, walnut, boxed, very

(London) [ HK17]

£850, all boxed with

range dynamics, can

(Bognor, West Sussex)

good condition £ 950

[KM]

Tel: 020 8418 7347

VINYL LP'S

[KM17]

wanted, folk, jazz, rock,

Q.E.D.
speaker stands Tel: 020

manual, for more details

demonstrate £ 11,995

call Roger Williams on

ono, genuine enquiries

01453 810842 [ KM17]

only Tel: 01925 656990

QUAD 63 ESLS,

[JK17]

rosewood, late model,

GALE GS402A,

classical. Must be in
excellent condition,

MERIDIAN 598

blues, reggae, soul,

Quad serviced, boxed

chrome and black

CD/DVD/DVDA player

AUDIO PHYSIC

£995 Tel: 01424

loudspeakers, recently

please see website

£1450 (£ 3200, item as

Virgo 11, birds eye

203192 ( East Sussex)

restored drivers and

for more information

new, boxed Tel: 078779

maple finish, owned

[K8]

816151 [ KL14]

from new, pristine

crossover, superb £ 575

www.tantrel.com lists

ono Tel: 01225 869236

to tantrel@bigfoot.

[KM17]

com Tel: 0845 0941997

condition, these

PMC SPEAKERS,

MISC.

speakers are much

Model TB2, finished

CLASSICAL RECORD

sought after & have

in Oak veneer, boxed,

PAIR OF

Collection, 180

atruly exceptional

unused £ 300 the pair

Sonus Faber walnut

STAX HEADPHONES,

mixed LP's including

sound £ 1085ovno

Tel: 07891 210546

Grand Piano speakers

ear speakers, energisers,

HMV, Decca, DG etc.

(London area)

(S.W.London) [ K8]

£1500, two rear wall

driver units, adaptors

£240, will not split,

redeye@smartemail.

speakers £ 250, Sub-

etc. any model, any age,

buyer collects, details

co.uk Tel:

QUAD ESL63

Woofer £ 450, Centre

any condition, wanted

available on request

07941432804 [JK14]

plus lead filled Accici

speaker £ 200, as new

by collector Tel: 020

stands, fine condition

with original packaging

8686 2441 [ KL14]

Tel: 01604 410726

[KM17]

(Northampton) [ K8]

IM LAB Mezzo

£800 Tel: 020 8650

& instruction manuals,

Utopia floor standing

2930 [ K8]

offers accepted Tel:

CHORD CPA 2200

REVOX B215

speaker, manufactured

01277 650738 [ KM14]

pre-amplifier, black with

tape deck £ 580 ono Tel:

2000, Original Manual,

LINN NEXUS

01784 462247 [ K8]

spikes and boxes, I

speakers £ 120 ono Tel:

FOCAL IDA

condition, any offer,

would consider the

01784 462247 [ K8]

Lab 25th Anniversary

contact me on 07730

Electra 6E937 speakers,

400490 [ KL14]

rods, excellent, as new

LP COLLECTION

condition as new!

700 classical

(£8300)£2995, pics

AVALON EIDOLON

only 300 manufactured,

(orchestral, opera, piano

available via email

unmarked, cherry

finished in Classic,

etc), 50 pressings from

nathanandem@tiscali.

£10950 (£ 23000)

boxed & unused,

1960's, also 100 pop,

co.uk Tel. 07901672671

(Buyer collects) Tel:

retail approximately

rock, folk, jazz and 45

[JK14]

01797 253073 [ KM17]

Audiophile recordings

£45000, sell for £ 2000
Tel: Hugh on 01224

and test records, all

MARTIN LOGAN

ATC ACTIVE 20

484470 or email:

vinyl excellent, £ 675,

SL3s, owned from

speakers in aluminium

hughthom@btinternet.

Hi Fi News, IPC

com [ KL14]

Media, Leon House,
233 High Street,
Croydon CR9 1HZ

Nitty Gritty 2.5Fi record

new, original receipt,

and black, mint

cleaning machine ( cost

instruction manuals,

condition with boxes,

E395), £ 100, Clearaudio

etc. amazing

includes free metallic

ATC C6

Accurate £ 2200, Van

loudspeakers, can

silver Atacama R724

Subs 15inch matching
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Carole Molloy,

www.chowe-hifi
. .corn
Faster... Safer.... Cheaper...

Nosor
Accessed.
AUK Gran Reaper
Atlas Hyper 2.0 speaker cable
Gryphon Exorcist
LP Record Boxes
Origin Live Digital Stylus Force Gauge
Ringmat Full Version
Various Valves See List

Choice
hi-fi
Buy/ Sell/ Part Exchange
No Sale No Fee
No limit to numbers of items
No Time Limit on adverts
Credit Card Payments
Tried and tested items Guaranteed
Insured Delivery
World wide Online Exposure
Independent & Safe brokerage
15 Years Experience & Dedication to
luality Used Audio Equipment
New, Used and Dealer Demo Equipment
Call or Register Online

www.choice-hifi.com
Tel: 020 8392 1959
Mobile: 07768 720456
email: info@choice-hifi.com
We accept all major credit cards.
Finance available subject to status

£90
£40
£70
£75
£57
£150
£395

AV Proconori
Arcam AV8
Arram AV8
Krell AVS
Krell HIS
Krell HIS
Lexicon MCI2 Rev 4
Lexicon MC12B
Lexicon MC8
Meridian Audio 565
Mendian Audio G68ADV
Parasound Halo Cl
Parasound Halo C2
Proceed PAV/PDSD
Yamaha DSP-E800

£2395
£2295
£4495
£3995
£2600
£9500
f3995
£4150
£695
£3995
£4500
f2995
£1995
£220

AV elecelven
Arcam AVR300
kcam FMJ DV29
Pioneer USX- 02011-S
Yamaha AX640SE

0995
£1249
£450
£225

Cables
ATLAS HYPER 2.0 SPEAKER CABLE
Black Rhodium Requiem
Cardas Audio Golden Reference
Cerious Technologies 1.5 Meters OLA
Ecosse Reference MS 2.15
Ecosse Reference Quartet MS2
Kimber Orchid
Madrigal CZ Gel
Madngal CZ Gel balanced interconnects
MIT Digital Reference Proline AES/EBU
Siltech Cables balanced
Tara Labs 0.8 ISM Onboard ( 1.0m)
Transparent Audio Mellink
Transparent Audio Music Wave
Transparent Audio Music Wave 10ft Bi Wire
Transparent Audio Ref MM Speaker Cable
Transparent Audio Ultra interconnect
van den bol revelation
XLO Signature
CO Players and OACs
Accuphase DP- 75V
Acoustic Arts DAC 1mklIl
Acoustic Arts Player 1
Acoustic Arts Drive 1
Arcam 5
Arcam CD277
Arcam CD62
Arcam Cd73T
Arum C4182T
Arcam CD92
Audia Flight CD1
Audio Research CD 2
Audio Research COO
Audio Research CD3 Mk11
audionet art v2 CD Player
BOW Technologies ZZ-8 ( 24/1921
Burmester 001CDP
CEC DX 51 SAC
Cyrus C070
Cyrus cd7g/psid
Cms PSX-R
dOS Delius 24/192
EAD DSP 9000 Pro Ill
EMM Labs DCC2 and MOD
Exposure 3010
Gamut CO Imk11
Genesis Technologies Digital Lens
Goldmund Meta Laser11
Gryphon ADAGIO
Gryphon MIKADO
kenwood DPV-J5010
Krell KPS 20 X
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
Krell KPS 28c CAST II
Linn Karik
Maranta SA 17 S1
Mark Levinson 3900
Mark Levinson ML 390s
Meridian Audio 200 CD Player
Meridian Audio 203 SAC
Meridian Audio 563 SAC
Meridian Audio 008
Muse Mod9 DOD/CD
Musical Fidelity A5 cd player
Musical Fidelity M3 NU-V1STA 3D CD
Naim Audio CO3
Onkyo MSB-1HDD,CD MOB 1HOD recorder
Pioneer PD- F1009
Rotel RCD-02 cd player
Samuel Johnson Audio SJ Dac
Sonic frontiers Anthem
Sony COP- 557E50
Tag CDT2OR-T2L
Theta Data II Transport
Theta Data II Transport
Theta Pro Gen Va
Theta Pro Prime 2
Theta Progeny
Trichord GENESIS
Wadia 2000 Digimaster
Warha 830
Walla WT3200 Transport
IBA 3Alpha
IBA CD1 Delta 2PSU

eierpos
n

e Seems

EZO system
Linn active system
Meridian Audio System
Naim Audio SBL System
Nairn Audio CD3/102/180/SBL
Rega
Rote( RCD-02 cri player • RA 01 amplifier
Custom Installation Products
Linn Knekt Line Drive
WO Mayen
Arcam 0079
Arcam DV79
Arcam DV79
A/cam OV88
Arcam DV89
Arcam FMJ 5029
Lexicon RT10
Menchan Audio 590.851
Pioneer DV0656A
Ill Fl Other
Bose Quiet Comfort 11 Nase Cancelling
Headphones
Harmon Cardon Citation 23 FM Tuner
Musical Fidelity TO Tuner
Nakamichi 682es
Nakamichi CR 70
Nakamichi OR 8
Rotel 91925 tuner

£40
£695
£850
£495
£150
£160
£325
£300
£350
£395
£200
£1750
£125
£150
£350
£12990
£900
£350
f250
:400C
:2795
2295
2250
0200
£325
£29
£345
0525
£699
:3795
1695
2250
:355C
:1495
:330C
6500
:1095
£650
0750
£390
2500
1495
:8250
£750
1495
0495
1650
3250
:6995
£90
425(
0995
499.5
035C
0630
:330C
:3495.
£18(
£190
0375
1895
:145(
£90(
:1695
£35(
£50(
£12(
£23(
£425
£30(
£35(
£67!
:109!
£40(
125(
£395
£395
£25(
:1785
:1395
080(
0995
2895
02000
£2700
04500
£995
£6975
£2350
£2000
£350
£175
0850
£600
£850
£795
£999
£1300
£1395
f2595
£150

£125
£225
£250
£390
£700
£200
£75

nor

Intergrated Amplifiers
Accuolvise E530
Albarry PP1
Arcam A85
Audio Analogue Primo Settanta
Audio Research VS55
Audio Valve Assistant 20s Integrated
Bel Canto Evo 2i integrated
Bel Canto eVo2i Gen 11
Conrad Johnson CAV50
Conrad Johnson MF2500A
Gryphon CALLISTO 2100
Gryphon CALLISTO 2200
'trek KAV 300i
Krell KAV 400o
Maranta 17 Kr Sig MOI Flatinum
McIntosh MC 275 mkk tube amp
McIntosh MC 275 SS
Musical Fidelity 01000
Musical Fidelity a5 integrated amp
Roksan rocksan kandy liai
Rotel RA- 01 amplifier

£3250
f230
£450
0250
£1295
0995
£1900
£1599
£1295
£1695
£2795
£3295
£1295
£2250
£795
£2000
£2200
£895
£900
£450
£120

Airee
tts Bolero
Arcam One

re
£495
£ 300
Audio Physic Minos Subwoofer
£2500
Audio Physic Spark ( latest)
£ 1099
Audio Physic Tempo Si
£ 1350
Audio Physic Tempo SE
£ 1595
Audio Physic Virgo 3
£ 2503
Audio Physic Vasa Floor
£795
Audiovector M3signature active
£ 2100
BOW 703 Pair
£ 1595
BOW Nautilus 802
£4995
Bose ACOUSTIMASSe 3
0150
Dali Euphoria AAS4
£3495
Definitive Technology BP3000
£2500
Dynaudio Contour 1.3 mk11
0600
Dynaudio CONTOUR 51.4
£ 1495
Dynaucho Contour 054
£2950
Dynaudio FOCUS 110
£595
Dynaudio FOCUS 140
£895
Dynaudio FOCUS 200
£495
Dynaudio FOCUS 220
£ 1395
Dynaudio 51.4
£ 1095
Dynaude S3.4
£2495
Dynaudio S5.4
£4250
Eggleston Works Fontaine
£2850
(lac Jet CL310 Jet
£550
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
£395
Goldmund EPILOGUE 1o2
£26120
Gryphon CANTATA SPEAKERS
£7995
Hales concept 5
02200
Infinity Primus Centre speaker
£68
Jamo D830
£650
JAS Orsa
£995
JBL TU(103,121.111
£ 169
JMLab Diva Utopia
£ 5901
JMLab Electra 1027 BE
£ 3400
JMLab Electra 906
f595
JMLab Mezzo Utopia
02850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE
02850
JMLab Micro Utopia BE oStands
f3600
JR Jordan JR 150 oStands
0450
CEP 105 mkt
£450
KEF Coda 80
060
KEF Reference three- 2
£850
leema SPLX12 sub- woofer
£650
Magneplanar MG 20x
£8500
Magneplanar MG3.6/R
03600
Marlin Logan AEON I
£ 1995
Martin Logan Ascent i
£2495
Martin Logan DEPTH
£ 1299
Martin Logan Prodegy
£4995
Martin Logan SL3
£ 1E03
Martin Logan SL3
£ 1500
Meridian Audio DSP6000
£6695
Mirage FF0 9
£600
Mission 780 SE Alder
0175
MORDAUNT SHORT PERFORMANCE 6
£2750
Nairn Audio SBL Walnut
0800
Pen Audio Rebel- 2/ Choro bass towers £ 1550
Pengee FK 1Loudspeaker
£2995
£1295
BB5
£6995
Proac Studio 150
£800
Proac Tablettes mkt
£250
BEL 0200E
0350
BEL Strata
£295
Revel bisa sobwooler
£1800
Richard Allan Dimension Five 3
£300
Genus Faber Extrema 8Stands
£3995
Sonos Faber Minuetto -I. Adt Stone Wood Stands f595
SoundLab Al
£8990
Talon Kite Centre
£ 750
Triangle MAGELLAN CONCERTO
£ 7995
Triangle VOLANTE
£3395
Triangle ZEPHYR II
0495
Triangle ZEPHYR XS
£495
Velodine FOR 10
f495
Vibe Alpha 2sub
0250
Vienna Acoustics BERG
£ 475
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
04500
Wilson Audio MA/0( 2
£28990
Wilson Audio Sophia
£6250
Wilson Audio System 5.1
0590)
Wilson Audio Wail/Puppy 51
£6485
Wilson Audio Watt3/Puppy2
£3750
Wilson Audio Witt
£ 3295

eLPelliPe'eelers

klultl Channel Amps
keen P7
Bryston 9B ST
Parasound A51
Pioneer VSA-E07
Theta Theta Dreadnaught Il

£2595
£1995
£2895
£575
£3900

Multi Channel Speaker Systems
Audio Physic Centre 1
creative 7700
Definitive Technology BP 3000 + LCR
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Vienna Acoustics 3Webem/2 Berg/ Subson

£450
£150
£3250
£195
£2650

Power
n
AccuphaAs
n
er7or
Acoustic Arts Amp 2
Acoustic Avis Power 1
Aloia ST 13.01
Nola ST 15.01
Arcam A80
Arcam 090
Arcam P85
Audio Flight Flight 100
Audia Flight Flight One Integrated
Audio Research M300 Monoblocks
Audio Research Ref 600 Mk1
Audio Research 070
Audio Research VT200 MKII
Audio Synthesis Desire Decade
Audio Valve Baldar 70
Aueolab 8000 P/C
Aueolab 8000a mlell
UILT. 150SE
B.A.T. 600SE
UK 600se
Beard M1000 monoblocks
Beard M70 Mmonoblocks
Bel Canto Evo 2Gen 2
Boulder 500 AE
Boulder 500 AE Monos
C.A.T JL2 Signature

£4000
f3495
£2150
£995
£1095
0500
£749
£395
£4495
£3495
£5000
£12995
£1595
£6000
£700
£1795
£785
f300
£6950
£4950
£5995
01900
£1250
£2300
£1950
04650
£11503

Nor
£275
Carver A500x
£360
Carver TFM-42
£1200
Cary 572 SE MONOBLOCKS
Cary OLA 70
£895
£3995
Cello Duet 350
06950
Chord Electronics SPM4000
Conrad Johnson DNA125
£895
Counterpoint NP100 (SA10131
0695
£275
Cyrus Ili
Dared -Vacuum Tube amp MP60
01250
Dared - Vacuum Tube amp VP- 20 nSL 2000 A1 01850
Dual mono block- 200w 235
02200
Exposure 18 POWER
£790
£475
Exposire XVIII Power Amp
£1100
EZO Klpace nord) Monobloc.
01395
Gamut El 100 mk11
£3395
Gamut 0200 mica
£7365
Goldmund 18.4
£2895
GRAAF GM5OB
Gryphon ANTILION SIGNATURE
£8995
Gryphon DIABLO
£5595
£9995
Haler° DM 38
Halcro 3M68
£15500
f395
Harmon Kardon AP2500/PA2200
Krell FP13 300
03750
Krell FPB 600c
05995
07995
Krell FPB 700 cx(600 U/graded)
Krell FPO 700cx
£8995
Krell FPB 750 moo
£22250
Krell FPB 750mcx Monoblocks
£1355
f3995
Krell FPB600 C- Upgrade
£9995
Krell FPB-700CX
Krell KSA 250
01950
01295
Krell KSA 80 Ballanced
Lumley Reference M120
01750
Mark Levinson 33H
£8499
£4995
Mark Levinson ML434 Monoblocks
Mark Levinson ML436
£7975
Mark Levinson No 23
01750
01150
McCormak DNA 125
McIntosh MC352
£3250
McIntosh MC501 Monoblocks
£5750
£850
meracos Intrare 6
£1095
Musical Fidelity A300 CR
02495
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 power
Naim Audio 180
£595
Passlabs 0350
£3395
£6495
Passlabs 0600
£280
Quad 33. 303. FM3
Ratel RO AB
£230
£240
Rotel RB-06
£695
Samuel Johnson Audio PPA100
£1095
Samue Johnson Audio PPA100
Tag Avantgarde 100x4
£1295
02500
Tube Technology Genies Monobloc
VERITAS P400
£999
TIC power one
£1300
IDA Passion Monoblocks
f6995
Pee Amanitas
Acoustic Arts Pre 1
£ 1495
Adyton Modus
£ 1295
Alma PST 11911
£ 1450
Noia PST 11.01i
f995
Aragon aurum
£ 1150
Audia Flight Flight Pre
03495
Audio Note M3 Ultimate
02795
Audio Refinement Pre 5
0395
Audio Research LS22
£ 1895
Audio Research LOO
£895
Audio Research SP16 .
£ 1195
Audio Synthesis Passion Ultimate
f795
Audio Valve Eklipse
01500
B.A.T. VK31
£ 1500
Romeo Timpano
£2000
Boulder 2010 Pre
£ 9995
C.A.T SL1 Signature MK III
£2995
C.A.T Ultimate Reference
£5995
Conrad Johnson PREMIER 16LS2
£3995
Conrad Johnson PREMIER 1715
£2495
Conrad Johnson PV5 Pre Amp
£595
DNM series 2/3
£325
Electrosompaniet EC 4.6
£550
EZO Nanda (face nord)
£ 550
Gryphon Sonata Allegro
£5500
Gryphon SONATA ALLERGO
£7995
Jadis JP 80mm
03595
Krell KCT CAST II
£4995
McCormak MAP1
01295
McCormak RLD 1
01150
Meridian Audio 002
£ 1100
Michell Argo HR/Hera
£550
Michell ISO HR/Hera
£295
Naim Audio 102
f595
Naim Audio Nac 62
£250
Tact RCS2O
£ 1750
Tact RCS 2.0DD
£ 1995
Tom Evans The Vibe
£ 1995
Tube Technology Prophet Pre 8Power Supply £ 101:10
'IBA 2Alpha
£995
£3995
YBA Passion Pre
1
P
rinee
c
c
u
t
sT7 7205
Madrigal MP 9CRT

02250
019990

Stands
Attacama Equinox
£ 175
Base Cabinet
£ 550
Black Diamond Racing Shelf 8Cones
£400
C rus Hark Rack
£300
Mora Acoustics reference sound table
0250
Mana Acoustics Reference Table
£250
Partington Dreadnought
090
Stands Unique chunky
0275
lbretables/Arms/Cartrioges A Phonostages
AHRC Grim Reaper
080
Basis Debut Gold StdrSME V
04995
Breuer Type 8
£2000
Clear /redo, Accurate
02395
EPA lIre Head
TPA 10 Pick Up Arm
0200
Graham Slee Era Gold V
0395
HENLEY DESIGN HMC100 PHONOSTAGE
0200
Koetsu Rosewood Sig. Plat,
£3250
Linn LP12/ABO/Armegedon £2495
Michell Odyssey
£1795
'Origin Lae Encounter
£750
Ortofon 510 MM
035
Ortofon 540
f85
Ortofon Jubilee
£ 1000
Ortofon Kontrapunkt B
£550
Oxford Crystal Reference oGraham 2
£2900
£85
l
I
eaPi
naX
n
e
a
r
r
xe2s10/DS1.5/Arteme/Jubilee £3500
SME Model 10A
£2899
SME Model 20/2.8
04995
SME Model 30/2A
010999
SME Genes IV Arm
£750
SME Series VArm
01450
SME A- Counterweight
£20
ki erre k* IilioXE90,
8
1 0.
0350
£6500
TV/Ptsaran LOO
NEC 42 XM3/X113
NEC 50 XMAARS
Panasonic 42 PWD8
Panasonic 42 PW1)8HD

£ 1495
03000
01495
£ 1995
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Acoustic ZenAdagio
Stereo Times 2006 - " Editors' Choice Award"
6moons.com - " Blue Moon Award"
Positive Feedback magazine "Superb class leading performance"
The Absolute Sound Magazine " Editors' Choice" - 09/06
"The Adagios are so low in distortion, sounds
usually lost in other speakers are nuances
across the musical spectrum, so good in fact
Ihave to look hard just to find fault."
Easy to drive, superbly built, aesthetically pleasing,
with incredible musicality, from 30Hz to 30kHz...
at £ 3,495 "we set the standard!"
See these and more fabulous reviews on our website.
A must audition loudspeaker for any serious audiophile!
Hifidelity Audio - St Neots, Cambridgeshire
Tel - 01480 216 039

www.hifidelityaudio.co.uk
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For this month's essential
recording, Patrick Fraser revisits
Joan Armatrading, the singer's
eponymously-titled third LP

dAJoan Armatrading
// Joan Armatrading
A8M AMCH 64588

M

emory can be afunny thing. I
‹ilways had 1976 down as the

the way it handles

year prog-rock died and punk

recorded in a

took its place. Ishould know: I

was there. But rarely is life so simple: 1976

natural acoustic.
By this, of course,

was also the year in which Peter Frampton
'came alive', the Eagles released Hotel

they mean classical
music. But it's the

California and UK hard- rock outfit Rainbow
went all metaphysical with the world's first

near total absence
of studio trickery

ever power- metal record, ' Stargazer'.

here, plus the care
with which both

CHART SUCCESS
That year also saw Joan Armatrading enter

vocals and backing
instruments have been transferred to tape,
that makes this recording such afine tool.
'Love and Affection' is the standout track,

accompanying instruments and hang in its
own space? Then there are Armatrading's
backing vocals and the baritone male vocal

and the more successfully you upgrade your
components the more you find yourself

that see- saw their exchanges as the song
hits its busy climax. Is each distinct in the

10- song set to give the singer/songwriter

rewarded with the sort of detail that brings
the performance to life without destroying

mix and are the words easy to follow?
Of course, Joan Armatrading is much

her first UK chart success but to these
ears at least, the result is one of the most

the emotion captured. Can you hear that
the guitar at the beginning of the song is

more than just atest disc; it's awonderful
collection of songs too. And as away of

overlooked test records ever.

double- tracked? And what about that ' pang'
cymbal struck on the third off- beat of every

demonstrating the superiority of the humble

London's Olympic Studios to record her
third album. Accompanied by ex-Who and
Rolling Stones producer Glyn Johns with a
backing band comprising various members
of Fairport Convention, not only was this

Some argue that the only true way to
measure asystem's fidelity is to listen to

real instruments

bar in the verse? Does it stand clear of the

record player over any digital source, there
are few better places to start. (9

M I
news
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•Super Systems: Linn Special
•Hi Fi Doctor
•On Location: Russ Andrews
•Digitising vinyl masterclass
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OUR EXPERTS CHOOSE
THE BEST HI-FI:
BEST SPEAKERS • BEST AMPS
BEST CD/ DVD PLAYER • BEST TURNTABLE
BEST ACCESSORY • PRODUCT OF THE YEAR

AND MORE...

Family Portrait

The Ayre 5-series has been created to provide
a lifetime of excitement and discovery.
Combining stunning realism with exceptional
clarity, the 5-series offers adynamic high
resolution presentation that draws you in to
your favourite music as never before.
Ayre's bold unique design approach ensures
superlative levels of performance. The 5 series
employs Ayre's exclusive fully balanced, zero
feedback circuitry, with special emphasis
lavished on the power supply.
Every design detail is focused on a
single aim, unprecedented musical delight.

symmetry
t: 01727 865488
e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www. sym metry-systems. co . uk
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KRE" '
THE

EVOLUTION

CHAPTER

Since launching the legendary KSA-50 amplifier a quarter of a century ago, Krell have established themselves as the absolute
world leaders in the design of high end audio electronics, rocking the establishment over the years with novel technologies that
have redefined the way we listen to music.
In 2005, chief designer Dan D'Agostino took the audio community by storm with the introduction of the stunning eight- chassis
Evolution One and Evolution Two amplification systems, a creation that represented his ultimate strike of genius on the high
end, and received accolades all over the world.
What's more, it doesn't stop there: this year sees the launch of a complete new range of Krell Evolution pre- and power
amplifiers - plus two exciting source components and an extraordinary unique integrated amplifier.
Out go the sharp heatsinks, in comes the most beautiful casework ever seen, housing technology that delivers totally lifelike music,
with nothing added and nothing taken away. Included in the line-up are the Evolution 505 CD/SACD player, the Evolution 525
audio- video source, the Evolution 202 two- chassis preamplifier with the Evolution 222 single case version, the Evolution 402
stereo amplifier plus the incredibly powerful Evolution 600 and 900 monoblocs.
For the home theatre, there is the powerful Evolution 403 three- channel amplifier and the Evolution 707 processor, a reference
model that is without equal, and demonstrates Krells passion for unparalleled performance and innovation.
Attracting huge interest and praise is the unique FBI Fully Balanced Integrated amplifier. Aimed at those who desire the superb
performance of the long-established Class ' A' Krell FPB series in a single chassis, this is the true master
of all integrated amplifiers.
.
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, the badge of prestige, passion and excellence. Call Absolute Sounds for full details.

absolute sounds ltd

EVOLUTION 402

EVOLUTION 505

EVOLUTION 222

58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTVV
T: +44 (0)20 89 71 39 09 F: +44 (0)20 88 79 79 62
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com

